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Abstract
Small island states, particularly the low-lying archipelagic small island states, are faced with
a planning predicament: how to efficiently provide basic public services and socioeconomic development in sparsely populated settlements, while having to cope with the
high per capita cost of development, limited economic capacity and transport challenges.
Moreover, natural disasters and climate change risks, especially the predicted sea level rise,
has introduced a new dimension to the exiting challenges.
This thesis explores a potential solution to this predicament: the ‘population and
development consolidation approach’ to settlement planning. The concept behind the
approach is to rationalise and concentrate public resource allocation into selected large
settlements, in order to make allocations economically viable and more efficient. At the
same time, migration from smaller settlements to larger settlements are encouraged and
facilitated, so that economies of scale could be achieved for future development. This
approach was first proposed, within regional science literature, as a planning option for
reducing regional economic disparities within or between regions. It has since been
adopted in numerous planning applications such as rationalising service delivery,
agricultural land consolidation and small town development. It was first proposed for a
small island state, the Maldives, as a measure to reduce diseconomies of scale in public
service delivery. However, this approach may have the potential to extend beyond its
current conception, and contribute to a more comprehensive model for small island state
planning; a model which integrates development and, climate hazard adaptation and
mitigation.
The fundamental research issues addressed in this thesis are to establish: i) whether the
population and development consolidation (PDC) approach to settlement planning, as
proposed in the Maldives, could be extended to include a natural hazard resilience and
climate change adaptation dimension, and; ii) whether it could be a viable and practical
approach to planning in small island states. These research issues are explored, first, by
establishing the concept of population and development consolidation, as proposed in the
ii

Maldives, within the theoretical works of regional science. It then proposes a
multidisciplinary methodological framework to assess the viability and practicality of the
strategy in an archipelagic small island state setting. Finally, using the proposed framework,
it undertakes a case study of the Maldives – a low-lying archipelagic state, widely accepted
as vulnerable to natural hazard and climate change risks.
The methodological framework is modelled on a policy analysis approach. There are three
components in the framework: i) identification of resilient and vulnerable settlements; ii)
economic viability assessment and; iii) social change assessment. First, resilient and
vulnerable settlements are assessed using a vulnerability index, based on the relationships
between natural hazard risks and geophysical characteristics. The resulting ‘ranked list of
islands’ is used as an input for the rest of the study. Economic viability is assessed using a
benefit-cost analysis method, and social change is assessed using a social impact assessment
method.
The overall results show that the population and development consolidation approach
could be extended to integrate the dual rationales of reducing the cost of basic service
delivery and, reducing the natural hazard and climate vulnerability in a small island state.
However, the case study suggests that a PDC policy is only marginally financially viable in
the Maldives, within the proposed policy parameters. The policy was found likely to face
significant practical challenges in its implementation, particularly due to the magnitude and
rate of social changes, short-term financing requirements, administrative limitations and
uncertainties in climate and geophysical sciences. Thus, the various conditions which could
make a PDC policy viable and practical in the Maldives are explored.
In theoretical terms, this thesis seeks to contribute to the advancement of the ‘polarized
development paradigm’, by: i) extending it to include a physical vulnerability dimension
and; ii) by explicitly testing a planning application based on the paradigm in a small island
state setting. Finally, in methodological terms, this thesis presents a potentially replicable
framework for evaluating the viability and practicality of a PDC policy in other small island
states.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Introduction

In 1998, the Government of Maldives proposed a radical settlement restructuring strategy,
known as the Population and Development Consolidation (PDC) strategy. The concept behind it
was to concentrate development and population into selected large settlements, through
various policy measures. Its primary rationale is that the sparse distribution of population
hinders sustainable development of the Maldives. This strategy was originally conceived to
achieve efficiency in public service delivery, but it promised much more. It offers a
potential long-term settlement planning solution in small island states, especially to reduce
their vulnerabilities to natural hazards and climate change. Since the inception of the PDC
strategy, I became increasingly curious about its viability and applicability, from a hazardresilience perspective. Moreover, I felt a disappointed in the lack of public or academic
scrutiny into such a significant strategy. Hence, this thesis is the result of a curiosity to
unravel the applicability and viability of PDC strategy to improve natural hazard resilience
in the Maldives; a desire to contribute to establish this concept within the academia and a
hope to introduce this concept as an option for settlement planning in other small island
states.
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The PDC strategy is a manifestation of the preoccupation with constraints to sustainable
development in the Maldives. Like most other small island states, the Maldives face
numerous development constraints – limited resource base, small population, dispersed
nature of island settlements, small land area, fragile environments, vulnerability to natural
disasters and geographic isolation, to name a few (Joint Task force on Small Island States,
2000). These limitations have significant consequences for pursuing development. The
Maldives, for example, is faced with the dilemma of providing basic services and socioeconomic development, while having to cope with a limited resource base and high per
capita cost of development (MPND, 2001). Hence, there are substantial diseconomies of
scale in providing even the basic infrastructure and public services; it is further
compounded by the relatively poor and small economies.
The issue of natural disasters and climate change is an added dimension to any planning
activity in small island states; more so than other continental countries. This is because lowlying countries like the Maldives are amongst the most vulnerable to the predicted impacts
of global climate change, especially sea level rise (Mimura et al., 2007). The predicted sea
level rise of 0.88 m by the year 2100 (IPCC, 2007b), is enough to cause significant impacts
on the Maldives settlements and their infrastructure (Pernetta and Sestini, 1989; Shaig,
2006a; Shaig, 2006b). While the issue of climate change and sea level rise is the subject of
an ongoing debate, a country such as the Maldives – with an average elevation barely 1.5 m
above mean sea level – needs to take a precautionary stance, since the survival of many
small islands is at stake. Furthermore, ‘ocean-induced’ natural hazards that cause temporary
sea level changes, such as tsunamis and storm surges, occasionally threaten lives, economy
and the fragile environment of these countries. The Indian Ocean tsunami of 26th
December 2004 highlighted the potential magnitude of impacts on a low-lying country, like
the Maldives. Although the tsunami of 2004 is regarded as an infrequent disaster of global
scale, the fact remains that a temporary sea level rise of even a metre will inundate most
islands, and cause significant economic and social impacts in the Maldives (UNDP, 2006).
Coastal protection is often considered amongst the most realistic options for the long-term
sea level rise and ocean-induced natural hazard adaptation in small island states (Mimura et
al., 2007), especially in the Maldives (MEEW, 2007). However, the costs associated with
the construction are unaffordable for the small economies. One estimate puts the costs of
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coastal protection in the Maldives at US$1.9 billion1, at a staggering per capita cost of
US$10,142 or 34 percent of the annual Gross National Product (IPCC, 1990). When such
costs compete with basic socio-economic infrastructure and services, natural hazard
mitigation takes a backseat, leaving the population exposed to sea level rise and disasters.
Hence, the task of reducing vulnerability in archipelagic small island states may largely
depend on strategies adopted to minimise the geographic dispersion and diseconomies of
scale in public service provision.
Thus, a settlement planning strategy, based on the principles of population and
development consolidation, appears to be a promising long-term planning solution for
development and natural hazard mitigation in the small island states.
The PDC concept, itself, is not new. It is backed by a group of well-established regional
science theories and paradigms, namely, the growth centre theory (Perroux, 1955;
Boudeville, 1966; Lausen, 1969), core-periphery paradigm (Myrdal, 1957; Hirschman, 1958;
Friedmann, 1966) and, the more recent, new-economic geography (Krugman, 1991). It has
been adopted in numerous countries, based on various rationales and with varying results.
The population consolidation programmes of the USSR (Pallot, 1988; 1990), Canada,
(Hodge, 1988), Tanzania (Pióro, 1972) and the development consolidation attempts in rural
areas of Britain (Cloke, 1983; 1988a), Bulgaria (Tsekov, 1992) and India (Wanmali and
Islam, 1995), represent a few examples. Its use in the particular development and climate
vulnerability context of small island states is yet to be seen, however. In addition, the
applicability of experiences from continental settings to an archipelagic small island state
setting is an area that needs to be explored.
One of the challenges to planning in small island states is the inherent lack of scientific
research. Maldives in particular, experiences lack of research into its natural and socioeconomic environments. Consequently, some of the core areas relevant to this study – such
as geophysical adaptation to climate change, exposure to natural hazards, local economic
and social systems and magnitude of climate change exposure – are under-explored. There
has been a trickle of relevant studies on the topic (for example: Ali, 2005; UNDP, 2006;
Jameel, 2007; UNDP, 2007), but are not enough to fill the ‘gaping’ holes left in the
literature.
1

Figures based on 1990 prices; approximately US$2.4 billion at 2008 prices.
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Given the current state of knowledge, a comprehensive assessment of the applicability and
viability of a PDC strategy in a small island state setting, will be an audacious task. A study
of PDC strategy would require a multidisciplinary approach, covering economics, social
science, regional science, political science, climate science and environmental science, to
name a few. Numerous focussed studies are needed to understand the aspects relating to
each of these disciplines. Hence, at this stage I believe that the best contribution I could
make is to: i) realign the existing PDC strategy from a public-service-delivery-oriented
approach into a natural-hazard-resilience-oriented approach, within a relevant theoretical
framework and; ii) to establish and test an umbrella framework to assess the strategy. Such
a framework is required to consolidate fragmented research relevant to the strategy and to
present a cohesive overall methodology for planners and the scientific community. It is
with this frame of mind that I embark on this study.
1.1. RESEARCH PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESES
The fundamental research issues addressed in this thesis are: i) can the PDC approach to
settlement planning be effectively extended to include a hazard and climate change
resilience dimension? and; ii) can the PDC approach be a viable and practical planning
strategy in a small island state? The key ideas advanced in this thesis are that: i) the present
strategy can be reoriented to develop a climate and hazard resilience approach; ii) an
‘umbrella’ methodological framework is better suited to evaluate the viability and
applicability of the strategy, given the current state of knowledge, and; iii) the proposed
strategy is an alternative development planning strategy for small island states.
The exploration of the fundamental research issues identified above requires a multidisciplinary approach. The following specific assessments are indispensable to delve deep
into the potential for the proposed strategy.
i.

The concept of PDC, as used in the present strategy, needs to be established within
the appropriate theoretical frameworks in regional science.

ii.

Similar past practices in various other settings need to be explored to identify their
applicability to a small island state setting. It has to be clear that the task at hand is
not a replication of what had been done elsewhere.
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iii.

An umbrella methodological framework, for a resilience-oriented approach to
settlement planning, will need to be central to this thesis. The key components of
such a framework should include methods for identifying settlements for future
population and development consolidation, calculating economic viability and
estimating social changes. In effect, these three components represent the
multidisciplinary appraisal of the strategy: environment, economy and society.
a. Environment: A fundamental aspect of the proposed resilience-oriented
approach is the identification of settlements for future population and
development consolidation. At present, the identification process is partially
based on political and economic rationales. The key idea advanced in this
thesis, in this regard, is that there are comparatively resilient islands in the
Maldives, in terms of their physical characteristics and natural hazard risks.
I propose that such islands, if any, are more appropriate for a PDC strategy,
both from an economic and a hazard resilience perspective.
b. Economy: The economic and financial viability of such a strategy is also
pivotal for its consideration. The key idea advanced here is that the
proposed strategy would provide financial benefits for the state in the longrun and that it would be comparatively more viable than a planning strategy
without a PDC approach. Moreover, it needs to be explored whether the
idea that the reduced costs of coastal protection could lead to affordability
in creating more resilient settlements.
c. Society: One of the most fundamental impacts of a PDC approach to
settlement planning may be the social change associated with it. Moving
large numbers of people, within a short timeframe, is bound to have
significant implications on the society. This has been proven time and time
again in similar policies elsewhere (for example: Colson, 1971; Hulme, 1984;
Oliver-Smith, 1991). The extent of social change will need to be explored
and methods to undertake the assessment at a national level will need to be
proposed.
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iv.

Finally, a synthesis of the framework, implications of the assessment on the current
strategy and its applicability to other small island states, will need to be undertaken.

1.2. JUSTIFICATION OF THE RESEARCH
This thesis is addressing a significant planning problem faced by the small island states.
Much of the past and present research is on the causes and consequences of small island
state vulnerability, but little has come forward in options to integrate long-term planning
and vulnerability reduction. The specific characteristics of small island states make them a
unique setting, where planning options from continental countries may not be readily
applicable. Focused research on the planning issues of small island states need to be
pursued rigorously. The strategy proposed in this thesis may not be a ‘fit-all’ solution, but
it is a genuine contribution to the advancement of planning solutions to overcome the
development problems of small island states, especially against natural hazards and climate
change.
There is little evidence to suggest that the present PDC approach to settlement planning in
Maldives is being formulated with adequate scientific research. No specific research has
been published on the strategy, in either the academia or the public forum. This study may
be the first attempt, in any form, to develop a framework for assessing the strategy. This
thesis will serve to provide crucial insights into the applicability of the PDC approach, not
just to the resilience-oriented approach but also to the present service-rationalization
approach. Scientific scrutiny is likely to be a crucial element for the advancement of the
strategy, especially since it is likely to play a significant role in shaping the future of the
Maldives. This thesis will hopefully be of benefit to planners and decision makers in the
Maldives, in undertaking future analysis of the strategy and in determining the future
course of actions.
This thesis, for the first time, puts the PDC approach to settlement planning in Maldives
within a theoretical framework. The advancement of the strategy in this direction may
assist in more fruitful debate within the multiple disciplines associated with it.
I am not asserting that this study is an ‘all-inclusive’ assessment of the proposed strategy.
Instead, I am claiming that an assessment of a planning strategy at any given time reflects
6

the state of scientific knowledge of the time and that the best way forward at this stage is to
have an umbrella framework, which could plug-in new findings as they become available.
Planners may often rely on setting-specific scientific advancement in multiple disciplines to
mould strategies. They cannot, however, postpone their work until a scientific debate is
finalized. A classic example is the case of climate change: should small island states wait
and see how the debate concludes or do they take long-term planning measures based on
the majority scientist’s views? This thesis is a starting point for assessment and is based on
the current state of knowledge. It is designed in a manner in which the changing state of
knowledge could be continuously reanalyzed without having to redo the entire assessment.
Hopefully, other research relevant to this strategy would be continuously used to advance
the concept.
The information collected in this project, including spatial data, economic valuations, social
indicators and hazard risk data, could be readily used for other planning strategy
assessments. The comprehensive land assessment undertaken for this study is a significant
contribution to the understanding of land in Maldives, which to-date has no official land
area. Moreover, the spatial databases compiled for this thesis is believed to be the first of
its kind in the Maldives and will serve as a significant aid to future studies.
1.3. RESEARCH APPROACH
At the outset, I would like to establish that this thesis is both a methodological and a
results-oriented thesis. It is methodological in the sense that it is aimed at providing an
assessment framework for continued assessment and replication in other similar settings. It
is results-oriented in the sense that, it seeks to test the proposed assessment framework
based on the case study of the Maldives. The findings are, thus, also expected to provide
answers to the potential applicability and viability of the strategy in the Maldives.
As noted earlier, this thesis requires a multidisciplinary approach. Hence, a combination of
methodologies as applicable within various disciplines – namely environmental science,
policy science, planning, economics and social science – will be used. The individual
methodological approaches will be consolidated within an umbrella conceptual framework,
which will be based on policy analysis principles. The individual methodological
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approaches used are, thus, not new and draw from well-established methods in their
respective fields. The approaches to achieving individual objectives are discussed below.
First is the issue of identifying a suitable method to evaluate potential islands for
population and development consolidation. I use a purpose-built Geographic Information
System (GIS) to analyze various parameters, covering geophysical characteristics and past
natural hazard event occurrence. The common characteristics of the most vulnerable
islands are delineated using the GIS and the resulting empirical relationships are further
analysed using statistical procedures. The findings are then used to rank all the inhabited
islands of Maldives based on their relative vulnerability to natural hazards. The list is
further readjusted based on the population and a nominal carrying capacity of each island.
It is a well-known fact that the Maldives lacks adequate scientific studies to establish any
resulting relationships with a high degree of certainty. Hence, the procedure used is
intended as a preliminary assessment, guiding further empirical research into the individual
relationships, thus obtained. Nonetheless, the results serve as a starting point for
developing the settlement planning strategy and can be further enhanced as more
comprehensive studies become available. The detailed studies following the Indian Ocean
tsunami provide examples of such progress (for example: Ali, 2005; Kench et al., 2005;
Kench et al., 2006b; UNDP, 2006).
Second, the economic viability assessment is undertaken using the Benefit-Cost Analysis
(BCA) method. The ranked list of vulnerable islands are further categorised to identify
‘host islands’ and ‘migrant islands’. A ‘host’ island accommodates resettlement of the
migrant communities and the ‘migrant’ island relocates into a host community. The lessvulnerable islands will act as host islands while the most vulnerable islands will become
migrant islands. The costs and benefits of the entire strategy are analysed, based on the list
of host and migrant islands, and based on assumptions made on policy tools that may be
used during implementation.
Finally, the social changes resulting from the implementation of the strategy will be
analyzed using Social Impact Assessment (SIA) procedures. I propose a modified SIA
framework to overcome the limitations in existing frameworks in national level policy
analysis.
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I’ve spent much of my life in the Maldives and since joining the Ministry of Planning of the
Maldives in 1994, I have been involved in both the local and national level planning
activities. I have spent a great deal of time travelling to the outer islands, as part of my
official duties, and have visited nearly all the inhabited islands and over 600 of the reported
1190 uninhabited islands of the Maldives. Thus, this study is supported by my past
experiences. Similarly, the judgments and opinions expressed in this study may be biased
towards preexisting views. However, I would like to stress that I was not employed during
this study and was not influenced by my past employer: the Ministry of Planning. The goal
of this thesis is purely academic and is not intended to support or rebuff the ideas of a
specific political group.
1.4. THESIS OUTLINE
This thesis is divided into nine chapters. Following this introduction, the theoretical
foundations and practices in PDC strategies are explored in Chapter 2. Particular attention
is given to the theories in regional science that promote the notion of polarization from an
economic perspective. Practices linked to PDC are explored; based on their rationales for
implementation, a critical review of their success and failures are provided. A synthesis of
all these strategies and practices are provided and related to the present study. Chapter 2
concludes with a new framework for a PDC strategy evaluation, which is the basis for the
rest of the thesis.
Chapter 3 establishes the context of vulnerability and development in the Maldives and
serves as a background on the Maldives for the rest of study. Specific aspects covered
include, the physical environment setting, society, economy, natural hazard risks, past
population and development practices, and the present PDC policy.
Chapter 4 presents the method, results and discussion of the first step of the assessment:
identification of the comparatively resilient settlements. The key objective of establishing
an appropriate method for resilient island assessment is advanced. Discussions on the
application and limitations of the method are also presented, along with the implications of
the findings for the proposed hazard-resilience approach to PDC.
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The next step of the framework is the economic viability assessment. A detailed
explanation of the BCA methodology used in the analysis is presented in Chapter 5 and the
results and discussion of the findings are presented in Chapter 6. The methodology chapter
looks into the use of BCA in national level policy analysis and establishes the detailed
benefits, costs, assumptions, discounting, risks and uncertainties. The results chapter
presents the detailed results of BCA, the sensitivity analysis and a discussion on
methodology and implication of the results.
Chapter 7 covers the final step of the assessment: social change analysis. A discussion of
the issues in existing SIA frameworks for policy level assessment is provided, followed by
an alternate framework for assessment. A detailed assessment of social changes covering
wide-ranging aspects of the island societies is presented.
Chapter 8 provides the general discussion of the thesis. A synthesis on the proposed
assessment framework is provided along with the theoretical, methodological and practical
implications. The question relating to the applicability and viability of the strategy in the
Maldives is also synthesized. Moreover, the potential application of the framework to other
small island states is discussed and summary discussion of the limitations is provided.
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis. It provides the main conclusions and contributions of this
study. It also looks into the future research that may be required to advance the topic
further.
1.5. SUMMARY
This chapter has provided an orientation to this study. It has explored the research
opportunities that exist in relation to advancing the PDC strategy and the most useful
contributions that I could make at this stage to introduce the concept into academic debate.
This chapter has looked into the research hypothesis, objectives, justifications and a
summary of the research approach. It has also outlined the thesis organization.
I will begin the study with the theoretical foundations and practices in PDC strategies, and
the framework for assessment, in the next chapter – Chapter 2.
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2.

Chapter 2

: Theories and Practices in Population and Development Consolidation and the Methodological Framework

Theories and Practices in Population and Development Consolidation,
and the Methodological Framework

The Population and Development Consolidation (PDC) approach to settlement planning is
a relatively well-established concept and has been widely practised around the world. The
concept has its roots in the field of regional science and encompasses a number of
umbrella theories and paradigms. This chapter explores and comments on the theoretical
basis of PDC as a settlement planning strategy and its related applications around the
world. Moreover, a synthesis is established on its relevance to formulating a settlement
planning strategy in a small island state. A new methodological framework is presented,
which will extend the existing theoretical and methodological work related to PDC, to suit
the specific development challenges of small island states.
There were two major difficulties in reviewing the literature. Firstly, the sheer size of
literature on the PDC related theories and its implementation made it impossible to analyze
its entire breadth. Hence, the more widely accepted theories and strategies were reviewed in
detail. Secondly, the volume of gray literature on PDC related policies around the world,
especially in the small island states and developing countries, made it difficult to reflect on
11

its application to different settings. Hence, while efforts were made to gather as much
material as possible within the time restrictions of this study, much remains inaccessible.
This review is presented in five sections. The first section provides an overview of PDC
practices from a historical perspective. The second section identifies the predominant
theoretical basis for a planning application based on PDC strategy. The third section looks
at the diverse practices of PDC related polices and their rationales. The fourth section puts
the literature into perspective of a potential application to improving public service delivery
and hazard resilience in archipelagic small island states. This section also synthesizes the
contributions needed to advance knowledge in the field. The chapter concludes with a
methodological framework to assess the applicability and viability of the PDC approach to
settlement planning in a small island state.
2.1. A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT CONSOLIDATION PRACTICES
Population and development concentration could be described as the predominant pattern of
spatial development since major settlements began during ancient civilisations. The bigger,
generally more prosperous settlements attracted migrants from around a region, usually
from smaller less prosperous areas, and continued to prosper. The initial prosperity of a
location was usually the result of a number of endowments, such as natural, social or
economic. This generic pattern of development, it could be argued, prevails even at
present.
Practices designed to emulate this pattern of natural concentration, by means of population
and development consolidation, can be traced back to the colonial era (see for example:
Johnson, 1970; Slater, 1975; Mercado, 2002). During this period, the colonizing powers,
missionaries and foreign businesses practised development consolidation and encouraged
the movement of population from remote mountainous areas and islands to central
locations, where the colonial administrative infrastructure or facilities were located. This
trend was quite prominent in the pacific islands (Connell and Curtain, 1982; Buchholz,
1983; Burt and Clerk, 1997; Ward, 1998). Such movement of population have often been
described in the context of labour migration (Sofer, 1993). As evident from the settlement
patterns of third world countries and in small island developing states, these colonial
policies resulted in one or few urban-centre-dominated settlement patterns (Buchholz,
12

1983; Tacoli, 1998; Connell, 2003). Moreover, there have even been direct policies of
population resettlement by colonizing powers to create economies of scale, which they
envisaged was essential for development. Such policies were followed, for example, in the
Philippines (Mercado, 2002).
Deliberate government policies involving development consolidation in the developed
world, for example in Britain and United States, appeared following the depression years of
late 1920s and early 1930s (Hansen et al., 1990). However, it was not until the 1950s that
large scale implementation of such policies appeared (Friedmann, 1975; Markusen, 2001).
The renewed interest in consolidation practises could be credited to the newly evolved field
of regional science, which explored the occurrence of uneven spatial development and
promoted various notions of consolidated development to redress the imbalance. The
policies based on the theoretical works in regional science have often been classified as
regional policies (Hansen et al., 1990; Markusen, 2001).
Since the mid-1950s, regional policies were implemented both in the developed and the
newly independent developing countries. In general, the concerns of most Governments of
the period have been declining industrial areas and inequalities between urban and rural
areas (Hansen et al., 1990). Friedmann’s (1975) assessment of regional policies in both the
developed and developing countries provide a good insight into thinking behind them. He
argued that regional planning in developed countries at the time was concerned with
‘problems of depressed areas, regional adjustments to locational shifts in major economic
activities, and the structural environmental problems of expanding urban regions’.
Meanwhile, policies in developing countries were focused on ‘regional coordination of
investment programs, decentralization of decision making, alleviation of regional
imbalances and spatial integration of society’ (p. 792). Hence, the preoccupation with the
unbalanced spatial structure could be summarised as the primary rationale behind
development consolidation based regional policies, since the 1950s.
The discourse on regional problems of the time provided important theoretical and
empirical tools for advancing the notion of population and development concentration.
Subsequently, a large body of literature was developed on the topic and a number of policy
applications followed throughout the world. The next section will look into the key
theoretical works that form the basis of the PDC approach to settlement planning.
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2.2. THEORETICAL BASIS FOR POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT
CONSOLIDATION STRATEGIES
As noted above, theories and paradigms relating to the notion of population and
development consolidation in settlement planning, stems primarily from the field of
regional science. After synthesizing regional science theories over the last century, Capello
(2007) identified that they were broadly based on two streams of theoretical developments:
the location theory and regional growth (and development) theory. Location theory explores the
economics behind location choices of households and firms in physical space, and paves
the way for exploration of unbalanced spatial development. A number of classical seminal
theoretical developments helped to reinforce this stream of thinking. They include Alfred
Weber’s (1929) theory of industrial location, Johann Heinrich von Thünen’s (1826) model of
agricultural land use, Walter Christeller’s ([1933] 1966) and August Lösch’s (1954) central place
theory, Walter Isard’s (1956) industrial location theory and William Alonso’s (1964) work on
land rent in urban environments. The regional growth theories evolved as a second stream
in regional science, and focused on spatial aspects of economic growth and distribution of
income (Capello, 2007). They included the export base models, neo-classical models, inputoutput models and econometric models on intra- and inter-regional growth (Richardson,
1973). These two original streams, especially regional growth theory, were relatively
abstract but numerous other theories evolved from ‘cross-fertilization’ between them
(Capello, 2007, p. 5) and yielded more explicit reference to physical space, and hence,
facilitated its application in settlement planning. It is these new developments which
present the most relevant theoretical frameworks for this study.
There are numerous adaptations in location and regional growth theory, but theoretical
developments that exclusively suggested policies of concentrated development, could be
classified based on theories that explicitly promoted the notion of ‘polarized development’2.
The concept of ‘polarized development’ is based on the belief that ‘economic development
is scarcely ever spread evenly over the whole area of a given state unit, but rather
concentrated at certain points, producing a mosaic of regions at different levels of
economic prosperity’ (Keeble, 1967, p. 257). Hence, the theories within this paradigm
explored the concept of unbalanced spatial development and promoted the idea that
2

The term was used by Friedmann to refer to theoretical developments of the time that promoted the
notion of polarized development. Friedmann, J., 1973. 'A General Theory of Polarized Development.' In:
Hansen, N. (Ed.) Growth Centers in Regional Economic Development. Free Press, New York.
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efficient development occurs only at selected points, and uses the argument to model
regional growth and development.
Appalraju and Safier (1976) argued that a number of concepts and theories helped to
reinforce the notion of ‘polarized development’ during the 1950s and 60s. Amongst these
were Scitovsky’s article on external economies (Scitovsky, 1954), and Rostow’s concept of
‘take-off to sustained growth’ (Rostow, 1963). In addition, it could be argued that ground
breaking concepts in location theory, such as those of Walter Christaller’s and Walter
Isard’s, may have contributed to deepen the analytical and operational concept behind
‘polarised development’ in physical space3.
However, the ‘polarized development’ concept is largely accredited to spatially uneven
development process as conceptualized by Myrdal, Hirschman, Friedmann, Krugman, and
others, which together became popularly known as the ‘core-periphery’4 paradigm.
Moreover, the concept of ‘growth pole’5, developed in economic space by Perroux (1955)
and further developed into geographic space by Boudeville (Boudeville, 1966) and Lausen
(Lausen, 1969), played a major role in establishing the concept. The concept underwent a
period of decline, in terms of theoretical development, towards the mid-1980s but was
revived in the 1990s encompass a new thinking in regional economic planning such as the
‘new economic Geography’ (Krugman, 1991), ‘Technopoles’ (Benko, 2000) and ‘Industrial
Clusters’ (Gordon and McCann, 2000). All these ideas promoted development
concentration at selected areas or points as a measure to stimulate development.
The next two subsections will explore the ‘polarized development’ paradigm in more detail,
based on the two most dominant theories: the core-periphery paradigm and the growth
centre theory. In practise, these two theories could be singled out as the most frequently
adopted regional planning theory in developing countries (Appalraju and Safier, 1976;
Miyoshi, 1997; Sonn, 2007).

3

The location theories proposed by these authors, for example the Central Place Theory, does not
explicitly explore regional inequality. However, their exploration of ‘regularity’ in local physical space
and settlement hierarchies indirectly supports the regional level theories in polarized development.
4
Also Known as ‘Centre-Periphery’ model. (see for example, Ying, L. G., 2000. 'Measuring the Spillover
Effects: Some Chinese Evidence'. Papers in Regional Science, 79 (1), 75-89., and Moseley, M. J., 1974.
Growth Centres in Spatial Planning, Pergamon Press, Oxford.)
5
Also Known as ‘Growth Centres’ Friedmann, J., 2001. 'Regional Development and Planning: The Story
of a Collaboration'. International Regional Science Review, 24 (3), 386-395.
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2.2.1. Core-periphery Paradigm

Myrdal‘s model of ‗cumulative causation‘ (Myrdal, 1957) is generally considered as the
origin for the debate on unbalanced growth theory and hence, the core-periphery
paradigm. Hirschman‘s (1958) thesis of unbalanced growth further developed the theory,
which ‗although arrived independently of Myrdal‘s, is remarkably similar to it‘ (Keeble,
1967, p. 67).
Myrdal (1957) maintained that it was the natural forces that act to consolidate development
at certain points and hence, create regional inequalities. According to him, the free play of
market forces naturally creates regional inequalities. His arguments reflect on the theory‘s
‗neoclassical economics‘ roots. Ying‘s (2000) summary of Myrdal‘s findings provides the
essence of this argument.
‗Once development starts in a particular place, that region immediately develops its
own momentum of growth through the process of cumulative causation‘ and the
‗momentum is ―sustained and fortified‖ through interaction between the growing
centre and other parts of the territory. Trade and factor mobility exercise the
―backwash effects‖ on the lagging regions in the sense that they retard their growth
and widen the economic gap between the regions. Through migration, the poor
regions lose their skilled labourers; the banking system siphons the savings of
people in the poor regions and reinvests them in the rich regions; and free trade
tends to bankrupt small and traditional industries in the poor regions since they
cannot compete with the industries in the growing regions that are working under
conditions of increasing returns to scale. In this way, continuous growth in one
region occurs ―at the expense of other locations and regions‖ (Ying, 2000, p. 77).
Myrdal‘s findings provided a straightforward explanation to the spatial development
problems of most developed countries of the time. More importantly, he highlighted the
presence of a natural pattern of concentrated development in a region, in a manner which
was comprehensible to both the economists and planners.
Hirschman (1958), based on his analysis of the interregional transmission of growth, a year
later, arrived at the same conclusion. Hirschman maintained that once development is
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initiated and established at certain points it will reap the benefits of economies of scale and
grow using the expanding favourable environment. The process of establishment of these
points as poles of growth will help the surrounding areas to progress. However, the process
is also aided by differential growth due to spatial interaction between growing ‗Northern‘
and lagging ‗Southern‘ regions in the form of ‗trickle-down‘ and ‗polarization effects‘.
Hence, Hirschman envisaged a core-periphery interaction pattern which involves the
‗Northern‘ regions developing at the expense of ‗Southern‘ regions during the earlier stages
of growth. However, he also believed that in the long run, the benefits of growth in one
centre will ‗trickle-down‘ into the lagging poor areas around it, implying that the process
will assist in the overall growth of the region (pp. 183-191).
Myrdal and Hirschman‘s findings implied that a policy of concentrating development at
core areas of a region could eventually facilitate faster regional economic growth around it.
Moreover, they implied that the core area – usually an urban area – itself will grow through
labour and capital migration. These implications became an attractive proposition for the
governments of 1960s–70s, who were preoccupied with the declining industrial areas in the
developed world and the uneven spatial development in Third World countries
(Friedmann, 1975); subsequently, the core-periphery hypothesis became a widely pursued
topic (for example: Williamson, 1965; Friedmann, 1966; Sofer, 1993; Sinha, 1995). Despite
criticisms of backwash or polarization effects as hardly an explanation of regional
backwardness by Paauw (1961, p. 186), the hypothesis became accepted as a relevant and
useful concept in analyzing spatial concentration of economic growth, at least during the
early stages of a country‘s development (Keeble, 1967, pp. 257-266).
Friedmann, through his work on Venezuela (Friedmann, 1966), further established the
core-periphery model identified by Myrdal and Hirschman. Moreover, Friedmann extended
the theory to include a developing country setting. According to Friedmann (1966), the
application of the core-periphery concept at a national level is related to the first two and
more importantly to the second of the four national development phases: i) ‗pre-industrial‘,
ii) ‗transitional‘, iii) ‗industrial‘ and, iv) ‗post-industrial‘ (pp.6-13). Friedmann is of the view
that during the transitional stage of development, concentration of the economy from
periphery to the core begins as a result of capital accumulation and industrial growth.
During the ‗industrial stage‘, economic growth spreads across the country and causes other
growth points to appear. Hence, he argued that all countries go through these phases of
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development and the core-periphery model is applicable during the appropriate timeframe.
As a strategy to enhance this pattern of development, he goes on to further establish that a
hierarchy of cities should be developed to integrate core and periphery (pp. 93-98). This
concept was taken up in both economic and rural development approaches to regional
development, which is discussed later in this review. The implications of this model to the
settlement planning strategy proposed in this thesis are also addressed later.
Towards the end of the 1980s, the core-periphery model in its original form and the
development policies linked to it, suffered a decline in their acceptance. This may partly be
due to the advancement of developed countries into the ‗post-industrial‘ phase or due to
failures in past projects. It was revived during the 1990s as a modified concept: new economic
geography (Fujita and Krugman, 2004). The new model appears to have emerged mainly due
to the dissatisfaction amongst economists on the gap between economic development
models and geography. The ‗new economic geography‘ provided an additional view of how
resources and production come to be concentrated spatially for reasons other than the
standard ‗geographic‘ ones (Meardon, 2001). It explains in economic terms, the
agglomeration of economic activities at various scales of local, regional, national or
international levels (Krugman, 1991; Fujita and Krugman, 2004). The main argument
behind the concept is that the local externalities – usually involving labour market pooling,
technological spillovers, intermediate goods, and services supply and demand linkages –
lead to localised clustering of economic activity and creation of core development areas.
The ‗new economic geography‘ model was hailed as the way forward in regional science.
Neary (2001) believed that the ‗new economic geography‘ was the only model so far, that
comprehensively explains ‗agglomeration in a theoretical framework that is tractable, has
solid micro foundations, and makes testable empirical predictions‘ (p. 557). The advent of
‗new economic geography‘ also triggered an increase in interest, especially in Europe, for
concentration of economic activities (Arbia et al., 2004). Its role in the regional policies is
continuously being defined along the new findings (Puga, 2001). However, it has also been
criticized, especially by those in the ‗old economic geography‘ camps. Meardon (2001) sums
up their views when he described the model as ‗reminiscent‘ of earlier works in the coreperiphery paradigm, which ‗prioritizes mathematical technique over realistic explanation‘,
‗employs overly abstract analysis‘ making the model ‗simplistic‘, ‗irrelevant‘ and deficient
than previous works (p. 25).
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While the works of Myrdal-Hirscheman-Friedmann and ‗new economic geographers‘ differ
in their approach to the formation of core-periphery patterns and the way in which these
patterns should be analysed, they both fall within the core-periphery paradigm. Hence, it
should be considered an extension of the earlier concepts on concentrated development.
The main difference in terms of its applicability to various settings around the world is that
it appears to be more relevant to larger economies.
The result of discourse on the core-periphery paradigm over the past half century has been
the emergence of regional policies and strategies that sought to establish regions based on
the models. They usually involved reviving depressed regions by developing new cores or
attempting to balance the economic growth of regions by consolidating development in the
core cities or regions (Hansen et al., 1990). The policies derived from the core-periphery
models are diverse, most of which are not exclusively credited to the model itself, but
contain its main concepts.
The core-periphery models have their merits and demerits when it is considered for
application in archipelagic small island states. It is common to find in these states a single
settlement dominated pattern of spatial development (Buchholz, 1983; Connell, 1987;
Connell, 2003). The single settlement, usually the capital city, could be described as the core
while the rest of the outer islands could be described as the periphery. The movement of
these states to the transitional stage (as described by Friedmann) has led the capital city to
develop at the expense of the outer islands. Large-scale out migration, disproportionate
public expenditure allocation, declining economic output and declining quality of public
services are reminiscent of the plight of outer islands, as the capital city continues to grow.
In this sense, it does give rise to the idea that new cores could be developed in other
regions to detract from the interactions with the capital city and promote regional growth.
Thus, there is potential for a strategy of development consolidation into selected
settlements other than the capital city.
However, it could be argued that the context of development in small island states may
hinder the successful application of the core-periphery paradigm as conceived in
continental countries. The relatively small economy, geographic restrictions, sea-based
transportation systems, lack of manufacturing industries and the dominance of tourismbased service industry, makes it difficult to naturally establish the core-periphery links
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between islands in small archipelagic states. Of particular note is the sea-based
transportation system, which makes inter-island or settlement travel infrequent, unreliable
and often costly (BCL, 2005a). This limitation, along with the small size of islands, limited
physical boundaries of settlements and lack of mineral resources, make some of the
fundamental assumptions in location theory less applicable to archipelagic small island
states.
Nonetheless, the concepts embedded in the paradigm promote the very notion of
population and development consolidation, albeit in an economic and labour mobility
context. The principles that underlie the growth of a core, attracting labour and capital
from surrounding settlements, are highly plausible in a small island states, but the effects of
‗spill-overs‘ and ‗trickle down‘ effects, as argued by Myrdal-Hirschman-Friedmann, may not
be as prominent. Hence, while the concepts embedded in the theory may not be applicable
in their entirety, there is room to adopt the relevant concepts and develop a more suitable
approach to settlement planning in small island states.
2.2.2. Growth Pole or Growth Centre Theory

Growth centre theory has been described as the most widely adopted regional growth
theory for planning applications between the 1950s and 70s (Parr, 1999a). The rationale
behind the growth pole inspired planning applications is that concentration of public
investment, decentralization and favourable macro-economic policies, at certain
geographical points with growth potential, would result in economic growth of the centre
and ‗trickle town‘ of the benefits to the surrounding region. Consolidation of population
was expected to occur naturally through rural-urban migration and through urban-urban
migration from larger cities. Hence, the poles were to become counter magnets to the
dominant urban centres, usually the capital city (Moseley, 1974; Appalraju and Safier, 1976;
Hansen et al., 1990; Miyoshi, 1997; Parr, 1999a).
This rationale was based on the underlying principles of the ‗growth centre theory‘, as
theorized by French economist, François Perroux. According to Perroux, development was
defined as ‗a selective, cumulative process which does not appear everywhere at the same
time but becomes manifest at certain points in space with variable intensity‘ (Perroux, 1955,
cited in Capello, 2007, p. 6). Contrary to the thinking of economists, geographers and
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sociologists of the time, Perroux championed the idea of inequality in development
(Moseley, 1974, p. 4). Perroux‘s argument was based on the facilitation of development by
concentrating economic activities – as ‗propulsive industries‘ (Parr, 1973) – in abstract
‗economic space‘ rather than a physical location (Courtney and Errington, 2003). He
argued that within such space, polarisation was measured with respect to the intensity of
inter-firm or inter-industry transactions, but nonetheless, Perroux recognized that a growth
pole may also exist in economic space as a territorial entity (Parr, 1999a).
Perroux‘s concept of growth pole in economic space was subsequently developed into
territorial space by the Boudeville (1966) and Hermansen (1972), among others. The initial
follow-up on the theory was marred by inconsistencies in its adoption. There were
confusion over what constituted a ‗growth pole‘ (Darwent, 1969). The questions of size,
growth levels, growth timing and the extent of growth poles were widely debated (Moseley,
1974). Moreover, some authors interpreted a growth centre as the ‗spatial agglomeration‘ of
related industries (Lausen, 1969; McCrone, 1969), whilst others focused on the necessity of
a ‗growing urban centre‘ assisting ‗growth in its surrounding hinterland‘ (Nichols, 1969) or
at the very least a ‗growing urban centre‘ (Parr, 1973). These confusions remained through
the 1970s, and may have been partially responsible for the varying conceptions adopted by
planners. Nonetheless, the geographical conception provided by Boudeville and others,
facilitated its practical use by planners.
Despite the wide ranging debates on the concept, it became widely accepted in regional
planning, perhaps due to its simplicity, and was rushed to implementation (Parr, 1999a). A
number of applications – such as reviving a depressed area, encouraging regional
deconcentration, improvement and rationalization of service provision, and rural
development were developed (Parr, 1999a) – aimed at concentrating population and
economic development at potential growth centres.
The widespread application of growth centre ‗strategy‘ also opened it up for a barrage of
criticisms. Parr (1999b) argued that the experience of the past 30 years of growth centre
policies have been far from encouraging and that only a few examples could be found
where it was successfully implemented in the long-run. Even during the 1960s, authors like
Hansen (1967) and Darwent (1969) criticized the theory on the grounds of inadequacies in
conceptualization and lack of empirical backing on the subject. Stohr and Todtling (1978)
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after synthesizing case studies, claimed that growth pole strategies could not deliver the
promised development to the surrounding areas. Parr (1999b), who was particularly harsh
on growth centre strategy‘s failure, claimed that the strategy was ―inappropriate‖,
―infeasible‖ and ―unrealistic‖ (pp. 1260-1261). Subsequently, the 1970s were marked by a
number of governments abandoning the strategy due to its failure to meet expectations; for
example France (Hansen et al., 1990) and Latin American countries (Conroy, 1973).
Despite the criticism, some authors believed that the failure of growth centre strategy is not
because of its underlying thinking, but because of the defects in conceptualizing and
implementing them properly (Richardson and Richardson, 1975). Parr (1999b) himself
agrees that the decision makers had significant expectations from the strategy and that it
was abandoned prematurely without giving it appropriate time to deliver the benefits.
There have also been occasions where it has been proven successful. For example
Appalachian region of USA (Isserman and Rephann, 1995) and Industrial regions of India
(Parr, 1999b).
The growth pole theory has recently been reincarnated in regional science through new
innovative concepts such as ‗technopoles‘ (Benko, 2000) and ‗industrial districts‘ or
‗industrial clustering‘ (Gordon and McCann, 2000). These studies relate to a spatial
dimension of technical change which has emerged in the literature since 1980s from studies
of innovative milieus, to industrial and technology districts, scientific parks and more
generally local systems of innovation and production (Breschi, 1998). Although the existing
literature rarely accredits these new concepts to the growth pole theory, the key notions of
growth points and agglomeration stems partly from the growth pole theory.
Both the core-periphery theory and growth pole theory could be argued as interrelated,
since they address a similar issue – regional inequalities in development – using a polarized
development approach. In fact, some authors (for example, Courtney and Errington, 2003)
treat both theories as the same and explain the concept of polarization based on a
combination of these theories. However, there is disagreement over this link amongst
authors and most consider the core-periphery paradigm to be different, more robust and
more successful than planning applications based on growth pole theory (Sonn, 2007). The
reality is that the theoretical discussions on the original theories have passed their peaks
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and have been reincarnated in different adaptations, which are perhaps more suitable to the
development problems of the developed and large developing economies.
However, it terms of the applicability of these theories to settlement planning in
archipelagic small island states, it is more likely that earlier works are still more suited than
the new concepts. The pioneering works were mostly based on an earlier stage of economic
development and had a lot of influence from the spatial development patterns of
developing countries of the time. Most of the small island states are likely to be in the
‗transitional‘ or ‗industrial‘ phase – as defined by Friedmann (1966) – which makes them
more suitable for adaptations based on the original theories.
One of the main criticisms of growth pole theory is its failure, after numerous applications,
to deliver the promised benefits to a surrounding region (Stohr and Todtling, 1978; Hansen
et al., 1990; Parr, 1999b). However, a growth centre‘s ability to attract in-migration,
through public and private capital investment and economic growth, remains valid (Hansen
et al., 1990). As noted earlier, the extent of spill-over benefits to a surrounding region is
more questionable in an archipelagic small island setting, due to the under-developed seabased transport system, limited inter-island interactions and lack of mineral resources.
Nonetheless, the potential effectiveness of attracting population to selected settlements,
through development consolidation, provides a basis for addressing some of the key spatial
development challenges in small island states: providing public services and natural hazard
adaptation in dispersed sparsely populated settlements. Hence, while the two theories,
discussed above, may not be applicable in their entirety, the key concepts relating to the
growth of a pole or a core can be used as a basis for adopting a more practical approach to
settlement planning in small island states. The implications of these two theories for this
thesis are discussed in more detail in a later section. The next section will look into the
practises of PDC strategies.
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2.3. PRACTISES OF POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT CONSOLIDATION
Literature on population and development consolidation related policies and practises are
numerous, perhaps owing to the universal nature of regional inequality issues. These
practises may be observed ranging from moderate policies, encouraging spatial industrial
agglomeration through favourable macro-economic policies (e.g. subsidies, taxes, aid etc.),
to radical policies such as population relocation or deliberate avoidance of infrastructure
development in marginal areas. Often, features of consolidation have been embedded in
broader or in a combination of regional policies, making it difficult to exclusively identify
those practises as development consolidation. Moreover, most of these practises also seem
to be broadly based on the key polarization theories discussed above, but often have not
been exclusively acknowledged as such. This assessment will review the exclusive and most
widely practised policies and practises.
The rest of this section is based on three broad categories: i) achieving economic growth
and reducing regional inequalities; ii) rural development, and; iii) reducing environmental
vulnerability. These categories have been derived from the rationales for PDC strategy
implementation.
2.3.1. Achieving Economic Growth & Reducing Regional Inequalities

During the years between 1950 to the early 1970s, the predominant rationale for countries
to adopt regional policies was to reduce regional inequality through economic growth of
regions (Mercado, 2002). Hence, the preoccupation with inequality coupled with the
‗polarization‘ theories of the time led to many countries adopting development
concentration policies. A number of these policies and strategies were embedded in the
overall national development policies. However, one of the most exclusively adopted
strategies was the growth centre strategy.
2.3.1.1. GROWTH CENTRE STRATEGY

Gaile (1978), in an analysis of growth centre strategies reported that 28 developed and
developing countries had ―implemented, provided for, or seriously discussed‖ growth
centre strategy (cited in Miyoshi, 1997, p.30) Elsewhere, growth centre strategies were
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followed without being dignified by the name as such (Appalraju and Safier, 1976, pp. 153164).
Parr (1999a) identified four main rationales for the growth centre strategies: i) ‗reviving a
depressed area‘; ii) ‗encouraging regional deconcentration‘; iii) ‗modifying the national
urban system‘ and; iv) ‗attaining interregional balance‘. Moseley (1974) identified the
rationales along similar lines but more elaborately. He identified diffusion of innovation,
economies of scale in public infrastructure and service provision, agglomeration economies
and stimulation of growth, and consolidation of population through migration, as key
rationales. Moseley, however, unlike Parr, based some of his finding on assumptions rather
than practise.
The key instruments used for implementing growth centre strategy were state intervention
in public infrastructure investment policy, fiscal and macro-economic policy, landuse
regulation, and decentralization of administration, among others (Moseley, 1974; Appalraju
and Safier, 1976; Miyoshi, 1997). This, perhaps, reflects the lack of a laissez-faire approach to
spatial planning in less developed countries.
Growth centre strategy was initially implemented in the developed countries. One of the
very first implementations was in France, where deliberate policies to balance the ‗pull‘ of
Paris were implemented between 1966 and 1970. This was achieved through simulation of
metropolitan functions of Paris in nine métropoles d‟équilibre or poles (Moseley, 1974; Hansen
et al., 1990). Scotland adopted growth centre policies to arrest the ‗vicious circle of rapid
depopulation and economic stagnation at the ‗border‘ areas‘ (Moseley, 1974, pp. 24-33). A
similar strategy was adopted in Ireland (Moseley, 1974, pp. 33-41). In Spain, eleven poles
(„Polos de Desarrollo‟) were used to reduce the dominance of Madrid and promote regional
development (Richardson, 1975). In USA, concerns over the underdevelopment of the
Appalachian Region and the dispersed nature of the population prompted the government
to adopt a growth centre strategy to consolidate population and development (Hansen,
1972; Isserman and Rephann, 1995). Similarly, Canada‘s unique case of dispersed small
settlements and inaccessibility to remote areas, forced the government to consider growth
centre strategies (Higgins, 1972). However, a notable feature of these practises was that
they were all implemented between the 1950s and 1970s, during the peak years of regional
policy implementation. Since then, the explicit use of growth centres in reducing regional
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inequalities has been largely abandoned in developed countries, but was used in rural
planning applications – such as rationalising public service delivery in sparsely populated
areas, establishing a hierarchy of small settlements and agricultural land consolidation.
The attractiveness of growth centre strategy to the developing countries became eminent
since the late 1960s. Most of the developing countries were faced with large inequalities
between the urban and rural areas (Johnson, 1970). The dominance of the capital city in the
economy and impoverishment in the rural areas were all too common occurrences (Tacoli,
1998). Furthermore, the dispersed nature of sparsely populated settlements and the
difficulties providing basic services compounded the rural-urban inequalities (Appalraju
and Safier, 1976). Hence, the promise of growth centre policies in developing countries to
provide a solution to this telling problem proved quite attractive. Subsequently a number of
implementations followed. Malaysia adopted a multi-strategy approach to regional
development since the early 1970s. Three major growth centres and a number of
intermediate cities were designated for development consolidation. These were to
eventually develop into a network of growth centres at two hierarchical levels, which would
act as consolidating points for rural dispersed population and economic growth (Remy and
Bruce, 1983; Hansen et al., 1990, pp. 193-233). South Korea, determined to change the
dominance of Seoul, developed additional growth centres along the pacific coast (Chung,
1999). Similar policies were thus implemented in India (Misra, 1972; Misra and Sundharam,
1978), Tanzania (Pióro, 1972), Kenya, Iran (Appalraju and Safier, 1976), Nigeria
(Mabogunje, 1978), Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand (Salih et al., 1978, cited in Parr, 1999a)
Bulgaria (Tsekov, 1992) and Brazil (Barbarovic, 1978), to name a few.
Since the 1980s, a new breed of growth centre strategies emerged known as ‗technopoles‘
and ‗industrial clusters‘. These concepts are relatively new to the developing world. It has,
however, existed in the developed world for a long period: machining steel in Sheffield,
textiles around Prato in Italy, chemicals along the Rhine, automobiles in the southwest
German state of Baden-Wurttemberg, financial services in London and fashion design in
Paris and Milan, electronics industry in the Route 128 area around Boston and the
computer industry in California‘s Silicon Valley (Kotval and Mullin, 1998). Industrial
clusters are also emerging around medical devices (Minneapolis), biotechnology (San
Diego, Worcester, Massachusetts), semiconductors (Austin) and software in Seattle and
Portland (Kotval and Mullin, 1998). It could be argued that these centres were not planned
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but was a result of natural growth. Nonetheless, the presence of these growth patterns, had
contributed to the emergence of the technopole and industrial cluster planning concepts.
Amongst the developing countries, China and South Korea have been active in following
development consolidation in technological innovation since the 1980s (Wang et al., 1998;
Chung, 1999). It remains to be seen how far this policy of technological concentration will
impact the future regional polices of developing countries. Moreover, such policies have a
long way to go before they can be embraced by small island states due to the relative stage
of their development.
2.3.1.2. OTHER ADAPTATIONS

Similar policies of economic development concentration were followed in the planned
economies, although their success is empirically not known. The Soviet Union
implemented a direct policy of development consolidation into a network of regions and
cities designed to restructure the ‗productive forces‘ in an efficient manner (Nekrasov,
1975). China‘s policies provided evidence of successful implementations in population and
development consolidation for economic development (Paine, 1981), although the
measurement of success was relative to policy objectives.
Evidence of regional policies based on polarization theories, to concentrate population and
development for regional economic growth, are very few in small island archipelagic states.
However, a pattern of polarization in the capital city and overblown inequality between the
capital city and outer islands (Connell, 2003) seems to be the prevailing spatial pattern of
development. As a result, problems of urban congestion and depopulation in outer islands
have been widely observed in small island states (Joint Task force on Small Island States,
2000). Most policies, especially in the pacific, seem to be concentrated on diverting
population from the capital city to the outer islands, by developing basic services in them.
Policies promoting population consolidation has been largely overlooked in these
countries, probably owing to the battle against socio-economic problems of urbanization
and limitations in land. This thesis, however, explores the possibility of counterurbanization in outer islands as an indirect remedy to these problems.
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In summary, growth centre strategy could be singled out as the most widely practised
population and consolidation strategy to purely achieve economic growth. It provided an
umbrella concept to bring together a number of independent policies such as fiscal policies,
industrial initiatives and, macro-economic policies and programmes.
2.3.2. Rural Development

The initiatives in rural development, originating in the 1970s, were conceived as alternatives
to mainstream development thinking, which at the time concentrated on urban
development as the answer to regional problems (Kammeier, 2002; Mercado, 2002). A
variety of policies were adopted since 1970s in both the developed and developing
countries that included direct strategies for population and development consolidation. The
rationales behind these strategies could be grouped into three main categories: i) rationalize
service delivery ii) promote urban-rural interactions, and iii) consolidate agricultural
production. Here again, explicit reference to the ‗polarized development‘ paradigm was not
used but the principles of growth centre and core-periphery model were used to establish
an intrinsically rural adaptation.
2.3.2.1. RATIONALIZATION OF SERVICE DELIVERY

A common development issue faced by most countries is to economically deliver services
to dispersed sparsely populated settlements. This concern has been highlighted in
developed countries, developing countries, planned economies and small island states, alike
(Cloke, 1988a; Palmer, 1988; Wanmali and Islam, 1995; Joint Task force on Small Island
States, 2000; Connell, 2003).
The cause of the widespread occurrence of this pattern is, again, largely attributed to the
regional inequality between the urban and rural areas, resulting in migration and the
eventual depopulation of the marginal areas (Cloke, 1983; Cloke, 1988a; Palmer, 1988).
This pattern has also been attributed to the configuration of settlements in the marginal or
rural areas that existed prior to the urbanization process, especially in the developing
countries and amongst the indigenous populations of developed countries (ADB, 1988b;
Hodge, 1988; Holmes, 1988).
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Depopulation in rural areas and the sparsely distributed nature of the small towns poses a
problem for the governments of such countries, as it places strains upon ‗the viability of
maintaining employment opportunities, services and infrastructure for the residual
inhabitants at a level which is equitable in relation to the current national standard of living‘
(Palmer, 1988, p. 21). According to Palmer (1988, p. 32), such countries are ‗tossed on the
horns of a dilemma‘. ‗On one hand, law-abiding, tax-paying citizens in remote rural areas
have a right not to be disadvantaged as regards levels of basic infrastructure and service
provision in comparison with their urban compatriots‘. On the other hand, Thomas (1972)
argued that, ‗the higher costs per head of providing those same services in remote rural
areas means that their inhabitants are in some sense over-privileged‘ (cited in Palmer, 1988,
p. 32).
Two common responses to this issue can be identified from the regional policies of the last
half-a-centuy. Firstly, there was the more common response of rationalizing employment
and infrastructure into selected towns (i.e. population and development consolidation),
which would in turn serve a surrounding area comprising a number of small towns (Cloke,
1983; 1988a). Such towns have also been referred to as ‗service centres‘ (Wanmali and
Islam, 1995). Secondly, there occurred the rationalization of economic resources,
infrastructure and human resources into selected larger centres (Palmer, 1988). The latter
method often involves population relocation.
Examples of rationalisation of infrastructure and employment can be found in the
consolidation policies of Britain (Cloke, 1983; 1988a), USA (Isserman and Rephann, 1995),
Canada (Hodge, 1988), USSR (Pallot, 1988; 1990), Bulgaria (Tsekov, 1992), a number of
European Union countries (EC, 1988), Tanzania (Pióro, 1972) and India (Wanmali and
Islam, 1995), among others. The theoretical framework for planning service centres has
involved both the Central Place Theory (Frank, 1971; Wanmali and Islam, 1995) and
Growth Centre Strategy (Cloke, 1979; Cloke, 1988a; Isserman and Rephann, 1995).
Britain‘s policies provide a good example for this strategy as it was sustained over a longer
period. Describing the policies of Britain since 1947, Cloke (1983) is of the view that
planning in Britain‘s rural areas adopted a strategy of resource concentration into growth
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centres6. Cloke (1988a) further maintained that the strategy was followed under ‗the
presumption that resource concentration strategies would achieve economies of scale,
because ‗bigger will be cheaper‘‘ (p. 32), which proved attractive for British policy makers.
Ayeton‘s (1980) four main reasons behind the argument for economies of scale (cited in
Cloke, 1988a, p. 32), provided the basic rationale for following this strategy in most
countries.
1. Small villages cannot independently support education, health and
commercial services which require the support of a population in
thousands;
2. Public sector service options are constrained by limited and diminishing
resources;
3. Private sector service and public sector services will not be provided where
they are unprofitable, and rural areas often fall within this category;
4. Mobile services incur high running cost and offer a low quality of services.
Based on these rationales, three policy categories were adopted in UK (Cloke, 1988a).
Firstly, the ‗Key Settlements‘ concept, where infrastructure development and employment
services were directly concentrated at selected points with higher populations. Secondly a
‗planned decline‘ policy, where public investment was denied to lower order population
centres. Thirdly, ‗village classification‘ policies were made proportionately – where
population centres were classified according to their size and investment in services (pp.
33-36).
Success and failure of service and employment rationalization in the UK have been
described as mixed. Green (1971) viewed UK‘s policies during this period as the wasted
years for positive rural policy. Cloke (1988) summarized that exact impact of resource
concentration polices as being unknown and adds that the situation in Britain could have
been arrived at whether these plans were in operation or not (p. 36). Cloke however agreed

Cloke’s definition of Growth Centres was largely related to service centre towns rather than the more
widely adopted major urban centres under the Growth Centre Strategy.
6
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that, first it helped in the systematic development of land use and hence, minimized the
sporadic development in country side. Secondly, it aided in increased coverage and quality
of public services, probably from the reduced cost of service delivery. Thirdly, it was
successful in reducing rural-urban migration to the extent it reduced migration to higherorder urban centres (pp. 33-36).
In terms of disadvantages of the rationalisation of services policy, first, it was reported that
it had negative impacts by further deteriorating the situation in the smaller villages, through
depopulation and reduction in quality of services. It has also been reported that, it is usually
the older population which is left behind in these villages and that they are the population
most in need of quality public services, such as healthcare (Cloke, 1988a; Pallot, 1988;
Pallot, 1990; Tsekov, 1992; Wanmali and Islam, 1995). Secondly, social discontent with the
policy has been high in small villages. Thirdly, external factors such as private investments
and political influence have often resulted in the policies failing to realize their full
potential. Fourthly, the process has led to social issues emanating from the belief that
towns are superior to the villages (Cloke, 1988a; Pallot, 1988; Pallot, 1990; Tsekov, 1992;
Wanmali and Islam, 1995). Nonetheless the rural approach to polarized development
paradigm yielded more success, perhaps, due to reduced expectations, while the planned
rationalization of services has been shown to achieve better service delivery and controlled
national migration.
The more radical response to the problem of providing services and employment to
sparsely populated areas has been to undertake population consolidation through
relocation, both voluntary and involuntary. This strategy was often backed by development
consolidation activities as described above. Examples of such practises can be found in
Japan (Palmer, 1988), Canada, (Hodge, 1988), USSR (Pallot, 1988; 1990), and Tanzania
(Pióro, 1972). The debate on population consolidation is based on the recognition that
‗viability of settlement in remote rural areas – whether one considers this in terms of
administrative, fiscal, economic, social or cultural viability – depends chiefly upon the
concentration of sparsely distributed population into local centres‘ (Palmer, 1988, p. 32).
The main issue confronted with this policy is to decide between a voluntary or involuntary
strategy of relocation. As has been identified by Cloke (1988) and Palmer (1988),
consolidation of population and development into a network of towns or even the general
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pattern of depopulation of the rural areas, lead to further deterioration of conditions in the
rural areas, especially since the residual population is predominantly the old and the needy.
Palmer (1988, p. 32) rightly argues that ‗attachment to land and ancestral homes are values
which cannot be ‗traded‘ for an improved standard of living, at least for some‘. Hence,
governments of these countries are faced with the task of deciding to provide services for
the small populations or to resettle them to another area in their ‗own interest‘.
Nevertheless, most countries have opted to pursue a voluntary migration programme: for
example Japan, Canada and Tanzania.
It has been viewed that it is ―unacceptable within the democratic process for the state or
local governments to forcibly resettle inhabitants en masse against their will, however much
it might be in their own interests or in those of the community at large‖ (Palmer, 1983,
cited in Palmer, 1988). This issue appears to be more flexible in the planned economies
than in the market economies. For example in the USSR, villages were classified either as
‗viable‘ or ‗non-viable‘ and non-viable communities were deprived of development through
‗ignoring them‘, while at the same time these communities were relocated into towns with
more development prospects (Pallot, 1988; 1990). Pallot (1988) claimed that the USSR,
since 1975, embarked on a policy of relocating about 140,000 small rural settlements into
17,500 villages or small towns (p. 125), although the extent to which this was achieved is
not clear from Soviet literature.
Once again, the results of the policy appear to be mixed. It is, however, clear that most
countries have not sustained the policy for long periods. For example, Canada‘s policy of
consolidating inaccessible sparsely populated fishing communities or ‗outports‘ into larger
towns during 1960s, managed to achieve this in 300 of the 1400 targeted outports (Hodge,
1988, p. 179); the policy was later abandoned. Tanzania‘s pilot project of relocating whole
communities to new towns during 1963-66 failed and was abandoned accordingly (Pióro,
1972). However, their policies of ‗assisted voluntary resettlements‘ and ‗unplanned
resettlements‘ carried on. The USSR‘s policies, while unclear of the extent of its
achievements, are generally believed to have been abandoned during Gorbachev‘s era
(Pallot, 1988; 1990).
The common reasons cited for the general failure of these policies are as follows. Firstly,
planned relocation of population proved financially costly. Palmer (1988) regarded the
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policies as a luxury which only the affluent governments of industrialized nations could
accommodate. The USSR is believed to have abandoned its policy due to high costs (Pallot,
1988; 1990). Secondly, the policies caused social chaos within the communities by creating
rifts between community members and even within families (Hodge, 1988). Thirdly, the
receiving communities of the target population were not well equipped to cater for the new
arrivals, causing rifts between the communities. Finally the policies deteriorated the plight
of those who refused to leave their home village, creating additional planning problems for
the governments, especially in democratic countries (Palmer, 1988).
In summary, the policies of creating service centres to promote population and
development consolidation have been more welcomed than policies relating to planned
relocation. However, a combination of these policies has appeared to have worked in some
countries. Examples of implementation could not be found for small island states but the
experiences and approaches used in service delivery planning appears relevant to the
planning problems that are being addressed in this thesis. A further synthesis of the
implications of past practises will be presented in a later section.
2.3.2.2. PROMOTE RURAL-URBAN INTERACTIONS

Since the 1980s, the concept of ‗rural-urban linkages‘ has become a centre of attention in
the field of rural development. The failure of growth centre strategies and its successors,
such as Integrated Rural Development Projects, to deliver development (Escobar, 1995)
prompted renewed efforts, especially in developing countries, to create a ‗more diffuse
pattern of urban development‘ by ‗stimulating the growth of secondary cities and smaller
towns‘ (Rondinelli, 1991). Satterthwaite and Tacoli (2003) identify two main reason why a
shift towards the rural-urban linkages and its contribution to regional planning have gained
momentum in the 1980s. Firstly there was ―increasing prevalence of market-based
development strategies and their emphasis on export-oriented agricultural production‖;
secondly, ―the increased priority given, partly by design and partly as a consequence of
funding cuts, to the decentralisation of roles and responsibilities to the local level‖ (p. 54).
The concept of urban functions in rural development (Rondinelli and Ruddle, 1978), which
explains that ―most effective and rational spatial strategy for promoting rural development
is to develop a well articulated, integrated and balanced urban hierarchy‖ (Tacoli, 1998, p.
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152), contributed heavily to the advancement of the rural-urban interaction concept. This
network of small, medium sized and large urban centres is described as ―...locationally
efficient – it allows clusters of services, facilities and infrastructure that cannot be
economically located in small villages and hamlets to serve a widely dispersed population
from an accessible central place‖ (Rondinelli, 1985, cited in Tacoli, 1998, p. 152). Hence,
the strategic location of a number of service points supplying a range of services,
agricultural inputs and consumer goods to the rural areas is interpreted as playing a
significant role in rural development (Tacoli, 1998).
The concept is strikingly similar to the above discussed consolidation policies for service
delivery. However, unlike ‗service centre‘ concepts, the ‗rural-urban‘ linkages takes a
broader approach to the rural regional development through interactions between rural
areas and a hierarchy of intermediate towns or cities. Furthermore, ‗attention to local
conditions and the involvement of local actors are key elements of this new generation of
policies‘, ‗as is the creation of flexible coalitions to support the process‘ (Satterthwaite and
Tacoli, 2003, p. 59) . In both concepts, consolidation of population and development
strategies appears to drive the policy tools for implementation.
Policies based on this model can be found in attempts to create a number of ‗sub-poles‘ at
rural level to act as service centres and growth engines for a selected area (Courtney and
Errington, 2000; 2003), or more broadly, to create national urban strategies (Richardson,
1981). Such policies have been practised in a number of European Countries (EC, 1988)
and India (Wanmali and Islam, 1995), among others. Nonetheless, the concept became a
topic of interest for international donor agencies and governments assisting developing
countries such as, the World Bank (2000), United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP, 2000), and Department for International Development of UK (DFID, 2002).
The concept is not without its critics. In the academic world, opinions vary on the possible
contribution of the concept to spread modernisation, their impact on rural area
development, ‗their functioning as service centres‘, and their part in ‗damming the rural
exodus‘ (Hinderink and Titus, 1988). Hinderink and Titus (1988) further questioned the
role of small towns for their ‗inherent weakness of the small town production and servicing
functions‘, ‗modest development role‘, ‗dependent character‘, ‗impact of the regional and
local context‘, ‗area-specific occurrence of mutual dependence relations between small
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towns and their Hinterland‘. Hence, Rondinelli‘s (1983; 1988) suggestion, of a possible
reversal in the regional development efforts through the development of small towns was
challenged by Hinderink and Titus (1988) as lacking evidence in support of this claim.
Nonetheless, the role of small towns or ‗sub-poles‘ in rural development enjoyed frequent
support in the field of regional science and continues to be embedded in regional polices of
developing countries and parts of Europe. It is amongst the key policies utilising
population and development consolidation policies to promote rural development.
Moreover, despite the claims of the detached nature of the rural-urban approach from
other development approaches, its practise has often been based on a combination of
different approaches, especially the service delivery planning approach and the growth
centre approach.
2.3.2.3. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION CONSOLIDATION

Consolidation of land, population and agricultural production systems can be regarded as
one of the most widely adopted population and development consolidation strategies.
Population and land resettlement, with agricultural production as one of its core objectives,
has been undertaken on every continent (Kinsey and Binswanger, 1993). As observed by
Hulme (1984; 1988), there is a large body of literature relating to land settlement schemes
as evidence of this claim. According to Hulme (1984), a bibliography compiled by the Food
and Agricultural Organization even in 1976 listed over 1,800 references, and was by no
means complete (p. 26).
Implementation of the strategy generally featured direct state involvement in settling and
resettling population into existing or new settlements, usually in combination with a land
reform agenda. Most of the studies have advocated the use of ‗nucleated settlement‘
patterns, since it promotes rapid regional development in under-populated rural areas and it
facilitates the viable provision of services and infrastructure to the region (Hulme, 1984).
Due to the large literature involved in the topic and the inherent difficulties in assessing
information on such settlement projects (Hulme, 1984), considerable differences exists in
how researchers categorize settlement projects and their outcomes. For example, the types
of schemes have been categorized by Kinsey and Binswanger (1993) as ‗administered
official settlements‘, ‗unauthorized or spontaneous settlements‘ and ‗assisted spontaneous
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settlements‘. This assessment is similar to the three schemes adopted in Tanzania (Pióro,
1972): ‗Pilot Settlement Schemes‘, ‗Assisted Settlement Schemes‘ and ‗Voluntary unplanned
settlements‘ (p.175). Nelson (1973) on the other hand suggested 5 categories: ‗directed
settlements‘, ‗semi-directed settlements‘, ‗spontaneous settlements‘, ‗private settlements‘
and ‗foreign colonization‘.
Whatever the differences in analysis, the strategy was formulated in a manner which
facilitated population and development consolidation for achieving future economies of
scale. The main difference in this strategy compared to ‗service centre‘ and ‗rural-urban
interaction‘ strategies is that agricultural land consolidation largely involves more direct
policies of population relocation and modifying agricultural land holding patterns to
achieve population and development consolidation.
Agricultural production and associated population consolidation was largely practised in
the developing countries and the planned economies. Examples of such practises can be
found in Kinsey and Binswanger (1993), Nelson (1973) and Hulme (1984; 1988), among
others. Although agricultural land and production consolidation practises are more relevant
to large continental countries, the practise of state sponsored consolidation practises and
their experiences provides valuable insights into the success and failure of various modes of
population resettlement.
2.3.3. Reducing Environmental Vulnerability

Vulnerability to natural hazards and climatic change has in the past prompted governments
and communities to consolidate populations from vulnerable areas to safer locations
(Hugo, 1996). Such practises are evident from the policies associated with a number of
environmental issues in Africa (Somuyiwa, 2003), El Niño and desertification in Latin
America (Dillehay and Kolata, 2004), earthquakes and flooding in China (Yaoxian, 2002) or
typhoons in the pacific (Gorenflo, 1995). Sometimes such policies have been triggered by
deteriorating environmental and social conditions in congested urban centres: for example,
the transmigration policies in Indonesia (Oey, 1982). Since some of these population
consolidation policies were generally triggered by natural disasters, it has, in the past,
involved involuntary resettlement.
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A number of resettlement activities in small island states, particularly in the pacific, are also
known to have been triggered by natural hazard events or due to continued climate impacts
– for example, due to cyclones or typhoons (McKnight, 1977; Tonkinson, 1977; Campbell,
1985); tsunamis (Nunn and Omura, 1999; Hayashi, 2000; Davies, 2002; UNEP, 2005);
coastal erosion (Connell, 1990; Maniku, 1990; O'Collins, 1990; Nunn, 2000) and; volcanic
eruptions (Blong, 1994). Most such resettlements, however, were emergency responses to
disasters and may not have been a pre-planned activity. Nonetheless, past relocation efforts
highlights the need for reducing natural hazard vulnerability in such countries through
population relocation.
During recent years, concerns have been raised over the issue of sea-level rise and its
economic, social and geographic consequences, especially in low-lying coastal settlements
and small island states (IPCC, 1990; Yohea, 1991; Titus and Narayanan, 1996; Mimura et
al., 2007). Entire low-lying archipelagic countries such as the Maldives and the Marshall
islands are predicted to disappear by 2100, if the continued rise in sea-level rise is sustained
(Bruce et al., 1996). Adaptive measures to sea-level rise include retreating settlements to
higher grounds, accommodating higher sea levels through building construction changes
and protecting settlements through coastal protection (IPCC 1990). Amongst these, the
most practical option available for low-lying archipelagic small island states is to erect
coastal protection around the islands, such as seawalls.
Since most of the small island states are either developing or least developed countries,
they are unable to and are unlikely to be able to afford engineering solutions to protect the
usually large number of inhabited islands. Hence, a population consolidation strategy may
be required to concentrate population onto larger islands where costly protection could be
afforded. Amongst the first countries to adopt this strategy include Papua New Guinea and
the Maldives. During the 1980s, the Carteret Atolls of Papua New Guinea (PNG) received
warnings of sea-level rise through frequent flooding, leading to food shortages due to the
damage to productive land. A strategy was devised to relocate the islanders along with
other sparsely populated atolls to the larger Bougainville Island (O'Collins, 1990). Similarly,
in the Maldives, a few small island populations were voluntarily relocated to larger islands,
sometimes to uninhabited islands, due to severe erosion and natural hazard events
(Maniku, 1990; OPUS, 1999). While voluntary population relocation due to natural
disasters such as tidal waves and storm events have been common in the Maldives
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(Maniku, 1990), the more recent resettlements in Maldives could be classified as more
economic than environmental. Similar concepts have received enthusiasm in some
countries (e.g. Maldives (MPND, 2007), Papua New Guinea (O'Collins, 1990) and Kiribati
(Teiwaki, 2005)) but it is yet to be used as a national level settlement planning strategy in a
small island state.
There is also a notable shortage of literature on small island states, either in human
geography or physical sciences, leaving significant gaps in relevant theoretical
developments and empirical studies. It is noteworthy, that adaptations from theoretical
works in regional science for addressing settlement planning issues is almost non-existent
in small island states, perhaps due to the limitations and barriers in adapting them to the
different development context and physical environment.
2.4. RELATIONSHIP OF THE PRESENT STUDY TO THE LITERATURE
The above sections have presented the key theoretical basis for a population and
development consolidation strategy, and the various planning applications, either
exclusively based on or related to these theoretical works. This section will provide a
further synthesis on how they relate to this thesis.
The concept of population and development consolidation is embedded within the
theoretical works of regional science and more specifically in the ‗polarised development‘
paradigm. The growth centre theory and core-periphery model could be singled out as the
most relevant theoretical basis. The practises related to polarized development, particularly
the rationalisation of public service delivery, are highly relevant to the development
problems of small island states. However, not all concepts built into these theories, may be
relevant. In particular, the spill-over effects as predicted in the theories has been questioned
by many authors (Stohr and Todtling, 1978; Hansen, 1979; Hansen et al., 1990; Parr,
1999b). The specific geographic setup of archipelagic small island states, with sea-based
transport, may present additional challenges in achieving spill-over effects and a detailed
analysis will be required to establish its presence with any certainty. However, the notion
that selected settlements could be developed as growth islands, by consolidating
development and by attracting population from poorer islands – either through
spontaneous migration or planned resettlements – promises an efficient planning solution
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for improving the public service delivery to dispersed sparsely populated settlements and
achieving economies of scale in small settlements. Some of the related key concepts such as
economies of agglomeration, market growth, increased supply and demand for labour, and
reduced diseconomies of scale in service provision, are still applicable for small island
states, albeit at a reduced scale. The planning target in these countries, at this stage, is to
bring together a viable population in at least some islands, so that they could be provided
with better services and economies of scale in local economic development. To this extent,
a modified approach within the polarized development paradigm, especially along the lines
of planning applications promoting rationalization of service delivery, appears suitable for
small island states.
The existing theoretical concepts in the polarized development paradigm do not fully
embrace a key new development challenge in small island states: natural hazard resilience
and climate change vulnerability. The paradigm has gradually expanded its primary focus
from economic growth, to include efficient public service delivery, promoting rural-urban
interactions and, technological innovation and knowledge industry development. It has
often responded to varying development needs of both the developed and developing
countries, as they move through various development stages. Moreover, the paradigm has
adapted new dimensions, such as the political dimension (Sonn, 2007) At present, the
paradigm is in need of further expansion to accommodate an environmental and climate
vulnerability dimension. Most countries are now moving into a phase of increased climate
challenges and there is likely to be a corresponding increase in demand to include the
climate change dimension into planning and development (Riebsame, 1991; Boyd et al.,
2008). This issue has reached a critical stage for the most vulnerable countries – the lowlying small island states – and there are increasing calls for urgent long-term climate change
adaptation measures in such countries (Burton et al., 2002; Tompkins et al., 2005; Mimura
et al., 2007). There is an opportunity to bridge the gap between the polarized development
paradigm and reducing environmental and climate vulnerability; the small island states
could be the ideal testing ground for the initial theoretical and empirical efforts. Hence, the
settlement planning strategy explored in this thesis combines the concepts in polarized
development paradigm – such as economic growth and efficient public service delivery –
and extends it to cover small island state vulnerabilities, to provide a more comprehensive
planning approach to sustainable development in such states.
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The literature also reveals a critical shortage of scientific research on the specific
characteristics and development issues of small island states. A multidisciplinary study, such
as this, requires significant contributions from various disciplines and a degree of certainty
in the findings. Unfortunately, some key areas remain under-researched and significant
issues, such as climate change and sea level rise, are yet to be established with a high degree
of certainty (Barnett, 2001). Moreover, the debate on climate change and its impacts on the
small island states appears to be far from complete7. Thus, the significant gaps in detailed
research pose challenges to this study. This study cannot resolve all the research issues
relevant to the proposed planning strategy, nor should it attempt to resolve them. It
requires a number of detailed studies, of a similar scope to this study, to address each of
those issues. Instead, this study seeks to draw upon the current state of knowledge and
establish the best way to contribute to advance the assessment of viability and practicality
of the proposed planning strategy. Thus, this study establishes a methodological framework
for assessment, whereby a given state of knowledge could be used for an assessment and
any new knowledge could be used as ‗plug-ins‘ to improve future assessments.
Literature on past practises also reveals significant challenges in implementing planning
strategies based on the population and a development consolidation approach. As
discussed in Section 2.4 above, the application of population and development
consolidation has, more often than not, fallen short of their expected outcomes. This raises
questions about its potential success in a small island setting as well. The reasons for past
failures are complex. Firstly, there is a mismatch between politically acceptable timeframe
and the practical implementation timeframe for such a strategy. Alteration of the settlement
structure of a region or country may require time, especially due to the substantial social
change associated with it. Quite often, the implementation timeframe overlaps political
office terms, leading to varying levels of commitment between governments. It is also not
uncommon for new governments to abandon these programmes prematurely, citing social
discontent (Parr, 1999b). Secondly, the sheer cost of a population and development
consolidation programme often becomes the biggest stumbling block, especially in the
developing countries (Pallot, 1988; Palmer, 1988; Wanmali and Islam, 1995; Parr, 1999b).
Thirdly, the magnitude and rate of social changes, especially from planned resettlements are
too high (Hodge, 1988).

7

Literature on this issue is explored in more detail in Chapter 3.
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The reality is that regional planning – the primary context in which past theories and
strategies have been implemented – is a complex subject, which has so far failed to provide
a theory or strategy that could offer an answer to all regional problems (Friedmann, 2001).
The sheer differences in political, cultural, geographic, social and economic makeup, and
the relative stage of development between countries, make it even more difficult to develop
an all-inclusive theory or strategy, which can be applicable across the world. Perhaps, it is
unlikely that such a strategy will ever exist. However, it may still be possible to share
planning strategies across countries with similar settings and development contexts. Thus,
there is scope for venturing into a common strategy for the small island states for which
there is a critical shortage. In order to begin the debate, such a strategy will first need to be
devised and tested in a small island state.
Past experiences also beg the question: what guarantee is there for such a programme to
succeed in a small island setting? The answer is, perhaps, there is no guarantee. However,
there are positive signs that such a policy may succeed if certain conditions are met. Firstly,
the scale of the programme would be considerably smaller in small island states, compared
to continental countries. Secondly, the homogenous nature of the small island societies –
for example the same religion, ethnicity, language and culture in the Maldives – is likely to
reduce the magnitude of social change, compared to other continental settings. Thirdly, the
expansion of the polarized development paradigm to include natural hazard mitigation
could get more social acceptance, during difficult individual and community decisions to
relocate. Fourthly, the planning targets can be more selective in adopting the concepts –
emphasis on economic growth in selected islands, reduction in diseconomies of scale in
service provision and in-migration from poorer islands – rather than the benefits of spillovers, which is widely believed to be the point of failure in most other applications. Finally,
the experiences of other countries provide enough resources to avoid reasons for past
failures and correct them where necessary. On the other hand, transfer of development
strategies from developed countries should be carefully thought and scrutinized before it is
replicated in a different environment (Gilbert, 1976). The case for such scrutiny is arguably
much higher in small island states, due to the different geophysical and socio-economic
context.
Nonetheless, the population and development consolidation approach to settlement
planning, based on the concepts of the polarized development paradigm, appears to be a
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promising strategy for development in small island states. It promises a more
comprehensive planning approach to sustainable development in such countries by
addressing some of the key development challenges. It promises to bridge the gap between
economic growth, efficient public service delivery, reducing natural hazard vulnerability
and climate change adaptation concerns. Given the current state of knowledge in small
island states, however, there is a long way to go to establish such a strategy with a high
degree of certainty. This thesis recognizes the limitation, and proposes a practical replicable
methodological framework for establishing and evaluating a settlement planning strategy
for a small island state. The framework will adopt the public service delivery applications
and extend the paradigm to include a natural hazard vulnerability and climate change
adaptation dimension. The framework is presented in the next section.
2.5. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSMENT
Figure 2.1 below summarizes a conceptual model for the proposed methodological
framework. The goal of the model is to present an umbrella framework for evaluating the
applicability and viability of a settlement planning strategy, based on the PDC concept. The
overall approach to the model is that of policy analysis. It is suggested for use in a small
island state setting, and more specifically in an archipelagic setting.
The framework is composed of three major components (in square boxes): physical
resilience, economic viability and social viability. In a broad sense, these three components
address the environmental, economic and societal considerations of the decision making
process. The first step of the assessment – physical resilience – is to identify the
comparatively resilience of islands or settlements against natural hazards and climate
change. The inputs for this step are information about specific characteristics of the
country, settlement structure and natural hazard risks. The goal, at this stage, is to identify
the geophysical characteristics that make an island comparatively vulnerable or resilient to
given natural hazards and climate change. The output is expected as: i) a list of vulnerable
and resilient islands, and; ii) recommendations for establishing resilient settlements. The
specific methodology that could be used to establish empirical relations between
geophysical characteristics and natural hazard exposure is varied and perhaps, numerous.
Ideally, it requires a high degree of certainty in the relationships, established through
multidisciplinary research in the field. However, as noted above, such studies on small
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island states are few. Thus, to fill the gap, a preliminary assessment is proposed, whereby, a
statistical relationship is established between the geophysical characteristics and natural
hazard and climate change exposure. More details of the method is presented in Chapter 4.
Figure 2.1: Conceptual model for the proposed methodological framework.

Conceptual model for the methodological framework

Specific small island setting
Country characteristics, settlement
structure and, hazard and
climate change risks

Physical resilience
Measures to
improve resilience

Polarised development
paradigm

List of resilient &
Vulnerable settlements

Policy parameters
& tools

Economic viability

Social viability

Viability & practicality
of population and development
consolidation approach

The second step of the assessment is to establish policy parameters and implementation
tools, based on the polarised development paradigm. Policy parameters will include the
coverage (in terms of settlements and population), approach to resettlement (voluntary or
involuntary; planned or spontaneous), timeframe for implementation and, legal and
administrative requirements, among others. Implementation tools will include clear
identification of measures and practises that will be used during implementation, such as
major investments, compensations, subsidies and taxes. For the purposes of this study,
existing policy parameters and tools adopted for the Maldives are used, with modifications
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to cater for measures to improve resilience of islands. Information on these parameters and
tools is presented in Chapter 3 – the background on the development context of the
Maldives.
The third step covers the economic viability. The goal of this step is to establish the
financial and economic viability of the population and development consolidation
approach. The inputs for this step are the list of vulnerable and resilient settlements (from
step one), the policy parameters and tools (from step two), economic characteristics of the
country and, monetary values of economic costs and benefits. The method proposed for
this assessment is Benefit-Cost Analysis – a standard method in policy analysis. Again,
more detailed economic assessments – such as, econometric measurements of the impacts
of development consolidation – are required in the future to strengthen the economic
arguments for and against the approach. Such studies can be ‗plugged-in‘ as additional
studies to support the benefit-cost analysis, as they become available. Details of the benefitcost analysis methodology and model are presented in chapters 5 and 6.
The fourth step is to estimate the social changes from the strategy. The goal here is to
identify the positive and negative social changes and the implications it will have on the
implementation of the strategy. The inputs required are the list of vulnerable and resilient
settlements, the policy parameters and tools, and social characteristics of the settlements
and the country. The Social Impact Assessment method is proposed as a key method –
again, a standard method in project or policy analysis. Details of the social impact
assessment framework and procedures proposed for this study is presented in Chapter 7.
The final step is to establish a synthesis of the assessment, based on the three major
components of the study. The outcome of the synthesis should guide decision making,
particularly on the applicability and viability of the approach.
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Figure 2.2: Conceptual model of the assessment stages.
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The overall conceptual model is designed to act as an assessment framework prior to
decision making. A conceptual model of the assessment stages, as envisaged in this thesis,
is presented in Figure 2.2, above. It is proposed that this study forms the preliminary
analysis stage, as shown in the Figure. It is differentiated from the detailed analysis stage
which follows the policy decision. The rationale behind this approach is that the
assessment requirements at the policy level or the planning strategy formulation level are
different, in terms of their objectives and limitations. The initial assessments are useful as a
strategic guidance for a policy or a planning strategy, whereby information on its viability
and practicality is conveyed to decision-makers, before a policy-decision is taken. The
resulting decisions are expected to be more robust and well-informed, compared to
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decisions taken based simply on a set of objectives. There are also known limitations in
existing policy analysis tools – such as the benefit-cost analysis method and social impact
assessment method8 - which warrants the use of a preliminary analysis stage.
The assessment framework presented above is not meant to be definitive. Instead, it is
designed with flexibility in mind. As noted above, more detailed assessments could be
plugged into the framework as they become available. The basic outputs from each
component of the assessment have been modelled to accommodate changes, based on
more comprehensive results. For example, the main output from the physical resilience
component, is a ranked list of vulnerable and resilient islands. It is this list and the rankings
within them that will change, based on significant advancement in assessments. This list is
also the main input for the social and economic components of the study. These
components are also designed to accept changes in the list and enhance the findings,
without significant changes to the structure of the original study.
This framework is expect to assist in establishing a model for settlement planning in small
island states and to extend the polarized development paradigm to include a hazard
resilience and climate adaptation dimension. The process of implementing the framework
and its assessments will facilitate the development of the settlement planning strategy and
the results of the assessments will provide a guide to the potential viability and applicability
of the strategy.
2.6. SUMMARY
In summary, this chapter has explored the theoretical foundations and practises of the
population and development consolidation approach to spatial planning. It has also
synthesized the significance of current literature and the wide gaps that exist in it. Drawing
from these findings, the approach is placed within the theoretical works of the polarized
development paradigm and a modified planning approach is proposed to suit the specific
development challenges of small island states. The modified approach also contributes to
the extension of the polarized development paradigm to accommodate the need for climate
change and the hazard vulnerability dimension in small island state planning. Finally, a
methodological framework for formulating and evaluating a population and development
8

Details of these limitations are explored in more detail, in chapters 5, 6 and 7.
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consolidation strategy has been proposed and is central to this thesis. The next chapters
will expand on this framework and undertake a case study on the Maldives, but first, a
background on the context of vulnerability and development in Maldives is presented in
the next chapter.
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3.

Chapter 3

: Context of Environmental Vulnerability and Development in Maldives

Context of Environmental Vulnerability and Development in Maldives

As noted in the previous chapters, the research premise of this thesis is based on a case
study of the Maldives. At this stage, before presenting the analysis, it is important for the
reader to have a qualitative sense of the context of environmental vulnerability and
development in the Maldives. These include the physical environment characteristics,
nature and magnitude of natural hazard risks, socio-economic characteristics and history of
similar past strategies and policies. Moreover, the concept of population and development
consolidation strategy and mechanisms for its implementation – as proposed in the
Maldives – needs to be defined for the rest of this thesis. This chapter, therefore, provides
a compilation and commentary of the above mentioned aspects of the Maldives. The wide
coverage of characteristics is reflective of the multidisciplinary nature of this study.
This chapter is presented in seven sections. First, the physical environment setting is
outlined, covering aspects such as geological setting, land and climate. The next three
sections cover the socio-economic setting and include society, economy and governance.
The fifth section covers natural hazard risks facing Maldives. The sixth section covers past
development strategies and the final section outlines and comments on the Population and
Development Consolidation Policy, as stipulated by the Government of Maldives.
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3.1. PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT SETTING
3.1.1. Location

The Maldives is an archipelago of coral atolls, located in the northern half of the Indian
Ocean between latitudes 7°6‘N to 0°42‘S and longitudes 72°33‘E to 73°46‘E (Figure 3.1).
The two southernmost atolls are located below the equator and the rest of the country is
within eight degrees of the equator. The archipelago is oriented in a north-south direction,
and has approximately 860 km in length and 80-120 km in width. Its nearest neighbours are
India and Sri Lanka.
3.1.2. Geologic Setting

The origin and geology of Maldivian atolls has been the subject of numerous speculations
and studies, since the theory of atoll formation by Charles Darwin (1842). Darwin (1889),
based it on his subsidence theory, believed that atolls formed when an oceanic volcano
subsided, allowing coral reefs to form along the fringes and construct the unique ring
shaped structures. He suggested that reefs of the Maldives might have grown around a
subsiding mountain range, similar to that of modern day New Caledonia.
However, Darwin‘s subsidence theory was never fully embraced by those who studied the
Maldives after him, and Darwin, himself, believed that the formation of Maldives is
somehow different from those of the pacific atolls (Darwin, 1889). Daly (1915) proposed
the Glacial Control theory which argued that flatness of atoll lagoons in the Maldives (also
noted by Darwin, 1889) is evidence of wave ‗planation‘ during glacial low-stands of sea
level, during the last ice age. Gardiner (1902) thought the reefs of the Maldives have
‗somehow‘ grown to the surface from a common plateau, levelled by oceanic and tidal
currents. Hass (1962) added to the list by proposing a theory called ‗Central Subsidence
theory‘, where he argued that the distinct formation of the atolls are the result of
subsidence at its centre due to geological and biological processes. Nonetheless, the
biological nature of the geologic setting introduced numerous speculations, until drilling
activities began in the late 1980s.
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Figure 3.1: Map of Maldives
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Drilling assessments undertaken in 1987 and 1989 (Purdy and Bertram, 1993; Belopolsky
and Droxler, 2003) established that the laccadive-chagos ridge, on which the Maldives is
located, to be volcanic in origin and that it dates back to 55 Ma. It also established what
some atoll formation theories have hinted upon: a thick layer (2900 m) of carbonate
sediments on top of a volcanic platform. It is now, therefore, evident that reefs have grown
over 2000 m and has much to do with large scale sea level variations since the Eocene.
The modern day reef systems in the Maldives, which are the building blocks for both
terrestrial and marine life, appears to have formed and stabilised between 6000-3000 B.P.
(Woodroffe, 1993). Woodroffe, basing his studies on radiometric dating in the Maldives
and other Indian Ocean islands, established that the Holocene sea-level changes during this
period led to rapid reef growth in ‗catch–up mode‘, until sea level stabilised around 3000
B.P. Woodroffe also established that it was this stabilisation which allowed the modern day
islands to form and establish themselves. This finding is backed by recent
morphostratigraphic analysis and radiometric studies by Kench et al. (2005), although they
appear to suggest some islands may have existed even around 5000 B.P., albeit in a very
mobile state.
Apart from the geological evidence, it is also visually apparent that the Maldives is a
geologically young system. The unconsolidated nature of the island geomorphology, low
topography and the poorly established vegetation and fauna on these islands, bears
testament of its young age. These features, along with the geological history of Maldives,
suggest a precarious environment, which may be largely dependent on the prevailing
atmospheric and hydrological conditions.
3.1.3. Coral Reefs

As noted earlier, the coral reefs are the building blocks of life in the Maldives. The spatial
distribution of islands, their geomorphic characteristics and natural hazard exposure, are all
related to specific characteristics and distribution patterns of the reef systems (Naseer,
2003). It is, therefore, important to understand the coral reef characteristics, in order to
assess the natural hazard vulnerability of Maldives.
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Figure 3.2: Satellite image of Maldives

Image Source – http://www.nasa.gov
Note: This image shows the Baa Atoll of Maldives (see Atoll No. 15 in Appendix 1, Figure A1.1). It shows the
archipelagic nature of the Maldives and the dominance of the coral reef systems in determining the spatial distribution
of land. Unlike some of the mountainous archipelagos, for example in the Pacific, the highest elevation in the
Maldives is about 4 m above mean sea level.
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It is estimated that there are over 2000 major coral reefs9 in Maldives, covering 4,493 km2.
The total surface area of all the atolls, including the deep lagoons, is approximately 21,372
km2 (Naseer and Hatcher, 2004). The reefs are, generally, larger and more continuous on
the southern-half of the archipelago, while the northern and central parts contain smaller
reef systems. There are two major distinct groups of reefs: atoll rim reefs and atoll-lagoon
patch reefs. The rim reefs are usually large and more contiguous and contain much of the
islands. The lagoon patch reefs occur within the atoll as small reef systems, usually
protruding from the centre of the deep lagoons (Naseer, 2003). The patch reef systems also
contain islands, most of which are small. The occurrence of patch reefs gradually decline
towards the southern half of the archipelago.
Reef growth and maintenance is usually controlled by complex interactions of chemical,
physical, biological and geological factors (Naseer, 2003). Added to these are the human
factors, especially on the reefs where inhabited islands are located. One of the most
prominent factors from this study‘s point of view is the physical and the geological
processes. Physical processes include temperature (Kleypas et al., 1999), wind systems and
storm tides (Stoddart, 1971), while geological factors are essentially sea level variation
(Stoddart, 1973; Davies, 1983). Naseer (2003) believes that the predominant forces
influencing the modern-day reef systems of Maldives are generated by wind systems:
waves, swells and storms. These forces, along with tide and currents on a reef flat, may
largely determine the stability of reef islands. Hence, the growth and maintenance of coral
reefs are relevant to the stability and, if not, the survival of the reef islands.
The condition of coral reefs in the Maldives are reported to have generally declined over
the last three decades, especially in reefs where the inhabited islands are located (MEC,
2004). The primary reasons may be both natural and man-made: seasonal high sea-surface
temperatures and human activity. Both these factors are explored in more detail, later in
this chapter.
3.1.4. Land

Land is considered one of the scarcest resources in the Maldives; comprising a mere 5.1
percent of total reef surface area (Naseer and Hatcher, 2004). This is mainly due to the
9

Coral reefs larger than one hectare
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small and dispersed nature of the coral islands. There is a significant gap in the land data of
Maldives, especially in terms of land area and number of islands. This has been, partially,
due to the unavailability of accurate remotely sensed images and surveying capability. There
are reportedly 1,190 islands, of which 202 are inhabited and 87 are resort islands. The
official land area of the Maldives is generally cited as 298 km2 or 300 km2 (MIA, 2006,
MPND, 2004). The actual land area may be even smaller than the official figure, as
highlighted by two recent studies: Hanson (1995)10 reported the vegetated land area as 185
km2; Naseer and Hatcher (2004)11 reported total land area as 227.45±11.37 km2. However,
both these studies fell short of a comprehensive assessment due to the limitations in data
and classification used for land.
Fortunately, this study had access to the 2004-05 high resolution aerial photography,
acquired by Ministry of Planning and National Development of the Maldives. A
comprehensive land study was undertaken, as part of this study, to fill the gaps in island
geospatial information. The detailed assessment is provided in Appendix 9 and the key
findings are highlighted below.
The land area of Maldives, within the vegetation line of the islands, is 204.05 km2. The land
area including beach areas and non-vegetated sand banks is approximately 227.30 km2 – in
agreement with Naseer and Hatcher‘s findings. A number of islands have wetlands, which
require reclamation before they could be used for habitation. The total land area within the
vegetation line, excluding the wetland areas, is 197.03 km2 – which is essentially the
habitable land area.
The total number of islands in the Maldives is 1,524. Amongst these, 202 islands are
permanent inhabited settlements and 145 islands are inhabited ‗special use‘ islands such as
resorts, industrial islands and infrastructure islands (see Table 3.1). The majority (1,163
islands) are uninhabited islands leased to individuals at a nominal rent, under a caretaker
agreement with the State, known as varuvaa. Despite over 77 percent of the islands being
uninhabited, they only constitute 25 percent of the total land area. Much of the larger
islands are already being used for settlement and economic activities.
10

Hanson based his calculations on 1969 aerial photographs and involved manual digitising. His findings
were reportedly rejected by the Government due to inaccuracies in aerial photographs and exclusion of
beach areas and newly reclaimed land.
11
Calculation based on Landsat 30m resolution images and excludes some major reclamations.
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Table 3.1: Land area and number of islands by island
Island Use

Islands

%

Inhabited Islands
202
13%
Uninhabited Islands
700
46%
(Varuvaa agreements)
Uninhabited Sandbanks
310
20%
Uninhabited coral ramparts
86
6%
Resort Islands
103
7%
Industrial Islands
33
2%
Infrastructure Islands
9
1%
Other islands
80 5.0%
Total
1,524
Source: Maldives Land Study 2004 (see Appendix 9)

Vegetated
area (Ha)
12,440.5
4,536.6
1,161.2
1,215.7
942.2
109.3
20,405.5

%
60.97%
22.23%
0.00%
0.00%
5.69%
5.96%
4.62%
0.53%

Land
Area (Ha)
13,172.9
5,566.9
104.0
12.5
1,424.5
1,309.5
977.8
161.7
22,729.6

%
57.95%
24.49%
0.46%
0.06%
6.27%
5.76%
4.30%
0.72%

The scarcity of land leads to land shortage, particularly in smaller inhabited islands. At
present 24 islands do not have additional new land for plot allocation (MPND and UNDP,
2004); this trend is expected to increase in the near future. Unlike the continental countries,
where most cities could grow exponentially, coral islands have physical limits to their
settlement ‗footprint‘. The Capital Male‘, as shown in Figure 3.3 below, has reached its
physical limit and subsequently resulted in severe congestion.
Figure 3.3: Aerial image of Capital, Male‟

Image credit: Portrait Gallery, Maldives.
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The usual methods for coping with land shortage are construction of multi-storey buildings
and land reclamation from reef. Multi-storey buildings are only afforded by the more
affluent islands; the most common response is Government funded land reclamation. In
the past approximately 12.59 km2 of land has been reclaimed in 161 islands. The approach
has now become a favoured option for creating land required for economic activities and
infrastructure development.
The topography of the islands is relatively flat, with topographic variations generally less
than two metres (Ali, 2000). The average elevation of Maldivian islands is estimated at 1.5
m above mean sea level (see Figure 3.4 below). The highest elevation measured stands
around +4.0m MSL (CDE, 2006b), at a storm ridge. Most of the larger islands are often
‗saucer shaped‘, where the outer edges are developed as storm ridges and central area is
depressed, occasionally with a freshwater wetland. These land distribution patterns, size
and minor topographic features may play a vital role in controlling natural hazards on the
islands, and will be explored in this study.
Figure 3.4: A low-lying coral island in the Maldives

Image credit: Portrait Gallery, Maldives.
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3.1.5. Soil and Water Resources

The soil system of the Maldives is generally poor. It is made up of unconsolidated
calcareous material derived from weathered coral (MoFAMR, 2006). The soil infiltration
rate is high, owing to the absence of silt and clay and loosely packed sediments. In addition,
the overall chemical composition of the soil results in low fertility (MoFAMR, 2006).
Freshwater resources are considered scarce in the Maldives. The primary sources of fresh
water are rain and the groundwater aquifer. The groundwater system is a thin lens of
freshwater floating over seawater within the coral sand and limestone aquifer (Falkland,
2000). This lens is fed by rainwater recharge during the rainy season (Falkland, 2002). Net
discharge, especially for domestic use, has often resulted in ‗salinisation‘ of the aquifer
(Pernetta and Sestini, 1989).
The precarious nature of the soil system and water resources adds to the natural
vulnerability of the coral islands. These features are specifically exposed during natural
hazards such as coastal flooding, tsunamis and droughts. Impacts from episodic events
usually have short-term impacts, but continuous events, such as the predicted sea level rise,
may have long-term impacts on fresh water availability (White et al., 2007).
3.1.6. Climatic Setting

The Maldives has a warm and humid tropical climate. The weather is dominated by two
monsoon periods: the south-west (rainy or wet) monsoon from May to November; and the
north-east (dry) monsoon from January to March (MEC, 2004). Daily temperatures vary
from a mean maximum temperature of 30.4° C and a mean minimum temperature of 25.7°
C, throughout the year; the figures are only slightly higher during the dry season (MEC,
2004). The proximity of the archipelago to the equator and the ‗maritime‘ nature of the
climate ensure that Maldives is located away from the cyclone belt and that little variation
exists in climate characteristics, such as temperature and sunshine hours. However,
occasional tropical depressions and storms pass over the Maldives, bringing strong wind
and heavy rain (UNDP, 2006).
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The average annual rainfall for the archipelago is 2,124 mm. There are regional variations in
average annual rainfall: southern atolls receive approximately 2,280 mm, and northern
atolls receive approximately 1,790 mm annually (MEC, 2004). Mean monthly rainfall also
varies substantially throughout the year with the dry season getting considerably less
rainfall. This pattern is less prominent in the southern half, however (see Figure 3.5). The
proportions of flood and drought years are relatively small throughout the archipelago, and
the southern half is less prone to drought (UNDP, 2006).
In general, the wind system is largely influenced by the Indian Ocean monsoon. NorthEast (NE) monsoon blows consistently from the North to East, for four months, from
December to March. The Southwest (SW) monsoon winds blow predominantly from the
Northwest to Southwest, for eight months, from April to November (Figure 3.5). Average
wind speeds vary regionally and the impact of monsoon winds are low in the southern
atolls (Naseer, 2003).
The key characteristics of the climate are summarised below and a graphical illustration is
provided in Figure 3.5.
3.1.7. Hydrodynamics

The typical spring and neap tidal ranges in Maldives are approximately 1.0 m and 0.3 m
(MEC, 2004). Abnormal water levels are occasionally experienced during severe weather
and generally during the months of June and July. It is also associated with the local coastal
flood phenomena known as udha.
There are two major types of waves reported on the coasts of Maldives: waves generated
by local monsoon wind and swells generated by distant storms (DHI, 1999; Binnie Black &
Veatch, 2000). The local monsoon generates wind waves that are typically strongest
between April and July, during the south-west monsoon period. Swells generated north and
south of the equator, with heights of 2-3 m have been reported in the Maldives. The wave
regime around Maldives, especially around the western line of atolls, is partially influenced
by swell waves originating from the Southern Indian Ocean (DHI, 1999; Young, 1999;
Binnie Black & Veatch, 2000; Kench et al., 2006a), which travels thousands of kilometres
to reach the Maldives.
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Figure 3.5: Graphical summary of climate characteristics
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In addition, Naseer (2003) identified specific ‗wave power regimes‘ for different areas of
the Maldives and is presented in Figure 3.6. These aspects have implications for the coastal
topography, and exposure to storm surges and flooding.
Figure 3.6: Wave exposure regime in Maldives
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Source: See Table 4.3, Chapter 4
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3.1.8. Human Influences on Natural Environment

The precarious nature of the coral island environments exposes them to impacts from
human habitation. The islands are believed to be resilient, in their natural state, against both
natural hazards and predicted impacts from climate change (Stoddart and Steers, 1973;
Woodroffe, 1993; Kench and Cowell, 2001; Kench et al., 2005). However, human
habitation and its associated resource overuse, natural environment modification and
encroachment into hazard zones, may have had major implications on the resilience of
both the natural and socio-economic environment of the islands. Most inhabited islands of
the Maldives, due to extensive developments, may no longer be considered in their natural
state. This section summarises the key pressures on the natural environment due to human
influences.
Figure 3.7: Human influences on inhabited island envrionments – Komandoo Island.

Image Source: Google Earth, v4.2

One of the most pressing issues faced in inhabited islands is population growth and
associated congestion. The population of Maldives has grown 3.7 times over the past
century, leading to an increase in demand for land. These issues are addressed further in
the Section 3.2.2, below. Population growth leads to a host of other pressures on the
physical environment, such as: deforestation; encroachment of beach area and removal of
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crucial coastal vegetation; ground water contamination due to improper sewerage systems
and sewerage disposal methods; ground water degradation due to over-extraction; and coral
reef degradation, among others (MHAHE, 1999; 2001; 2003; 2004). Figure 3.7, above,
shows an extreme example of such human modifications.
The primary response to land shortage, as noted earlier, is to reclaim land from the reef
flat. However, the procedures and methods used for land reclamation in the past have left
significant environmental impacts (Shaig, 2006a; MHAHE, 2004). The key impacts include
alteration of natural island building processes, modification of topography and drainage
systems, and degradation of the marine environment (AGRIFOR Consult, 2006). The
importance of a properly functioning coral island environment in the adaptation against
extreme episodic hazards and sea level rise has become paramount, following the mounting
scientific evidence (Stoddart and Steers, 1973; Woodroffe, 1989; Woodroffe, 1993; Kench,
1997; Woodroffe et al., 1999; Kench and Cowell, 2001; Kench and Cowell, 2002; Kench et
al., 2005). It is yet to be seen how the modifications of island coastal and marine
environment will affect the inhabited islands against natural hazards, especially against the
predicted sea level rise; the present evidence suggests that the impacts could be substantial.
Population growth is often associated with a subsequent increase in demand for physical
development, usually at the expense of the island natural environment. Construction of
coastal structures, such as harbours and breakwaters, are known to have substantial impacts
on the dynamic coastal processes around an island (Maragos, 1993). This problem is
compounded in the Maldives due to improperly designed and constructed structures
(Readshaw, 1994; Kench et al., 2003).
There is often a mismatch between the scientific studies undertaken in relation to natural
hazard and climate change exposure, and the studies on natural adaptation and resilience.
Studies on hazard exposure are undertaken on inhabited and highly modified coral islands
(for example, UNDP, 2007), while that of physical resilience and natural adaptation are
usually undertaken in unmodified and pristine islands (for example, Kench et al., 2005;
Kench and Brander, 2006a; Kench et al., 2006b). There are questions regarding the extent
to which findings from one setting could be transplanted to the other. This study is
primarily concerned with the inhabited settlements and hence, findings related to both the
natural environment and human influences are highly relevant.
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3.2. SOCIETY
3.2.1. Cultural Setting and History

The first settlers are believed to have settled in the Maldives around 2500 years ago and
were believed to be Aryans, who might have arrived from Gujarat in north-west India (Bell,
1940; Maloney, 1980). The modern day Maldivian society is homogenous with the same
language, religion and ethnicity across the archipelago. It was, however, originally believed
to be an ethnic mix of Indo-Aryan, Dravidian, Sinhalese, and Arabs. The language spoken
in the Maldives is called Dhivehi, which belongs to the Indo-European language family, and
is derived from Elu, an archaic form of Sinhalese – the language spoken in neighbouring
Sri Lanka (Maloney, 1980).
The islands of Maldives, traditionally, have been self-sustainable entities: sourcing their
food from the surrounding ocean and reef, and having occasional trade with the Capital
City, Male‘. The modern day islands retain some of these characteristics but are more
reliant on imported consumer goods, staple food and jobs outside the island. There are
frequent social interactions amongst islands within the same administrative atoll, but less
with other atolls (BCL, 2005a). The Atoll Capitals, with better facilities and services, usually
attract more visitors for services. All islands are usually linked to Capital Male‘ through
family member migration, trade and visits for health related services (MPND, 2002). At
present, Male‘ is the centre of business and government administration. Quite often, outer
island links with Male‘ are stronger than islands within the neighbouring atolls (BCL,
2005a).
The Maldives have been an independent society for most of its history. The islands were
colonised by the Portuguese for 17 years, between 1557-73, and by the Malabars for four
months, during 1752 (Bell, 1940). Since then alliances were made with the changing super
powers of the Indian Ocean region – first the French, followed by Dutch and the British.
A treaty was signed with Britain in 1887, granting ‗protectorate‘ status to Maldives,
whereby, Britain would be responsible for the defence and foreign policy and the rulers in
Maldives would be responsible for internal matters. This agreement ended with
independence in 1965 (MPND, 2004a).
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3.2.2. Population

The population of Maldives, in mid-2006, was 298,968 (MPND, 2006); it was expected to
pass the 300,000 mark later that year (MPND, 2008a). The population explosion has been
dramatic over the last century, with the population growing from 72,237 in 1911 to 300,000
in 2006 (see Figure 3.8). Significant increase in population occurred after the late 1970s,
when improvements in medical services, controls in communicable diseases and
improvements in living conditions, began to take effect. The current population growth
rate stands at 1.69 percent per annum. This represents a recent trend of steady decline since
the 1990s (see Figure 3.8) and is expected to continue into the near future (MPND, 2008a).
The population, at the present growth rate, is expected to double in 40 years. The overall
fertility rate is 2.2 per women, which is close to the replacement level fertility – the level
required for the population to replace itself.
Figure 3.8: Population growth in the Maldives over the last century
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The age and sex composition of the Maldives in 2006 resembles a typical developing
country, with a relatively large proportion of younger population and a relatively small
proportion of older age population (Figure 3.9). There is a gradual shift in the age-sex
pyramid (see Figure 3.9), with continued decline in growth rate and increase in life
expectancy. The population structure in the outer islands varies significantly, especially in
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the smaller islands, most likely due to significant out-migration and relatively poor health
services.
The spatial distribution of population in Maldives resembles a typical small island
developing state, where a single settlement – the capital city – has a disproportionately large
concentration of people, which grows by attracting population from outer islands. The
Male‘ Urban Region – comprising the capital city and its satellite islands – now have over
one-third of the total population, with 104,403 persons. The combined impacts of outmigration to Male‘ and decline in population growth rate has, for the first time, led to a
negative growth in most outer islands (MPND, 2008a). Apart from Male‘, there are only
three islands that have a population greater than 5,000 (MPND, 2008a). Figure 3.10 below
summarizes the number of islands according to their population size. There are 134 islands
with less than 1000 persons.
Figure 3.9: Age-sex pyramid of Maldives for years 2000 and 2006
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Figure 3.10: Population size of individual islands
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It is the existence of these specific spatial patterns of population distribution, coupled with
limited economic capacity, which has become the focus the population and development
consolidation strategy. As will be explored in the rest of the chapter, the presence of over
134 islands with less than 1,000 persons leads to significant diseconomies of scale in service
provision and the achievement of economic growth.
3.2.3. Health

The health of the Maldivian population has improved significantly over the last two
decades due to an increase in the quality and availability of health services, and controls in
major communicable diseases. The infant mortality has declined from 120 per thousand in
1977 to 16 per thousand in 2006 (MPE, 1978; MPND, 2008b). In 2006, maternal mortality
was less than one per thousand (MPND, 2008b). Life expectancy improved from 46.5 to
72 years (MPND, 2008a). The population per practising doctor was 791, in 2006.
The health services are delivered in a five-tier system. At the very top is the Central
Hospital located in the Capital, Male‘. It is also, now, complemented by a private hospital
with similar facilities. At the second level are six regional hospitals, located strategically to
service groups of atolls. These hospitals provide curative services for their respective
regions and act as the first proper curative service referral centres, with some major
specialties (MoH, 2005). The third level contains 19 Atoll Hospitals – one in each atoll –
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and provides emergency obstetric surgeries, specialized obstetric and gynaecological
services, general consultation, laboratory services, health promotion and prevention
services (MoH, 2005). The fourth level comprise numerous ‗Health Centres‘, located in
islands with larger populations. However, they only provide basic curative services and are
staffed with a general doctor, a community ‗health worker‘ and few nurses. The final level
comprises ‗Health Post‘, located in islands without any other health facility. It usually
comprises an annex to the island administration building, and provides preventive care,
maternal and child health services. If the facilities on the island are not adequate enough to
treat a patient, the resident health worker or doctor will advise the patient to be treated in a
higher tier facility, such as the regional hospital or even the Central Hospital.
The outer island population in most islands endure significant costs for health care due to
inadequacies in basic health care facilities (BCL, 2005a). Transportation costs comprise the
bulk of the costs, which could be higher than the treatment itself. However, it remains
impossible to provide a higher tier facility in all islands, due to significant diseconomies of
scale. The PDC strategy, as explored in this thesis, is expected to assist in providing higher
tier facilities for a larger proportion of the population.
3.2.4. Education

Education in Maldives has advanced over the last two decades and now boasts a literacy
rate of 98 percent (MPND, 2004a). However, provision of education remains a significant
challenge, with 44 percent of population under 19 years of age and distributed sparsely over
200 islands.
There are three categories of schools in the Maldives: Government, community and private
schools (MPND, 2004a). The majority of the schools are state-owned and, the community
and private schools are often Government-supported through various means such as
financial subsidies, teachers and infrastructure. The formal schooling is preceded by two
years of preparatory education in schools and in local single-teacher religious
establishments. Primary education begins at the age of six and enters a seven-year cycle, till
they reach the secondary level. The secondary level has a further three years of schooling,
followed by examinations based on the British Cambridge University Ordinary Level
Examination (O‘Level). Students who perform well in the O‘level are allowed to study
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further in higher secondary level for two years, after which Cambridge University‘s
Advance Level Examinations are administered. The medium of education is English, with
only two subjects – language and religion – taught in the local language (MPND, 2004a).
There are no universities in the Maldives and most students go abroad for further studies,
usually under a scholarship from the government or with private funding. Primary
education is universalised and there are attempts to universalise secondary education as
well. In 2006, the total enrolment stood at 100,241 students – more than 80 percent of the
youth population (MPND, 2008b).
Despite the universalisation of education and high enrolment rate, the quality of education,
especially at the secondary level, remains poor (ADB, 2002). This is evident from the high
failure rate in the O‘level examinations (MoE, 2005). The primary reason for the low
quality could be attributed to the ‗thinly-spread‘ nature of public education expenditure.
Universalisation of education requires expenditure on each island, regardless of the
population size. There are certain fixed and recurrent expenditures which cannot be
avoided; accommodation of such costs often leads to sacrifices in quality. For example, all
schools need teachers and to supply them in large numbers requires a reduction in the
salary offered, thereby, reducing the requirement for qualification and teaching ability of
those employed. The nature of spatial distribution remains one of the biggest challenges to
improve education quality. Again, this one of the fundamental issues explored in this thesis.
3.2.5. Infrastructure

Infrastructure plays a key role in the development of the outer islands (MPND, 2007b).
Infrastructure investments are, almost exclusively, undertaken by the Government,
although some private investors have recently contributed to provide public facilities.
The main infrastructure built on outer islands are harbours, reef entrance channels or
passes, coastal protection, island administrative facilities, health and education facilities,
sports and recreation, roads, power, telecommunications, water and sewerage systems.
Among these, only telecommunications, power and occasionally water are provided within
a business model. The rest of the services are considered free public services and only
health care involves any service fee. Harbours, jetties and reef entrance channels could be
described as ‗access infrastructure‘ of an island. A jetty is considered the most basic access
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facility and it only serves the purpose of accessing an island. A harbour, on the other hand,
is considered a higher level of access infrastructure as it stimulates economic functions,
inter-island travel and provides protection for fishing vessels.
There have been continued attempts to provide basic infrastructure on all inhabited islands.
In 2004, the Government embarked on a project to provide access infrastructure to all 200
inhabited islands. In addition, renewed attempts are being made to introduce sewerage
systems in all islands. Almost all islands now have school and health facilities; albeit at
varying operational levels and quality. Construction of dirt roads is inexpensive, due to the
flat topography, and is often undertaken by the island community itself. Sewerage
networks, water and coastal protection are considered ‗luxury infrastructure‘, which are
provided based on the severity of environmental conditions on an island.
The quality of infrastructure has remained poor, most likely due to sacrifices in quality and
standards, to accommodate the diseconomies of scale in service provision. Much of the
infrastructure requires continuous upgrade or re-development. The case is most evident in
access infrastructure, where harbour walls have often collapsed within a few months of
construction (BCL, 2005a). The primary reasons for the failure may be attributed to poor
design and construction material. A properly constructed harbour may cost up to three
times more than a ‗normal‘ harbour. For the politicians, a properly constructed ‗good
quality‘ harbour, may translate to a sacrifice of two ‗normal‘ island harbours. Hence, the
overwhelmingly high costs for construction and limited finance for capital investments
have often led to sacrifices in quality. It is an affordable fix to the problem in the shortterm but has a higher cumulative cost in the long-term.
Under these circumstances, it may be improbable to provide effective protection from
natural hazards in the Maldives. Provision of basic services remains unaffordable and,
therefore, a planning measure to reduce environmental and climate vulnerability is unlikely
to be received as a priority, above other socio-economic infrastructure needs. This is one of
the basic arguments addressed in this thesis: mitigation of vulnerability is improbable based
on the current settlement structure.
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3.2.6. Poverty

There is no abject poverty in the Maldives (MPND and UNDP, 1999; MPND and UNDP
2004), even following the tsunami of 2004 (ADB, 2007). However, there are varying levels
of income poverty. During 1997, approximately 40 percent of the population lived below
Rufiyaa12 15 – approximately US$ 1.3 – per day (MPND and UNDP, 1999). This figure
declined to 28 percent and then to 16 percent in 2004 and 2005 (MPND and UNDP, 2004;
ADB, 2007). Maldives also experiences the lowest level of poverty compared to other
countries in South Asia (ADB, 2007). Moreover, there is no severe malnutrition. Despite
severe congestion in Male‘, there are no recorded homeless persons or slums.
There are geographical variations in poverty. The key difference is between Male‘ and the
outer islands and is continuously increasing. There are also significant variations in income
inequality (MPND and UNDP, 1999; MPND and UNDP 2004). The causes of poverty in
the Maldives are numerous. They include remoteness of islands, absence of economies of
scale in small islands, lack of natural resources, skills mismatch, low labour force
participation for women, youth unemployment, lack of access and poor quality of basic
services and overcrowding (ADB, 2007). Hence, the causes of poverty are partially related
to the dispersed nature of population and lack of economies of scale to promote income
generating activities. A population and development consolidation strategy partially
promises to fill this gap by providing a viable economic setup.
3.3. ECONOMY
Similar to several other small island developing states, development in the Maldives is
constrained by the absence of mineral resources, limited scope for expansion in the
agriculture sector, limited land and human resources. However, the Maldives has made big
strides in its economy by utilising the only available natural resources: marine resources and
coral island aesthetic environments. The growth in fisheries and the tourism sector, along
with macroeconomic policies, increased the annual gross domestic product (GDP) from
RF 385 million (US$ 30 million13) in 1978 to RF 10,128.7 million (US $788 million) in 2007
(MPND, 2008b). The consistent economic growth during the 1980s and 1990s helped to
12

The local currency in Maldives, denoted as RF; Conversion rates (2006): US$ 1 = RF 12.85; AU$ 1 =
RF 9.80
13
Based on March 2008 exchange rate of RF 12.85 for US$1.
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propel the per capita GDP from RF 2,677 in 1978 to RF 26,594, in 2004 (ADB, 2004).
This unprecedented development led the United Nations to review the ‗Least Developed
Country‘ status of the Maldives and graduate it to a ‗Developing Country‘ in December
2004. However, a few days later, the tsunami disaster struck and the graduation was
postponed for a few years.
At present, the primary driver of the economy is the services sector, contributing 79
percent of the GDP in 2007 (MPND, 2008b). The contribution of the primary industry
sector, especially fishing, has declined from 37 percent in 1978 to 8 percent in 2007. These
structural changes in the economy may have had a significant impact on, previously selfsustained, outer islands.
3.3.1. Major Industries
3.3.1.1. TOURISM

Tourism is the single largest industry in the Maldives today. It contributes 27.5 percent of
the total GDP and also drives a number of other industries such as construction, transport
and small businesses. In 2006, there were 89 resorts, with a bed capacity of 17,802. In
addition, there were 121 tourism related businesses with 2,703 beds, which includes hotels,
marinas and safari vessels (MoT, 2007). The tourist arrivals in 2006 were 601,923, which is
twice the existing population of Maldives. The spatial distribution of tourism activities is
currently concentrated in the central atolls, close to the Male‘ International Airport.
However, since 2004, the Government has adopted a policy of expanding tourism to all the
atolls (MPND, 2007b).
Traditionally, tourism has been separated from the inhabited settlements to reduce negative
social impacts. However, there have always been attempts to locate resorts close to
inhabited islands, so that they could receive direct economic benefits. Hence, there are
inhabited islands entirely reliant on specific tourist resorts. The Government has also come
under increasing pressure in recent years to spread the benefits of tourism to northern and
southern atolls.
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3.3.1.2. FISHERIES

Fishing has traditionally been the mainstay of the Maldivian economy. At present, tourism
has surpassed the fishing industry in terms of the contribution to economy and
employment. Almost all islands have a fishing industry and there is a consistent demand for
fish products as it is a main food source. However, the lack of economies of scale has
limited the industry to only a handful or even a single boat in some islands. Moreover, the
growth in the tourism sector and commercial fisheries has caused a shift in the traditional
employment structure. Despite the reduced proportion of its contribution, the fishing
industry still remains an essential component of the economy, with marine products being
the single highest export earner in 2006, with RF 1.7 billion – US$ 132 million (MPND,
2008b). The fish catch, consumption and exports have also been consistently on the rise.
3.3.1.3. OTHER SERVICE INDUSTRIES

A number of other industries exist in the Maldives, but play a less significant role compared
to tourism and fisheries. They comprise agriculture, construction, manufacturing, financial
services, transport and communications, wholesale and retail trade, and other service
sectors (MPND, 2008b). Agriculture has always played a minor role in the economy due to
the limitations in land and unfavourable environmental conditions. In addition, they are
faced with stiff competition from ‗cheap imports‘ from the neighbouring countries, like
India. Industries such as construction, financial services and transport have boomed over
the last 20 years, owing to the growth in demand from the tourism sector (MPND, 2007b).
Wholesale and retail trade has long been a popular small business in the outer islands of
Maldives.
3.3.2. Employment

The structural changes in the economy, following the establishment of the tourism
industry, led to significant shifts in the employment patterns across Maldives: a shift
towards the service sector and away from the primary industries. The census of 2006
(MPND, 2006a) shows the total number of employed as 110,231. Amongst these a
significant proportion (33,997 persons) were employed in the public sector. This
dominance is more pronounced in small outer islands, where more than half the working
population could be employed by the government. There is also a significant population of
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expatriate labour in Maldives, amounting to 53,921 in 2006 (MPND, 2008b). The majority
of these expatriate workers are employed in elementary occupations or in specific trades,
and mainly support the tourism and construction industry.
3.3.3. Government Finance

The main sources of government revenue are a combination of tax revenue, non-tax
revenue and grants. In 2006, the tax revenue accounted for 33 percent, non-tax revenue 38
percent and grants 29 percent of the total (MPND, 2008b). The total revenue in 2006 was
RF 7.2 billion (US$560 million). The tax revenue comprised import duty (72 percent),
Tourism Tax (21 percent) and other taxes, like Bank Profit Tax. There is no income tax in
the Maldives. The non-tax revenue comprises mainly lease rents from Government
property (52 percent) and dividends from State Owned Enterprises (25 percent). Hence,
the four main sources of Government finance are subject to external factors and shocks
(World Bank, 2002). The government also finances revenue shortages through the Ways
and Means Account of Maldives Monetary Authority – the central bank (World Bank,
2002). Under the current legislative framework, the Government is allowed to borrow from
the Ways and Means Account at six percent interest, and such borrowings can be for any
duration and for any amount.
Deficit financing is also undertaken through Overseas Development Assistance (ODA) and
commercial loans from donor agencies, such as World Bank, Asian Development Bank and
Islamic Development Bank. Specific long term borrowings are undertaken to finance large
projects. In 2006, such borrowings stood at RF 4.1 billion (US$ 319 million). As a result
the external public debt stood around US$ 574 million, of which US$ 212.6 million was
considered short-term debt (MPND, 2008b). The amount of ODA available has been on
the decline for the last two years and may continue to decline further, once Maldives is
graduated from the United Nations ‗least developed country‘ list (MPND, 2007b).
3.4. GOVERNANCE
The present governance system is based on a ‗home-grown system of Government, which
comprises a mix of presidential and parliamentary features of Government‘ (MPND,
2004a, p. 29). The constitution is based on the moral philosophy of Islam and is a highly
centralised form of presidential governance. The president is the supreme head of the
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government: he is vested with final authority for the propagation of Islam, empowered to
appoint the chief justice and all judges and is also the head of armed forces (NDI, 2004).
The president is nominated by the legislature (Majlis) and elected by a ‗yes-or-no‘ public
referendum for a period of five years. A cabinet of ministers, forming the executive, assists
the president in day-to-day running of the country. He is also assisted by Atoll Chiefs and
Island Chiefs, in each atoll and island, for administrative management in the outer islands.
The legislature is unicameral with members elected for five year terms (MPND, 2004a, p.
29).
The administrative system is based on a highly centralised hierarchical model. At the top is
the President‘s Office assisted by a number of Government Ministries and Departments.
This entire primary level governance infrastructure is located in the capital Male‘. The outer
atolls are governed by Atoll Chiefs and his administrative unit is called Atoll Office. There
are 20 Atoll offices – one in each atoll. The powers vested in the atoll chiefs are limited to
administrative activities, as all policy level decisions and financing is passed down by the
Ministries and the President‘s Office. Further down at island level, all administrative
matters are handled by the island chiefs, who are equipped with an administrative office.
The atoll chiefs are appointed by the president and island chiefs are appointed by the
Ministry of Atolls Administration.
Over the last four years, there has been considerable political pressure and subsequent
changes to the governance system of Maldives. At present, a new constitution is being
drafted which will bring significant changes to the system. The changes proposed include
the introduction of political parties, independence of the judiciary and legislature,
decentralisation of atoll administration and development powers, formation of independent
commissions and the restriction of presidential terms to a maximum of two.
So far, this chapter has looked into the physical and socio-economic characteristics of
Maldives. The next section will look into the natural hazard risks – a fundamental
component of this study.
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3.5. NATURAL HAZARD RISKS
The most significant natural hazards facing the Maldives are related to coastal flooding.
The low elevation of islands and their flat topography makes any temporary or long-term
change in sea level a major hazard. This section describes the major hazard risks faced by
Maldives and are based on the country level risk assessments by UNDP (2006) and
Ministry of Environment Energy and Water (Hay, 2006), and island level risk assessments
by UNDP (2007).
3.5.1. Atmospheric and Hydro-meteorological Hazards
3.5.1.1. TROPICAL STORMS AND CYCLONES

The most significant meteorological hazards forecasted for Maldives are cyclones and
tropical storms. The location of Maldives, close to the equator, protects it from the direct
paths of the most destructive cyclones. However, distant cyclones, within 500 km of
Maldives over the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea, could have significant impacts on
Maldives (UNDP, 2006). The impacts usually associated with cyclones are high wind
speeds, storm surge and heavy rainfall. The only recorded impacts from past severe tropical
storms or distant cyclones have all occurred in the northern half of Maldives (Maniku,
1990; Unisys and JTWC, 2004). The maximum cyclonic wind speeds predicted for the
northern part of the Maldives range from 84 to 97 knots, with a return period of over 130
years (UNDP, 2006). Hence, such events are very rare.
3.5.1.2. LONG DISTANCE SWELL WAVES

Maldives archipelago is also known to experience abnormal swell waves originating from
distant storms in the South Indian Ocean (Goda, 1998; DoM, 2007). The year round
pattern of swell waves, travelling thousands of kilometres in the Indian Ocean and reaching
Maldives, have been well documented in regional and local wave studies (DHI, 1999;
Young, 1999; Binnie Black & Veatch, 2000; Kench et al., 2006a). The three most notable
swell wave events occurred in 1987, 2005 and 2007. All these events caused extensive
flooding, considerable economic loss and disruption to daily life; although no fatalities were
recorded (DoM, 2007). Swell events may also have occurred in the past without being
specifically distinguished as one. Unlike localised storm surge events, swell wave events
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could occur during fair weather and hence, may be less predictable using local observations.
These waves heights can reach 3-4 m on open ocean, close to Maldives and up to 1 m on
land (DoM, 2007). All the swell events to-date is known to have taken the locals by surprise
(UNDP, 2007).
3.5.1.3. MONSOONAL FLOODING OR UDHA

Maldives is also affected by an annual flooding event known as udha. These events occur
during the SW monsoon, between May and July. The exact causes of the events are
unknown, but are widely believed to be the result of wind waves during SW monsoon. The
timing also coincides with the onset of southern ocean winter and the onset of the
monsoon. There is a possibility that a combination of the two factors may be responsible
for increase in wave activity (UNDP, 2007).
3.5.1.4. HEAVY RAINFALL AND DROUGHT

Heavy rainfall events can cause flooding on islands, despite the high porosity of soil and
flat topography. The minor topographic lows and wetland areas within an island can act as
natural drainage areas, causing temporary flooding. Much of the impacts on the settlement
are due to human activities, especially due to improper topographic modifications like land
reclamation and road development, and encroachment of settlement into low areas
(UNDP, 2007). Since there are no significant surface runoffs or flash floods, the impacts
from rainfall flooding may be limited to loss of personal property and disruptions to daily
life.
3.5.2. Geological hazards
3.5.2.1. TSUNAMI

The most destructive hazard experienced and predicted for Maldives is the tsunami.
Tsunamis are long-period waves – often 300 km wide – generated by ocean water-column
disturbances such as earthquakes, undersea landslides and volcanic activity. The crests of
these waves can reach significant heights in shallow water and can travel at 600-900 km/h
in deep ocean (Bryant, 2005). The Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004, led to the only known
significant fatalities from a natural event, rendered populations of entire islands homeless,
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caused extensive damage to property and environment, and plunged the country in to a
humanitarian and an economic crisis. The measured water heights on land were 4.0 m
(Australian Government Mission and Maldives Marine Research Centre, 2005; UNEP,
2005). The probable maximum wave heights predicted for the Maldives is between 3.2 to
4.5 m above Mean Sea Level (UNDP, 2006). Future significant tsunamis are also predicted
to approach from the east, as the most likely source for a significant tsunami is the
Sumatran ridge, located off the west coast of Indonesia. There are potential geographic
variations in impacts, based on sea floor topography (Ali, 2005), location within the
archipelago (UNDP, 2006; Jameel, 2007; UNDP, 2007) and possibly, geomorphic
characteristics (UNDP, 2007).
3.5.2.2. EARTHQUAKES

There has not been any major earthquake event recorded in the history of Maldives, but its
proximity to the Carlsberg Ridge in the Indian Ocean, exposes the archipelago to potential
future events (UNDP, 2006). However, only the southern half of the archipelago is
expected to receive any significant impacts and the return period expected for any such
event is 475 years. The maximum predicted intensity, based on Modified Mercalli Intensity
(MMI), falls within categories 2 and 3 out of the 12 categories of MMI (UNDP, 2006). At
this level, the impacts are predicted to be minimal (Richter, 1958).
3.5.2.3. COASTAL EROSION

Coastal erosion has recently become a major hazard for most inhabited islands of Maldives.
This increase may have resulted from population growth, improper coastal modifications,
coastal infrastructure and expansion of settlement footprints closer to beach areas (Shaig,
2006a). In 2004, ninety-seven percent of inhabited islands in Maldives experienced coastal
erosion and sixty-four percent had severe erosion (MPND and UNDP, 2004). Coastal
erosion and accretion is part of the natural island building processes in Maldives (Kench,
2001). However, the loss of beach areas and its impacts on coastal infrastructure and
property has become unacceptable for inhabitants. Coastal erosion itself is not a driver of
the hazard but rather a consequence of hydro-meteorological conditions. It is generally
regarded as a ‗slow-onset‘ event, although major coastal flooding events such as tsunami
are known to play a role in exacerbating erosion (Kench et al., 2006b).
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3.5.3. Climate Variability and Change

The debate on climate change and its impacts is ongoing. However, the majority of
scientists now believe that climate change is happening and is predicted to change over the
coming century, with potentially grave consequences for low-lying countries like Maldives.
During the last decade there has been considerable interest in using Maldives as a testing
ground for potential impacts on small island states. Perhaps this interest was created by the
media, which portrayed the ‗catastrophic disappearance‘ of small island states like Maldives,
Kiribati and Tuvalu (for example: Lamb, 2005; Lean, 2006). Table 3.3 summarises key
findings from the literature on the predictions for climate change in Maldives.
Table 3.2: Present climate change predictions for Maldives
Element
Sea Level
Rise

Predicted
rate of
change
3.9 - 5.0
mm / yr

Air Temp

0.4 °C /
decade

Sea Surface
Temperature

0.3 °C /
decade

Rainfall

+0.14 % /
yr (or +32
mm/yr)

Wind gusts

5% and
10% /
degree of
warming

Swell waves

Frequency
expected
to change.
Wave
height on
reef
expected
to be
higher

Predicted change (overall
rise)
Best Case
Worst Case
Yr 2050:
Yr 2050:
+0.2m
+0.4m
Yr 2100:
Yr 2100:
+0.4m
+0.88m
Yr 2050:
NA
+1.72°
Yr 2100:
+3.72°
Yr 2050:
NA
+1.29°
Yr 2100:
+2.79°
Yr 2050:
+1384mm
Yr 2100:
+2993mm
Yr 2050: +3.8
Knots
Yr 2100: +8.3
Knots

NA

Yr 2050:
+7.7Knots
Yr 2100:
+16.7
Knots

Impacts

Source

Tidal flooding;
increase in swell
wave flooding;
reef drowning
Increase in tropical
diseases

(Singh et al.,
2001; Khan
et al., 2002;
IPCC, 2007b)
(Singh et al.,
2001; Hay,
2006)

Increase in storm
surges and swell
wave flooding;
coral bleaching &
reduction in coral
defences
Could affect coral
reef growth

(Singh et al.,
2001)

Increased
windstorms;
increase in swell
wave flooding.
Increase in swell
wave flooding.
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(Giorgi and
Francisco,
2000; Hay,
2006)
(Hay, 2006)

(Kitoh et al.,
1997)

3.5.3.1. SEA LEVEL RISE

In arguably the best evidence supporting sea level rise in the Maldives region, Singh et. al,
(2001) reported that, over the past few years, sea level has risen approximately 5.8-8.5 mm
per year, along the Maldives coast. Their findings have been backed by Sheppard (2002) in
a study done in neighbouring Chagos, where a short series of sea level data indicated a rise
of 5.5 mm per year. These calculations are higher than the average annual rate of 5.0 mm
forecasted by IPCC (2001), but IPCC does predict a likely acceleration as time passes. The
study, however, is inconclusive as time series data used were short (Morner et al., 2004) and
studies related to tectonic activities of the area and subsidence or uplift may be needed to
understand the abnormal rise, and to confirm whether the rise is eustatic (Khan et al.,
2002).
In comparison, Morner (Morner, 2004; Morner, Tooley, & Possnert, 2004) argued that sea
level has fallen in Maldives over the past millennia, and more recently during the last 30-50
years. They argued that Maldives experienced a sea level 0.6 m higher than the present level
in the last millennia and have fallen further since the 1970s. He also refuted Singh et. al,
(2001) report on sea level rise and claimed that the actual rise was a negligible 0.9 mm, if
better time series data were utilised. Morner (1994) went to the extent of claiming that
Maldives is now free from condemnation to sea level rise. While his findings certainly
require consideration in climate change analysis, the methodology used in the study may
not be suitable for a comprehensive conclusion.
A more conservative analysis was conducted by Kench et. al (2005) and Woodroffe (1993).
After analysing the formation of islands, based on the relationship with sea level rise, both
Kench et al., and Woodroffe suggested that the reef islands formed and maintained their
stability in the face of up to a 2.5 m rise in sea level, during their formation between 55004000 yr B.P. Based on these findings, Kench et. al (2005) suggested that the midrange
projection of 0.48 m of sea-level rise by the year 2100 (Church et al., 2001) is unlikely to
physically destabilize the reef islands of Maldives. Hence, according to Kench et. al (2005):
„contrary to most established commentaries on the precarious nature of atoll islands Maldivian
islands have existed for 5000 yr, are morphologically resilient rather than fragile systems, and are
expected to persist under current scenarios of future climate change and sea-level rise‟ (p.148).
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These findings by Kench et. al also need to be viewed with caution, since their studies were
primarily based on ‗undisturbed‘ uninhabited islands. The question still remains as to
whether these natural adaptation patterns are possible in highly modified inhabited island
coastal environments, which are the subjects of this study.
3.5.3.2. INCREASE IN AIR AND SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURES (SST)

Predicted increase in sea surface temperatures of 0.3° C per decade could have serious
consequences for coral reefs. Increased temperatures may result in increased episodes of
‗coral beaching‘ (Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999). Coral bleaching is the process where healthy
corals lose their symbiotic algae and turn white. Increased incidences of bleaching are likely
to reduce coral reef biodiversity and reduce its ability to keep-up with the rising sea level.
The atmospheric warming and the changes in the SST have in the past resulted in increased
frequency of El Nino Southern Oscillation events. The combination of such warming and
El Nino events has resulted in increased incidents of coral bleaching (Wilkinson, 2000;
Wilkinson, 2004).
3.5.3.3. INCREASE IN STORM FREQUENCY AND INTENSITY

The increase in frequency and intensity of storms are considered one of the major impacts
from the predicted climate change (IPCC, 2007a). However, the scale of their impacts on
various regions of the world is yet to be fully understood. There are no conclusive
agreements over the increase in frequency and intensity of Southern Indian Ocean Storms.
However, some researchers have reported a possible increase in intensity and even a
northward migration of the southern hemisphere storm belt (Kitoh et al., 1997), due to sea
surface temperature and sea level rise.
Potential expansion of the cyclone belt may also have major consequences for Maldives,
which has so far experienced relative safety from direct impacts of cyclones and major
tropical storms. More importantly, the effects of distant cyclones are critical as they may
lead to increased flooding in Maldives. The increase in sea level may also cause storms to
be more intense with higher flood heights (IPCC, 2007b).
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3.6. PAST POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT CONSOLIDATION PRACTISES
3.6.1. Hardship or Disaster Induced Resettlements

There have been numerous occasions in the history of Maldives where populations have
been relocated from one island to another. Many of these relocations have either been due
to natural hazards or hardship. Maniku (1990), basing his studies on historical records,
identified six main reasons for past relocations:
1. Severe erosion
2. Natural disasters - mainly storm events
3. Harassment by foreign forces
4. Epidemics
5. Belief in fanditha or magic
6. Deep disagreements within community
Maniku identified 87 major relocations, of which some islands were re-inhabited at a later
time in history. His assessment was undertaken in 1990 and therefore, does not account for
relocations undertaken after 1990, often with economic development as the primary
rationale.
A significant proportion of relocations were due to natural disasters or persistent natural
hazards. Two events in 1812 and 1819, referred to as ‗violent storms‘ by Maniku, were
responsible for the relocation of at least 17 islands. All of these islands were from the
northernmost four atolls. It was reported that the event involved strong winds, heavy rain
and high seas, causing extensive damage to poorly constructed houses, crops and the
vegetation system. The type and magnitude of these two storms are, at present, unclear;
historical cyclone data on the Bay of Bengal region show two events during 1812 and 1820
(Chittibabu et al., 2004), but their strength and location is unknown. In addition to these
two events, Maniku also identified similar events in 1821 and 1955, but no relocation was
reported. Similar to storm events, some smaller islands were also relocated on their own
accord, due to severe erosion. Relocation due to natural disaster continues to be the
dominant rationale in the 2000s. The Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004 forced the permanent
relocation of seven islands and temporary relocation of two islands. Part of the population
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from four of these islands chose to return to their original island, however. Moreover, the
population of Hathifushi Island of Haa Alifu Atoll was permanently relocated in 2008,
following a severe swell wave event.
The remaining categories of relocations identified by Maniku could largely be explained by
the social setup and beliefs. Relocations due to epidemics and fanditha or magic have been
common. Occasionally, locals attribute unexplainable occurrences within a community –
such as sickness, death or poor agricultural productivity – to acts of magic from other
islands or individuals. In such circumstances, it has often been deemed more appropriate to
abandon an island.
Past voluntary relocations provide evidence of willingness from small communities to
relocate in search of a better life. Moreover, it shows the dominant role played by natural
events in forcing relocation. However, relocations prior to the 1990s may have been
assisted by the mobility of property and personal belongings. This assumption of flexibility
may not be applicable today, due to the significant investments in housing. The economic
boom of the late 1980s and 1990s may have increased private investments in housing and
personal belongings.
The dominance of natural events in forcing relocation also highlights the importance of
providing hazard resilience as a basic public service in Maldives. The need for a hazard
resilience dimension to future settlement planning is apparent from past events. Moreover,
the grim predictions for the future, where the forecasted climate change is expected to
increase the intensity and frequency of future events, adds more weight to this argument.
3.6.2. Planned Resettlements

There have also been attempts to undertake planned relocations across the country. The
primary rationales for such relocations have been religious and administrative: a minimum
population requirement for congregational prayers and the inability to provide basic
services. The most prominent of these attempts were in 1968, when 18 islands were depopulated by a law (Maniku, 1990). According to the law, all islands with populations less
than 50 healthy males above six years of age – the number required to perform the Friday
congregational prayer – were depopulated and resettled in nearby inhabited islands. Hence,
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the law itself cited religious grounds for relocation, although the underlying rationale may
have been strongly linked to public service delivery. The programme failed and the law was
repealed in 1975; fourteen out of the eighteen settlements chose to return to their original
islands.
Since then, prior to the Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004, there have been five major
relocations: Maakandoodhoo and Firunbaidhoo Island, Shaviyani Atoll; Hondaidhoo
Island, Haa Dhaalu Atoll; Gaaudoodhoo and Ugulu Island, Raa Atoll. Maakandoodhoo
Island was relocated due to severe erosion and wetland flooding and the remaining four
were relocated due to economic difficulties. Since the tsunami, planned relocations have
gained momentum and 12 relocation projects have either been undertaken or are being
undertaken.
3.6.3. Spatial Planning Activities

Since the 1980s, subsequent governments of Maldives have adopted various measures to
tackle the ever apparent imbalance in spatial development. Concerns were raised following
the unprecedented economic growth in the 1980s and the resulting population exodus
from outer islands to capital Male‘. The following activities are a summary of the attempts
to reverse the status quo in spatial development.
3.6.3.1. SELECTED ISLAND DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES

Discussions on resolving the spatial imbalance in development started at Government level
during the early 1980s. The first proposal for a planning strategy suggested 68 islands for
concentrated development. The figure was eventually reduced to eight ―Focal
Development Centres‖ in the First National Development Plan (MPE, 1985). These
islands were mainly Atoll Capitals and larger islands. The rationale behind the strategy was
that concentrated development would attract population to these settlements and reduce
the need to migrate to Male‘. The main purposes of the strategy were to reduce migration
to Male‘, develop alternative economic centres around the country and maximise the
returns from public investments.
The strategy failed to achieve its objectives. In 1987, it was initially supplemented and then
replaced by the ―Selected Island Policy‖. The new policy acknowledged the dominance of
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‗Male‘ region‘ as the economic centre of the country, and advocated developing two
selected islands close to Male‘ (MPND, 2001). In addition, seven outer islands were
identified as regional growth centres and were essentially a replacement for the ―Focal
Development Centres‖. The new islands had the characteristic of having large tracts of
unused land. The new policy had a fair run, lasting 13 years. Significant investments were
made in the selected islands and numerous others development activities and programmes
– such as the ―Atoll Development Programme‖ and ―Integrated Atoll Development
Programme‖ – contributed to the advancement of the policy. However, there was a lack of
a coordinated and whole hearted effort into the policy, perhaps due to political pressure
from smaller settlements.
It was apparent that twenty years of a selected island development approach had a limited
or no affect in controlling migration to Male‘ (MPND, 2001a), or to the development in
outer islands (MPND and UNDP, 1999). The failures gave way to the regional
development approach and population and development consolidation approach.
3.6.3.2. REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

A regional development approach to redress the spatial imbalance in Maldives was adopted
during the year 2000 (MPND, 2007b). The new approach advocated the subdivision of
Maldives into five development regions, and concentration of development activities and
investments to stimulate growth within those regions (OPUS, 1999). The rationale behind
the approach is that concentrated development in individual islands was not having the
desired pull effects, and that if a region was developed as a whole, there could be more
interactions within the region to stimulate economic growth. Moreover, the investments in
a region would have a larger coverage, in terms of population, compared to individual
growth centres. The first Regional Development Project was undertaken between 2000 and
2005 and covered the northern and southernmost atolls. Despite the claims to replace the
old planning approach, the project contained numerous elements of the past selected
islands development programmes, especially through the growth centre approach. At least
two islands were concentrated for intensive investment in each of the regions. The regional
approach to planning remained only in concept and it was again the selected growth
centres that benefitted from extensive investments.
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A modified approach to development, known as the population and development
consolidation strategy, was introduced in 1998, based on the experiences of the 1980s and
1990s. The new approach advocated a reduction in the number of inhabited settlements
through voluntary migration from smaller islands to larger islands. A summary of the
present population and development consolidation policy is presented in the next section.
3.7. PRESENT POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT CONSOLIDATION POLICY
3.7.1. History

The concept of population and development consolidation was introduced by the
Government of Maldives in 1998, as a planning strategy to reduce diseconomies of scale in
public service provision (MPND, 2007b). At that stage, the concept could be described as
more rhetorical than practical, as the details of a planning strategy or implementation plans
were yet to be developed. A series of ‗internal‘ Government discussions followed in the
next six years and a number of policy proposals were put forward and revised. These
included categorising islands – into Regional Focus, Atoll Focus and Primary islands –
based on the level of service to be provided, establishing ‗development clusters‘ with
groups of islands, physically linking islands through causeways and land reclamation, and
relocating population from smaller settlements to larger settlements (MPND, 2007a). This
stage was also known as the ‗Focus Island Development Programme‘. The strategy
remained in its planning stage, with no concrete planning approach, until the Indian Ocean
tsunami disaster in 2004. The event appeared to open a ‗policy window‘ for a population
and development consolidation strategy, with significant public support from potential
migrants and ‗host‘ settlements. Following the tsunami, a new policy proposal was put
forward, known as the ‗safe island development programme‘, where selected islands were
to be created as ‗safe islands‘ through various mitigation measures (MPND, 2007b). The
new proposal formed another ‗parallel programme‘ in the overall population and
development consolidation policy (MPND, 2007b). The practical implementation of the
policy began after the tsunami of 2004.
3.7.2. Rationale

There are four major rationales for the policy. First is to improve public service delivery
through reduced diseconomies of scale and increased affordability in public investments.
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Second, is to increase the economic growth through large populations, and hence
economies of scale in individual settlements. Third, is to achieve better social development,
and fourth is to reduce environmental vulnerability. The last two rationales have been used
more rhetorically than in practise. The ultimate goal of the policy is to reduce the regional
inequalities between the Capital Male‘ and outer islands, so that the chronic migration to
Male‘ could be reversed (MPND, 2007b).
3.7.3. Implementation Approach

The primary approach to the policy is to pool resources into selected larger islands and,
encourage and facilitate the migration of population from surrounding smaller islands.
Three options were proposed for the implementation approach: i) physically join
neighbouring islands on the same reef system through land reclamation, causeways or
bridges; ii) establish transport links, within development clusters, through regular ferry
services and; iii) facilitate and undertake population relocation (MPND, 2007b). In each
case, specific settlements are concentrated for development. There are also two types of
settlements defined for the policy: ‗host‘ settlement and ‗migrant‘ settlement. The host
settlement accommodates the migrant settlement. Both these settlements will be
determined by the central planning agency.
3.7.4. Policy Tools

The key policy tools used are as follows:
i.

Resettlement is voluntary and compensations are provided to encourage migration.
Compensation for migrants includes new land in the ‗host‘ settlement, free housing,
a settlement allowance and allocation of ‗common property resources‘ in the host
settlement.

ii.

Public investments are undertaken to upgrade and develop better facilities on the
host settlements. Conceptually, these investments are made from the savings, which
were generated from avoiding future public expenditure in the migrant settlements.

iii.

Economic activities are developed close to the host island. At present, tourism
industry has been targeted as the primary mode of employment generation.
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iv.

Multi-sectoral public investments are streamlined along the PDC policy.

v.

Migrant employment is transferred to the host settlement, especially for those in
the civil service. The leadership of the migrant settlement is also given the
opportunity to retain their status in the new settlement and share leadership roles.
3.7.5. Island Selection Process

The present island selection method is based primarily on population size. The inclusion or
omission of a selected island is dependent on the acceptance from the island in question.
Since the tsunami of 2004, island selection for both host and migrant settlement has been
partly based on requests from individual islands. The island selection process is currently in
need of an established and well-tested approach.
3.7.6. Financing

There are no published reports on the financial plans for the policy and existing planning
documents suggests that financial plans are being formulated (MPND, 2007b).The current
options used are Government revenue, foreign aid and development loans. The idea
advanced in the policy is that it is reorganizing the existing public investment allocation
model, rather than introducing a policy and a set of individual projects within the existing
model.
3.7.7. Past Adaptations

The PDC policy has only been implemented in a limited number of islands. Prior to the
Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004, only a pilot housing project was implemented. This project
comprised the construction of 48 housing units and was designed to test the demand for
voluntary migration through housing subsidies. However, the Indian Ocean tsunami of
2004 took place before the project could be fully implemented and had to be revised to
accommodate tsunami affected populations.
The practical implementation of PDC strategy largely began after the tsunami event, with
particular attention to tsunami reconstruction and displaced populations. Populations from
nine islands have been relocated since but only three islands have been completely
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evacuated. Sections of the population from remaining islands chose not to migrate,
however. In 2007, a severe coastal flooding event led to the emergency relocation of an
island (Hathifushi Island) and the population was provided with housing in a larger island
through the PDC programme. Planned relocations, unrelated to natural disasters, were
carried under the PDC policy in two islands. A further four islands were in the process of
being relocated at the time of this study.
It is difficult to determine the extent of success or failure of the PDC policy adaptations
due to lack of literature. However, an analysis of the newspaper articles and Environmental
Impact Assessments (EIAs) of the relevant projects point to limited success. It is clear that
majority of the islands has some sections of the population who refused to relocate. Hence,
the idea of consolidation was not achieved to the fullest extent in these islands. It is also
reported that sections of the population from at least two islands chose to return to their
original island. Moreover, the EIA reports suggested that there were a number of social
and administrative issues emerging from the relocation, both within and between the host
and migrant communities. The fact that most relocation projects were in progress, four
years after the tsunami, suggested the financial and logistical difficulties in implementing
the project. In sum, the implementation of the PDC policy, so far, has been plagued with a
number of administrative and financial difficulties, and where it was implemented there has
been reports of social and political conflicts.
3.7.8. Conceptual Issues

There are some conceptual conflicts apparent in the existing population and development
consolidation policy. First, the regional development programme, which started in 2000, is
yet to reconcile with the population and development consolidation policy. The difficulties
are apparent in the conflicting interpretations provided in the sixth and seventh National
Development Plans (MPND, 2001; MPND, 2007b), and the conflicting developments in
the Male‘ Urban Region that could further accelerate migration to Male‘. Secondly, there
may be too many parallel programmes, which reflect evolving approaches and stages in
developing a comprehensive planning strategy. This includes the ‗development cluster‘
approach, ‗growth centre‘ approach and ‗safe island development programme‘. These
different concepts need to be ‗packaged‘ together within a single conceptual framework.
This study is expected to contribute to the advancement of such a framework.
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3.8. CONCLUSION
The chapter has presented the context of environmental vulnerability and development in
the case study site: The Maldives. It has provided a qualitative sense of the context, to the
reader, and covered wide ranging topics to account for the multidisciplinary nature of this
study.
Maldives is an ideal case study for evaluating the viability and practicality of a PDC strategy
in a small island state. First, it represents a typical archipelagic low-lying island state setting,
with development challenges similar to other such states. Secondly, it is amongst the most
vulnerable countries to the predicted climate change and ocean induced natural hazards
(Mimura et al., 2007), which makes it ideal to explore a long-term planning approach to
climate change adaptation and to test a PDC strategy based on a hazard resilience
approach. Thirdly, the concept of PDC in a small island setting may have been first
conceived in the Maldives and a policy based on the concept is already in the initial stages
of its implementation. This makes it possible to utilise, the already developed, policy tools
and implementation approaches. Finally, the present policy in Maldives may benefit from
the assessment framework and results from this study, more so than any other small island
state that is yet to develop such a strategy.
In the next four chapters, the assessment framework will be tested on the Maldives. The
assessment will begin in the next chapter, and will present the methodology and results of
the first step of the assessment framework: identifying vulnerable and resilient settlement in
Maldives.
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4.

Chapter 4

: Assessing Physically Vulnerable and Resilient Settlements

Assessing Physically Vulnerable and Resilient Settlements

A causal observation of the historical records (Maniku, 1990; Luthfy, 1994) and newspaper
articles of the Maldives, over the last twenty years, reveals that some islands experience
negative impacts from natural hazard events more frequently than others. Could this be
because they are physically more vulnerable to such events or is it simply a reflection of
settlement characteristics? This chapter explores this phenomenon to identify the potential
relationships between natural hazard events and selected physical characteristics of the
inhabited islands across the Maldives. The idea advanced here is that there is a comparative
variation in the physical vulnerability of islands, in a low-lying archipelagic small island
state, to natural hazards and potential sea level rise. Moreover, it is argued that these
patterns could be used to identify potential ‗host‘ and ‗migrant‘ islands for a vulnerabilitybased approach to the population and development consolidation strategy.
The approach used in this chapter is to propose a practical method for planners to
undertake such an assessment. Ideally, these relationships should have been established
using detailed studies in the fields of geophysical sciences and climate sciences.
Unfortunately, as noted in Chapter 2, there is a significant shortage of such studies on low90

lying archipelagic small island states. Given the nature and magnitude of predicted impacts
from natural hazards and climate change, for example in the Maldives (UNDP, 2006;
Mimura et al., 2007), it has become necessary, despite the slow progress in science, to start
implementing planning measures today. The approach used in this study, to bridge this gap,
is to propose a ‗preliminary‘ appraisal method which could establish statistical relationships
between hazard events and geographic characteristics. This method recognizes the need for
more advanced studies and is expected to facilitate their inclusion with a flexible indexbased model.
This chapter also represents the first component of the methodological framework
presented in Chapter 2 and provides the detailed methodology to undertake this
component. This component is expected to extend the PDC strategy to include a
vulnerability dimension by proposing an alternate method for ‗host‘ and ‗migrant‘
settlement identification. The result – a list of vulnerable and resilient islands – will form
the basis for the economic and social assessments.
The chapter is organised into six main sections. First, the scope of study and the study area
is established. The second section will present the materials used. The third section will
expand on the methods and procedures. The fourth section will present the findings and
the fifth section will discuss the implications of these findings. The final section will
conclude the chapter.
4.1. STUDY AREA
The study covers 200 of the 202 inhabited islands of Maldives14 distributed over 20
Administrative Atolls (see Table 4.1 and Appendix 1). The only exclusions are the capital
city, Male‘, and its surrounding islands, known as the Male‘ Urban Region15. The reason for
omitting Male‘ is that its entire coastline is protected by concrete seawalls and is no longer
considered susceptible to sea induced natural disasters, to the same extent as other
unprotected islands.

14

The official number of islands tends to vary due to resettlement activities. This study uses the number
of islands reported in November 2004. In 2007, the figure had changed to 194 islands and a further two
islands were in the process of being relocated in June 2008.
15
Male’ Urban Region covers four islands: Hulhule’ (the International Airport), Viligilli and Hulhumale’
(satellite settlements) and Male’ (the main island)
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Table 4.1: Administrative atolls, inhabited islands and their populations
Administrative
Atoll
A01
A02
A03
A04
A05
A06
A07
A08
A09
A10
A11
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18
A19
A20

Name
Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Gnaviyani Atoll
Seenu Atoll

Number of
inhabited islands
16
16
16
13
15
13
5
10*
8
10
5
9
5
8
13
12
10
10^
1
6+

Population¬
14,141
16,863
11,391
10,429
14,424
9,172
8,629
83,507*
4,840
6,620
1,649
5,020
3,779
4,927
9,302
11,497
8,129
11,840
7,528
18,499

¬ Population figures are based on Census 2000. The new Census 2006 dataset was released
after the completion of this study.
* Includes capital island, Male'
^ Represents 9 physical islands16 (2 administrative islands on 1 physical island)
+ Represents 4 physical islands (4 administrative islands on 2 physical islands)
Source: Statistical Year Book of Maldives 2004 (MPND, 2005b)

A detailed background of the Maldives has been provided in the preceding chapter and the
reader is guided there for additional information. The spatial distribution of atolls and
islands, and the reference codes used in the study are presented in Appendix 1. The spatial
distribution of population (atoll wise) is presented above in Table 4.1. Occasional reference
to these sources will be made in the rest of this thesis.
The scope of the study is restricted to selected natural hazards and geographic
characteristics. As discussed in Chapter 3, the natural hazard risks in the Maldives could be

16

See Appendix 1
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summarized as storm surges, long-distance swell waves, monsoonal flooding, strong winds,
rainfall flooding, tsunamis, earthquakes and sea level rise. Amongst these, reliable data are
only available for sea induced disasters such as storm surges, swell waves, monsoonal
flooding and tsunamis. A major earthquake has never been documented in the Maldives
(UNDP, 2006). Reports of wind damage mainly included damages to trees, crops and
roofing. Reports on rainfall flooding are limited and incomplete. This study, therefore, will
use data on past storm surges, swell waves, monsoonal flooding and tsunamis, which are,
arguably, the most significant natural hazards facing the Maldives; they all have the
potential to cause a temporary rise in sea level. In addition, this study will attempt to use
erosion as an indicator to identify islands potentially susceptible to predicted long-term sea
level rise. Increased coastal erosion has been considered by some as an indicator of sea
level rise (Dickinson, 1999; Hoegh-Guldberg, 1999; Kench and Cowell, 2001).
The geographic variables considered for this study are island size, shape, orientation,
location within the atoll, location within the archipelago, island to reef-rim distance, coastal
modifications, reef-to-island ratio and settlement location within the island. These variables
are explored in more detail in the subsequent sections. A key factor in considering these
variables are that it could be measured using a spatial database and without the need for
extensive field surveys; this was considered an essential requirement for a methodology
targeting planners.
The next section will look into the material used for these variables.
4.2. MATERIALS
There are two main groups of data: natural hazard data and geospatial data. All natural
hazard data used in this study were acquired from secondary sources, namely government
surveys, statistical publications and other thematic reports. Geospatial data (data on
geographic characteristics) were measured or derived using a purpose-built Geographic
Information System (GIS). A GIS is required to efficiently calculate geographic data and to
evaluate the relationships between hazard data and geographic data. Details on these data
sources, their quality and geographic data calculation methods are provided in the following
subsections.
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4.2.1. Natural Hazard Data
4.2.1.1. COASTAL EROSION DATA

Table 4.2 summarizes the main erosion data sources and their characteristics. Amongst
them, VPAI, VPAII and ‗Official erosion data‘ were used as the main sources. The Census
2000 and selected ‗environmental surveys‘ by Bangladesh Consultants Limited (BCL) were
used to validate the main sources, where relevant. In addition, information provided by
Maniku (1990) and Luthfy (1994) were used to establish a historical perspective.
The data collection method raises some challenges in using them for an empirical
assessment. Most of the sources listed in Table 4.2 used interviews with individuals,
community groups or organizations to collect the data. This makes the data qualitative, as
they, in practice, represent the perception of the individuals and organizations. Moreover,
there is no nationwide systematic reporting system or standardized rating system, exposing
the data to variations in perception across the archipelago. The data may also be biased
towards islands with the settlement in close proximity to coastline, as they appeared to
overrate severity. Moreover, it is plausible that reports on severity may have been
exaggerated to acquire funding for coastal protection.
There is also an inherent weakness in using data based on perception to determine impacts
on sea level rise. First, erosion and accretion is a basic island building process in coral
islands (Woodroffe, 2002). This process is more pronounced in the Maldives due to
monsoonal shifts in island coastline within the coral reef system (Ali, 2000; Kench and
Brander, 2006a). Secondly, the intensity of erosion in inhabited islands may also be a result
of human activities, such as improperly designed coastal structures (Kench, 2001; Kench et
al., 2003) or destruction of coral reef (Brown and Dunne, 1988).
Inhabitant perceptions may not reflect such geomorpological explanations and, therefore,
may not provide a true picture to determine links with sea level rise. However, assuming
that sea level rise will worsen the status quo, islands that currently endure severe erosion
may, arguably, be worse-off against the predicted sea level rise. To this extent, and in the
absence of any other reliable data, the current datasets based on perceptions are still useful.
There is also the option to use multiple sources, including photographic evidence (aerial
photographs), to validate the claims of severity.
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Table 4.2: Erosion data sources and their characteristics
Data Source

Survey period

Coverage

Organization

Method of original data collection

Reliability*

Maldives Vulnerability and Poverty
Assessment Survey dataset (VPA-I)

1988 - 1998

All inhabited
islands

MPND+

Interviews with island administration

Good

Maldives Vulnerability and Poverty
Assessment Survey dataset (VPA-II)

1998 - 2004

All inhabited
islands

MPND

Interviews with island administration,
Island Development Committee,
Women‘s Development Committee

Good

Official erosion data

Last updated
December
2004

All inhabited
islands

MEEW^

Erosion reports, field visits, interviews
with inhabitants (an ongoing process)

Good

Environmental Surveys (BCL, 2005a;
2005b)

2004

15 islands

MPND

Physical surveys, interviews, historical
aerial photographs

Good

Maldives Population & Housing Census
2000.

1996 - 2000

All islands

MPND

Survey form filled by Island
Administration Office

Fair

Changes to Topography of Maldives
(Maniku, 1990)

Historical
records

Some
islands

-

Historical documents, field visits

Fair

Geography of Maldives (Luthfy, 1994)~

Historical
records

Some
islands

Historical documents, field visits,
interviews

Fair

* Reliability is a relative measure based on the original method of data collection, sample sizes and completeness of the datasets.
+ Ministry of Planning and national Development
^ Ministry of Environment Energy and Water
~ Original data in local language and was translated to English
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An alternative method for establishing a history of severe erosion in low-lying coral islands
was presented by Mimura (1999) for the pacific islands. Mimura argued that dates of the
first coastal protection infrastructure, in any given island, may reveal the beginning of
severe coastal erosion. By correlating the dates with sea level rise, it was implied that a
relationship between sea level rise and erosion could be established. There are drawbacks
to this method. First, it fails to take into account the possibility that engineering knowledge
may have propagated through the islands far later than the advent of severe erosion.
Secondly, erosion may have occurred on the uninhabited areas of an island while not
seriously affecting settled areas. It is unlikely that coastal protection would be used under
such a scenario. Hence, data based on the perception were determined as sufficient to
quantify erosion for the purposes of this study.
4.2.1.2. SEVERE WEATHER AND FLOODING DATA

Severe weather and flooding data were acquired from the following sources (Table 4.3).
Table 4.3: Summary of severe weather and flood data sources and their characteristics
Data source

Survey
period

Coverage

VPA I Dataset

1990-1998

All inhabited MPND
islands

Reports
wind
damage,
rainfall flooding & coastal
flooding incidence

VPA II Dataset

1998-2004

All inhabited MPND
islands

Reports damage, rainfall
flooding & coastal flooding
incidence

Disaster Data

1990
onwards

Selected
islands

MEEW

Compilation
of
severe
weather ‗incident reports‘.
Post-1998 data in digital
form.

Weather 2001
onwards

Selected
islands

Department
of
Meteorology

Annual, monthly or special
event reports; reports only
high impact events. Used to
validate VPA and ‗Disaster
Data‘.

Severe
Reports

Source

(DoM)
Historical storm 1945-2004
track data for the
Indian
Ocean
Region

Indian Ocean
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Characteristics

JTWC, Unisys GIS data layer providing
(Unisys and tropical depressions: track
JTWC, 2004) plots, wind speed & central
pressure. Used to validate
VPA and ‗Disaster Data‘.

VPA I, VPA II and MEEW data were used as the primary sources and, DoM reports and
storm track data were used to validate the main sources, where relevant. Validated data
from the three main sources were compiled into a single database. Intensity and severity of
were not explicitly analysed in this study.
Unlike erosion data, severe weather event data was not based on perception of island
inhabitants. Instead, it reports the incidence of severe weather events and flood events,
which could be verified using meteorological records. Hence, severe weather data could be
considered more reliable than erosion data. However, it should be noted that reported
incidents may only represent an event on the settlement side of the island, potentially
omitting events occurring on the uninhabited parts of the island.
4.2.1.3. INDIAN OCEAN TSUNAMI DATA

Tsunami data were acquired from the Maldives National Disaster Management Centre‘s
(NDMC) main tsunami disaster database. More specifically, data on the extent of flooding
and extent of damage on islands were extracted from the database for this study.
Quantitative data on flooding were reported as the percentage of island area flooded and
were based on the perception of island administration. Unfortunately, it was not based on
physical ground surveys. To verify the data, a sample of 15 islands was tested for accuracy
in reporting, using geo-corrected aerial photographs and uncorrected oblique photographs.
Data on 13 samples were relatively accurate while that of 2 samples were under-reported, in
terms of flooding. Hence, this dataset was considered relatively accurate.
4.2.2. Geographic Data

The purpose of the geographic data is to derive empirical data for the selected geographic
variables so that they could be compared against the natural hazard incidence data. The
geographic data were measured and derived using a Geographic Information System
compiled in the software MapInfo Professional. The mathematical calculations, where
practical, were undertaken within the GIS or within a spreadsheet. Table 4.4 below
provides a summary of the variables and their characteristics. The following subsections
will then describe the detailed methods used for each variable.
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Table 4.4: Summary of geographic data variables
Variable

Type*

Method

Purpose

Island area

M

Built-in^ GIS functions

Main variable

Coastline length

M

Built-in GIS functions

Support variable for erosion

Reefflat and lagoon M
surface area

Built-in GIS functions

Support variable for reef-island ratio

Island XY distance

Plug-in GIS functions

Support variable reef-island ratio and
orientation

M

Distance to reef rim M
and location on reef

Built-in GIS functions, To assess importance of island
and ratio analysis
location on a reef system

Island orientation

M

Built-in GIS functions, Main variable
and trigonometry

Island shape

D

Compactness, thinness, Main variable
and roundness ratio

Island location within D
Atoll

Classification in GIS

Ratio of Reef flat Area D
to Land Area

Built-in GIS functions, Main variable
and ratio analysis

Island
location

Built-in GIS functions Main variable
and classification

settlement D

Island
modification

coastal O

Classification in GIS

Main variable

Main variable

* M = Measured variables; D = Derived variables and; O = Other variables
^ Built-in GIS functions are those functions that come with the software; Plug-in functions are those based on thirdparty applications used within the main GIS
4.2.2.1. MEASURED GEOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

(a)

Island Area and Coastline Length

The island area and coastline length were calculated using the vegetation-line as
a boundary17. The natural physical boundary of an island, the beach line, was
not considered in this study due to its mobility and practical limitations in
measurement using ‗remotely sensed‘ imagery.

17

For a more detailed explanation, refer to the Land Study of Maldives in Appendix 6.
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(b)

Reefflat and Lagoon Surface Area

The reefflat and lagoon surface areas were calculated for the reefs with an
inhabited island. Reefflat area is defined for this study as the shallow reef area
(approximately -2.0 m from Mean Sea Level) within the reef rim. Reef lagoon
area is defined as the areas which are significantly deeper than the average
reefflat depth. These areas are easily identifiable using remote sense imagery, as
shown in Figure 4.1, and were acquired as pre-classified digital data from the
Millennium Coral Reef Mapping Project (Andréfouët et al., 2005).
Figure 4.1: Satellite image of a reef and the classification used for reefflat/reef lagoon.

Satellite image of a reef

Source: http://www.nasa.gov

Classifications used by Millennium Coral Reef Mapping Project

Source: Adopted from Andréfouët et al., (2005)
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Outer Slope
Inner Slope
Reef Flat
Lagoon
Land
Shallow pass

(c)

Island X Distance and Y Distance

Island X distance represents maximum extent (in Metres) of island in an easteast direction and Y distance represents maximum extent of island in a northsouth direction. These variables were calculated using Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) co-ordinates. The UTM coordinates are in meters, allowing
distances to be calculated based on the bounds of an object (Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of island showing X distance and Y Distance
Object Bounds

Y Distance
I S

L

A N

D

X Distance

(d)

Distance to Oceanward Side and Lagoonward Side, and Island Location
on Reef

The relative location of an island within a reef system, particularly for ‗atoll rim
islands‘, was determined using two variables: average distance from island
shoreline to oceanward reef edge and; average distance from island shoreline to
lagoonward reef edge. ‗Atoll rim islands‘ are islands located on the atoll rim reef
systems, as opposed to islands located within the atoll lagoon reef systems.
These islands are in the direct path of waves approaching from the Indian
Ocean (see Figure 4.4). Oceanward reef edge is defined as the side facing the
ocean, receiving most of the wave energy, and lagoonward reef edge is defined
as the side facing the atoll lagoon, which is relatively protected (see Figure 4.3).
The following ratio (4.1) was used to calculate the relative locations in this
respect. Figure 4.3 shows a schematic diagram of the two variables.
x:y  1.5:1

(4.1)
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Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram showing variables used in calculating distances from island
shoreline to oceanward side and atoll lagoonward side.
Reef flat edge

Island shoreline

Oceanward
side

ymax

xmin
xmax

Atoll
Lagoonward
side

ymin

x = Average ( x Min x max )
y = Average (yMin ymax )
Islands having a proportionate distance between oceanward and lagoonward
side, or located approximately at the centre of the reef system, were determined
using the following ratio.
x:y  1:1

(4.2)

The calculations based on ratios 4.1 and 4.2 did not consider islands that
occupied a large proportion of the reef system. Such islands, almost always, are
located relatively at the centre of reef system and may be falsely interpreted
using the above ratios. A qualifying filter (4.3) was used to identify such islands,
before analysing ratios 4.1 and 4.2
w1:w2  1:2.3

(4.3)

where,
w1 = maximum width of island; w2 = x + y (see Figure 4.2)
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(e)

Island Orientation

Island orientation was measured in two stages. First, a ratio analysis of X
distance to Y distance (see above) was undertaken to determine the convexity
of the island. Secondly, the X distance and Y distance figures were used to
determine the direction of elongation. The resulting pairs of x and y UTM
coordinates, from the axis of elongation, were used to measure orientation,
using basic trigonometry. The formula used for the latter stage is expressed as:
tan a=(x1-x2)/(y1-y2)

(4.4)

4.2.2.2. DERIVED VARIABLES

(f)

Island Shape

Three shape ratios were used to calculate the overall shapes of islands:
compactness ratio, thinness ratio and roundness ratio. These ‗simple shape
descriptors‘ provide the overall shape of objects, in terms of circularity, and are
derived from the perimeter and area of the object (Davis, 1986; Peura and
Iivarinen, 1997). These ratios have been successfully tested by Naseer (2003) in
morphometric analysis of coral reefs in the Maldives.
Compactness ratio of an island depicts compactness or circularity of an island
shape. Within a ratio of 0 to 1, the circular islands approach unity and the more
elongated islands approach zero. The expression for compactness ratio is:
CR = √ Ai/Ac

(4.5)

Where CR is Compactness Ratio, Ai is area of island and Ac is area of a circle
having the same perimeter as Ai.
Thinness ratio depicts variations in overall island shape and is expressed as:
TR = 4π A/P2

(4.6)
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Where TR is thinness, A is the area of island and P is the perimeter of island.
Thin, elongated islands approach 0 and circular islands approach 1.
Roundness Ratio gives a reciprocal value of the circularity ratio. It is expressed
as:
RR = (P2) / 4πA

(4.7)

Where RR is the roundness ratio, A is the area of island and P is the perimeter
of island. A circle will have a value slightly greater than 1 and other shapes
increase in value.
(g)

Island Location within Atoll

Island location within the atoll was classified based on the following geographic
location attributes: eastern rim, western rim, northern rim, southern rim and
within atoll lagoon (see Figure 4.4). The lines in the figure represent the relative
guide used to classify islands.
Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of a conceptual atoll showing island location classification
Northern Rim

Within Atoll Lagoon

Western Rim

Southern Rim
Coral Reef

Island

Conceptual lines used to define island location
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Eastern Rim

(h)

Ratio of Reef flat Area to Land Area

Ratios of reefflat surface area to land area were measured for all reefs
containing inhabited islands. The higher the ratio, the more reef surface area is
occupied by land and vice versa. These measurements include any land (island),
including any uninhabited island within the reef system. This variable is used to
determine the reef to land ratio.
(i)

Island Settlement Location

The location of settlements within an inhabited island was classified based on
following categories: i) settlements located on the atoll lagoonward side; ii)
settlements located on the oceanward side; iii) settlements spanning from atoll
lagoonward side to oceanward side and; iv) settlements located at the centre of
the island.
Calculations were based on distance between settlement boundaries and
vegetation-line. A minimum distance of 40 m from the relevant side of the
vegetation-line was considered as the cut-off limit for each category.
4.2.2.3. OTHER VARIABLES

(a)

Island Coastal Modification

Data on inhabited island coastal modifications were acquired from Island
Infrastructure Database in the Ministry of Planning and Development
(MPND). It lists major coastal modifications, namely harbours, breakwaters,
quay walls, jetties and dredged reef access channels. Moreover, remote sensing
images were used validate the data.
4.2.3. Geographic Information System Data

As noted above, a Geographic Information System (GIS) was compiled to assist in the
analyses required for this research. At the start of this study there was no comprehensive
GIS system developed for the Maldives. The only known GIS system was in the Ministry
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of Planning and National Development18. This system, however, lacked a reliable basemap,
which should be considered a prerequisite of accurate spatial measurements. A new system
was, therefore, developed using data from the Millennium Coral Reef Mapping Project
(Andréfouët et al., 2005), satellite imagery and aerial photographs. The data from
Millennium Coral Reef Mapping Project (MCRMP) had significant attribute and positional
inaccuracies which had to be adjusted using other spatial data. The system was developed
in MapInfo Professional and the backend attribute database was developed using Microsoft
Access. The next two subsections describe the main sources of the spatial and attribute
data. A compilation of the GIS dataset, including the spatial datasets19 is provided in digital
form, in Appendix 11.
4.2.3.1. SPATIAL DATA

(a) Landsat 7 ETM+ Satellite Images
Landsat 7 satellite images, covering the entire Maldives, were used as basemaps
to calculate geographic variables such as island settlement location. These
images were also used to correct inconsistencies in vector data and classification
errors in MCRMP. Landsat 7 satellite images were acquired from Oliver, et. al.
(2005). Table 4.5 provides a list of images used in this study and some of its
characteristics. All images used in this study were classified ‗Level 1G (with
systematic correction)‘, which has been radiometrically and geometrically
corrected and are suitable as ortho-images (USGS, 2005). Due to the relative
age of the images, more up-to-date data from aerial imagery (see below) were
used to supplement this data.
(b)

Vector Map

A vector map derived from the above outlined Landsat 7 satellite images were
also acquired from Andréfouët et al. (2005), as free-to-download vector data.
The map was enhanced significantly to account for attribute and positional
errors. Attribute errors were caused by classification errors. They were also
reclassified to facilitate island level analysis. A new vector map, based on aerial
18
19

The author was previously involved as a developer and manager of this GIS.
The aerial photography of Maldives has not been attached due to copyright limitations.
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photographs, was developed by the MPND in 2007. Again, there were
significant errors and classification issues in them, which were corrected and
updated as part of this study. Both the old and new maps were used extensively
in this analysis.
Table 4.5: Landsat 7 images used in the study and their characteristics

Atolls Covered

Image
Size
(km)

Spatial
Resolution
(m)

Level of
Correction

Image

Acquired
date

Path146/Row55

21/06/2001

A01 - A03

183x170

30

1G

Path146/Row56

21/06/2001

A03 - A06

183x170

30

1G

Path145/Row56

21/01/2001

A04, A07

183x170

30

1G

Path146/Row57

12/01/2001

A06, A09, A10

183x170

30

1G

Path145/Row57

21/01/2001

A08

183x170

30

1G

Path145/Row58

24/01/2002

A11 - A15

183x170

30

1G

Path145/Row59

07/03/2000

A15 - A17

183x170

30

1G

Path145/Row60

20/12/2000

A17 - A20

183x170

(c)

30
1G
Source: Oliver, et. al. (2005)

Aerial Photographs

Aerial photographs taken between 1969 and 2004 were referred wherever high
resolution data was required to validate a calculation or a finding.
Unfortunately, there were not enough ground control or flight and camera data
for the pre-1998 images to be incorporated into the GIS. It was used as a visual
guide to validate data, however. In addition, ortho-images of the entire
Maldives were made available by MPND towards the end of 2007.
4.2.3.2.

ATTRIBUTE DATA

All material discussed in sections 4.2.1 through to 4.2.4 were converted to digital databases
and linked or embedded in the GIS. A standardised ‗island code‘ was used to communicate
between multiple databases (see Appendix 1 for more details).
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4.3. METHODS
4.3.1. GIS Preparation

The GIS was prepared in three stages. First, the original vector dataset was verified and
validated for consistency with the satellite images. As noted above, a number of critical
errors and omissions were found, including false classification of some islands and
omission of a large reef system. Errors critical to the study area, particularly relating to
inhabited islands and its reefs, were corrected. In addition, the accuracy of satellite images
was checked by comparing measurements with geo-corrected aerial photographs. Secondly,
the vector dataset was coded to identify inhabited islands, its corresponding reef and atoll.
This involved a manual process where each inhabited island and its reef system was coded
with a predefined island code20, which would subsequently be used to link multiple data
sources. Finally, various databases identified in the section 4.2.1 were linked to the GIS
using the island code. The datasets that were supplied in spreadsheets were standardised
and coded to make them integrate efficiently with the GIS. Figure 4.5 shows a schematic
diagram of the GIS and its external databases.
Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of GIS and its data sources
Databases
Worksheets
Erosion Data
Erosion Data
Official Erosion
data
BCL Surveys

Severe Weather
MEEW
DoM

20

VPA 1998
VPA 2004
Census 2000

MapInfo
MapInfo Tables
Reefs
Islands
Geographic Data
Erosion (Filtered)
Severe Weather Events(Filtered)
Historical Storm Track Data
Satellite Images (Raster layers)

see Appendix 1 for more details on the code
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MapInfo
DBMS
Connection

Severe Weather
VPA 1998
VPA 2004

Tsunami Data
NDMC Data

4.3.2. Quantifying natural hazard data
4.3.2.1. COASTAL EROSION

As explained before, in the absence of empirical data on erosion, it was decided to
quantify data using the qualitative information available. Information on historical
and ongoing erosion, based on inhabitant perception, was validated using aerial
photographs and historical records, and classified as ‗severe‘, ‗moderate‘, ‗low-level‘
and ‗no erosion‘ (see Appendix 2 for more details).
4.3.2.2. SEVERE WEATHER AND FLOOD EVENTS

This study specifically looks into the ‗sea-induced‘ natural hazards experienced in
the Maldives – i.e. storm surges, monsoonal flooding, swell waves and tsunamis.
There are no recorded quantifiable data on the extent of flooding or the extent of
damages caused by flooding, except for the year 2004. Reports on flooding usually
fail to provide adequate data, especially if no property or infrastructure was
damaged. However, these records may be a reliable source in establishing the
occurrence of flood events. Hence, it was decided to use ‗incidence of flooding‘
over the last six years21 as a guide to the relative exposure of an island to flooding.
This information was then quantified as ‗severe‘, ‗regular‘, ‗occasional‘, ‗irregular‘
and ‗no flooding‘ (see Appendix 2 for more details).
4.3.2.3. INDIAN OCEAN TSUNAMI OF 2004

Large amounts of data have been collected in the Maldives during and following
the Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004. Various indices could be used to assess damage
caused to islands, including extent of damage to property, loss of human life,
damage to infrastructure, estimated costs of damages and extent of flooding.
However, most of these indices, apart from the extent of flooding, represent
damages resulting from specific socio-economic conditions on any given island.
For example, the extent of damage to buildings and infrastructure may have a
relationship with the modes of construction and stability of structures rather than
the intensity of flooding (Australian Government Mission and Maldives Marine
21

At the time of this study in 2005, the complete annual records of hazard events were only available for
the period 1988-2004.
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Research Centre, 2005; Keating et al., 2005; UNEP, 2005). This study, therefore,
uses the extent of flooding as an indicator which could arguably be considered a
more reliable variable for physical and environmental vulnerability. In this respect,
the islands were classified into five categories: ‗severe‘, ‗moderate-severe‘,
‗moderate‘, ‗moderate-low‘ and ‗limited or no flooding‘ (see Appendix 2 for more
details).
4.3.3. Calculating measured variables
4.3.3.1. ISLAND AREA, COASTLINE LENGTH, REEF LAGOON SURFACE AREA AND
REEF FLAT SURFACE AREA

All four variables were measured using two built-in Structured Query Language
(SQL) functions in the GIS software: namely, SphericalArea and SphericalPerimeter.
4.3.3.2. ISLAND X DISTANCE AND Y DISTANCE

An add-on software (MapBasic) was used within the GIS to extract the UTM
coordinate bounds of each island object. The resulting table of co-ordinates were
queried using Structured Query Language (SQL) to derive the X and Y distance.
4.3.3.3. DISTANCE TO OCEANWARD SIDE, DISTANCE TO LAGOONWARD SIDE AND
ISLAND LOCATION ON REEF

All initial distances were measured manually using the GIS. Distance from island to
reefflat edge was measured to nearest possible tangent line. Satellite images were
used as the base layer, along with vector data, to ensure feature classification errors
were eliminated. However, all manual calculations are subject random error. The
procedures discussed in Section 4.2.2, above, were used to derive the final
distances.
4.3.3.4. ISLAND ORIENTATION

Island orientation was measured in two stages, as outlined in Section 4.2.2. It is
difficult to measure the orientation of islands which have a ratio around unity, since
they are not oriented in any one direction. Such islands were therefore considered
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to be having no specific orientation or having a complex orientation. It should be
noted that this method only provides relative orientation rather than absolute
orientation.
4.3.4. Calculating Derived Variables

A combination of GIS functionality, manual calculation and visual observation methods
(for spatial data) were used to calculate the derived variables. Procedures discussed in
section 4.2.2 were adhered during calculation or classification. Measuring the compactness
ratio for island shape required the use of an additional GIS software (Idrisi for windows),
since MapInfo lacks the specific functionality. Procedures described by Naseer (2003,
p.120) were used in the analysis.
4.3.5. Categorizing Measured and Derived Geographic Variables

The calculated and derived geographic variables will result in numeric values which will
need to be compared with the nominal-scale (categorized) data from natural hazard
variables. The former is more suited to parametric testing, while the latter is more
appropriate for non-parametric testing. Hence, for simplicity in the analysis, the geographic
variables were converted to nominal-scale or categorized data, using logical data intervals.
A complete list of the converted variables is presented in Appendix 2.
4.3.6. Analysing the Relationship Between Natural Hazards and Geographic
features

The statistical relationship between multiple natural hazards and geographic variables were
analysed using a pair-wise ratio analysis. As noted above, all the variables used have been
reduced to a nominal-scale (see Appendix 2), making it potentially suitable for nonparametric analysis. Hence, each of the natural hazard variables was, first, compared with
the geographic variables to test their relationships. For example, the coastal erosion variable
is compared with island size, orientation, location within the atoll, location within the
archipelago, island to reef-rim distance, coastal modifications, reef-to-island ratio and
settlement location within the island. A ratio analysis is used to determine the number of
islands, within the total population (n=200), corresponding to each variable. For example,
pairing the ‗coastal erosion‘ variable against ‗island size‘ variable can yield the ratio of
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islands with severe erosion in each of the ‗island size categories‘ (see appendix 2). Thus, the
result is a preliminary relationship between both sets of variables which could be analysed
further in future detailed geophysical assessments.
The pair-wise ratio analysis was initially undertaken within the GIS, using its database
querying capabilities. The software was found to be particularly efficient since it could
evaluate both the spatial and attribute data in a single query. For example, it is possible to
calculate the land area (from the island shape) and the severity of coastal erosion in a single
query, whereas in a standard database or spreadsheet, it would require two separate
software and calculations to achieve the result.
It may be possible to use non-parametric analyses to further test the significance of the
results. However, the nature of the parameters, with both representing multiples scales,
categories and variables, may require a complex multivariate non-parametric analysis for
such an assessment to be useful. This study attempted to use the non-parametric MannWhitney U-test and the Kruskal-Wallis test, but was found to be ineffective due to these
data characteristics.
4.3.7. Developing a Composite Index

The key relationships derived from the above analysis were translated into parameters with
weighted indexes, which can represent the vulnerability and resilience of an island to a
given natural hazard. For example, the relationship between coastal flooding and island size
can be used to establish a specific parameter. A weighted index may then be assigned to the
parameter, for example, with a higher value to make larger islands represent less vulnerable
islands and a lower value for smaller islands to make them represent vulnerable islands.
This approach will yield a number of parameters, which can be combined to create a
composite index22.
This approach has two advantages for the overall methodological framework. First, it
ensures that no single variable could dominate the results. This is particularly useful in the
face of uncertainties in the literature and this assessment. Second, it provides the

22

More details on the composite index are provided in section 4.4.4 below.
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opportunity to enhance this study by adding or deleting parameters, based on new findings,
without significantly altering the outcome of the overall assessment.
4.4. RESULTS
4.4.1. Coastal Erosion

Coastal erosion is a common phenomenon throughout the Maldives. Of the 200 inhabited
islands, 193 (97 percent) reported significant erosion between 1998 and 2004. Among
them, 124 islands (64 percent) reported severe erosion or erosion as a crisis and 65 islands
(34 percent) reported having moderate erosion. These figures may change over time, as
some islands appear to have long-term cyclic changes in erosion intensity, perhaps, in
relation to changes in local wave or climate regime23. Analysis of historical records (Maniku,
1983; Maniku, 1990; Luthfy, 1994) revealed similar islands, majority of which are within the
atoll lagoon. However, in general, the erosion data does not show a declining trend.
As discussed earlier, the data used in erosion analysis is based on the perception of its
inhabitants. It is plausible that erosion was reported as a crisis or a problem, only if it has
threatened investments and property on the settlement side of the island. Hence, severe
cases of erosion which does not affect settlement may have been under-reported. This
potential bias in the data was examined using a ‗proxy‘ parameter: the distance between
vegetation-line and the nearest building. Figure 4.6 and 4.7 shows a summary the findings.
Of the 193 islands that reported significant erosion, 125 (63 percent) had a distance of less
than 20 m; amongst them 82 islands (41 percent) had a distance less than 10 m. Similarly,
amongst the islands that reported severe erosion, 89 islands (71 percent) had a distance less
than 20 m, of which, 64 islands (51 percent) had a distance less than 10 m.

23

One example is island 16006 (Dhevvadhoo Island), in atoll A17 (Appendix 1, Figure A4.1 and A4.4),
where the status of erosion changed from severe to stable between 1998 and 2003.
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Figure 4.6: Distance between nearest building and vegetation line of all islands with erosion
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Figure 4.7: Distance between nearest building and vegetation line of islands with severe erosion
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Thus, these characteristics in erosion data were considered while analysing its relationships
with the selected geographic features. The detailed findings on the relationships are as
follows.
4.4.1.1. ISLAND SIZE

Smaller islands (less than 1 km2) have a higher ratio of islands with severe erosion than
larger islands (larger than 1 km2); suggesting that erosion in smaller islands is a more serious
concern than in larger islands. Table 4.6 summarizes the data on island sizes and the ratio
of islands with severe erosion. There are two possible reasons for this pattern. Firstly,
islands with smaller land area have large parts of its settlement close to the coastline
compared to larger islands. Hence, the perception of small island inhabitants towards
erosion risk may be higher. Secondly, smaller coral islands, due to their unconsolidated
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nature, usually have dynamic coastlines (Woodroffe, 1993; Kench and Cowell, 2002; Kench
and Brander, 2006a). Slight changes to beach areas in smaller islands may have far reaching
effects on the erosion and accretion regime, compared to larger more established islands.
Table 4.6: Ratio of islands with severe erosion to land area
All
islands

Severe
erosion

% severe
erosion

8

6

75

120

77

64

40

30

75

36

12

33

20424

125

Smallest islands (< 0.1 km2)
Smaller islands (> 0.1 < 0.5 km2)
Medium sized islands (> 0.5 < 1 km2)
Larger islands (> 1

km2)

Total
4.4.1.2. POPULATION DENSITY

A large proportion of islands with high population densities reported severe erosion. As
Table 4.7 shows, 85 percent of islands with a density higher than 50 persons per hectare
reported severe erosion, compared to 54 percent of low density islands.
Table 4.7: Ratio of islands with severe erosion to population density
Population Density
(Persons/Ha)

All
Islands

Severe
erosion

% severe
erosion

> 50

34

29

85

<49 > 26

56

35

63

< 25

112

61

54

These results are related to the above discussed relationship between island size and severe
erosion. Islands with higher densities, with the exception of a few, are small islands
Moreover, islands with higher densities tend to have more structures and infrastructures
close to the vegetation-line, thus, leading to bias in severe erosion reporting. This finding
may also partially support the claim that there may be a relationship between the extent of
human intervention in coastal processes and the severity of erosion.

24

Includes 4 administrative islands
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4.4.1.3. ISLAND SHAPE

No significant relationship could be established between the shape of an island and the
incidence of severe erosion. It was also observed that most of these islands have modified
coastal areas and, therefore, may make analyses on island shapes unreliable.
4.4.1.4. ISLAND ORIENTATION

No significant relationship was found between island orientation and incidence of severe
erosion.
4.4.1.5. ISLAND LOCATION WITHIN ATOLL

The results suggest that islands within the atoll lagoon are less prone to severe erosion than
islands on the atoll rim. More specifically, islands on the northern and eastern rims were
found to have a higher ratio of islands with severe erosion (see Table 4.8). There a few
studies which have explored coastal changes in rim islands (Kench, 1994; Kench, 1997;
Woodroffe et al., 1999) and atoll lagoon islands (Kench and Brander, 2006a), but studies
comparing the two settings are limited. It is known that islands on the rim are exposed to a
stronger wave energy than islands within an atoll lagoon (Gourlay, 1994; Kench et al.,
2006a). It is, therefore, plausible that there are inherent differences in erosion patterns
between them. Furthermore, some islands within atoll lagoon were found to have cycles of
erosion and accretion spanning over a number of years. Lack of historical data on most
islands, however, makes it difficult to establish this pattern in all atoll lagoon islands.
Table 4.8: Ratio of islands with severe erosion to island location

Total

Severe
erosion

% severe
erosion

Northern Rim

12

9

75

Southern Rim

22

13

59

Eastern Rim

99

68

69

Western Rim

35

21

60

Atoll Lagoon

26

12

46

Oceanic Platform Atolls

4

2

50

Location
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4.4.1.6. ISLAND LOCATION WITHIN REEF

There appears no clear relationship between incidence of severe erosion and location of
islands within the reef, except on the eastern rim of the atolls. Of the 32 islands located
within less than 150 m from the eastern reef rim, 26 islands (81 percent) reported severe
erosion. In comparison, 20 of the 29 islands (69 percent) located closer to the lagoonward
side reported severe erosion. Of particular interest are islands located approximately
midway between the oceanward and lagoonward side, which had 17 of 32 islands (53
percent) with severe erosion. These figures are not enough to establish a relationship, but
the observation that more islands located closer to the oceanward reef edge having severe
erosion appears to agree with findings related to wave energy on reef flats elsewhere (see
for example, Gourlay, 1996; Kench and Brander, 2006b). Gourlay, for example, suggests
that wave energy is highest closer to the reef edge and that it dissipates with distance on
reef. Hence, it is also plausible that islands closer to the reef edge experiences severe
erosion as it receive constantly strong wave energy.
4.4.1.7. REEF SIZE

An inverse relationship between reef size and severe erosion was observed. Of the 39
islands on large reef systems with multiple islands, 29 islands (74 percent) had severe
erosion. In comparison, among the 58 islands on small reef systems, 33 (57 percent) had
severe erosion. Similarly, 62 of the 100 islands (62 percent) in medium sized reef system
reported severe erosion. This finding may also be closely associated with the relationship
between island location and incidence of severe erosion. Most islands within the atoll
lagoon where incidence of severe erosion was found to be low have smaller reefs.
4.4.1.8. COASTAL MODIFICATIONS

No significant relationship was found between coastal modifications and incidence of
severe erosion. This finding, however, is rather surprising given the studies linking
improper coastal modification to erosion (Kench, 2001; Kench et al., 2003).
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4.4.2. Severe Weather Events

As noted above, this study only considers ocean-induced hazards, namely coastal flooding
from swell waves, storm surges and monsoonal tides. In general, the data reveals that 142
islands (70 percent of inhabited islands) have experienced severe weather events between
1998 and 2004. More specifically, as shown in Figure 4.8, 90 islands (44 percent) have
experienced flood events. Amongst these, 37 islands are known to have had regular
flooding (i.e. flooding over six times or more between 1998 and 2004). Damages from
these events range from significant (damage to coastal infrastructure and property) to
minor (damage to vegetation and coastal areas). As explained in Chapter 3, severe events
have, in the past, been responsible for the abandonment of some islands. The following
subsections present the potential links between flooding hazard25 and geographic features.
Figure 4.8: Summary of flooding events in inhabited islands between 1998 and 2004
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No major flooding
30, 15%
Occasional Flooding
(1-6 incidents)
111, 55%
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4.4.2.1. SPATIAL VARIATIONS IN FLOODING

Islands on the lower half of Maldives (approximately below 3° latitude26) have, in the past,
been more prone to flooding than the upper half. As the Figure 4.9 shows, 74 percent of all
inhabited islands below 3° latitude were flooded while only 31 percent of islands above 3°
latitude were flooded. Furthermore, 40 percent of islands below 3° latitude experience

25
26

Excludes 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami event, which is explored separately in the next Section.
Latitude 3° and 10 minutes were assumed to be the dividing line (see Figure 4.12).
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regular flooding (i.e. 6 or more incidents of flooding between 1998 and 2004), while only
eight percent of islands above 3° latitude experienced regular flooding.
Figure 4.9: Spatial (latitudinal) variation of flooding across the Maldives, between 1998 - 2004
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Moreover, among the 484 events recorded, 312 events were in the southern half, while only
172 were reported in the northern half. The southern half also contains 72 percent of all
regularly flooded islands.
4.4.2.2. LAND RECLAMATION AND REGULAR FLOODING

There appeared a strong link between reports of regular flooding and land reclamation
activities. Of the 37 islands with regular flooding, 31 (84 percent) have had at least some
form of land reclamation on its coastal areas. Moreover, extensive reclamation was
undertaken in nine of these islands. These figures tend suggest that land reclamation may
increase the risk of flooding. Risks may have been increased due to a number of reasons,
such as poor reclamation practices and lack of post-reclamation coastal protection
(AGRIFOR Consult, 2006).
4.4.2.3. ISLAND LOCATION AND REGULAR FLOODING

Islands located within the atoll lagoon appear least at risk from flooding and more
importantly from the risk of regular flooding. Islands on the southern rim have the highest
proportion of islands that were occasionally flooded in the past 6 years, but have a low
proportion of islands that are regularly flooded. Islands on the western rim were found to
be most at risk from regular flooding, as one in three islands experienced regular flooding.
Figure 4.10 shows the proportion of islands regularly flooded and their locations.
Islands located within atoll lagoon may be expected to have, comparatively, low risk since
they are shielded from the direct impact of Indian Ocean wave activity. However, the
geographic distribution of atoll lagoon islands may also partially explain their low risks: 85
percent of atoll lagoon islands are located above 3° latitude, where a low incidence of
flooding was observed (see Figure 4.9).
Similarly, the high incidence of flooding on the western rim islands is related to archipelagic
variation in flooding. Of the 12 islands experiencing regular flooding on the western rim,
11 are located below 3° latitude (see Figure 4.11).
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Proportion of inhabited islands flooded
(%)

Figure 4.10: Proportion of islands flooded based on their location within atoll
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Figure 4.11: Locational distrubution of islands within the atolls and within the archipelago
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4.4.2.4. DISTANCE BETWEEN NEAREST BUILDING AND VEGETATION-LINE.

No specific relationships could be established between the settlement distance to coastline
and the incidence of flooding. Results from this analysis was, however, useful in checking
whether the dataset has been biased in reporting flooding incidents in settlement areas
only.
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4.4.2.5. DISTANCE TO OCEANWARD REEF EDGE

Incidence of flooding appeared to increase with the distance between island shoreline and
oceanward reef edge27. Only about 18 percent of the islands having a distance less than 100
m were flooded over the last 6 years, while about 50 percent of all islands having a distance
of 100 m or more were flooded in the same period. Figure 4.12 shows the general increase
in proportion of islands affected by flooding in relation to the distance between the island
and oceanward reef edge.
Figure 4.12: Relationship between flooding and distance from beach to oceanward reef edge.
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4.4.2.6. ISLAND SIZE

There appears a direct relationship between incidence of flooding and island size: the
incidence of flooding decreases with increasing island size (see Figure 4.13). More than 50
percent of all inhabited islands smaller than 50 hectares (0.5 km2) experienced flooding
over the past 6 years, while only 29 percent of islands larger than 50 hectares experienced
flooding, in the same period. The figure stands at 19 percent if islands larger than 100
hectares (1 km2) were only considered28. In the context of the Maldives, islands larger than
100 hectares could be considered large islands. It was also noted that, over the past 6 years,

27

This analysis only includes atoll rim islands, as atoll lagoon islands usually do not have an oceanward
reef edge.
28
Inhabited island sizes in the Maldives vary from 4 hectares (0.04 km2) to 600 hectares (6 km2) - See
Appendix 6.
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all islands smaller than 10 hectares experienced flooding and that 60 percent of them
experienced regular flooding. It can be deduced from these statistics that smaller islands are
comparatively at higher risk from flooding the larger islands.
Figure 4.13: Relationship between flooding and island size
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4.4.2.7. ISLAND ORIENTATION

Islands oriented in an east-west direction or having a circular shape experienced less
flooding compared to other orientations. Figure 4.14 shows the proportion of islands that
experienced flooding and severe flooding in the past 6 years for each of the four main
orientation categories: north-south, northeast-southwest, northwest-southeast and eastwest. Figure 4.15 summarizes the proportion of inhabited islands for each of the categories
outlined above. Amongst the 47 east-west oriented islands, 36 percent (17 islands)
experienced flooding and 15 percent (7 islands) experienced regular flooding. In addition,
41 percent of circular islands (categorised as having no orientation) experienced flooding
and 18 percent experienced regular flooding in the same period. In comparison, islands
oriented in north-south, northeast-southwest and northwest-southeast direction had 48, 51
and 46 percent of islands flooded.
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Figure 4.14: Relationship between flooding and island orientation
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Figure 4.15: Proportion inhabited islands based on orientation
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The comparatively low incidence of flooding in east-west oriented and circular islands tend
to suggest that these islands may have a lower risk from flooding. Similarly, islands oriented
in a north-south and northeast-southwest direction may have a comparatively high risk of
flooding. Several factors may be responsible for this pattern and a correlation with a
number of other geographic variables may be required to establish this relationship with
any certainty. The length coastline length exposed to direct wave activity is one such
variable which may explain this relationship, since east-west islands and circular islands
have comparatively smaller portion of coastline exposed to direct wave impact (see Figure
4.16).
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Figure 4.16: Summary of inhabited island lengths based on their orientation
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4.4.2.8. ISLAND TO REEF SIZE RATIO

Islands having a reef flat to island ratio between 0.33 and 0.67 (between 30-70 percent and
60-40 percent ratio) tended to have low incidence of flooding (see Figure 4.17). Hence, the
results suggest that islands having a proportionate reef-island ratio are at comparatively low
risk from flooding than islands having a large or small reef flat area29. The reasons for this
relationship are unknown and require more rigorous geophysical and multivariate analyses
to establish it with any certainty.

29

Interestingly, this pattern was also evident in the tsunami of 2004, which will be discussed in the next
section.
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Proportion of flooded islands

Figure 4.17: Relationship between flooding and island to reef flat ratio
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Note: The X-axis (reef-island ratio) represents summarised reef-island ratio: for example, reef-island ratio 10 would
represent all islands with ratios between of 10-20 percent.
4.4.3. Indian Ocean Tsunami of 2004

The Indian Ocean Tsunami of December 2004 was a crucial natural disaster event, which,
for the first time, introduced tsunami as an additional threat to the settlements of the
Maldives. Findings on the relationship between flooding data collected during and after the
tsunami and island geographic features are discussed below.
4.4.3.1. SPATIAL VARIATIONS IN FLOODING

The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami flooded 96 percent of all inhabited islands in the Maldives.
Figure 4.18 shows the variation in flood severity across the latitudes. The atolls in the
central part of Maldives, between 1° and 5° north, had the most number of severely
affected islands. Islands between 2° and 3° north had 93 percent of all islands completely
or partially flooded; the highest across the archipelago.
It general, it could also be deduced that the southern half of the Maldives (below 3°
latitude) were more severely flooded than the northern half (see Figure 4.18). A significant
70 percent of islands were severely flooded in the southern half, while only 39 percent of
the islands were severely flooded in the northern half. However, as noted above, this may
be due to the severity of flooding in islands between the 2° and 3° north.
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Figure 4.18: Spatial variations in flooding during 2004 tsunami
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Spatial variations in tsunami flooding may be associated with variations in amplitude and
duration of waves across the country. Data from tide gauges show highest amplitude in the
northern part of the Maldives and lowest amplitude in the southern regions (Australian
Government Mission and Maldives Marine Research Centre, 2005). Surveyed flood heights
on islands (UNEP, 2005) shows the central and south-central Maldives (between 1° and 4°
latitude) having a markedly higher water height on land than the northern part of Maldives,
however (see Figure 4.18). Ali (2005), after studying the event, suggested that this may be
due to ocean floor characteristics around the central Maldives.
4.4.3.2. LAND RECLAMATION

There are 23 inhabited islands (12 percent) in the Maldives with extensive land reclamation;
16 of them (70 percent) were severely flooded during the tsunami. The rest of the seven
islands were relatively protected from direct impact of the waves. This high proportion may
suggest a possible link between tsunami related flooding risks and land reclamation.
However, extensively reclaimed islands make up just 16 percent of all severely flooded
islands; it is, therefore, difficult to establish the relationship with any certainty.
4.4.3.3. ISLAND LOCATION WITHIN ATOLL

Islands located within the atoll lagoon and on the western rim experienced comparatively
less flooding than islands on the northern, eastern and southern rims. As Table 4.9 below
shows, 32 percent of atoll lagoon islands and 43 percent of western rim islands were
severely flooded, while over 50 percent islands on the northern, eastern and southern rim
islands were severely flooded. This pattern is probably related to the fact that the tsunami
approached from the east, as shown on Figure 4.18. Given that the most likely source of a
future tsunami, that could significantly affect the Maldives, is from the same geological
source (UNDP, 2006), the findings suggests that the northern, eastern and western rims are
more at risk.
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Table 4.9: Relationship between island location within atoll and flooding during the tsunami.
Island
Location
Northern rim
Southern rim
Eastern rim
Western rim
Atoll lagoon
Oceanic
platform atolls

Total
number of
islands
13
23
99
35
25

Severely
flooded
islands
7
13
56
15
8

4

2

43
32

Moderately
flooded
islands
6
9
39
19
16

50

0

%

54
57
57

%
46
39
39
54
64

Islands
not
flooded
0
1
4
1
1

%
0
4
4
3
4

0.0

2

50

4.4.3.4. ISLAND ORIENTATION

Islands oriented in a north-south direction and northeast-southwest direction had a higher
proportion of severely flooded islands (see figures highlighted in Table 4.10). Conversely,
circular islands, island oriented in an east-west direction and northeast-southwest direction,
had a smaller proportion of severely flooded islands.
Table 4.10: Relationship between island orientation and flooding during the tsunami.
Island
Location
NS
EW
NE-SW
NW-SE
Circular

Total
Number of
islands
58
46
39
39
17

Severely
Flooded
Islands
33
19
27
16
6

%
57
41
70
41
35

Moderately
Flooded
Islands
25
27
12
23
11

%
43
59
31
59
65

Islands
Not
flooded
4
2
0
2
1

%
7
4
0
5
6

An alternate explanation to this pattern may be derived using a multivariate comparison,
particularly with ‗location within atoll lagoon‘. As shown in Table 4.11, a larger proportion
of north-south and northeast-southwest oriented islands lie on the eastern, southern or
northern rims, where direct exposure to the tsunami was highest. In comparison, a
significant proportion of circular and east-west oriented islands are found on the least
exposed areas: atoll lagoon or on the western rim. Thus, it is difficult at this stage to
determine the dominant factor but the fact remains that circular and east-west oriented
islands comprise 32 percent of islands (see Figure 4.15), and that it showed more natural
resilience compared to other islands.
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Table 4.11: Distribution of island orientation data based on island location

Island Location
Northern Rim
Southern Rim
Eastern Rim
Western Rim
Atoll Lagoon
Oceanic Atoll

All Islands
13
23
99
35
25
4

NS
3
0
42
13
0
0

199

58

Total

Island Orientation
NENWEW
SW
SE
5
2
1
7
9
4
18
20
14
8
3
9
6
4
10
2
1
1

46

39

Circular
2
3
5
2
5
0

39

17

4.4.3.5. ISLAND SIZE

A significantly higher proportion of smaller islands were severely flooded compared to the
larger islands. Of the 143 islands having less than 50 hectares (0.5 km2), 79 islands (56
percent) was severely flooded. In comparison 22 out of the 56 medium to large islands (40
percent) were severely flooded (see Table 4.12). Moreover, the proportion of severely
flooded islands declined with increasing island size.
This relationship, perhaps, can be explained by the fact that any given wave intensity will
inundate more areas of a smaller island compared to a larger island. For example, a wave
that completely inundates an entire small island with a 300 m width may only partially
inundate a large island with about an 800 m width. Hence, in general, small islands can be
considered at a higher risk compared a larger island, for any given tsunami intensity.
Table 4.12: Relationship between severe flooding and island size
All Inhabited
Islands

%

Severe
Flooding

%

Smallest islands (< 10 ha)

16

8

13

81

Smaller islands (> 10 < 50 ha)

127

64

66

52

Medium size islands (> 50 < 100 ha)

26

13

10

39

Larger Islands (> 100 ha)

30

15

12

40

Island Size
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4.4.3.6. REEF FLAT SIZE

Islands having a higher reef-to-island ratio (larger reef flats and narrower or smaller islands)
were associated with a higher severity in tsunami flooding. In general, the proportion of
severely flooded islands increased with the size of the reef (Figure 4.19). Hence, the results
suggest that islands on larger reefs are more susceptible to severe flooding than those on
smaller reefs. Figure 4.18 summarizes the proportion of flooded islands according to the
reef-island ratio.
The reasons for such a relationship are, at present, unclear. It is widely believed that, under
normal wave conditions, wider reef flats would acts as a protection by dissipating wave
energy before they reach the island shoreline (see for example, Gourlay, 1994; Gourlay,
1996; Kench and Brander, 2006b). However, as observed by the post-tsunami assessments
in the Maldives (Ali, 2005; Australian Government Mission and Maldives Marine Research
Centre, 2005; UNEP, 2005), the wave characteristics of a tsunami on the reef flat may have
been different.

Percentage

Figure 4.19: Island to reef ratio and its relationship with severe flooding during 2004 tsunami.
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4.4.4. The Composite Index

Based on the above presented results, nine key parameters were derived which could be
used to determine the vulnerable and resilient islands of the Maldives. The parameters were
assigned a weighted index, based on the major findings, and finally compiled as a
composite index. Table 4.13 below provides the list of parameters, the level of significance
considered and the weighted index.
Table 4.13: Composite index parameters and weights
Significance Rating
Erosion
Flooding
Tsunami
+++
+++
+++

Geographic feature/Natural hazard
Weight
1. Island size
0.3
2. Land reclamation and coastal
modification
+
+++
++
0.15
3. Reef-island ratio
++
+++
+
0.15
4. Island location within atoll
+
++
++
0.1
5. Settlement location
+
++
++
0.1
6. Island location within the Maldives
archipelago
++
++
0.05
7. Island orientation
++
++
0.05
8. Population density
+
0.05
9. Hazard frequency
^
^
^
0.05
Note – The significance rating keys are expressed as follows: +++ Strong Significance; ++ Moderate Significance;
+ Minor Significance; - No observed significance; ^ Not applicable to the rating

The nine parameters themselves are composed of individual variables, at present, totalling
to 49. Each variable is assigned an index value based on their significance. A more detailed
list of the variables and their individual index values are provided in Appendix 8. The final
composite index is a summation of the 49 variables and is adjusted to the weights provided
in Table 4.13. Further discussion of the composite index is provided in the next section.
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4.5. DISCUSSION
The results presented above have revealed that there are potential comparative variations in
the physical vulnerability of islands in the Maldives to natural hazards and potential sea
level rise. These potential characteristics have been translated into a composite index which
could be used to identify the ‗host‘ and ‗migrant‘ islands for a vulnerability-based approach
to the population and development consolidation strategy in the Maldives. This section
synthesizes the results to identify the key variations and potential use of the composite
index. In addition, the strengths, weaknesses and practical implications of the proposed
methods are explored so that it could be replicated for similar studies.
4.5.1. Variations in Physical Vulnerability and Resilience

First, smaller islands appear more vulnerable to natural disasters and potential impacts of sea level rise.
Smaller islands have a comparatively higher incidence of flooding, report more substantial
damages from flooding and appear more vulnerable to severe coastal erosion. Moreover,
during the 2004 tsunami, smaller islands experienced severe flooding compared to the
larger islands. In the event of predicted sea level rise becoming a reality, smaller islands
appear to be more vulnerable as they may be more sensitive to the ensuing scale of erosion
(based on the Shoreface Translation Model of Kench and Cowell, 2002). Part of the reason
why smaller inhabited islands in Maldives are more vulnerable could be related to human
activities. The natural environments of most of the inhabited islands in Maldives have been
tempered through past uncontrolled coral and sand mining (Brown and Dunne, 1988).
from the host reef30, coastal modification using poorly engineered structures (Kench et al.,
2003) and dredging activities for island access (BCL, 2005a). In addition, smaller islands
tend to utilise a major proportion of land area for settlement, taking buildings closer to the
beach and occasionally removing crucial coastal vegetation (MHAHE, 2003).
The physical processes of island building in the Maldives is poorly understood (Woodroffe,
1989) and, therefore, caution is required when using variations in coastal erosion to explore
the degree of vulnerability between small and large islands. However, the limited studies in
the field tend to suggest that smaller islands are morphologically more unstable (Wiens,
1962; Ali, 2000), while larger islands are comparatively more stable, having evolved over

30

Sometimes referred to as ‘house reef’ in Maldives.
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time to develop natural defences against severe weather events (Woodroffe, 1989;
Woodroffe, 1993). New insights into coral island evolution process, in the face of rising sea
level (Kench and Cowell, 2000; Kench and Cowell, 2001), also tend to suggest that already
modified coasts of smaller islands would be more volatile and prone to coastal property
damage. Hence, until more explicit studies become available island size could be considered
a key indicator in determining vulnerability.
Secondly, islands on larger reefs, having higher reef to island ratio or greater distance between oceanward reef
edge and island coastline, appear more vulnerable to coastal flooding. As evident from Figure 4.20,
islands with a reef-island ratio between 35 and 55 percent have a considerably lower
proportion of flooding. This pattern tends to suggest a balance between the reef flat and
island size, somehow, reduces the risk of flooding and that extreme variation in reef-island
ratio increases the risk of flooding. The exception to this pattern was flooding events
during the 2004 tsunami, where 96 percent of inhabited islands were flooded. Patterns in
severe flooding during 2004 tsunami, however, partly support the reef-island ratio and
flooding relationship.
Figure 4.20: Inhabited island reef-island ratio and its relationship with natural hazards in Maldives
during the period 1998-2004
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Distribution of inhabited islands within the atoll partly explains the relationship discussed
above. A large proportion of atoll lagoon islands occur between atoll-island ratios of 30
percent to 50 percent (see Table 4.14). As presented in the results section, islands within
atoll lagoon tend to have a lower incidence of severe flooding, possibly due to protection
from direct impact of waves. Hence, significant contribution from low risk islands within
atoll lagoon may partly explains this unusual relationship between reef-island ratio and
flooding.

Number of
Islands

Reef-island
ratio (%)

Table 4.14: Geographic distribution of islands across atolls based on reef-island ratio.
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-
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8

1

6

2
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6
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3
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6
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-

-
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1

5

1

5

8
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3
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5

26

1

5
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2
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1
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1
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1
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14
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-
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3

1

3
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7

14
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42

11

22

1

2

-

-

14

23

98

34

26

-
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Note: No.* = Number of islands, + Oceanic reef top islands (separate atolls)

This finding raises questions over the commonly held belief that, larger reef flats provide
more protection from waves to coral islands due to their ability to dissipate wave energy
(for example, Gourlay, 1994). Perhaps, human activities, including coral mining on reefs
and coastal modifications on islands, may have influenced the relationship between reefisland ratio and flooding.
It is also noteworthy that, relationship between reef-island ratio and erosion shows as an
inverse relationship. Islands between reef island ratios of between 30 and 60 percent have a
considerably higher proportion of islands experiencing severe erosion (see Figure 4.20),
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suggesting that risks in severe erosion are reduced, if an island is located on a large reef or a
reef with a proportionately smaller reef flat. This relationship appears more plausible, as
studies show that, islands on larger reefs may be more stable and perhaps even more
resilient to sea level rise due to their high sediment production capacity (Kench and Cowell,
2000; Yamano, 2000). These studies however, do not explain why some islands with a
smaller reef flat area are resilient to severe erosion.
It is, again, important to be cautious in interpreting this relationship without the relevant
geophysical studies. The results presented here are mere statistical observations and this
study does not claim to establish the relationship with a high certainty. However, the
existence of the ‗casual‘ statistical link does warrant its consideration in the index, pending
a thorough geophysical assessment.
Thirdly, islands with major coastal modifications, appears to be at a higher risk from severe flooding.
Islands with extensive reclamation have a higher incidence of severe flooding. Relationship
between land reclamation and severe flooding may be associated with poor engineering
design and implementation of land reclamation projects. It is known that past dredging
activities in the Maldives did not take into account the physical processes and
geomorphologic characteristics of islands (Shaig, 2006a). For example, rim islands in the
Maldives and, coral islands in general, tend to have a profile which is elevated on the
oceanward side, adjusting to the storm and wave intensity (Woodroffe, 1989). Recent
disaster risk assessment studies in reclaimed islands appear to support this variation
(UNDP, 2007).
Similarly, poorly engineered coastal structures around coral islands may cause erosion
(Maragos, 1993; Kench et al., 2003), although no specific relationship between erosion and
coastal modifications could be established from the data. In a review of erosion
management processes in the Maldives, Kench (2001) reported that the coastal structures
in the Maldives were poorly designed, largely inappropriate and do not solve the problem
of erosion. Hence, there is a possibility that such structures have increased the risk of
coastal erosion in the face of projected sea level rise.
Hence, coastal modification is used as a key parameter in the composite index. Given the
current evidence (Maragos, 1993; Kench, 2001; Kench et al., 2003), it is unlikely that the
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links between improper coastal modifications and natural hazard exposure may be
disputed, although the degree of their impact may still be questioned.
Fourthly, islands on the southern half of Maldives, below 3° latitude, appear more susceptible to severe
flooding than the northern half of Maldives. Reasons for the high incidence of flooding in the
southern half are not entirely clear. It has been argued that swell waves from intense low
pressure systems or cyclones in the Southern Indian Ocean influence wave heights around
the Maldives (Goda, 1988; Merrill et al., 1988; Kench et al., 2006a), in which case, southern
atolls could be more exposed (UNDP, 2007). Naseer (2003) reported that rim reefs of
southern atolls receive considerably higher wave energy from swells and monsoon-wind
generated waves. One indicator of the intensity of storms or wave activity, as noted above,
is the height of beach dunes (Kench and Cowell, 2001; Kench and Brander, 2006b).
Woodroffe (1989) reported higher dunes (exceeding 3.0 m) on some of the southern
islands and relatively low dunes (about 1.5m) in the central Maldives. Similar heights were
reported in Chargos Islands (Sheppard, 2002) located south and in close proximity to
Maldives. Findings from UNDP (2007) confirmed similar topographic variations based on
11 islands. Hence, it is plausible that islands on the southern half of Maldives are more
significantly exposed to swell waves or monsoonal waves than the north. However, this
finding is by no means conclusive.
A study by UNDP (2006), however, differed in their findings. UNDP reported that the
northern islands are more vulnerable to storm surge than southern islands. This finding
was based on the probability of tropical depression passing over the Maldives and the
proximity of northern atolls to historic cyclone tracks, rather than local historic event
records. The report does not take intensity of monsoon winds or Southern Indian Ocean
swells into account. Hence, more detailed geophysical surveys are required to study this
characteristic in more detail.
Finally, islands within atoll lagoon appear to a have comparatively low risk of flooding or severe erosion
hazard. Atoll lagoon reefs are known to receive considerably less wave power compared to
rim reefs due to protection provided by rim reefs (Naseer, 2003). The amount of wave
energy available within atoll lagoon is further dependent on number of passes on atoll rim
(Dufour et al., 2001; Naseer, 2003). This relationship may partly explain the low incidence
of flooding and severe erosion in atoll lagoon islands.
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As noted earlier, the southern half of Maldives (below 3° latitude) contains only three atoll
lagoon islands compared to the 22 islands in the northern half. Majority of the atoll lagoon
islands are located between 5 and 7 degrees latitude. Hence, it is plausible that the high
number of inhabited islands in the northern half play a role in reducing the overall
incidence of flooding and severe erosion, compared to the southern half of Maldives.
4.5.2. Identifying the Vulnerable and Resilient Islands in Maldives

The application of the composite index presented in section 4.4.4 provided a list of
vulnerable and resilient islands in the Maldives (see Appendix 3). The index, comprising 49
variables, is derived based on the arguments presented in the previous subsection. It
provides the empirical model to evaluate the physical vulnerability in the Maldives. The
rationale behind the use of multivariable composite index is to eliminate the dependence
on any single variable, particularly due to the uncertainties in a statistical analysis such as
this. The use of a large number of variables ensures that new variables could be added or
removed, based on new findings, without substantially changing the outcome. It is argued
in this thesis, that this is a potential approach that could be used by planners to temporarily
fill the gaps in the field. After all, planning for climate change and hazard resilience in small
island states like Maldives may no longer be postponed with the ‗lack of scientific studies‘
as an excuse.
4.5.3. Methodological Implications

The methods presented in this chapter are designed to assist in a preliminary assessment of
the comparatively vulnerable and resilient islands in the Maldives. The index based
approach is simple and practical since it works within the practical limitations of small
island states, especially in relation to data availability and quality. Moreover, the index based
approach, it could be argued, is more suited to a study which is affected by significant
uncertainties and limitations in literature.
The methods, at present, are limited to assessing specific geographic features. There are
possibly a number of other factors which may be responsible for local and regional
variations in hazard exposure. Such variations may only be identified using more detailed
quantitative analyses at regional, atoll and island level. The purpose of this study is not to
cover all possible features or to explicitly state which islands are most at risk, since data and
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methods evaluated in this study are not sufficient to model absolute hazard risks associated
with the islands. It does, however, demonstrate that based on generalization of geographic
features, it is possible to identify vulnerable or resilient in the Maldives, in the face of
natural hazards and climate change. Moreover, it also demonstrates that such islands could
be used to identify the potential ‗migrant‘ and ‗host‘ islands for a population and
development consolidation policy.
The results from this assessment are intended as an input for other components in the
overall methodological framework, as presented in Chapter 2. The list of vulnerable and
resilient islands will be used as ‗migrant‘ and ‗host‘ islands in the economic and social
assessments.
There are some practical limitations in the methods and data used and therefore, the results
will need to be interpreted with caution. First, the data used in this study are nonparametric and based on its inhabitant‘s perception of past natural hazards. Coastal erosion
data in particular may involve inconsistencies in perception across islands. The data may be
biased in representing natural hazards effecting settlement area, as events occurring in the
uninhabited part of island may have been under-reported. Secondly, the data is based on a
short timeframe, which may not be sufficient to analyse historical patterns of flooding or
severe erosion. Intensity and patterns of these hazards, especially severe erosion, may
change over time and may be related to human activities, variations in Indian Ocean
climate and global climate change. However, these limitations, as noted above, represent
the realities of data availability and quality in the Maldives, which would be a significant
challenge for any similar study.
4.6. CONCLUSION
This chapter has presented the extended methodology for the resilient island identification
component of the overall methodological framework, as presented in Chapter 2. This
chapter has also applied the methods to the case study and determined that there are
certain geographic characteristics which may lead to the comparative variation in hazard
vulnerability across islands. Based on these findings, a list of vulnerable and resilient islands
have been derived, which could be used to suggest potential ‗migrant‘ and ‗host‘ islands for
the PDC policy. This method is intended to supplement or replace the existing approaches
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to island selection – based on economic and political rationales – and provide a
vulnerability oriented approach for future planning in the Maldives.
There are potential drawbacks in planners trying to fill the gaps in geophysical and climate
sciences. There are also drawbacks in the methods and data used here. It is acknowledged
that more detailed regional and atoll level analysis, using more quantitative parameters, are
required before the policy could be formulated with any degree of certainty. Similarly, local
knowledge will need to be explored in more detail to establish the natural hazard exposure
patterns on the islands. However, this study has acknowledged these limitations and tried
to address them by presenting a composite index based assessment. Moreover, the
challenges and limitations explored and, at times overcome, in this study represent the
practical challenges of any such study in the Maldives, and perhaps, other similar small
island states.
The list of potential ‗host‘ and ‗migrant‘ islands derived from this component will be used
as an input and scrutinized in the next three chapters. First, the economic viability is
explored in the next two chapters.
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5.

Chapter 5

: Economic Viability: The Methodology

Economic Viability: The Methodology

In the previous chapter, it was determined that there is a relationship between geophysical
characteristics and natural hazards in the case study site – the Maldives – and that based on
this relationship, comparatively vulnerable and resilient settlements could be identified. The
main output from the previous chapter – the ranked list of vulnerable and resilient
settlements – and policy parameters identified in Chapter 3 can now be used to undertake
the economic and social viability assessments, as outlined in the assessment framework in
Chapter 2.
The aim of this and the next chapter is to explore the third component of the assessment
framework: economic viability assessment. This chapter will present the methodology used
in the assessment and the next chapter, Chapter 6, will present the results and discussion
on the findings.
The methodology used in this study is Benefit-Cost Analysis. It is widely accepted as one of
the most conceptually simple and effective methods for assessing the economic viability of
a policy or a project (Sinden and Thampapillai, 1995). In the strictest sense, a number of ex
ante policy analyses, covering a range of assessments, may be required to comprehensively
evaluate the viability of a policy (Parsons, 1997; Shaw, 2000; Weimer and Vining, 2005).
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Fortunately, comprehensive and precise analyses are not a sine qua non for evaluating the
usefulness of a policy. The benefit-cost analysis method provides a balanced tool that is
simple, practical and covers economic, social and, to some extent, political aspects of a
policy.
This chapter begins with an overview of the benefit-cost analysis method and its use in
regional policy analysis. The second section will provide a detailed explanation of why BCA
was chosen as the methodology for this analysis, and the potential advantages and
limitations associated with it. This section will also establish the scope and the framework
adopted for the study. The third section will present the materials. This section will identify
the nature of the costs and benefits and data sources, and discuss the discrete choices that
had to be made in setting the scope of the study. The final section will provide the detailed
methods used in identifying, valuing and addressing uncertainty in the benefits and costs.
Due to the nature of this study, this chapter has put an emphasis on presenting the details
of the materials and methods, which may be relevant for future such studies. The reader is
alerted to the fact that detailed discussions and results are presented exclusively in the next
chapter.
5.1. BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS AND PLANNING APPLICATIONS
Benefit-Cost analysis (BCA)31 is a method to assess the ‗relative desirability of competing
alternatives in terms of their economic worth to society‘ (Sinden and Thampapillai, 1995, p.
ix). It is a ‗technique for assisting decisions about the use of society‘s scarce resources‘
(Schofield, 1989, p. 1). The method involves making numerous and varied effects or
impacts commensurate by measuring and quantifying them in terms of monetary
equivalents. The BCA technique is conceptually simple: the usual form of assessment is
based on adding up all the costs and benefits, to whomever they accrue. It is the most
‗frequently used method of economic evaluation‘, and has the most ‗fully developed
theoretical foundation of any assessment technique‘ (Sinden and Thampapillai, 1995, p. ix).

31

Also referred to as Cost-Benefit Analysis, Social Cost-benefit Analysis or Social Benefit-Cost
Analysis. There is a significant difference in the usage amongst economists but they appear to be related
personal choice rather than differences in the concept. This study uses BCA as a matter of choice to
emphasize the benefits, and is intended as a synonym for cost-benefit analysis.
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The overall purpose of a BCA ‗is to help the social decision making‘ (Boardman et al.,
2001, p. 3). It is merely a tool for assessing alternate options and economically weighting
the pros and cons of a policy or project. Choices between alternative options are the
responsibility of decision makers, who take the final decision based on economic, political
and social considerations (Schofield, 1989). The proponents of BCA, therefore, argue that
it is merely a tool to consider a decision and not to provide the decision itself (Schofield,
1989; Schmidtz, 2001). It makes the political decision making process more transparent and
guides the process itself.
5.1.1. Concepts

The conceptual foundations of BCA lie in the concept of pareto efficiency: the state of
economy in which at least one person can be made better-off without making someone
worse-off (Boardman et al., 2001). Derived from the propositions of welfare economics,
this concept implies that the basic principle for choice is pareto improvement: a change which
actually makes at least one person better off and no one worse off (Sinden and
Thampapillai, 1995, p. 16). Hence, the goal of economic welfare for any public policy is the
pareto optimal state where any person or communities (if) made worse-off are compensated
from the gains. The BCA method provides an effective tool to determine the pareto
optimality status.
There are a number of approaches that could be followed in conducting and interpreting a
BCA. Usually, the desired approach can be stipulated in an assessment framework. The key
components of a framework may cover setting a scenario for the assessment, indentifying
and monetising benefits and costs, establishing the timing and ‗discount rate‘ for the
assessment, exploring uncertainties in the assessment and selecting an investment criterion
(Sinden and Thampapillai, 1995).
The first step of a framework – setting a scenario – often requires establishing policy scope,
implementation tools and alternative policy options so that boundaries and parameters for
an assessment could be established. The second step requires identifying benefits and costs,
usually based on key principles and guidelines. This may cover, for example, excluding
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‗sunk‘ benefits and costs32, including all benefit and costs, even those that appear
immeasurable and, differentiating private and public costs (Sinden and Thampapillai, 1995).
The third step requires assigning monetary values to all the benefits and costs both with
and without market prices. Valuation using market prices are simpler, as the value for a
given unit of social benefit and cost can be derived from existing market prices (for a
competitive market) or by assigning a ‗shadow price‘33 (for non-competitive markets)
(Sinden and Thampapillai, 1995, p. 66). Valuation without market prices are more complex
and requires extensive ‗shadow pricing‘. A number of methods exist to overcome this
problem – for example: travel cost method, hedonic pricing method or contingent
valuation method (see for example, Sinden and Thampapillai, 1995; Boardman et al., 2001).
In the end, the costs are subtracted from the benefits to derive annual net benefits.
The fourth step usually involves adjusting the costs and benefits incurred over the policy
timeframe to present-day values. The ‗Present Value of benefits‘ and ‗Present Value of
Costs‘ is usually calculated using a discount factor or ‗discount rate‘34. The flows of benefit
over time is measured using ‗Net Present Value‘ (NPV), which is ‗the sum of flow of
annual net benefits‘ (Sinden and Thampapillai, 1995, p. 117). This step also involves
adjusting for other time related issues such as changes to inflation rate.
The final step usually involves the selection of the best option – amongst two competing
policies – based on an investment criterion. There are three useful measures for this
purpose (Sinden and Thampapillai, 1995). First is the NPV, which provide a net value of
the policy as a measure. The second option is the Benefit-Cost Ratio, which is the ‗ratio of
the present value of benefits to the present value of costs‘ (p. 145). The final and the most
commonly used option is the Internal Rate of Return (IRR). The IRR is the discount rate
that makes the NPV of a project zero. Thus, a policy with an IRR higher than the discount
rate is considered desirable.

‘sunk costs’ and ‘sunk benefits’ are those incurred before the project started. Sinden, J. A. &
Thampapillai, D. J., 1995. Introduction to Benefit-Cost Analysis, Longman Australia, Melbourne. P. 47
33
‘A shadow price for a good or service is the true willingness of society to pay for it’ (Ibid., p. 66).
34
The discount rate is the ‘percentage rate of compound interest at which future benefits and costs are
adjusted to their equivalent present-day values. The process of adjustment is called discounting’ Sinden,
J. A. & Thampapillai, D. J., 1995. Introduction to Benefit-Cost Analysis, Longman Australia, Melbourne.
p.126
32
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These, in summary, are the key concepts embedded in the BCA method. The framework
used in this assessment is presented in the next section (Section 5.2).
5.1.2. BCA in National and Regional Policy Appraisal

Perhaps owing to its simplicity, BCA was successfully used in a number of urban and
regional planning applications. These applications include projects for residential urban
renewal, regional transportation, local economic development, capital investment projects,
comprehensive land-use planning and providing social services (Schofield, 1989). However,
BCA application in policy evaluation, particularly regional and national level policy
evaluation, remains more tentative than the project level applications. Schofield (1989, p.
195) cites two reasons for this tentativeness. First, the ‗conceptual complexities associated
with specification of a complete model of impacts for an entire policy is daunting,
compared to single projects‘. The process gets more complicated in long-term policies,
where structural adjustments may result from the policy. Second, data requirement for a
national level policy analysis is more ‗formidable‘.
Despite the scepticism, a number of regional level policy evaluations have been successfully
implemented. Examples of applications include, evaluation of national regional
development programmes of the labour demand type in Canada (ECC, 1977; Gillespie and
Kerr, 1977; Swan and Glynn, 1977) and the United Kingdom (Needleman and Scott, 1964;
Marquand, 1980), where capital incentives packages, employment subsidies, infrastructure
expenditure and controls in new capital investments have been used to stimulate
employment in depressed regions or areas (cited in Schofield, 1989, pp. 194-195). It has
also been used in the evaluation of regional selective assistance programme in the UK
(Kim, 1997) and regional population resettlement in Tanzania (Maro, 1988). As noted by
Schofield (1989) there is a significant lack of literature on national level policy appraisal
using BCA. The survey of literature today reveals similar problems. This study therefore
will be contributing to advance the literature in the field.
The next section will explore the rationale for choosing the BCA, the study approach,
scope, assessment framework and some potential limitations for this study.
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5.2. BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS FOR THE PDC POLICY APPRAISAL
5.2.1. Rationale and Approach

The purpose of this component, as presented in the overall methodological framework in
Chapter 2, is to propose a methodology for an economic viability assessment and to test to
it in the Maldives case study. It seeks to establish a replicable methodology that is practical
for a policy level analysis in a small island state setting. There are two main reasons for
adopting the BCA method. First, the benefit cost analysis was is one of the most
established economic methods available for planning appraisal. It is also one of the
simplest methods and could be used in any setting. Secondly, similar to the broad
objectives of this study, a BCA seeks to guide policy decisions by providing crucial
information regarding a policy‘s financial and social viability.
The approach used in this assessment is to evaluate the key impacts of the policy and
address the minor impacts as ‗lump sum‘ values. This is necessary since it may not be
possible to comprehensively evaluate every single cost and benefit due to data (addressed
later) and time restrictions.
5.2.2. Study Area and Scope

This study will cover impacts on all 200 inhabited islands of the Maldives, except islands in
the Male‘ Urban Region – the capital city and its satellite settlements. All islands or
settlements will be classified as either a ‗host‘ island or ‗migrant‘ island. The ranked list of
islands from the previous chapter (see Appendix 3), based on comparative resilience and
vulnerability, are used to identify both groups. ‗Host islands‘ are resilient settlements that
will host migrants from the vulnerable settlements and the ‗migrant islands‘ are vulnerable
settlements that need to be considered for population relocation into the host settlements.
However, at this stage of the assessment, it was found that not all islands suggested as
potential ‗host‘ islands from the previous assessment may accommodate new population.
Some of these islands did not have the sufficient ‗carrying capacity‘ to accommodate new
population, due to land and resource shortages. Moreover, some islands identified as
‗migrant‘ settlements already had a significant population and moving such an island may
be economically and socially unviable, when compared with the alternative of making them
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resilient. Hence, large populations need to be established as a constraining factor for
relocation and such islands should be, instead, classified as ‗host‘ islands, albeit with no
‗actual‘ hosting of new migrants.
Hence, to accommodate ‗carrying capacity‘ and ‗population‘ as constraining factors in the
island selection process, a modification to the original composite index is proposed: the
inclusion of a nominal ‗Carrying Capacity Index‘ and a ‗Population Index‘. The methods
used in defining and calculating the two indexes are explained in Appendix 4. The final list
of islands and their new ranking is provided in Appendix 5. This list is used as the basis of
the BCA study. It is assumed that islands will be resettled in priority order of their
vulnerability (see Appendix 5).
The modification of the composite index has been proposed in this component, instead of
the resilient island identification component, because these issues may be specific to the
study site and not so relevant to other small island states. Under such circumstances, the
ranked list of islands from the first component can be directly used as the input for the
BCA. Flexibility is, thereby, provided in the overall assessment framework to suit the
specific conditions prevailing in a given small island state.
Finally, it should also be noted that the specific number of islands in each group (‗host‘ and
‗migrant‘ islands) is unknown at this stage, as it would eventually be a political or a
community decision. What is known is that both groups of islands are proportionate to
each other and an increase in one group will lead to a decrease in the other. For example,
resettling 50 islands would mean a commitment to develop the rest of the 150 islands,
either as host islands or not. For the purposes of this study a preliminary figure needs to be
defined. For simplicity, this study will assume that one-third of the islands (67 islands)
would become ‗host‘ islands and the remaining (133 islands) will become ‗migrant‘ islands.
This figure is intended as the maximum plausible number of islands that may be relocated
under a PDC strategy. The BCA model will be developed to input any given ratio and
variations in ratio can be addressed in a sensitivity analysis. The rationale for adopting a
higher value is that it may be easier to reduce the calculations than it is to increase it.
This assessment is, essentially, evaluating two policy options: a population and
development consolidation (PDC) approach to planning, as presented in this thesis, and; a
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non-PDC approach to planning. The argument raised is that a PDC approach is more
financially viable than a non-PDC approach. Hence, costs and benefits are compared
between the two policy options to determine viability. The PDC policy will be herein
referred to as ‗PDC option‘, and the alternate policy will be referred to as ‗non-PDC
option‘.
5.2.3. Benefit-Cost Analysis Framework

A number of frameworks are available for benefit-cost analysis. Traditional Framework‘s
built on residential redevelopment models, such as Rothenburg‘s Model (Rothenburg,
1965; 1967), partly provide appropriate base models for estimating economic and financial
viability and of a policy. Application of BCA principles to the realities of least developed
countries was developed as a framework by Little and Mirrlees (1974), Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (1969) and World Bank (Brent, 1998). Although
the underlying frameworks are useful, they are geared for project level analysis rather than
broad national level policy analysis.
The framework adopted for this study has been modified from the above discussed studies
to suit the nature of PDC policy and the objectives of this study. The resulting approach is
a mix of formal ex-ante and qualitative BCA, as classified by Weimar and Vining (2005); it
includes both impact monetising and qualitative assessment of unpriced items.
The framework adopted is as follows:
1.

Establishing the analysis scenario

2.

Identifying relevant impacts
(A). Impact classification scheme35
Benefits
- Primary (incremental value added)
- Secondary (multiplier effects or externalities)
- Non-monetary (unpriced) benefits

Modified from Schofield’s, (Schofield, J. A., 1989. Cost-Benefit Analysis in Urban & Regional
Planning, Unwin Hyman, London.), regional policy impact analysis framework.
35
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Costs
- Primary Public Costs
(i) Capital
(ii) Administrative
(iii) Recurrent
- Secondary Public Costs
- Private
- Non-monitory (unpriced) costs
3.

Monetising impacts
(A). framework identified above in 2(a) will be used.

4.

Discounting for risk and time

5.

Assessing results using sensitivity analysis

6.

Choosing among policies
5.2.4. Potential Limitations and Challenges

A number of challenges are envisaged for this assessment based on the literature (see for
example, Schofield, 1989). First, the data requirements for the assessment are expected to
be enormous since 200 islands are being evaluated. The data coverage required, ranging
from financial to social data, will require access to major statistical databases in the
Maldives. Secondly, potential limitation in data may lead to challenges in monetising
impacts and may require many discrete choices to overcome the limitations36. Thirdly, the
arguments about the daunting conceptual complexities (Schofield, 1989), as noted in the
previous section, raise caution about its use in national level policy analysis.
However, the existing literature suggests that the BCA methodology is yet to be tested on a
settlement policy analysis, at a national scale, in a small island state. It is likely that, because
the economy of small island states is relatively small, impact analysis may be less complex
than the experiences of larger economies. Moreover, this study is not an attempt to make a
policy decision but rather an attempt to test the merits of the assumption that a Population
and Development Consolidation (PDC) policy is generally viable. Hence, this assessment
requires suggestions on the viability of PDC policy rather than a definitive value. To this
extent, a comprehensive BCA is not a requirement, rather a BCA based on a sound
36

more detail on the data limitations are provided in the next section
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framework and major impact quantifications, could be sufficient to guide further
consideration of the policy.
A more detailed account of the limitations of this study is provided in the next chapter (see
section 6.3.5).The next two sections will provide the details of the material and
methodology used for the study.
5.3. MATERIALS
As expected, the data requirements were substantial. Appropriate research on data sources
was done beforehand to ensure that enough data sources exist to undertake the study. The
majority of data used in this study comes from published and unpublished secondary
sources, as is usually the case in policy analyses and planning application assessments.
These include Government policy documents, statistical publications, past socio-economic
surveys, public expenditure reports and local economic bulletins. The data can be classified
into three broad categories: geographic, socio-economic and financial data. The sections
below summarises the data and types used in the study. For a detailed account of the data
sources and data fields used, refer to Appendix 6.
5.3.1. Geographic Data

Geographic data were derived from the Geographic Information System (GIS) established
for the first part of this study (see chapter 4 section 4.3.5). Additional socio-economic data,
derived from Census 2000 expanded dataset, Vulnerability and Poverty Assessment Survey
1999 (VPA I), Vulnerability and Poverty Assessment Survey 2004 (VPA II), Census 2005
Preliminary Results and Statistical Year Books, were connected to the GIS as external
databases. The analyses required from the GIS ranged from simple metric calculations such
as land area, reef area, island coastline and inter island distances, to land use classifications
and complex metric calculations - for example: road length and settlement footprint.
5.3.2. Socio-economic Data

The primary sources of socio-economic data were national surveys by Government
departments, policy publications, national and foreign donor economic reports and
statistical publications. Most of these data were collected during the field visit between 3rd
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and 18th April 2005. Additional unpublished infrastructure data were also collected from
various Government agencies during the field visit. Fortunately, access to the databases and
original survey forms were granted by Government agencies for most of the required data.
5.3.3. Financial Data

The primary sources of financial data were Government public expenditure reports
(including Public Sector Investment Programme Reports, National Budget Reports, Project
Level Expenditure Reports), economic survey data and reports (including Household
Income and Expenditure Survey, Consumer Price Index Report, Yearly and quarterly
economic bulletins), unpublished department reports and unpublished digital files. Most of
these data were collected during the field visit. Specific financial costs had to be determined
through interviews with department officials during field visits or, later, through phone and
email communications. Financial data were used to identify unit costs required for
monetising impacts and shadow pricing.
5.3.4. Accuracy and Data Limitations

As noted above, all the data used in this study were acquired from secondary sources. As a
result, specific limitations are unavoidable. First, this approach exposes the study to
potential unknown errors and biases in the original data collection or interpretation.
Secondly, combining data sources with varying methodologies, sampling, scales of
measurement and timeframes, increases the uncertainties and errors in the combined
dataset.
These limitations were identified beforehand and attempts were made to address them,
within the given time restrictions. Firstly, all data were aggregated in their relevant level of
detail: island level, administrative atoll level or national level. Secondly, only surveys and
data collected between 2000 and 2006 were considered for the study. Wherever possible,
data between 2004 and 2006 were adopted as base figures. Thirdly, 2005 was adopted as
the base-year and all monetary values used were calculated, ‗up scaled‘ or adjusted to 2005
rates. Fourthly, wherever possible, crucial data were crosschecked with alternate data
sources. Finally, specific standards of measurements were adopted for the study. For
example, population figures are provided both as enumerated and registered figures in
various surveys; this study adopted registered figures as the standard measure.
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Despite the standardisation, monetary values are still subject to inaccuracy. Most values
used, particularly in calculation of infrastructure costs, are aggregate figures derived from
past projects or expenditure across Maldives. Such values would have varied from site
conditions, location and scale of implementation. Use of site specific data for each island is
an arduous task and unwarranted at a national level policy analysis. Maldives being a small
country, these variations are assumed to be minimal and that an average value at the
national level would adjust for island level variations.
The accuracy of data provided by the Government departments has not been checked and
is assumed to conform to the accuracy requirements of Government. In this sense, it is
assumed that the accuracy of the secondary data is within an acceptable standard.
Moreover, the data used in this study and their limitations, represents the practical reality
for planners, especially in less developed countries. It is important for a methodological
study, such as this, to work within the realities of data availability.
5.4. METHODS
This section will discuss the detailed methodology used in implementing the BCA
framework outlined in section 5.3.
5.4.1. Establishing Analysis Scenario

Analysis scenario of a policy level BCA identifies the core principles, objectives,
implementation tools and alternatives of the target policy. This step of the framework has
largely been addressed in the last section of Chapter 3. In summary of chapter 3, the core
objectives assumed for PDC policy is to consolidate population and development into
selected settlements, in order to: (i) promote economic growth; (ii) reduce the
diseconomies of scale in providing public services and infrastructure and; (iii) reduce the
vulnerability of population to natural disasters and potential sea level rise. The last objective
has been introduced and emphasised in this study. The primary policy implementation
tools include:


Encourage and facilitate voluntary migration through incentives, compensations
and subsidies.
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Concentrate public expenditure and promote economic growth in selected ‗host
islands‘ to create attractions or ‗poles‘ for prospective migrants.



Develop mitigation measures in ‗host islands‘ to build resilience against natural
disasters and potential sea level rise.

There are two important variables to consider in a PDC policy: the number of islands to be
consolidated and the rate of policy implementation – number of islands resettled per year.
The implementation scale and schedule of the policy depends entirely on decision makers
and availability of finance. As noted above, the base parameters for this study assume the
following: (i) a maximum of 133 inhabited islands will be resettled and 67 islands will be
developed as ‗host‘ islands and; (b) the policy will be implemented at the rate of five
resettlements per year. The latter figure has been adopted based on the number of
vulnerable islands, the Gross National Product and its growth rate, and public expenditure
allocations in the Maldives.
For simplicity, the total benefits and costs of the ‗non-PDC option‘ is distributed equally
within the total timeframe require to implement the ‗PDC option‘. This is to allow for
yearly calculation of costs and benefits. This further enables reasonable comparison of the
costs and benefits of both options.
Based on the above summarised scenario the relevant impacts of the policy were measured.
5.4.2. Identifying Relevant Impacts

Impacts were analysed using the classification approach outlined in Section 5.2.3. Benefits
and costs were grouped into these classifications, based on relevant policy objectives – or
perceived outcomes – and policy implementation tools. Impacts were further grouped at
spatial level for additional clarity; ‗local‘ (island level), ‗regional‘ (administrative atoll level)
and ‗national level‘. A summary of the impacts or benefits and costs is provided below in
Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Summary of main PDC impacts37
Benefits
Primary Public Benefits
Priced
Unpriced
Reduction in disaster
Reduced cost of
and environment
goods due to
protection expenditure
savings from bulk
(sea walls, desalination
transport.
plants)

Costs
Primary Public Costs
Priced
Unpriced
Land costs (cost of
Social costs of
new land reclamation resettlement: Social tension
to accommodate
between host island
demand)
population and migrant
population. (resource
sharing conflicts)

Reduction in public
administration
expenditure (recurrent
and Capital) – (Island
office, Judicial services,
community services)

Achievement of
economies of scale
in host islands and
subsequent
improvement in
business and
employment
opportunities.

Infrastructure
upgrade costs in host
island (Transport,
education, health,
sewerage systems,
waste management
systems, desalination,
community facilities,
power)

Increased stress on host
island ecology and reduced
environment quality of
host island, and immediate
reef environment (land
reclamation, harbour
works, increased sea traffic
effecting shoreline, waste
generation and possible
mismanagement, reduction
in quality of ground water).

Improved access
and quality of public
services (such as
education and health
care) in host island.

Increase in healthcare
and education
expenditure in host
island
Relocation costs
(Compensation and
Housing)

Social ills associated with
urban development
(Crime, drug abuse,
congestion, increased subdivision leading to family
feuds).

Reduction in Transport
Infrastructure
expenditure (roads,
harbours, reef channels)
Reduction in cost of
providing healthcare and
education
Reduction in number of
lives and property lost
due to disasters, through
affordable mitigation
measures

Increase in public
administration
expenditure in host
islands.

37

Increased disaster risk due
to land reclamation
(necessitated from
congestion and high
demand for land)

The table presents a summary of the main impacts that are likely to have significant financial
implications. It is noticeably simple in terms of the social impacts, which is also identified as a limitation
of policy level BCA. A more comprehensive social assessment is undertaken in chapter 7, using Social
Impact Assessment Methodology. The potential variations in such social impacts are addressed using
sensitivity analysis.
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Table 5.1: Summary of main PDC impacts (continued…)
Benefits
Primary Private Benefits
Priced
Unpriced
Reduction in travel costs Increased living
related to health care
standards from
and education
potentially higher
income in host
islands
Better health due to
quality healthcare.
Potential gain in
location advantage
(reduced travel time
to fishing grounds)

Costs
Primary Private Costs
Priced
Unpriced
Increase in living
Reduction in plot size due
costs
to increasing demand in
host island.
Relocation Costs
(personal relocation
costs exceeding
compensations).
Loss of Property

Increased poverty due
abrupt transfer to a cash
economy (some islands)
Potential loss of location
advantage (increased travel
time to fishing grounds)

Loss of Income
Loss of productive
agricultural land

Better job
opportunities due to
improved education
quality

Loss of access to common
property such as forests.

Removal of
continuing
disadvantages in
islands with less
economic
opportunities.

Psychological issues related
to relocation to urban
setting especially amongst
the older population and
poor migrants.
Environmental loss
associated with the
movement from a rural
setting to an urban setting.

5.4.2.1. PRIMARY PUBLIC BENEFITS

Primary benefits were identified as those accruing directly to the target population or
society from the policy. In the simplest case, the primary benefits returned by a private
investment would be the revenues generated. In a social investment, primary benefits may
be construed as those increases in value to society produced directly from the policy. These
include benefits to individuals, communities or to the state.
The primary benefits from the PDC policy can be summarised into two groups. First,
monetary savings in public expenditure, due to reduction in the number of islands
considered for development, and the subsequent reduction in capital and recurrent costs.
Secondly, benefits from increased probability of lives and properties saved in future natural
disasters, due to affordability in coastal protection.
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5.4.2.2. SECONDARY PUBLIC BENEFITS

Secondary benefits are much more complex in definition. It includes multiplier effects and
externalities associated with the initial income – public expenditure savings – or
expenditure injections from the policy. These effects, in turn, have forward or backward
linkages to the primary impacts of the policy.
The main secondary impacts from the policy can be categorised as those accruing from
development of economies of scale. Rapid growth of population and infrastructure in host
islands could lead to a general increase in demand and supply of goods and services,
translating to business opportunities, employment opportunities, and increased income.
Furthermore, reduction in diseconomies of scale in providing public services would
increase the quality of services, improve the well being of population and improve the skills
of the workforce. A number of secondary private benefits may be identified, such as
reduction in travel expenditure for access to better services, reduced cost of domestic sea
transport and reduced costs of goods.
5.4.2.3. UNPRICED BENEFITS

Unpriced benefits are benefits that cannot be exchanged in markets with identifiable
market prices. In simple terms, they cannot be easily measured without bias or extensive
use of shadow pricing. Two groups of impacts were categorised as unpriced: (i) benefits
without an apparent market price and; (ii) benefits that were too complex to be monetised
at a policy level analysis, within the given timeframe and resources available for the study.
Some of the unpriced benefits identified in Table 5.1, namely reduced cost of goods due to
savings from bulk transport and achievement of economies of scale in host islands, could
be easily measured in a project level assessment but is impractical in a policy level
assessment. This is mainly because both the host and migrant island will need to be
identified to make the calculation possible; at a policy level the exact islands cannot be
identified yet.
5.4.2.4. PRIMARY PUBLIC COSTS

Similar to primary benefits, primary costs are identified as those accruing directly to the
target population or society from the policy. It comprises of direct capital costs associated
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with infrastructure development (e.g. host island infrastructure upgrade), policy
administration costs (e.g. compensation and housing) and future recurrent costs associated
with the capital and administrative costs (e.g. maintenance and municipal costs).
5.4.2.5. SECONDARY PUBLIC COSTS

Secondary public costs have been identified as those required in the development of host
islands. These are costs that would be incurred in both policy options. As a general rule in
BCA, fixed costs common to both options are not measured as impacts (Sinden and
Thampapillai, 1995, pp. 47-48). However, inclusion of these fixed costs became a necessity
due to variations in fixed costs in the ‗PDC option‘. A distinction was made between host
island upgrade costs and secondary development costs, to avoid double counting.
5.4.2.6. PRIVATE COSTS

Private costs are those costs that accrue to individuals rather than the society as a whole.
These include potential once-and-for-all net relocation costs beyond the compensation
benefits, potential increase in expenditure due to increase in standard of living in the new
host island, loss of property and loss of income.
5.4.2.7. UNPRICED PRIVATE COSTS38

Similar to unpriced benefits, unpriced costs cover all negative impacts that do not have a
market value. Some of the major unpriced costs include increased stress on the host island
environment, psychological issues related to relocation, social costs of resettlement (e.g.
increased conflicts between resettled communities), social costs of population growth (e.g.
crimes and congestion) and potential for increased poverty for certain sections of the
migrant population.

38

A more detailed social impact assessment is provided in Chapter 7, which would capture most of the
intangible costs not included here.
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The following considerations were made in identifying the above discussed six categories
of impacts:
i.

Costs incurred or benefits received before the start of the policy cannot be avoided
or changed. These are referred to as ‗sunk costs‘ and ‗sunk benefits‘ (Sinden and
Thampapillai, 1995, p. 47). Prior to 2005, a few islands have been resettled;
although these islands represent part of the consolidation process, they cannot be
included in the present study, as the costs have already been incurred and much of
the benefits received. An exception to this rule was used in islands temporarily
resettled after the Indian Ocean Tsunami of 2004, and islands in the process of
being relocated in 2005. Although the displaced population are likely to opt not to
return to their original islands, it cannot be ruled out, based on the past
resettlement history of Maldives. In order to address the uncertainty, the displaced
population were not treated as permanent resettlements and hence, were included
in the study.

ii. This analysis takes national development impacts into account. As noted above, it
assumes that the number of islands planned for resettlement under the policy
would reflect an inverse relationship with islands selected for future development.
For example, if 75 islands out of the 200 inhabited islands are selected for
resettlement, it is assumed that the remaining 125 islands would all have to be
developed with full amenities. Hence, the calculations will take into account the
total cost of the PDC policy administration, as well as the cost of future
development in those islands not selected for resettlement. Usually, such costs are
regarded as ‗extra outcomes‘ that need not be measured (Sinden and Thampapillai,
1995, p. 47). However, since the comparison is being made with the alternative
development policy of developing all 200 inhabited islands, these extra outcomes
are necessary for a meaningful comparison.
iii. International outcomes and taxes have been ignored. No direct impacts from
international outcomes were identified. Taxes and subsidies sometimes have a
direct impact. If, for example, the infrastructure development activities have been
exempted from import duties, costs may be reduced. On the other hand, it should
also be counted as a subsidy as Government loses revenue from import tax.
Furthermore, the tax base in Maldives is small and such tax exemptions have not
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always been consistent in past development projects39. Direct subsidies required for
administration of the policy, namely housing and resettlement compensations, have
been included as costs.
iv. For the purposes of this analysis, the benefits of the ‗non-PDC option‘ were
primarily assumed to be the economic and social costs avoided from implementing
the ‗PDC option‘. In simple terms, no extra benefits were considered for the ‗nonPDC option‘ except for the costs avoided from the ‗PDC option‘. The costs of the
alternative ‗non-PDC option‘ were assumed as the total cost of developing all
inhabited islands 40.
v. Many discrete choices had to be made regarding the selection of priced benefits and
costs due, to data unavailability and conceptual limitations in identifying the exact
‗host‘ island and ‗migrant‘ island. Some calculations, even where market prices are
available, were impractical – for example, increased living standards of the migrants
due to a potentially higher income could be easily calculated at a project level, but
when the origin (‗migrant‘ island) and destination (‗host‘ island) is not known, it is
impossible to calculate. This was identified as a key limitation in the multisettlement policy analysis.
5.4.3. Monetising Impacts

Two complementary approaches were used in valuing benefit and costs: use of reported
records, regarding policy administration, and econometric models. The principles of
willingness-to-pay and social opportunity cost formed the basis in measuring cost and benefits.
This section summarises the evaluation methods of major costs and benefits.
All valuations were conducted in United States Dollars (US$), since it is the most
commonly used currency in international transactions. Original values in Maldivian Rufiyaa
(RF) were converted to US$, using currency conversion rates on 1 January 2005. All values
were calculated at island level and all monetary values have been adjusted (up scaled or
downscaled) to January 2005 rates.

39
40

Based on Public Sector Investment Programme data and National Budget.
See Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for more details.
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5.4.3.1. PRIMARY PUBLIC COSTS

(a) Policy Administration costs
Housing
Average housing costs were derived from past and present housing projects. The
rate per new house, constructed under the current post-tsunami housing
projects, stands on average at US$ 23,350 (MPND, 2007b, p. 27). Housing cost
for the policy were calculated based on the following formula.

Housing cost 

Population relocated
* Average Cost Per HH
Average HH Size

Where HH = Household.
Relocation Compensation
Similar to housing costs, relocation compensation rates were derived from past
population relocation projects and the present rate adopted by the Ministry of
Atolls Administration. This value stands at approximately US$3,900 per
household (MPND, 2007b, p. 27). The following formula was used.

Compensation 

Population relocated
* Compensation Rate Per HH
Average HH Size

Additional Administrative costs
All other administrative costs regarding policy implementation are included in
the departmental budget allocations, primarily in Ministry of Atolls
Administration and Ministry of Planning and National Development allocations
(MoFT, 2005; MoFT, 2006).
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(b)

Direct Capital costs
Host Island Infrastructure Upgrade Costs

Table 5.2: Summary of values used in host island infrastructure upgrade cost calculation
Capital Costs

Rates (US$)

Comment

1. Sewerage system - new
housing

$1500-$2000 per
Household

Based on the present design
standards and past projects. Posttsunami market rates used 41

2. Power upgrade - new housing

$270 -$300 per
person

Based on post-tsunami
reconstruction projects and ADB
(2001). Original figures derived
from consumer willingness-to-pay
for electricity consumption in
outer islands

3. Waste Management Service
(WMS) upgrade

$25,000 per
1000 persons 42

Assumes that a WMS exist in the
host island.

4. Social protection upgrade

$33,000 per
1000 persons

Based on per capita cost of
developing new infrastructure.

5. Desalination system upgrade host island

One-off
$1500.50 per
ton of additional
water required /
day

Calculation assumes consumption
rate of 50 litres/person/day and 5
days reserve storage

6. Education infrastructure
upgrade

$260 - $1037 per
student43

Costs vary with education level:
primary or secondary. Final
calculation is based on total school
age population, regardless of the
previous enrolment status.

7. Health care infrastructure
upgrade

$70 per person

Assumes that the Health Centre of
the island is upgraded rather than
the hospital. Hospital are assumed
to already cater for the atoll
population or a region‘s
population44

8. Community infrastructure
upgrade (Mosques, courts,
community centres)

$287 - $855 per
person

Based on average per capita cost
of past projects and 2005
estimates

41

Information provided by National Disaster Management Centre (NDMC).
Data provided by NDMC and Ministry of Environment, Energy and Water.
43
Public Sector Investment Programme data and 2005 estimates provided by NDMC.
44
Maldives health sector has 5 tiers of service – Lowest level is Health Post, followed by Health Centre,
Atoll Hospital, Regional Hospital and ‘Central’ Hospital in capital city.
42
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Host islands incur direct development costs to accommodate the migrant
population. These costs are differentiated from the development costs required
for the host island in the ‗non-PDC option‘. Table 5.2 provides a summary of
the capital investments required in the upgrade and average rates used in the
calculation of these costs. The average values were derived from policy
documents and past public sector investment data of larger settlements.
The following considerations were made in valuing the primary public costs.
i.

All of the above rates represent average values from project level figures and
individual project costs vary. This procedure, however, ensures that total public
expenditure of the policy is adequately predicted.

ii.

All the figures are based on market rates of the relevant industry.

iii.

Access infrastructure upgrade costs were not considered in this category due to
double counting. Instead it has been included in the secondary costs category.

iv.

Calculation of education sector costs consider all primary and secondary school age
population between ages one and sixteen, regardless of the enrolment status. It is
assumed that un-enrolled students had no previous access to proper education.
Higher Secondary Level and Technical Level education has been excluded, since the
present Governments‘ policy only includes universalisation of primary and secondary
education (MPND, 2001).

v.

Calculation of health sector costs only considered Health Centres as the highest tier
of health care infrastructure required to be upgraded in host islands. Some host
islands may have hospitals, which are already designed to provide health care to
entire atoll or the regions‘ population. There is an element of double counting
involved in this calculation – between Health Centre and Hospital costs – as the
island population may choose not to acquire services of Health Centres, and instead
utilize the Hospital. However, inclusion of the figure ensures that potential increases
in health care costs, regardless of the institution which it accrues to, are adequately
accounted for.
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(c)

Direct Recurrent costs
Host Island Public Recurrent Cost Increases

Host islands incur public recurrent cost increases associated with additional
capital investments (identified as upgrade costs above) and through transfer of
unavoidable recurrent costs from the migrant island. These costs include public
staff costs, proportionate increases in municipal costs and increases in the
‗running cost‘ of the utilities. These figures will be reflected in subsequent annual
public expenditure budgets of the host islands. Table 5.3 below summarises the
host island public recurrent cost increases.
Table 5.3: Percentages used in host island public recurrent cost increase calculations
Recurrent Costs

% of Present Costs
transferred

Comment

1. Administrative and
Municipal Cost increases

65% (60%-70%)

Includes island administrative
office and social protection
services.

2. Health care cost increase

62.5%

Administrative costs of health
facilities

3. Education sector cost
increases

50%

Administrative costs of primary
and secondary level education
facilities

4. Religious facilities cost
increases

50%

Administrative costs of mosques

5. Judicial services cost
increases

65%

Administrative costs of courts

6. Cost increases in utilities

50%-100%

Increases in running cost of power
houses and desalination plants

The following points need to be highlighted in this analysis:
i.

Costs have been calculated for individual islands based on the budget allocations of
the past three years. Details of how these recurrent costs were acquired will be
addressed later.

ii.

The proportion of recurrent costs transferred, from the migrant island to the host
island, has been derived by identifying transferable and non-transferable
components from the annual budget. Transferable components include staff salary
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and allowances, which alone account for between 50-65 percent of recurrent costs
in most islands. Any staff layoffs would mean that they would have to be reflected
as private costs. The rest of the transferable components include maintenance costs
and consumables which were calculated at one-third the costs. Non-transferable
costs include transportation and communications costs. The total percentage for
each recurrent cost in Table 5.3 represents an average value. These findings were
also aided by the Maldives Public Expenditure Survey Report (World Bank, ADB
and Government of Maldives, 2002).
Education expenditure was calculated using the same method as above. However, it
was assumed that staff salary and allowances, mainly comprising staff costs, would
be reduced considerably through consolidation. First, the student-teacher ratio is
assumed to improve in host islands, reducing the demand for teachers. Secondly,
the bulk of the staff costs go to temporary foreign workers45, due to their high
allowances and travel costs, compared to local teachers. The reduction in studentteacher ratio may mean a reduction in the demand for foreign workers, who were
initially employed to cater for the limited supply of local teachers. Therefore, layingoff temporary non-resident foreign workers may not have a net negative impact on
the economy, in the context of this study. It is assumed that the benefits to the
economy from their expenditure on accommodation, services and consumer goods
may not outweigh the costs incurred, when they remit a significant amount of
foreign currency abroad.
iii. Recurrent costs are calculated as cumulative figures in subsequent years. Once an
island has been resettled the host island bears the cost indefinitely. Similarly, there
would also be indefinite savings due to the recurrent costs avoided. These aspects
will be addressed later in the benefits section. The uncertainties in using recurrent
costs in the analysis are further explored using sensitivity analyses.

45

This has been identified as major foreign currency drain, Weimer, D. L. & Vining, A. R., 2005. Policy
Analysis : Concepts and Practice, Pearson Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ.
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5.4.3.2. SECONDARY PUBLIC COSTS

(a) Host Island Capital Costs
An inventory of existing infrastructure in potential host islands, that met present
development standards, was compiled for this study. Competitive market prices
were obtained for present and potential new infrastructure standards envisaged
in the policy documents. This process was completed using past project data, bid
proposals for ongoing projects and information from National Disaster
Management Centre. Table 5.4 shows the average rates used in the calculations.
The allocation of yearly public expenditure for host islands is, essentially, a
political decision. Attempts to specify the yearly allocation for specific host
islands may be meaningless, especially when individual projects would span a
number of years. This study, therefore, assigns a proportional value of the total
costs annually for the project timeframe.
Table 5.4: Summary of rates used in host island infrastructure cost calculation
Capital Costs

Rates (US$)

Comment

1. Coastal Protection

$2,570 per
linear metre

Protection of settlement only, using boulders.
Protection of entire island calculated as part of
sensitivity analysis. Standard design and market
rates (‗turn-key‘ method) used.

2. Land Reclamation

$5 per square
metre

Based on turn key market rates. Calculation of
required land reclamation area based on
population density, existing land area, size of reef.

3. Access
Infrastructure: Capital
costs

$1.5 – 2.9
million per
harbour

Cost depends on harbour size, which has 3
standard sizes and designs. Based on ‗turn-key‘
market rates

4. Access
Infrastructure:
Maintenance

$3.89 per cubic
metre

Assumed to require maintenance dredging twice
(maximum limit) in the project lifetime.
Breakwaters have a 50-100 year lifetime. Quay
walls have 25-50 year lifetime, and therefore
requires no major maintenance during project
lifetime. Based on ‗turn-key‘ market rates.

5. Road infrastructure

$10 per square
metre

Development of unsealed roads only, as currently
practiced in Maldives. Sealed roads are
considerably more expensive. Based on market
rates.
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Capital Costs

Rates (US$)

Comment

6. Road infrastructure:
Maintenance

Not Applicable

Assumed to require maintenance every 5 years on
50% of the roads and at 30% of the original
cost.46

7. Waste site
establishment

$100,000 per
island

Includes cost of waste site development and
waste management system (WMS) establishment.

8. Waste site
maintenance

$18,677 per year
per island

Included here and excluded from municipal costs
as most islands do not have a funded WMS.

8. Social Protection

$100,000$500,000 per
island

Costs vary based on population size. Includes all
capital costs of policing and fire fighting. Based
on market rates.

9. Desalination System

$1500 per ton
of water
produced and
stored

Average rates per ton used. Plant sizes vary but
per ton value remains constant. Calculation
assumes 50 litres per person per day and 5 days
storage per person47.

10. Education: Capital
costs

$260-$1038 per
student

Only primary and secondary level education
considered. Figure represents average per capita
cost in larger islands with appropriate facilities
and teacher student ratio.

11. Basic Health
Services: capital costs

$171,875 $545,000 per
island

Only 4th tier health care facilities (Health Centres)
were considered due to reasons discussed in
previous section.

12. Judical Service
establishment

$147,656 per
island

Average cost of building construction and
furnishing over the past 3 years.

5.4.3.3. PRIVATE COSTS

(a)

Relocation Costs

Relocation costs have been included as private costs, as there have been reports
of relocation expenditure in excess of the compensations provided by the
Government. This pattern was reported in Pilot Housing Scheme of 200448
where re-settlers were provided with new housing on a cost recovery basis.
No published accounts for such additional relocation costs were available.
However, field visits to Sh. Funadhoo Island and L. Fonadhoo Island during
December 2005 and subsequent interviews with migrants confirmed additional
costs between 25% and 50% of Government provided relocation compensation.

46

Estimates provided by MCPI.
Information provided by MWSA
48
Information provided by Maldive Housing and Urban Development Board (MHUDB).
47
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This study assumes US$1167 (33 percent of Government provided relocation
compensation).
(b)

Increase in Household Expenditure

Increase in expenditure between migrant and host islands were to be measured
using household expenditure data from Vulnerability and Poverty Assessment
Study II (VPAII) and Household Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES).
These increases represent a short-term cost to the migrant population if they
were originally from an island with lower costs. Data had to be valued at island
level as it required identifying both the host island and the migrant island.
Subsequently, a comprehensive analysis was impossible at this stage of the
assessment. This issue is further discussed in the next chapter.
(c)

Changes in Travel Expenditure

Similar to the household expenditure, increases in travel expenditure caused by
relocation were measured using data from VPAII and HIES. Here again, it
required identifying both the host island and consolidated island and was not
suitable for a policy level analysis.
5.4.3.4. PRIMARY BENEFITS

(a) Monetary Savings in Public Expenditure: Capital Investments
In the ‗non-PDC option‘, it is assumed that all inhabited islands, regardless of
their population size, would require basic infrastructure and services. In this
regard, the ‗PDC option‘ assumes that all foregone capital investments in
migrant islands are savings in public expenditure and a direct financial benefit
for the entire population, assuming the funds will be reallocated to improve
services. These financial gains are one of the rationales for the present PDC
policy.
Calculations of the infrastructure development costs for each inhabited island
were made using rates specified in Table 5.4. These costs were then added as
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benefits once a migrant island has been consolidated to a host island. It should
be noted that increases in host island costs due to upgrading (to accommodate
migrant population) were discussed as costs in the previous section. Hence, the
final financial benefits would reflect the net public expenditure savings.
(b)

Monetary Savings in Public Expenditure: Recurrent

Similar to the capital investments saved through population consolidation, the
foregone recurrent costs of migrant islands are counted as financial savings.
Calculations were made for all inhabited islands, using the methods described
above under ‗host island recurrent costs‘. Final benefits were calculated as
cumulative savings, since foregone recurrent expenditure from a resettled island
remains a foregone expenditure for the project period or even indefinitely.
There are questions over the use of recurrent costs in BCA, as they are a direct
benefit to the society as much as it is a cost to the Government. These issues
will be addressed in the sensitivity analysis.
(c)

Value of Life and Property Saved

Coastal protection of all the vulnerable islands in Maldives has proven to be an
impossible task, due to the significant capital costs. The ability to protect islands
and its population, due to the reduction in the number of inhabited islands
through the PDC policy, will help save lives and property, as is evident from the
example of Capital Male‘.
The two most frequently used method for valuing a Value of Statistical Life
(VSL) are foregone earnings method and consumer willingness-to-pay methods
(Boardman et al., 2001, p. 392-395). This study uses foregone earnings method
which calculates Value of Statistical Life as a person‘s lifetime net earnings, as it
is considered the maximum an individual can pay. Average annual income of the
outer islands49 (US$2,451.83) was used to avoid discriminating against income
groups or employment status. Life expectancy of 73 years50 and the legal
49
50

Derived from VPAII data.
Source: Ministry of Health
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working age of 16 years were used to determine working age population. In
addition, probabilities of 5%, 2.0% and 0.1% representing high, median and low,
were used to determine the amount of fatalities in a single natural disaster,
assuming an unprotected island. These figures were derived from the only major
natural disaster in Maldives: the Indian Ocean tsunami of 200451.
This method has been subject to criticism for its inability to account for
willingness-to-pay (Schelling, 1993). Unfortunately, not enough data are
collected in Maldives to utilise the willingness-to-pay method appropriately. For
example, consumer purchase studies do not provide data on safety enhancing
devices, such as smoke detectors and fire extinguishers, or the Maldives does not
have industrial jobs that expose workers to greater risks of fatality. Nevertheless,
an attempt to use the willingness-to-pay method, by evaluating the cost of
coastal protection in the capital Male‘ against the probability of lives saved,
derived a value of US$179,462. Calculations based on income-over-life derived
US$139,754. Interestingly, a climate change impact study undertaken by
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

valued a life in a developing

country at US$150,000 (Fankhauser et al., 1997). In effect, these three values
represent an appropriate low, median and high Value of Statistical Life for
Maldives.
Values of property saved were measured using shadow prices. Present cost of
rebuilding a house and nominal compensations made following Indian Ocean
tsunami of 2004, to effected populations due to the loss of personal belongings,
were used. Similar to Value of Statistical Life valuation, a probability analysis was
done to determine the potential quantity of property damage during a natural
disaster.
5.4.3.5. SECONDARY BENEFITS AND UNPRICED BENEFITS

The main secondary benefit identified for the policy is the achievement of economies of
scale through population consolidation. As discussed in chapter 3, diseconomies of scale
are a major stumbling block for the economic growth of outer island economies. Some of
51

Data provided by NDMC
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the positive externalities envisaged with economies of scale include general increase in
demand and supply of goods and services, business and employment opportunities,
efficiencies in public expenditure allocation and service quality, and subsequent increase in
standard of living. Other secondary benefits identified as ‗secondary private benefits‘
include reduction in annual travel costs and improved health and wellbeing of migrants.
There are established econometric methods to forecast and measure these variables at
project level, using extensive shadow pricing (for example, Field and MacGregor, 1987).
The challenge is to measure these variables appropriately at a national policy level.
Unfortunately, calculations require both the exact host island and the migrant island be
identified; a meaningless process at policy level due to political uncertainties over island
selection and individual choice of host islands available for migrants. As a result, the
secondary benefits had to be categorised as unpriced items due to their inappropriateness
at policy level analysis. However, an attempt was made to empirically identify the presence
of benefits. The variables tested were the variation in income and expenditure levels
amongst varying population sizes using data from VPA II and HIES, and the
environmental benefits. More details of the methods are presented in Appendix 8.
5.4.3.6. UNPRICED COSTS

Calculation of unpriced costs faced similar valuation issues. In addition, the unpriced costs
valuation was met with shadow pricing limitations, primarily due to lack of data. Variables
required in calculating impacts, such as deterioration of the host island environment, social
costs of resource use conflicts and increase in social ills, required island level data and
costing which were neither available in the primary data sources nor readily available from
Government departments.
Adjustment of unpriced items was therefore performed in the sensitivity analysis using
lump sum allocations. More details of the methods adopted are presented in Appendix 8.
5.4.3.7. BENEFITS AND COSTS OF ALTERNATE OPTION

The ‗non-PDC option‘ considered the cost of developing all inhabited islands as the ‗cost‘
and costs avoided from not adopting the ‗PDC option‘ as ‗benefits‘. In this respect, costs
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were valued using the impacts and rates described in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, and using the
methods described above in assessing these impacts52.
Negative externalities associated with the ‗non-PDC option‘, such as degradation of
inhabited island environment, were avoided as they were impacts already incurred.
5.4.4. Discounting for Time

Determining a society‘s preference for outcomes through time is a crucial aspect of BCA,
since impact calculations may be affected by inflation, uncertainties in prediction and
society‘s preference of a specific time to receive outcomes. The preferred approach to
achieve this is through discounting for time.
5.4.4.1. SOCIAL DISCOUNT RATE DETERMINATION

Two methods are available for discount rate calculation: Social Rate of Time Preference
(SRTP) method and Social Opportunity Cost of Capital (SOCC) method. The SRTP is the
rate at which society as a whole discounts a future outcome to obtain its equivalent present
value and the SOCC is the opportunity cost of public investments on the private sector
capital (Sinden and Thampapillai, 1995, pp. 128-134).
This study adopts SRTP method. The most common approach in the SRTP method is to
use time preference rates of a single homogenous good, which all participants are able to
respond to in an unrestrained manner and have complete knowledge of the income flows.
Long-term government bonds are the most favoured option.
However, major problems were encountered in the case study, primarily due to lack of
financial sector data and standard rates suggested for public projects. It is almost
impossible to identify a single homogenous good that all participants are able to respond to
in an unrestrained manner and have complete knowledge of their income flows. Long-term
bond markets are small and almost non-existent and to a large part underdeveloped in the
Maldives (ADB, 2002b). There are no Government suggested discount rates. The main
source of borrowing for the Government is the Central Bank – the Maldives Monetary

52

See Chapter 6, Section 6.1 for more details.
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Authority – where it borrows at a fixed rate of six percent, which incidentally is well below
market rates.
Perhaps, the Government borrowing rate may be applicable as the bulk of the impacts in
this study affect public expenditure. However, the presence of other private impacts made
such an assumption unsuitable. The only other source for deriving a rate was through the
medium-term to long-term commercial fixed-deposit rates. These rates have remained
fairly constant over the past 10 years between 2.2-6.5 percent (MMA, 2001; 2005).
Interestingly, there were very limited borrowings at 6.5 percent for long-term deposits,
above 5 years. This suggests that the present interest rates are probably not acceptable,
based on the time preference of the Maldivians.
As an alternative analysis, the discount rates of other smaller Indian Ocean island states
were analysed. In this regard, Seychelles and Mauritius had a long-term bond yield of
around 8.0-9.0 percent (Bank of Mauritius, 2005; Central Bank of Seychelles, 2005).
Adjusted to inflation, the real discount rates would be within 6.0-8.0 percent.
It is not the intention of this study to fix the discount rate for Maldives. Hence, a cautious
approach with multiple discount rates, representing low, best guess and high, were derived
based on the above discussed factors and the inflation rate. In addition, the fact that the
beneficiaries of PDC policy would most likely have a higher preference for shorter
timeframes, due to higher social and economic costs of waiting for migration, were taken
into account in deciding the social discount range.
5.4.4.2. INFLATION RATE

The treatment of inflation in BCA is often debated and there are known practical
difficulties in forecasting it over long periods (Sinden and Thampapillai, 1995; Boardman et
al., 2001). It was decided not to adjust this study to inflation, for two main reasons. First,
forecasting inflation rates for longer periods is often unreliable over long periods, where it
is subject to major changes (Sinden and Thampapillai, 1995, p. 118). In the Maldives
inflation rate it is subject to changes in international markets for commodities such as oil
and fish, and service industries such as the tourism industry (MMA, 2005). Secondly,
inflation rates affect both the benefits and costs at the same rate. Nonetheless, the potential
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for changes in the Internal Rate of Return (IRR) due to inflation rate variations are not
discounted and are addressed as a sensitivity analysis in the next section.
5.4.5. Discounting for Risks and Uncertainties

One of the most essential components of a national level policy analysis is the scrutiny of
potential risks and uncertainties associated with it (Weimer and Vining, 2005, pp. 380-410).
As discussed above, this study has a number of uncertainties due to aggregation of, what
should essentially be numerous, individual project level analyses. The five main elements
considered in the sensitivity analysis are capital costs, operating (recurrent) costs, social rate
of discount, changes in the economic environment and variations in ‗policy scenario‘. A
summary of the sensitivity analysis used in this study is presented in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Summary table of sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity Analysis

Parameters analysed

Reason

1. Variations in social
discount rate

Max High 13%, Avg high
10%, Best Guess 7.5%, Avg
Low 6.5%, Max low 5%.

No specific official discount rate or
range. Uncertainties in discount rate
calculation due to lack of data.

2. Changes in method
of coastal protection

Whole island vs. settlement
only

Coastal protection represents highest
individual capital cost. Considerable
difference in the cost and impact of
protecting whole island and
settlement.

3. Changes in cost
pricing of major
investments

Housing cost (high US$31,128, Low - US$
19,455), desalination.
Coastal protection costs per
linear metre ( high –
concrete, US$12,410;
Low - sand-cement bags,
US$500)

Costs are based on average rates from
past projects. Rates may vary based on
location and project parameters. Some
capital costs have a major influence on
overall costs and benefits.

4. Changes in policy
administration options

Housing policy, relocation
compensations

Calculations based on present subpolicies. Possibility of changes in subpolicies and room for cost reduction
by policy alteration.

5. Changes in base
currency exchange rate

Five year interval predictions
of exchange rate

Original rates based on Maldivian
Rufiyaa (RF) which were converted to
US$. RF is pegged with US$ since the
1980s. Given the long timeframe, any
variations may raise or lower the
calculations.

6. Exclusion of
recurrent and

Inclusion/exclusion of
recurrent costs and benefits;

Recurrent costs represent a cost to
govt. but a major direct benefit to
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Sensitivity Analysis

Parameters analysed

Reason

secondary costs

exclusion of secondary costs

society. It does have the possibility to
be cancelled out.

7. Inclusion of Inflation

Inflation rate 1.5%, 2.5%,
5% per annum over the
project timeframe.

All valuations are subject to change
from inflation and real values may
have a different IRR than the nominal
values

8. Changes in
implementation time
frame

27 , 20, and 15 years

Implementation timeframe is variable
depending on availability of funds (e.g.
foreign aid). IRR and NPV will be
directly affected.

9. Changes in number
of islands consolidated

50%, 33% and 20% of all
inhabited islands

An unknown parameter that is totally
reliant on decision makers and
community decisions. Project
outcomes will be affected.

10. Changes in
population projection

Registered population vs.
resident population

Most islands have a net high
temporary emigration. There is
considerable difference in population
figures and population figures are
central to all calculations

11. Impact of unpriced
costs and benefits

Lump sum estimation: high
US$1 billion, Median $500
million, Low $250 million

Unpriced impacts, more importantly
unpriced costs have the potential
influence project viability.

12. Effects of Statistical
Value of Life (SVL)
Calculations

High, median (present value)
and low value

Assumptions in SVL calculations may
change the size of benefits.

5.4.1. Choosing Among Policies

As discussed earlier, the main purpose of this study is to suggest the viability of the PDC
policy. In this respect, identifying whether the Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is higher than
the discount rates used53, would be sufficient. If both policy options have IRR‘s higher than
discount rates, then the IRR value itself will be used to suggest the best option. Results for
the IRR, Net Present Value and Benefit-Cost Ratio and further discussions on the findings
will be presented in the next chapter.

53

For a definition, see section 5.1.1
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5.5. CONCLUSION
This chapter has presented the BCA methodology used in assessing the viability of PDC
policy. Given the relative complexity of assessing national level policies, a proper
framework and analysis technique is crucial for achieving meaningful results. The approach
used in this study is straightforward, but has been modified to adjust for a more aggregate
level analysis. In this respect, the use of sensitivity analysis forms a central component of
this analysis.
Emphasis is placed on the fact that there were significant challenges in diverging this study
any further, due to limitations in data and conceptual limitations associated with a multisettlement policy analysis. Many discrete choices have been made throughout this
assessment to overcome such limitations, wherever possible. Due to the size of this study,
some of the minor choices may not have been explicitly stated in this chapter.
The approach presented in this study reflects the realities for a planner in a smaller island
state or a developing country. The limitations in datasets, difficulties in acquiring data and
lack of established standards and official figures required for BCA, are practical limitations
that would need to be overcome in evaluating the PDC policy in a small island setting.
Hence to that extent, the assessment framework and procedures present in this study
represents a potential replicable model for similar assessments in other small island states.
As a final note, this analysis goes only as far as to suggest the viability of the policy using
the main costs and benefits. It does not provide the exact value of a PDC policy, which can
only be determined at the project level implementation. However, this study does evaluate
the scale of costs involved and account for the potential variations using sensitivity
analyses.
The results and implication of this BCA analysis is discussed in the following chapter.
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6.

Chapter 6

: Economic Viability: Results and Discussion

Economic Viability: Results and Discussion

This chapter continues the economic viability assessment from the preceding chapter and,
presents and discusses the results of the Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA) for a PDC policy in
the Maldives. The workings required for the national level policy analysis is substantial and
complex, and is presented in Appendix 7. A digital copy of the workings and the
automated Excel model is provided in the accompanying CD for detailed reference (see
Appendix 11). The approach used in this chapter is to summarize the results and
concentrate on presenting the main findings relevant in advancing the debate on economic
viability of the PDC strategy. The objective of this Chapter is to evaluate the BCA
framework presented in Chapter 5 and to discuss the economic viability of the PDC
strategy in the Maldives.
The chapter is presented in three parts. First, a summary of the main findings are
presented. The second section will present the findings of the sensitivity analysis and the
final section will discuss the implications of the findings.
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6.1. GENERAL FINDINGS
The overall results suggest that PDC strategy or the ‗PDC option‘54 is economically viable.
Table 6.1 shows a summary of the comparison between the two options at the ‗best guess‘
social discount rate of 7.5 percent. The Internal Rate of Return (IRR)55 of the ‗PDC option‘
is higher than the best guess discount rate and the maximum discount rate (13 percent)
specified for this study. Moreover, the Net Present Value (NPV)56 is positive, although the
value is rather small for a national level policy and leaves little room for potential variations
in critical variables. A sensitivity analysis, therefore, is necessary to establish the true extent
of the economic viability and is addressed in the next section. In comparison, the ‗nonPDC option‘ appears infeasible. Its IRR is negative, and NPV of benefits is
overwhelmingly negative.
Table 6.1: Comparison of the overall BCA results for the two policies
Policy Option / BCA comparison

PDC Option

Non-PDC Option

Net Benefits (Millions US$) – (NPV)

$87.34

-$823.71

$1,135.82

$325.59

-$1,048.47

-$1,149.30

15-16%

negative

1.08

0.14

Present value of Benefits - (Millions US$)
Present value of Costs - (Millions US$)
Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
Benefit-Cost Ratio (B/C Ratio)

Figure 6.1 provides a graphical summary of the overall economic assessment. This is
intended to provide the reader with a conceptual view of the whole assessment, before the
details are presented. The main components of the BCA are organized into two broad
assessments: the PDC option and the non-PDC option. Findings for both policy options
are compiled to derive the key indicators: IRR, NPV and B/C ratio. The final results are
then tested using sensitivity analyses (see Table 6.6). The rest of this section will expand on
the key findings.

Definitions of the ‘PDC option’ and ‘non-PDC option’ is provided in Chapter 5, Section 5.1
IRR is defined as the ‘discount rate at which the present value of benefits equals the present value of
costs’ Sinden, J. A. & Thampapillai, D. J., 1995. Introduction to Benefit-Cost Analysis, Longman
Australia, Melbourne. (p.145)
56
NPV is defined as the ‘difference between the present value of benefits and the present value of costs’
(Ibid., p.145). Present value is defined as the ‘equivalent value today of a future benefit’ or a cost (Ibid.,
p.115).
54
55
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Figure 6.1: Graphical summary of the BCA components and main factors used in the assessment
GRAPHICAL SUMMARY OF THE BCA COMPONENTS &
THE MAIN FACTORS USED IN THE CALCULATION
PDC Option

Non-PDC Option

Primary Public Benefits
Capital costs avoided in 'migrant' island,
reduced recurrent expenditure, and
lives and property saved
Primary Private Benefits
Reduced travel costs

Primary Public Benefits
Capital costs avoided for 'host' islands

Monetised
Benefits

Monetised
Benefits

Primary Private Benefits
Relocation costs avoided & lives saved

Secondary Public & unpriced Benefits
Income change, reduced cost of goods,
economies of scale, improved access
to services, improved environment, etc..

Benefits - Costs
(IRR, NPV, B/C Ratio)
Primary Public Costs
Policy administration costs (housing &
compensation), 'host' island capital
costs, increase in recurrent exp. etc...
Primary Public Costs
Primary Private Costs
Private relocation costs, increase in living
costs, loss of income loss of property.

Secondary Public & unpriced costs
Environmental degradation, social
impact costs, loss of location advantage
reduction in plot size etc..

Monetised
Costs

Monetised
Costs

Sensitivity Analyses
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Capital costs, opportunity cost
of recurrent costs

The negative results for the ‗non-PDC option‘ add to the claim that the current policy of
providing basic infrastructure and services to all islands is infeasible (MPND, 2007b;
2006b). More importantly, from the perspective of this study, it also confirms the
impracticality of providing protection to all inhabited islands, due the prohibitively higher
costs. The total cost of coastal protection was valued at US$1.8 billion when ‗whole island‘
or ‗whole coastline‘ protection was considered and US$1.1 billion when protection of only
the ‗settlement area‘ or footprint was considered. This finding is similar to the US$1.9 billion
(for whole island) reported by IPCC (1990).
The ‗savings in public expenditure‘ from the PDC policy is not as high as speculated57 and,
in fact, had a negative NPV. The total savings amounted to a nominal value of US$479
million (Present Value = -US$14 million) or 16 percent of the potential costs under a nonPDC option. Approximately US$6-28 million in public expenditure could to be saved
annually during the first half of the project but incurs significant negative net benefits
during the latter half. The reasons appear to be threefold. First, the abandoned islands
usually have small populations and are assumed to require proportionately smaller
infrastructure and services. Subsequently, the benefits from ‗foregone investments‘ in these
islands are small. Secondly, a number of costs are transferred from the ‗migrant‘ island to
the ‗host‘ island as infrastructure upgrade and recurrent costs. On average, 50-75 percent of
recurrent costs are transferred in this manner and the value of foregone investments is
reduced due to ‗host‘ island infrastructure upgrades. Finally, public expenditure on policy
administration, particularly housing costs and compensations, is substantially high (see
Table 6.2). It could be argued that the benefits from the saving in public expenditure will
be realized in the long-run, perhaps beyond the policy implementation timeframe, with the
reduced recurrent expenditure and capital costs.
The ‗PDC option‘ incurs negative annual net benefits of up to -US$23 million during the
first 10 years and annual positive benefits of over US$120 million in the latter half of the of
implementation programme. This pattern is prevalent due to the high ‗upfront‘ or initial
costs of developing ‗host‘ islands and policy administration, and due to the accumulation of

57

Based on interviews with Mr. Mohamed Imad (Director, Spatial Planning, Ministry of Planning and
National Development) and newspaper articles from Haveeru Daily and Aafathis Daily between 2000 and
2006.
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benefits towards the latter half of the programme from ‗recurrent costs avoided‘ in the
migrant or abandoned settlements.
Table 6.2: Direct capital costs of the PDC policy
Nominal Value
(million US$)

Present Value
(million US$)

Percent

98.82

36.00

11.4

592.90

215.99

68.5

Sewerage system upgrade (for new housing)

49.10

17.89

5.7

Power upgrade – (for new housing )

41.50

15.12

4.8

Waste management service upgrade

3.81

1.39

0.4

Social protection upgrade

5.03

1.83

0.6

11.45

4.17

1.3

Education infrastructure upgrade

8.94

3.83

1.0

Health care infrastructure upgrade

10.67

3.89

1.2

Community infrastructure upgrade

43.86

15.98

5.1

866.06

316.08

Relocation costs (compensation)
Housing costs

Desalination system upgrade

Total

100

As expected, the administrative costs of the ‗PDC option‘ are comparatively high. Table 6.2
summarizes the direct capital costs incurred from the policy. A significant 80 percent of the
direct capital costs are identified as administrative costs, of which 69 percent is incurred on
housing subsidies. Hence, a change in the policy implementation tools, such as subsidies or
housing policy, could have major implications on the viability of the overall policy.
Significant costs are also incurred in developing the ‗host‘ islands. Approximately US$1
billion is incurred in developing all the ‗host‘ islands or the remaining non-migrant islands58
with full amenities. The highest costs are incurred on coastal protection, water supply and
access infrastructure59 (see Table 6.3). The current public sector investment prioritisation
puts coastal protection and water supply at a lower priority compared to other basic
infrastructure and services such as access infrastructure, health care and education (MoFT,
2005; 2006). This is mainly due to the high costs associated with such infrastructure.

58

As will be explored in the next chapter, it may not be plausible to resettle all islands identified as
‘migrant’ islands within a democratic society and within a voluntary migration scheme. Such islands may
need to be developed with the very basic amenities and the cost of this development will need to be
accommodated in the overall policy.
59
The term is used to describe infrastructure such as harbours, jetties and reef entrance channels.
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Table 6.3: Secondary capital costs of the PDC policy
Nominal Value
(millions US$)

Present Value
(millions US$)

Percent

Coastal protection

492.36

233.23

48.5

Land reclamation

65.14

28.31

6.4

Access infrastructure: capital costs

122.55

53.26

12.1

Access infrastructure: maintenance

15.41

6.70

1.5

Road infrastructure

37.77

16.41

3.7

Road infrastructure: maintenance

22.66

9.85

2.2

Waste site establishment & management

31.42

13.66

3.1

Social protection (police and fire service)

70.84

30.79

7.0

131.52

57.16

13.0

16.73

7.27

1.6

Basic health services: capital costs

2.83

1.23

0.3

Judicial service establishment

5.61

2.44

0.6

1,014.83

529.52

100

Water supply (desalination)
Education: capital costs

Total

In this respect, it could be argued that, implementation of the PDC policy may be
accelerated by postponing such ‗low priority‘ infrastructure to latter stages of the project.
However, doing so will leave the population vulnerable to natural disasters, as more
population is concentrated on islands without adequate defences and thus, will be against
the arguments for resilient settlements advanced in this thesis.
It is also noteworthy that the coastal protection costs under the ‗PDC option‘ (US$492
million) is less than half the costs of a ‗non-PDC option‘ (US$1.1 billion). As noted earlier,
this finding is in line with one of the key arguments advance in this thesis – that the
consolidation of development costs into selected settlements could reduce the cost of
coastal protection to a manageable level, thereby, making adaption to natural hazards and
climate change more affordable and practical.
There are substantial savings or benefits (approximately US$1.2 billion) gained as
‗development costs avoided‘ from the ‗non-PDC option‘ (see Table 6.4). In fact, this was
the single largest benefit of the PDC policy. On average, US$36-59 million could be
‗avoided‘ annually as public expenditure costs. The biggest contributors are savings from
coastal protection (US$646 million), access infrastructure (US$208 million) and social
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protection costs (US$167 million). These figures represent considerable savings to the
small economy of the Maldives. It should be noted, however, that these figures are based
on the assumption that under the ‗non-PDC option‘ all islands will be developed albeit
with varying level of services60.
Table 6.4: Primary benefits of the PDC policy
Nominal Value
(million US$)

Present Value
(million US$)

Percent

Savings - coastal protection

646.07

257.63

50.35

Savings - access infrastructure capital costs

208.13

86.88

16.22

Savings - land reclamation costs avoided

57.26

22.69

4.46

Savings - access infrastructure maintenance

36.04

13.16

2.81

Savings - road infrastructure & maintenance

16.43

6.59

1.28

Savings - waste site establishment

13.20

5.66

1.03

166.93

70.74

13.01

Savings - desalination system

86.75

28.66

6.76

Savings - education capital costs

30.38

14.26

2.37

5.31

2.56

0.41

16.54

7.29

1.29

1,283.04

516.14

100

Savings - social protection (police and fire)

Savings - basic health service
Savings - Judicial Service establishment
Total

The private costs and benefits were relatively small compared to the significant public costs
associated with the policy61. Variations in private costs, therefore, may only have a minor
impact on the overall net benefits. One notable exception is, perhaps, the Value of

60

This issue is potentially controversial and, perhaps, is unlikely to have a comprehensive answer. In
most societies, there is a rural/urban dichotomy, where the rural areas do not enjoy the same level of
services as their urban counterparts. A lower level of services is, therefore, inherent for outer islands in
the Maldives with smaller population. The debate for a study which tries to monetise these services lies
with determining the acceptable level of service. To minimize arbitrary assumptions, this study uses the
service delivery standards defined by the Maldivian Government for a previous planning programme,
known as the Focus Island Development Programme (see Chapter 3, section 3.7.1). This programme
classified islands into three categories: Regional Focus islands, Atoll Focus Islands, and Primary islands.
Standards of service delivery were defined for each of these categories. For example, the health service
would be provided based on the 5 tier system (see chapter 3) and harbour size will be fixed for the 3
categories. The costs for the ‘non-PDC option’ are based on these service delivery standards. This
decision was taken, as it was logical to assume that in the absence of a PDC policy, the ‘focus island
development programme’ would have been implemented. In this sense, it could be argued that the ‘nonPDC option’ is essentially the ‘Focus island development programme’.
61
The sequencing of the economic assessment prior to social assessment is identified as a weakness of
this thesis, particularly in determining social impacts for the BCA and is addressed in Chapter 8, Section
8.6.4. The smaller private benefits and costs may have been partly related to this limitation.
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Statistical Life (VSL)62. Its use and calculation in BCA has been the subject of considerable
debate63. In this study, a median VSL, based on the probability of fatality and income-overlifetime method has been used. However, the variations between the range of analyses
(high, median and low) and calculation methods – for example, willingness-to-pay method,
income-over-lifetime method and IPCC standard values64 – are so varied, that only a
sensitivity analysis could determine the true impact of VSL on this study.
Table 6.5 shows the private costs and benefits associated with the policy. The private
relocation costs appear small (US$30 million), partly due to the offsets from the
compensations. However, the benefits associated with lives and property saved is
approximately US$500 million, when median values are considered and approximately
US$1.2 billion if the high values are considered.
Table 6.5: Major Private Costs and Benefits of PDC policy
Nominal Value
(million US$)
Relocation costs

Present Value
(million US$)

29.64

10.80

346.33

130.39

High

865.82

325.99

Low

17.31

6.51

138.92

52.07

High

378.87

142.00

Low

42.10

15.78

376.36

231.04

Value of Life saved (Median)

Value of property saved (Median)

Total

In summary, the PDC policy appears to be economically viable based on the assumption
and the parameters used in this study. The large capital and recurrent costs and benefits
dominate the calculations with little affects from the variations in other smaller impacts. In
fact, the detailed analysis of smaller unpriced benefits was minimised, since the policy was
already viable with the evaluation of the primary and secondary benefits. The next section
will present the findings of the sensitivity analyses.

62

See Chapter 5 for detailed explanation of the concept and its limitation.
See Chapter 5, section 5.5.3.4 and the discussion section of this chapter.
64
See Chapter 5, section 5.5.3.4.
63
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6.2. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES FINDINGS
As noted in the previous chapter, sensitivity analyses address the potential uncertainties in
the BCA results and are an essential part of its process. This section presents a summary of
the sensitivity analyses results for the case study. The analyses explore the responsiveness
of NPV, IRR and Benefit-Cost (B/C) Ratio, against variations in the key variables used in
the BCA. A list of the analysis is presented in Table 5.5 (Chapter 5), and the financial
workings are provided in Appendix 7. A summary of the sensitivity analyses results, the
responsiveness of the variables used and the implication of the results are present in Table
6.6, below.
Table 6.6: Summary list of sensitivity analyses and their findings
Sensitivity Analysis

Responsiveness

Implication

1. Variations in social discount rate

Moderate Low

Could accommodate discount rates up
to 15-16 percent.

2. Changes in method of coastal
protection

Moderate

Protecting entire island coastline may
only just make the policy viable.

3. Changes in cost pricing of major
investments

Moderate Low

Higher or lower costs for coastal
protection impractical; higher housing
costs may make the policy unviable.

4. Changes in policy administration
options

High

A subsidy of up to US$37,000 may be
considered for the policy. A value
above US$80,000 makes PDC option
unviable

5. Changes in base currency
exchange rate

Low

May only have minor impacts.

6. Exclusion of recurrent and
secondary costs

High Moderate

Skews the results in favour of the
PDC policy.

7. Inclusion of Inflation

Low

Very low or no impact.

8. Changes in implementation time
frame

High

Relocation of 5 to 7 islands per year is
beneficial.

9. Changes in number of islands
consolidated

High

Policy becomes unviable when less
islands are considered for relocation.

10. Changes in population projection

Moderate High

If lower growth rates are used the
policy is more viable.

11. Impact of unpriced costs and
benefits

Moderate Low

Unpriced benefits are likely to
outweigh the unpriced costs or may
cancel out.

12. Effects of Statistical Value of
Life (SVL) Calculations

Moderate High

Larger migrant population makes
policy more viable
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6.2.1. Variations in Social Discount Rate

Social discount rates were analysed using five possible values which represented minimum,
average minimum, best guess, average maximum and maximum discount rates. The results
are presented in Table 6.7 below.
Table 6.7: Sensitivity results for social discount rates
Discount rate
NPV of benefits
(Millions US$)
B/C ratio

Min.

Avg Min.

Best Guess

Avg Max.

Max.

5%

6.5%

7.5%

10%

13%

173.16

117.89

87.34

43.80

13.49

1.12

1.10

1.08

1.05

1.02

It was found that both NPV and B/C ratio are moderately responsive to the changes in
discount rates; both fall with an increase in the discount rate. The responsiveness and the
relatively small size of the NPV are of concern, as it leaves little room to accommodate
potential uncertainties and variations in other critical variables. Furthermore, the low NPV
may also suggest high elasticity of some critical variables. Under the current assumptions
used for the PDC policy, it can accommodate discount rates up to 15-16 percent. The
‗non-PDC option‘, in contrast, has a negative IRR and the changes in discount rates do not
lead to a positive change. In sum, the PDC policy is viable at all discount rates analysed but
the small margins between maximum discount rate may have implications on variations in
other variables.
6.2.2. Changes in Coastal Protection Coverage

The coastal protection coverage or method – ‗settlement only‘ or ‗whole island‘ protection
– was identified as a critical variable, due to the significant costs involved and the
subsequent benefits from avoiding it in potential migrant islands. As Table 6.8 shows, the
IRR, NPV and B/C ratio are all moderately elastic to a change in coastal protection
coverage. More specifically, the NPV falls considerably from US$87 million to US$14
million between the two options. The IRR falls below the highest discount rate (13
percent) but stays above the ‗best guess‘ discount rate (7.5 percent). Since settlements in
the ‗host‘ islands may expand in time, especially due to the new migrants, the calculations
used for the ‗settlement only‘ option may not be accurate and will require future
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adjustments and extensions. However, it is unlikely that all ‗host‘ islands will require ‗whole
island‘ protection in the short- to medium-term. Thus, a value between the two options is
expected to be more realistic.
Table 6.8: Sensitivity results of coastal protection coverage
Coastal protection coverage
Settlement Only

Whole Island

IRR

15-16%

8-9%

NPV (US$ m) DR=7.5%

$87.34

$14.33

1.08

1.01

B/C Ratio

There are two possible reasons for the responsiveness of this variable. First, the coastline
length of the whole island may be considerably longer than the coastline length around the
built-up areas or settlement footprint65. Secondly, the ‗host‘ islands are, usually, large islands
(with longer coastlines) and protecting them is comparatively more expensive than the
smaller islands avoided. Another two variables which are closely associated with the
method of coastal protection are the probability of fatality and probability of damage to property,
during a natural disaster. If these probabilities are applied for the two coastal protection
methods, the ‗whole island‘ method is likely to derive overwhelmingly higher positive
benefits and the changes in NPV may be positive rather than negative. At present,
however, there is not enough information to reasonably calculate these probabilities as
fatalities have been rare in past events.
6.2.3. Changes in Cost Pricing of Major Capital Investments

The previous section identified coastal protection and housing costs as the two most
significant capital costs, in terms of their potential impact on the viability of the strategy.
Variations in the pricing and rates used in the calculation of these two variables were
analysed for responsiveness using a ‗low-cost‘ and ‗high-cost‘ option in the sensitivity
analysis. The rates (per linear metre) used for coastal protection were varied using
alternative designs and construction methods, namely sand-cement bag based construction

65

There are a few settlements with the built-up area occupying the entire island but most large islands
have significant areas of unused land.
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as the low-cost option and concrete ‗tetrapod‘ design66 as the high-cost option. The rates
used for housing construction and subsidies were also varied using a low-cost or a ‗limited
subsidy‘ option and a high-cost or an ‗extended subsidy‘ option. The details of the rates
used in the analyses are presented in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 in Chapter 5. Results of the coastal
protection analysis are presented below in Table 6.9 and the housing costs are presented in
Table 6.10.
Table 6.9: Sensitivity results - coastal protection capital cost rate variations
Coastal Protection Costs
Low rate

Present rate

High rate

500

2,570

12,410

11-12%

15-16%

43-44%

NPV (US$ m) DR=7.5%

44.21

87.34

336.07

B/C Ratio

1.05

1.08

1.19

Rate (US$ per linear metre)
IRR

The rates for coastal protection were found to be moderately elastic to changes (elasticity =
0.83%), but highly responsive in terms of the overall viability of the policy. All rates
analysed were found to derive IRR above the best guess discount rates. The high-cost
concrete ‗tetrapod‘ option results in an IRR of 43-44 percent and an NPV of US$336
million, which is US$249 million more than the present option. These results, however,
have mixed implications for the study and are partially misleading. The ‗high rate‘ is
associated with a significant increase in the net benefits but it is also associated with an
increase in the real cost of the project; it leads a significantly higher expenditure in ‗host‘
island development. The increase in benefits is the result of the changes in ‗costs avoided‘
in migrant islands and not necessarily a ‗useful benefit‘ when compared with alternative
low-cost options with similar engineering efficiency67. Conversely, the low-cost option
reduces the real cost of the project, but will have a lower engineering efficiency and,
therefore, higher maintenance costs. Hence, in practical terms, the policy would be better
off adopting the present rate which guarantees appropriate coastal protection and reduces
the real capital costs.

66

A four-legged concrete structure used as an armour unit on breakwaters. This is the method used in the
capital city and has withstood major events such as Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004.
67
The term engineering efficiency is used here to refer to the effectiveness of the coastal protection
structures against the local wave conditions.
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Table 6.10: Sensitivity results – housing cost variations
Housing Costs
Low rate

Present rate

High rate

Rate (US$ per house)

19,455

23,350

31,128

IRR

22-23%

15-16%

9-10%

NPV (US$ m) DR=7.5%

135.38

87.34

27.38

1.14

1.08

1.02

B/C Ratio

The rates for housing development were found to be relatively inelastic (elasticity = 2.88%). However, the lower rate provides some gains in NPV (US$48 million) and IRR (6
percent). Conversely, an increase in the rate is associated with a decline in the NPV and
IRR. A main difference between the housing and coastal protection variable is that the
former is price elastic. Housing construction rates are likely to vary based on market
conditions. Costs may decline due to the policy as well, with the increased supply and
demand of public housing contracts. Similarly, there is potential for costs to increase due to
a higher demand and limited supply of imported construction material and labour.
The two variables discussed above are the largest single variables in the policy and the
findings suggest that they are likely to influence the NPV or IRR in the future. An increase
in coastal protection costs may not make the policy unviable but will increase the demand
on short-term finance and hence, will affect the practicality of the policy. An increase in
housing costs are more likely to influence the viability of the project, although, at present, it
appears the high-rate considered is feasible. Since, the Maldives is a net importer of
construction material, there is also the potential for significant short-term changes from
price variations in commodities such as oil and construction material. Housing costs are
addressed further in the next subsection within the context of potential changes in policy
options.
6.2.4. Changes in Policy Administration Options

The administrative costs of the policy are, arguably, the only components which can be
significantly controlled by the Government to affect the viability of the project.
Administrative costs mainly comprise of the housing costs and relocation compensations.
As noted above, the housing costs dominate this component.
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Table 6.11: Sensitivity results – changes in administrative costs
Lowest
rate

Low rate

Present
rate

High rate

Highest
rate

10,000.00

20,000.00

27,237.35

40,000.00

50,000.00

IRR

Positive

39-40%

15-16%

6-7%

Negative

NPV (US$ m)

269.65

177.13

$87.34

-7.90

-131.19

1.31

1.18

1.08

0.99

0.90

All Subsidies (per
Household – US$)

B/C Ratio

Changes to the administrative costs were found to be highly elastic as shown Table 6.11,
above. Administrative costs beyond US$37,000 per household generates negative net
benefits at the best guess discount rate and rates above US$30,000 would make the policy
break-even at the highest discount rate. The current value, however, is above the highest
discount rate used in the study. Hence, under the current assumptions, a subsidy of up to
US$37,000 can be considered in the policy. There is a potential for the costs to increase,
especially if management costs for the policy such as policy marketing, consultation and
travel costs are included. If administration costs increase beyond US$80,000 per household
relocated, the NPV of the ‗PDC option‘ would be lower than that of ‗non-PDC option‘
making the ‗PDC option‘ financially unsuitable for the Maldives.
Lowering the administration costs is an option to reduce the financial burden on the policy
and make it more practical. However, any reduction in the compensations will results in a
transfer of these costs to the migrants, thereby, increasing the private costs. Hence,
although there is room to manipulate the compensations and subsidies, the overall impact
on the viability of the policy could make such changes ineffective.
6.2.5. Changes in Base Currency Exchange Rate

The primary rationale for evaluating the effects of the exchange rate is due to the potential
variations in rates and prices used in this study, which is based on the Maldivian Rufiyaa.
However, the results showed that there is very little practical cause for concern as only the
NPV decreases with an increase in exchanges rates (see Table 6.12). Moreover, the
calculation itself becomes meaningless for three reasons. First the changes to costs and
benefits in the long-term are reflected in the discounted rate. Secondly, the Rufiyaa is
pegged to the US Dollar and tends to remain constant for longer periods (MMA, 2005).
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Finally changes in exchange rates would also reflect inflation and any future measurements
should adjust back to 2005 values used in the study. In sum, changes to exchange rate were
found to be irrelevant.
Table 6.12: Sensitivity results – changes in base currency exchange rates
Base Currency Exchange Rate
Present rate

Low rate

High rate

12.85

15

20

15-16%

15-16%

15-16%

NPV (US$ m)

88.65

74.82

56.12

BC Ratio

1.08

1.08

1.08

Exchange rate (in Rf per 1 US$)
IRR

6.2.6. Exclusion of Recurrent Costs and Secondary Costs

The sensitivity analysis for recurrent costs and secondary costs were undertaken in two
stages: first, the responsiveness of the entire variable was determined by excluding them
from the calculations and; second the responsiveness to cost variations within the variables
was examined. A summary of the results for the first analysis is presented in Table 6.13.
The key finding was that the policy was highly responsive to the inclusion or exclusion of
recurrent and secondary costs. The results for recurrent costs show that the policy becomes
unviable – with a negative IRR and NPV – when they are removed. Conversely, the
removal of secondary costs makes the policy more viable with a positive IRR and a six-fold
increase in NPV. If both the recurrent and secondary costs are excluded, the overall
impacts on the assessment are positive due the higher value of secondary costs. The main
reasons for these responses are that recurrent costs are a significant benefit (see below) and
that the secondary costs are a significant cost to the policy. Exclusion of either may result
in a one-sided assessment.
Table 6.13: Sensitivity results – exclusion of recurrent costs
Including
Recurrent and
Secondary Costs

Excluding
Recurrent
Costs

Excluding
Secondary
Costs

Excluding
Recurrent and
Secondary costs

IRR

15-16%

negative

Positive

Positive

NPV (US$ m) @7.5%

$87.34

-66

$547

382

1.08

0.91

1.93

2.17

BC Ratio @7.5%
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In general, recurrent costs, it could be argued, represent both a significant cost to the
government and an equivalent benefit to the society. Therefore, in a sense, recurrent costs
may be irrelevant in appraising the PDC policy. However, as explained in the methods
section, there may be significant savings from selected ‗costs avoided‘ in the migrant
settlement. These are costs which can be rationalised due to the amalgamation of the public
administration institutions of ‗migrant‘ and ‗host‘ communities. More importantly, based on
the current scope, benefits that matter to the public such as public employee wages and
benefits are transferred to the ‗host‘ island along with the migrants. Costs that are indirectly
related to the public – for example, communication and transport costs68 - are not
transferred. These ‗net costs avoided‘ represent a significant benefit from both the
governments and migrant‘s point of view and is a key rationale in the adoption of the
rationalization-of-service-delivery approach in a PDC strategy (see Chapter 2 and 8).
Hence, inclusions of these costs are beneficial for the policy appraisal.
Similarly, the inclusion of secondary costs (‗host‘ island development costs) may be argued
as irrelevant to the study as these costs may be incurred irrespective of the policy option
chosen and is not directly associated with the PDC policy. Under this argument, only the
relevant cost increases in ‗host‘ islands, specifically due to migration, should suffice for this
study. Nonetheless, since this study is intended as national development policy, the
inclusion of secondary costs and benefits is necessary for the analysis.
The second analysis was undertaken to tests impacts from cost variations. As discussed in
Chapter 5, in the face of political uncertainty and for simplicity, a proportionate ratio is
used to designate potential ‗host‘ islands and ‗migrant‘ islands. However, in practice, not all
these ‗host‘ islands may actually host migrants. Therefore, the cost increases required for
‗host‘ islands may not be relevant to such islands. A distinction between these islands
cannot be made at present, as it may ultimately be a political decision. However, the effects
of a possible change in the policy can be simulated using a sensitivity analysis.
Hence, the second analysis determined a more realistic picture of the impacts from
secondary costs by fixing the number of ‗host‘ islands to 40 islands or 20 percent of all

68

Although such costs are often considered a benefit to the private sector, the development context of
Maldives does not allow such benefits to accrue to the local economy: for example, the communications
sector is controlled by national level companies.
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settlements. An assumption was made that only 40 islands would be developed with the full
amenities and to the standards of a host island. The remaining islands were assumed to be
developed at half-the-cost of developing a ‗host‘ island. These assumptions were derived
from actual costs, based on current infrastructure and service standards used by the
Government of Maldives. The 40 islands are also designates at least two ‗host‘ islands for
each of the 20 administrative atolls.
Table 6.14: Sensitivity results – adjustment of secondary costs
With constant costs
for ‘host’ islands

With adjusted costs
for ‘host’ islands

15-16%

Positive

NPV (US$ m) @7.5%

87.34

178.84

BC Ratio @7.5%

1.08

1.19

IRR

The result of the analysis is presented in Table 6.14. The option to adjust the costs for host
islands into selected settlements was found to make the policy more viable, reflecting on
the finding in the first part of the analysis.
6.2.7. Inclusion of Inflation

This study has opted not to adjust the benefit-cost calculation for the inflation rate, as
explained in Chapter 5, section 5.5.4. The assumption used in this study was that
forecasting inflation rates for the Maldives for longer periods is unreliable and that inflation
affects costs and benefits at the same rate. However, the validity of this assumption is
tested using a sensitivity analysis.
The results of the assessment are presented in Table 6.15. As expected, inflation rate does
not seem to have any significant impact on the viability of the project and is relatively
unresponsive – i.e. the change is NPV is minimal and the IRR and B/C ratio is constant.
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Table 6.15: Sensitivity results – effects of inflation rates
Inflation Rate
1.5%

2.5%

7.0%

15-16%

15-16%

15-16%

NPV (US$ m) @7.5%

88.65

91.71

93.46

BC Ratio @7.5%

1.08

1.08

1.08

IRR

The current assessment used 2.5 percent as the base inflation rate and is the best estimate
based on economic bulletins and country economic reports, which suggests variations
between 2.5 and 6.4 percent (ADB, 2004; IMF, 2005; MMA, 2005; MPND, 2005c). The
inflation rate of Maldives is based on the Consumer Price Index (CPI), which is often
affected by temporary variations in fish prices. Removal of fish prices makes the CPI more
stable (MPND, 2005c) and derives a figure close to 2.5 percent. In this respect, the
inflation rate has rarely gone beyond six percent in the past.
6.2.8. Changes in Implementation Timeframe

Changes in the implementation timeframe and in the number of islands considered as
migrant settlements were forecasted as among the most crucial and variable parameters of
the policy. Since both these variables are, ultimately, a policy decision and are subject to
numerous practical limitations, their exact value may not be determined with certainty at a
pre-policy-decision analysis. Hence, sensitivity analyses were used to test the
responsiveness of these two variables. This subsection will explore the implementation
timeframe and the number of islands will be explored in the next subsection.
The results of the analysis is summarised in Table 6.16. The analysis uses two alternative
options for implementation timeframe: 20 and 14 years. The present proposal is for a 27
year timeframe. These options were based on the number of islands that may be
consolidated in a year: seven island per year for 20 years and 10 islands per a year for 14
year timeframe. The results show that the NPV and B/C ratio are relatively unresponsive
to changes in policy timeframe (see Table 6.16). In contrast, IRR is highly responsive. An
interesting observation was that if the implementation timeframe can be reduced to 20
years, the IRR can be increased significantly without a negative change in NPV or B/C
ratio, but beyond that, all three indicators decrease sharply. However, the 20 and 14 year
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option would require changes in cash-flow to accommodate implementation based on 7 or
10 islands per year.
Table 6.16: Sensitivity results – effects of policy timeframe
Implementation Timeframe (Years)
27

20

14

5

7

10

Nominal Net Benefits

575.96

289.91

185.17

IRR

15-16%

32-33%

30-31%

NPV (m US$) @7.5%

87.3

88.9

71.5

BC Ratio @7.5%

1.08

1.08

1.06

Islands per year

A potential reason for the responsiveness or non-responsiveness of this variable is its
relationship with the ‗migrant‘ settlements considered for relocation. The shorter the
timeframe the smaller the population required for resettlement, as it minimizes the
population growth factor in the overall model69. Hence, a shorter timeframe significantly
reduces the ‗population-tied‘ administrative costs, such as housing and compensation. As
explored elsewhere in this chapter, the administrative costs are highly responsive in the
overall assessment. In addition, the NPV declines with shorter timeframes as benefits
generally increase overtime, especially from the recurrent costs avoided. It appears that 7
islands per year or a 20 year timeframe is a better policy option than the alternatives. The
question is, whether the cash-flow can be adjusted to meet the added demand for shortterm finance.
6.2.9. Changes in the Number of Islands Consolidated

The second assessment looked at the number of island consolidated or relocated. The
results confirm that this variable is highly responsive and that it is one of the most critical
variables of the policy. As Table 6.17 shows, the viability of the policy declines rapidly (i.e.
a negative IRR and NPV) with a reduction in the ratio of ‗migrant‘ islands. It appears that
at least 60 percent of islands may need to be relocated as ‗migrant‘ islands to make the
policy financially viable.

69

A separate sensitivity analysis on changes to population is presented later in this section.
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Table 6.17: Sensitivity results – impact of number of islands considered for consolidation
Proportion of Islands Consolidated
66%

50%

33%

133

104

67

15-16%

negative

negative

NPV (m US$) @7.5%

87.34

-234

-5,602

BC Ratio @7.5%

1.08

0.79

0.15

Number of migrant islands
IRR

The high responsiveness of this parameter could be attributed to the significant increase in
secondary costs or ‗host‘ island upgrade and development costs. If the secondary costs are
removed, the policy generates positive NPV regardless of the number of islands
consolidated. Using the procedure described in section 6.3.6 above, the secondary costs
were adjusted to 40 ‗host‘ islands, to represent a more realistic approach to the policy.
Table 6.18 shows the results of this analysis.
Table 6.18: Sensitivity results – Impact of number of islands adjusted for secondary costs
Proportion of Islands Consolidated
66%

50%

33%

133

104

67

15-16%

2-3%

negative

NPV (m US$) @7.5%

87.34

-37

-2,941

BC Ratio @7.5%

1.08

0.96

0.25

Number of Islands
IRR

The adjustments results in minor improvements in the viability, which, however, were not
enough to make the policy viable using the ratios considered in the analysis. The inclusion
of positive net benefits from the ‗unpriced benefits‘ may provide some relief for the IRR
and NPV, but is unlikely to make the policy viable below 67 islands or 33 percent of all
islands. Hence, it has to be said that as long as ‗host‘ island development costs are
considered within the costs of the entire policy, the number of islands remains a critical
factor in making the policy viable.
One of the key reasons why such a large number of islands are required to make the policy
viable is, perhaps, attributed to the BCA approach used in this study. This assessment
assumes the PDC strategy as a nationwide policy and, therefore, development costs related
to all islands, except the Capital region, are included. In practice, it is plausible that the
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policy could be implemented at a reduced scale, where only selected ‗host‘ and ‗migrant‘
islands are considered in the assessment. However, such a reduction was found to merely
reduce the values proportionately, but the patterns in high number of islands remained. In
sum, the number of islands is a critical variable in determining the financial viability of the
PDC strategy.
6.2.10. Changes in Population Projection

Population forecasting was identified as a major challenge during the analysis, due to the
varying methods available for calculation. The population figures published in the Maldives
are usually presented either as ‗registered‘ or ‗enumerated‘ values70. This study uses
‗registered‘ population rather than the ‗enumerated‘ population, since there is a possibility
that some of the registered population who have migrated temporarily for work or
education might return. Unfortunately, there is a significant difference between registered
population and enumerated population, especially in the smaller and most vulnerable
islands. Since the 1980s, there has been substantial migration from the outer islands to the
Capital Male‘, peaking in 2006, when for the first time a large number of outer islands
reported negative growth rates (MPND, 2002; MPND, 2008a). It is highly plausible that
most of these temporary migrants may choose not return to their islands leaving a
permanent gap between actual and listed population. Thus, the calculation of ‗migrant‘
population in this study is likely to be over-estimated and hence, may have implications on
the policy administration costs such as housing and compensations.
Similarly, population growth rates provides a challenge in a multi-settlement national level
policy analysis, in that growth rates for the country, administrative atoll and individual
islands are often different. In an aggregated analysis such as this, the use of various growth
rates may yield varying results. In addition, growth rates are expected to change overtime
and may, therefore, be an important factor in policy analyses involving longer timeframes.
This study has used the combined growth rate for all outer islands. The alternative national
growth rate is dominated by population growth in Male‘ and therefore, higher than outer
island average. The latest census figures are also distorted by dislocations during the 2004
Indian Ocean tsunami (MPND, 2006).
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Registered population represents the persons listed on the Island Register, regardless of their current
residence. Enumerated population is usually derived from the Population and Housing Census and is
based on the location of a person at the time of the Census.
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Table 6.19: Sensitivity results – impact of population projection
Projection Parameter
Current projection
(Outer island
growth rate)

Island specific
growth rates71

Atoll specific
growth rate

Population to be consolidated

153,986

180,859

85,422

IRR

15-16%

Positive

Positive

NPV (m US$) @7.5%

87.34

86.86

229.36

BC Ratio @7.5%

1.08

1.08

1.25

Hence, a sensitivity analysis to determine the responsiveness of the BCA to changes in
population forecasts was undertaken using the two alternate methods of growth rate
calculation72: island specific growth rates and atoll specific growth rates. The results show
that the population variable plays a key role in the overall viability of the policy. In general,
a decline in projected population reduces the policy administration cost and thereby,
increases the overall viability of the policy (see Table 6.19). Conversely an increase in the
population projection will lead to an increase in the administrative costs and the benefits
from VSL. The island specific growth rates, which varies considerably between islands,
yields a higher population and the atoll specific growth rates, which have lower average
growth rates, yields a substantially lower population. In sum, the use of growth rate
calculation method may have an impact on the final results and, an island specific growth
rate or an average growth of all outer islands were identified as the best options to use in
PDC policy analysis.
6.2.11. Impact of Unpriced Costs and Benefits

This study uses a sensitivity analysis to evaluate the effects of unpriced costs on the overall
BCA. Unpriced costs and benefits were not specifically valued in the main assessment due
to limitations in data for shadow pricing and time restrictions. It is acknowledged here that
valuing unpriced costs and benefits are an essential part of the BCA analysis and should be
included in more detailed studies. However, since this study is providing only a guide to the
potential viability of the PDC policy and is not intended as a comprehensive valuation of
the policy, the use of unpriced values in sensitivity analysis may be accommodated. Three
71

There are potential errors in this calculation due to population displacement from 2004 Indian Ocean
Tsunami.
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Calculations are provided by Statistics Section of the Ministry of Planning and National Development
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lump sum values were used based on the findings from methods and reasoning described
in Chapter 5 and Appendix 8. The results of this analysis are presented in Table 6.20 below.
Table 6.20: Sensitivity results – impact of unpriced costs
Unpriced Costs: Nominal Value Assumptions
$250 Million

$500 Million

$1 Billion

IRR

6.37%

negative

negative

NPV (m US$) @7.5%

-18.60

-124.54

-336.41

0.99

0.90

0.77

BC Ratio @7.5%

The results show that unpriced costs are a critical variable in determining the overall
viability of the policy. The inclusion of the unpriced costs appears to makes the policy
unviable (i.e. reduces the IRR below best guess discount rate) even at the lowest estimate of
US$250 million (see Table 6.20). The breakeven value is estimated around US$200 million
at the best guess discount rate. The ‗best guess estimates‘ of unpriced costs are between
US$500 million and US$1 billion. Hence, if the unpriced costs alone are included in the
assessment, the results will be skewed towards the costs and may appear unviable.
Similarly, the unpriced secondary benefits have been identified as lump sum values for
study. One of the fundamental arguments of the PDC strategy is that it has the potential to
generate economies of scale within the new community, fostering economic growth,
employment opportunities and general improvements in quality of life. The values used for
the assumptions were, high (+US$2 Billion), medium (US$750 Million) and low (US$350
million).
Since the value of unpriced benefits was predicted higher than the costs, there was no
further need for analysis in this component. However, due to the high degree of
assumptions and shadow pricing used, the overall result may depend on the confidence in
the lump sum values. First, the key figure in the assessment is the breakeven value of
US$200 million in the unpriced costs. Since the lowest estimated benefits are at US$350
million it is likely that the policy will go below breakeven, even with the lowest value of
unpriced benefits. Secondly, based on the assumptions, it is unlikely that the value of
unpriced costs will go beyond US$1 Billion (a conservative assessment), while the
maximum value of benefits is likely be much higher than the US$2 billion, particularly in
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the long-term. Thus, confidence in the unpriced costs and benefits cancelling each other is
high and are unlikely to make the policy unviable.
6.2.12. Variations in Value of Statistical Life Calculations

Value of Statistical Life (VSL) was identified as another potentially critical variable due to
the significant variations in its values and due to its high elasticity to changes in probability
of lives saved. Hence, a sensitivity analysis was used to evaluate its responsiveness to the
probability of lives saved. A summary of the results are presented in Table 6.21 below.
Table 6.21: Sensitivity results – impact of VSL
Probability of Fatality in VSL
Low rate

Present rate

High rate

Probability of fatality (proportion
of island population)

0.10%

2.0%

5.0%

IRR

5-6%

15-16%

Positive

NPV (Millions US$)

-36.5

87.34

282.9

BC Ratio

0.97

1.08

1.27

The results, as expected, showed that VSL is highly elastic to the probability of fatality. It
was also found that a higher probability of fatality results in a higher NPV, IRR and B/C
ratio. This is to be expected as VSL contributes a significant proportion of private benefits.
There are some key challenges in determining the appropriate rate for the policy. First, it is
difficult to determine the exact probability of disaster events with the capability to cause
fatalities in the Maldives, as there have only been a few in the past. Secondly, it needs to be
determined whether events forecasted beyond the policy timeframe should be included in
the assessment. This study has accounted for one severe incident (the 2004 Indian Ocean
tsunami), but the long-term probability of Maldives experiencing another similar or worse
disaster is predicted with a return period of 219 years (UNDP, 2006, p. 36). If the
probability is high, the benefits will increase exponentially and outweigh most of the costs.
If the probability is low, it removes a significant amount of benefits from the study and, in
fact, takes the NPV back to –US$95 million and the B/C ratio to 0.91.
In sum, VSL should be considered an important variable in the analysis, especially since the
policy is promoting climate and natural hazard resilience as one of the rationales for
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implementing a PDC strategy. However, it is also a highly uncertain variable which could
be subject to numerous variations depending on the assumptions used.
6.3. DISCUSSION
The results presented above indicate that a PDC policy, based on the modified approach
advanced in thesis, could be economically viable in the Maldives. However, the sensitivity
analysis indicates that there are a number of conditions and ‗break-even points‘ which may
determine its overall viability. The results have also revealed there are potential practical
challenges that may affect the efficient implementation of the strategy. The rest of this
section will explore these and other key findings in detail.
6.3.1. Economic Viability in the Long-run

The analysis revealed that, in the long-run, a PDC approach to planning may be
comparatively more viable to develop the outer islands of the Maldives than a non-PDC
approach. The negative NPV and IRR of the non-PDC approach, compared with the
positive values for the PDC approach (see Table 6.1), partially reflects on the claim that a
non-PDC approach is uneconomical and unaffordable (see MPND, 2007b). Under a nonPDC approach, the total public expenditure required for providing the basic services and
hazard mitigation to all settlements is extremely high and there are significant diseconomies
of scale in service provision – due to small populations and high per capita costs. On the
other hand, a PDC approach appears to save public expenditure by rationalizing service
delivery and hazard mitigation into selected islands. It could also be argued, however, that
the savings in public expenditure between the two options, at least during the policy
implementation timeframe, are minimal – i.e. US$479 million or 16 percent of the
estimated total costs. Hence, in the short-term, there is little difference in terms of the
affordability of the two options due to the significantly high policy administration costs of
a PDC policy. In the long-run, however, the benefits are expected to increase for PDC
policy due to the incremental accumulation of recurrent and capital costs avoided from a
non-PDC approach.
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6.3.2. Reducing the Cost of Service Delivery and, Hazard and Climate Adaptation

The results also appear to be in line with a key argument advanced in this thesis: a PDC
policy can help reduce the physical vulnerability of Maldives settlements by reducing
mitigation and adaptation costs to a manageable level. The results show that the costs of
coastal protection, the biggest component of mitigation, alone can be reduced by 57
percent (from US$1.8 Billion to US$773 Million). Similarly, the per capita cost of
protection could be reduced from US$9,700 to US$4,20073. Hence, with the reduced
values, a short to medium term public investment programme could achieve the objectives
of nationwide protection. At the very least, a considerably larger population may be
protected in the short-term from a PDC policy than a non-PDC policy.
6.3.3. Demand for Short-term Finance

It appears that the strategy is financially and, to some extent, socially beneficial74, if it could
be implemented in a shorter timeframe. However, a shorter timeframe is likely to introduce
a significant demand for short-term or ‗upfront‘ finance to implement the strategy. During
the year 2006, the Public Sector Investment Programme (PSIP) had approximately US$130
million allocated for the development of outer islands, including an unprecedented US$100
million in foreign aid for Post Tsunami Reconstruction Programme. The average annual
capital required to implement PDC policy at 5, 7 and 10 islands per year75 are US$71
million, US$91 million and US$125 million, respectively. Hence, it could be argued that the
current economic capacity of the Maldives may not be able to accommodate developments
beyond five islands per year. Moreover, it has to be assumed that all the funds available for
outer island development will be used for the PDC policy, which in practice is unrealistic.
Nevertheless, the demand for short-term finance is likely to become a significant challenge
and may have to be accommodated through fund injections from foreign aid and
development loans. Access to concessional loans and foreign aid may become increasingly
difficult once the Maldives is graduated from the United Nations list of Least Developed
Countries, within the next few years (MPND, 2007b).
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In 2005 prices.
This issue is explored in more detail in the next chapter
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See section 6.2.8 above.
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The high upfront costs are the result of the compaction of development costs into a
shorter timeframe and have to be expected under a PDC strategy. Under a non-PDC
approach these cost would have been spread over a longer timeframe making financing
practical, albeit with slow socio-economic development. It is essential that the demand for
immediate financing be addressed in a timely manner. If not, there is a danger that the
political and social factors may contribute to a premature abandonment of the policy,
similar to some past PDC applications (for example, see Pióro, 1972; Hodge, 1988; Pallot,
1988).
6.3.4. Breakeven Points and Volatility of the Critical Variables

Despite the overall viability of PDC policy, the sensitivity analysis revealed that a PDC
policy may be volatile to moderate or significant changes in some of the critical variables
used in the assessment. Given its current NPV and IRR, it could be argued as hinging on
‗breakeven‘. It may be susceptible to both the calculation methods and the eventual policy
implementation tools adopted by the decision makers. Variables significantly affected by
calculation methods include discount rate, population projections and Value of Statistical
Life. Variables affected by policy options include the number of islands considered for
consolidation, policy implementation timeframe and, policy administration costs.
Significant changes to any of these variables may affect the final outcome of the policy.
Some of the variables analysed also suggested ‗breakeven points‘ for a PDC policy. The
most critical of these variables were the number of islands considered for consolidation. If
the recurrent costs and secondary costs (‗host‘ island development costs) are counted as
impacts, the policy would breakeven with the ‗consolidation‘ of around 100-120 islands or
50-60 percent of all islands. In the best case scenario, where adjustments in service
standards are made to unconsolidated islands, about 80-100 islands or 40-50 percent of
islands would still need to be consolidated. It could perhaps be argued that this figure
represents the number of inhabited islands that can make development ‗viable‘ in the
Maldives.
These limitations may have major implications on the viability and practicality of a PDC
policy, since not all islands identified as ‗migrant islands‘ may opt or be convinced to
relocate. Hence, in practice, the breakeven points are highly unlikely to be reached with
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voluntary migration and within the specified policy timeframe. The number of islands
becomes a critical variable since it is assumed that all islands in the Maldives would be
developed either as a ‗migrant‘ island or a ‗host‘ island; there is no third option, except for
the capital city region76. Hence, a reduction in one group results in an increase in the other.
In practice, it is plausible that not all settlements may be considered under a PDC strategy
and that selected settlements could be developed under a different planning strategy. Thus,
a reduced scope of the policy may yield a smaller number of islands which may make the
policy breakeven, albeit with limited results in reducing the overall vulnerability of the
Maldives.
The volatility or responsiveness of some critical variables to moderate changes in
parameters does raise questions about the stability of the analysis. However, it should be
noted that the best guess assumptions made in this study are conservative and provides a
buffer for moderate negative changes in its critical variables. In addition, the predicted
‗unpriced benefits‘ offer significant values in favour of the project which may compensate
for unpriced costs and minor to moderate changes in critical variables.
6.3.5. Limitations in the Benefit-Cost Analysis

Benefit-Cost Analysis is one of the most established methods for project and policy
appraisal but its use has always been associated with both conceptual and practical
limitations (Weimer and Vining, 2005). The conceptual limitations are associated with the
practicality of monetising all impacts and the use of net benefits as an indicator for
choosing ‗winners‘ and ‗losers‘. Most criticism directed at BCA targets these two aspects
(for example: Kornai, 1979; 1995). The most controversial of these debates is related to
valuing human life (Graham and Vaupel, 1980). In response, the proponents of BCA admit
that all values cannot be monetised, but argue that quantifying as many factors as possible
helps to discipline and make transparent the political decisions by providing an easily
understood point of comparison (Weimer and Vining, 2005). In practice, BCA helps to
standardize policy decisions, using a common valuation method, which may otherwise be
political decisions taken based on vested interest or speculated impacts. In this respect, the
role of BCA in assisting the decision making is still relevant.
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The capital city region is excluded from this proposal for a PDC strategy as it an already established,
urban region. The PDC strategy is exclusively targeted at the outer islands or rural settlements.
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Nonetheless, this assessment inherited the known practical and conceptual limitations in
using BCA for ‗regional‘ planning policy appraisal77. The two key limitations are the
conceptual complexities associated with the specification of a complete model for impact
analysis and the sheer size of data requirements (Schofield, 1989). A policy level analysis,
compared to a project level analysis, has to deal with potential multiple projects spanning
over numerous settlements and with the uncertainties in policy parameters. This study,
therefore, required a significant degree of aggregation and assumptions, in order to make
the assessment practical. There are two key problems associated with this approach. First,
the aggregated values often represent a ‗mean value‘, regardless of potential regional or site
conditions. Secondly, the degree of impact is assumed to be constant throughout the
country, whereas in practice it may not be.
Some impacts of the PDC policy were also found to be immeasurable at a national level,
due to uncertainties in policy parameters. The most important of these parameters are
related to the explicit identification of a specific ‗host‘ settlement, on to which a specific
‗migrant‘ settlement would be relocated. It is impossible to identify the specific relocation
site beforehand, as it may ultimately be a decision taken by the migrants and decision
makers. As a result, site-specific impacts such as demographic changes, or increase in
demand for age-specific public services, or potential effects on income, cannot be
satisfactorily measured at a broad policy level.
The sheer size of data requirements for a policy level analysis also posed practical
limitations for this study. In particular, there were limitations related to secondary data
availability, quality and official economic rates required for BCA. Usually, a BCA in
developing countries is faced with data limitations from market distortions and
disequilibria, misdistribution of income and wealth, and savings shortages (Brent, 1998). It
could be argued that similar issues were characteristic of the Maldivian economy as well. A
common fix to the problem is the extensive use of shadow pricing. Unfortunately, the data
necessary for shadow pricing itself was limited, especially for calculations such as VSL and
discount rate. Hence, the key prices and rates had to be calculated anew, but a few
calculations – such as the detailed unpriced costs and benefits – had to be deferred for a
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Explored in Chapter 5, section 5.2.
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future study, due to time limitations. However, care was taken to treat these variables as
volatile values and test their potential variations in a sensitivity analysis.
Some of the valuations undertaken in this study are highly subjective and controversial, as
is the case in most CBAs. In particular, the value of human life, value of injuries, estimates
for loss of life and injuries, the social discount rate, hazard event probability and intangible
costs, may be highlighted. It is apparent that values used in these calculations may never be
fixed and can be subjected to lengthy debates. It could be argued that, when viewed from a
social science perspective, some of these calculations even cross ethical boundaries.
However, as noted above, the purpose of this CBA is not to fix the values for social
phenomena but to merely understand the scale of costs and benefits associated with a
broad policy.
It could also be argued that a wide range of intangible social phenomena are missing in this
assessment. Such phenomena may play a major role in the ultimate viability of a policy with
potential significant social implications. Benefits (or costs) of social phenomena such
community organization, social capital, cultural capital, community cohesiveness, selfsufficiency, autonomy and trust, may play an important role in achieving beneficial or
negative outcomes for a given ‗host‘ or ‗migrant‘ community. For some migrant
communities, these phenomena could provide significant benefits if they could be
enhanced in the new ‗host‘ community and significant costs if they worsen the status quo.
Nonetheless, the financial implications of such phenomena are not captured in this
assessment.
6.3.6. Weaknesses in Social Impact Valuation

The overall analysis, it could be argued, is hampered due to a lack of a detailed social
impact analysis. As noted in the last section, a number of phenomena are left unexplored
and unvalued due the absence of such an analysis. However, a more comprehensive social
impact assessment was always intended in the social change assessment component, the
results of which are presented in Chapter 7. The only significant problem was that social
change assessment was undertaken after the economic assessment. In hindsight, it would
have been more beneficial to undertake both the economic and social assessments
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concurrently, as findings from both assessments enhance each other78. This assessment
acknowledges the weakness and attempts to address the impacts through unpriced costs
and sensitivity analyses. Hence, while a comprehensive social impact valuation has not been
undertaken, the key impacts with significant financial implications are expected to be
sufficiently addressed in this analysis. In addition, it is likely that the monetary values of
social impacts may not outweigh the benefits but the real concern is whether the social
impacts could make the policy impractical. To this extent, social change assessment may
provide a better picture.
6.3.7. A Practical Model and Database

The BCA framework presented in this assessment has been modified to suit a policy level
analysis and to the realities of planning appraisal in a small island state. The framework
forms an essential component of the overall methodological framework and, is suitable for
further and continued assessment of the PDC strategy in the Maldives. Moreover, the
framework may be replicable for other similar planning appraisals.
The spreadsheet model, presented in Appendix 7 and 11, also provides a useful base model
for further analysis. It is developed as an automated model with the potential to alter the
ranking of vulnerable islands, prices, rates and assumptions used in the assessment.
Moreover, the sensitivity analyses are also linked to the main assessment, providing the
ability for automated assessments, if a change in the main assessment is required. Finally,
this study has also provided a compilation of numerous data sources, which may be highly
useful for future similar studies.
6.4. CONCLUSION
This chapter has presented and discussed the findings of the economic viability assessment.
The overall assessment reveals that a PDC strategy is likely to be economically viable but
only under certain conditions. Moreover, there may be significant practical limitations
arising due to an increase in demand for short-term finance and political pressures. The
conceptual and practical limitations in the BCA are acknowledged and methods have been
proposed to overcome them within the practical realities of planning appraisal in a small
78

Implications of this finding on the overall methodological framework presented in thesis are addressed
in Chapter 8.
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island state. This assessment is not intended as a comprehensive valuation of the PDC
strategy but rather a policy guide to the potential viability of the strategy during its
implementation timeframe. The BCA framework presented here is also meant to be
practical and replicable for other similar studies.
A BCA is generally intended as both a social and economic assessment. However, the true
social impacts of a policy are unlikely to be covered using the BCA approach as much of
the impacts could fall within the category of immeasurable benefits. Hence, a separate
social change assessment component is included in the methodological framework, and is
presented in the next Chapter.
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7. Chapter 7

: Social Change

Social Change

The purpose of any meaningful development policy or a planning strategy is to create a
planned change for the betterment of a society. However, attempts to create a planned
change almost always results in social changes. Roger and Burdge (1972, p. 10) define social
change as the process by which changes occur in the structure and functioning of a social
system. These processes could be initiated naturally or through planned change agents79 such
as a policy, planning strategy, programme or a project. Social change could be intended or
unintended and they could be desired or undesired. More often than not, the success of a
policy or planning strategy depends on how efficiently a society copes with both the
desired and undesired changes, and the rate of change. In contemporary planning and
policy development, it is pertinent that social changes are identified and undesired changes
are minimised, mitigated or avoided.
In this regard, an understanding of the social changes that may result from the settlement
planning approach proposed in this thesis is a prerequisite for its analysis. One of the most
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Zaltman, G., Kotler, P. & Kaufman, I., 1972. Creating Social Change, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc,
New York.
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obvious concerns of the Population and Development Consolidation (PDC) approach is
the potential magnitude of the resettlement activities. The success and failure of the
approach may depend on how both the migrant and host communities perceive and are
able to adapt to the changes associated with resettlement.
The objectives of this chapter are to identify the likely social changes from the proposed
approach and to establish a methodology for assessing social change at various
development stages. Special attention will be given to evaluating existing methods, their
shortcomings and applicability to the specific conditions of an archipelagic small island
state setting.
The chapter begins with an overview of the concept of social change and expands it to
current practices, frameworks and methods. It then explores the limitations of existing
frameworks in policy level analysis and proposes a modified assessment framework and
methods. The third section undertakes the assessment for the proposed PDC approach
and provides a summary of the most likely social changes. The final section provides a
summary of the implications and conclusions.
7.1. THE CONCEPT OF SOCIAL CHANGE AND ITS ASSESSMENT
The concept of social change has its roots in the sociological theories which attempted to
account for the nature and forms of social life, and the origin and transformation of these
forms (Martindale, 1972). There are various theoretical explanations for the social change
process ranging from evolutionary theories such as Social Darwinism to Social Action theory.
Another concept which is concerned with the social change process is the rate of change.
Rogers and Burdge (1972, p. 13) explained that there are three distinct states of equilibrium
in a societal system. First is the stable equilibrium state where there is ―almost no change in
the structure and functioning of the social system‖. Second is the disequilibrium state
where the ―rate of change is too rapid to permit the social system to adjust‖. Third is the
dynamic equilibrium state where the rate of change ―commensurate with the system‘s
ability to cope with it‖. These theoretical explanations of social change process and rate of
change provides a broader understanding and foresight guides for social change prediction
at project and policy level.
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The definition of social change provided by Rogers and Burdge (above) can be further
expanded as a working definition to include changes to the social institutions, structure,
functioning or behaviour, beliefs and perceptions of a society or a community. These
changes could result from either planned or unplanned change processes. Planned change
processes refer to deliberate intervention by the governments or ―change agents‖ to affect
change and unplanned change processes refer to natural forces effecting change in a
community or a society (Zaltman et al., 1972, p. 2). The study of unplanned social change is
usually considered the starting point for understanding and creating planned change. The
valuable insights gained from studying past unplanned change processes provide guidance
for identifying the intended and unintended effects of a planned social change process and
how to manage such a process.
The contemporary approach to evaluate social effects of a planned intervention and its
associated social change processes is known as Social Impact Assessment (SIA). The
International Association for Impact Assessment defines SIA as:
“..the processes of analysing, monitoring and managing the intended and unintended social
consequences, both positive and negative, of planned interventions (policies, programs,
plans, projects) and any social change processes invoked by those interventions” (Vanclay,
2003, p. 5).
There are differing opinions on the origin of SIA, but most authors accredit it to the
National Environment Protection Act (1969) of United States (cited in Taylor et al., 2004,
p. 1). The first use of the term Social Impact Assessment is believed to be in 1973,
following a decision to build an oil pipeline across Alaska in the United States (Berry,
1975). Since then, a number of SIAs followed in United States (Leistritz and Murdock,
1981), Canada (Bowles, 1981), New Zealand (McPherson, 1986; Buchan and Rivers, 1990)
and Australia (Wildman, 1985). However, it was not until the 1990s that SIAs became a
globally accepted method of social change assessment (Taylor et al., 2004, p. 1).
Over the years, a large body of literature has been developed on the topic and the methods
for assessment have become well established. Some of the key texts on SIA were produced
by Freudenberg (1986), Burdge (1994; 1999; 2004), Slootweg et al. (2001), Vanclay (2002),
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Becker and Vanclay (2003), Taylor et al. (2004), Becker (2001) and Interorganizational
Committee on Principles and Guidelines for Social Impact Assessment (2003).
There are differences between these texts regarding the assessment framework, impact
categorization and parameters or variables used for measuring impacts. Table 7.1 below
summarizes three different suggestions for the impact assessment process, proposed by
Taylor et al. (2004), Burdge (2004) and Becker (2001). Both Taylor et al. and Brudge‘s
proposal are more strongly oriented towards individual projects at localised scales, while
Becker‘s proposal is considered more suitable for large-scale social impact assessments. In
fact, there are known limitations in using individual project oriented frameworks for largescale assessments. First, the scope of large-scale assessments is much wider, requiring
consideration of multiple communities and settlements. Second, the role of public
participation is restricted at the very initial stages, especially those involving sensitive and
controversial policy decisions. For example, if a resettlement policy is being considered at
the planning level, before an official policy endorsement, any premature discussions held
with the communities may have a detrimental effect on them; particularly due to the
uncertainties in their future created by limited information and potential misinformation.
Table 7.1: Comparison of SIA frameworks proposed by Taylor et al., Burdge and Becker.
Taylor et al. (2004)

Burdge (2004)

Becker (2001)

1. Scoping

1. Public involvement

Initial phase in an SIA

2. Profiling

2. Identification

3. Formulation of
alternatives

3. Community profile

1. Problem analysis and communication
strategy

4. Scoping

2. System analysis

4. Projection and
estimation of
effects

5. Projection of estimated
effects

3. Baseline analysis

6. Determine response of
affected parties

5. Project design

5. Monitoring,
mitigation and
management
6. Evaluation

7. Secondary &
cumulative impacts
8. Formulate alternatives
9. Mitigation, remediation
and enhancement
10. Monitoring

4. Trend analysis and monitoring design
Main phase in an SIA
1. Scenario design
2. Design of strategies
3. Assessment of impacts
4. Ranking of strategies
5. Mitigation of negative impacts
6. Reporting
7. Stimulation of implementation
8. Auditing and ex-post evaluation
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The framework suggested by Taylor et al. recognizes the need for flexibility and provides
the option to extend community consultation to a second stage. However, the proposal by
Becker, to subdivide the process into two major phases, appears to be a more logical
approach. Nonetheless, Becker‘s proposal also has its limitations. First, the framework is
more flow-chart oriented, involving too many steps which may or may not be required for
specific types of large-scale assessments. Secondly, the separation of the phases and
components within those phases may still fail to recognize the links that need to be
established with the planning and policy stages. The types of assessments that can be done
in each stage appear to be limited depending on the sensitivity and scale of the policy or
strategy, especially in a small island setting.
Similar differences exist in impact categorization and variables. For example, there are
known differences between the lists proposed by the Interorganizational Committee on
Principles and Guidelines for Social Impact Assessment (2003), Burdge (2004), and
Vanclay (2002). These variations perhaps reflect the flexibility required in adopting the SIA
framework for various settings and uses. A closer look at the various texts does reveal the
existence of core categories and variables.
The basic methods for undertaking a SIA are to evaluate socio-economic time-series data,
field surveys, literature reviews of society-specific social impacts, extrapolation of impacts
amongst similar settings and expert identification of impacts (Taylor et al., 2004). Impacts
are analysed based on a standard set of parameters and categories of impacts. Some of the
literature assumes that a standard set of methods will suffice for all applications of SIA. In
reality, a comprehensive assessment may require ‗tweaking‘ of the standard methods to
achieve the specific needs of various applications and settings. The specific methods used
may also differ based on the type and stage of assessment. Here, the different types refer to
the types of planned intervention or change agents: policy, plan, programme or project.
Stages refer to the various stages of a planned intervention: the identification, analysis,
design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation.
Much of the past SIA assessments have been conducted at project level. This is expected
since SIA‘s have long been part of Environmental Impact Assessments, although
independent assessment has also been undertaken to a lesser extent (Burdge and Vanclay,
1996). The use of SIA in regional or national level policy or planning strategy assessments
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has been much more limited. As two of the notable contemporary authors in the field Burdge and Vanclay – acknowledged, ―SIA has yet to bridge the schism between project
level research findings and the larger scale assessments which are needed for regional and
national policy decisions‖ (1996).
The lack of more specialised studies on large-scale assessments and the limitations in the
existing frameworks raises difficulties in prescribing a suitable framework for this study.
Large-scale assessment frameworks such as the politically oriented approaches to SIA
suggested by Craig (1990) and the large-scale SIA assessment approach by Becker (2001),
provide valuable starting points but may not be considered tailor-made for all settings.
Hence, the first step for this study is to address these difficulties and limitations and to
adjust the existing frameworks to suit the specific needs of this study.
7.2. ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK AND METHODS
Based on the above discussion, a modified SIA process framework is presented in this
section, which is suitable for national level planning and policy assessment in a sparsely
populated small island setting. The modified framework takes into account the need for
both the broad policy level and localised project level assessment, during the lifetime of a
policy or a plan. The modified framework could be described as a simple extension of the
already well developed assessment process proposed by Taylor et al. (2004). It also builds
on the idea proposed by Becker (2001) in using a phased approach for assessment. An
additional phase, along with policy level assessments are proposed, which precedes the
project level framework proposed by Taylor et al. (2004). The overall framework is
provided in Table 7.2.
The assessment framework presented here is primarily designed to be undertaken
separately at the appropriate stage of planning and policy design. For the purposes of this
study, only the preliminary analysis and design phase are required, as the detailed analysis
and design, and implementation can only follow with the decision to go ahead with the
policy. As noted in Chapter 2, this study is concerned with the evaluation of the PDC
strategy prior to a policy decision.
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Detailed Analysis & Design Phase (Project level)
from Taylor et al.(2004)

Preliminary Analysis Phase (Policy and Planning Strategy level)

Table 7.2: Modified framework for social change assessment.
Element of the process

Activities

Dominant method

Preliminary scoping

Identification of policy or
planning strategy components
likely to cause social change, the
assessment boundaries or
coverage, classification of likely
social change categories and
classification of broad impact
groups.

Evaluation of existing
components of the
policy to determine
scope of work; literature
review to identify
impact categories.

Preliminary profiling

Selection of sample impact
groups; overview and analysis of
the social context and historical
trends in sample groups.

Analysis of secondary
socio-economic data
and reports.

Preliminary social change
estimation

Overview of likely social changes,
their magnitude and significance.
Covers localised and nationwide
changes.

Literature review;
extrapolation of impacts
from similar settings.

Policy or planning
Decision

Decision making by political
institutions.

Scoping

Identification of issues, variables,
links between bio-physical and
social variables, likely areas of
impact and assessment boundary.

Projection of expected
change and links to
profile.

Profiling

Detailed profiles for host and
migrating settlement. Overview
and analysis of the social context
and historical trends of both
settlements.

Collation and analysis
of both primary (field)
and secondary data
about actual change and
social responses in the
past. Extensive
consultation is
undertaken.

Alternatives

Examination and comparison of
options for change, based on the
projection and estimation of
effects.

Analysis of issues and
options – links to
projection and
estimation of effects.

Detailed projection and
estimation of effects

Detailed examination of the
potential impacts of one or more
options against decision criteria.

Projection of change
including scenarios
under different
alternatives.
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Implementation Phase (Policy and Project Level) from Taylor et al. (2004)

Element of the process

Activities

Dominant method

Monitoring, mitigation
and management

Collection of information about
actual facts, and application of
this information by the different
participants in the process to
avoid or mitigate negative effects
and manage change in general

Collation of data about
actual change, and
social responses to
mitigation and
management strategies.

Evaluation

Systematic, retrospective review
of the social effects of the change
being assessed including the
social assessment process that
was employed.

Review of monitoring
data and additional
analysis of actual change
and social responses
over the whole period
of change. Links to
both preliminary and
detailed analysis and
design phases.

7.2.1. Preliminary Analysis Phase

The newly added phase is referred to as the preliminary analysis phase. The primary
purpose of this phase is to undertake broad policy or plan level assessments without the
limitations posed by conventional SIA frameworks. The key elements are scoping, profiling
and estimation of impacts.
7.2.1.1. PRELIMINARY SCOPING

The purpose of the preliminary scoping phase is to establish the scope of assessment at the
policy level. The key activities are: i) identifying the components of the policy or planning
strategy that are a likely cause of social change; ii) define the boundaries for assessment
and; iii) classify impact categories and impact groups. The key components of the policy
should already be defined at this stage; in the case of this study, they have been identified in
the previous chapters. The preliminary scoping should now outline those components or
implementation instruments within the policy that are likely to cause social change.
Detailed assessment of social change will concentrate on these components. The
preliminary scoping will also define the boundaries for assessment including geographical
coverage, population affected, communication strategies with public and other agencies,
and depth and extent of analysis needed. Moreover, the affected groups will be defined and
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classified based on homogenous features and the categories of impact assessment will be
defined based on the affected groups and existing literature.
The communication with the public is left as an option in the preliminary stage. As
identified in previous sections, not all policies could be communicated to the public at its
early stages, due to their sensitivity. These consultations can be deferred to more detailed
levels of planning, especially at the project level and should go concurrently with the
appropriate agenda setting activities of policy. The option to defer consultations from the
preliminary stage is not to undermine its importance but to accommodate the conflicts that
arise between planning, policy development, and the principles of social change
assessments. It is noted that the avoidance of public consultations particularly at the initial
planning stages does have its demerits and is against the modern approaches to policy
planning. However, the approach suggested here reflects the need to search for a
compromise between collaborative planning and sensitive policy inception.
7.2.1.2. PRELIMINARY PROFILING

The purpose of the preliminary profiling is to understand the broad social characteristics
and context of the affected population. This will be undertaken based on a profiling of
sample affected groups. In the case of this study, the affected groups are individual
settlements and they could be categorised as host settlements and migrant settlements.
Profiles for sample settlements selected from each homogenous group provide the general
social context and thereby assist in covering likely social changes specific to them. It should
be noted that the more homogenous the classified groups are, the more effective the role
of preliminary profiling. This study is being undertaken in a very homogenous society and
therefore is more applicable.
The assessment will only be undertaken using secondary data available from various
publications and reports. The profiles produced in this manner are not comprehensive and
are limited to the quality and availability of secondary data. However, the process will
provide a background on the likely social contexts in which the policy will be implemented.
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7.2.1.3. PRELIMINARY SOCIAL CHANGE ESTIMATION

Social change estimation is the most crucial component of this stage. The purpose of the
preliminary assessment is to bring to the attention of the decision makers and planners, the
specific social changes that may result from the policy or the planned strategy. It will help
to establish the scale of likely changes and to consider the repercussions of those changes
and potential mitigation measures that may be required during implementation. It also
helps to enhance the economic and financial assessments with more consideration to the
social changes.
The assessment will be undertaken by reviewing literature on impacts from similar projects
and settings. Past project level impacts are perhaps the ultimate source of information and
it is the basic mode of a policy implementation. The resulting social change estimation will
only be an indicator of the likely impacts, which is the only requirement at the preliminary
analysis and design stage. It is impossible and even unnecessary at this stage to understand
the individual impacts on each settlement. Such assessments, however, will be undertaken
in the detailed analysis and designed phase.
7.2.2. Detailed Analysis and Design phase

This phase of the analysis is intended to provide the detailed social change assessment
required for the implementation of the policy. As identified earlier, all policies and planning
strategies are usually implemented at a project level, covering either a single or numerous
individual projects. It is these projects that will now need to be scrutinized for the impacts
from social changes. This assessment will follow on from the preliminary assessment and
indentify the site specific social changes.
The process and methods for project level assessment are well established and have been
trialled. This framework will adapt the existing SIA framework proposed by Taylor et al.
(2004) and the reader or planning practitioner is guided to the existing literature.
7.2.3. Implementation Phase

The implementation phase has also been adapted from Taylor et al. (2004). The difference
in this framework is that monitoring and evaluation will also consider both the project and
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policy level. Baseline information for assessment at the policy level will be derived from the
preliminary phase assessment and that of project level assessment will be derived from the
detailed assessment phase.
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7.3. PRELIMINARY SOCIAL CHANGE ANALYSIS OF THE PDC POLICY IN MALDIVES
This chapter has so far presented a background to the concept of social change and its
assessment, and a conceptual framework for a practical SIA. This section begins the
application of the proposed framework and method to the case study. The section is
organized into three main subsections and is based on the preliminary assessment
components as outlined in 7.2.1 above – i.e. preliminary scoping, profiling and social
change assessment. A conceptual summary of this section is presented in Figure 7.1. The
steps and subcomponents shown on the Figure have been used to organize the rest of the
subsections. The assessment begins with the preliminary scoping in the next subsection.
Figure 7.1: A Conceptual summary of the PDC policy assessment steps and components

Social Change Assessment
of PDC strategy

Step 1

Policy Components
Coverage
Affected Groups
Change Categories

Preliminary Scoping

Demography
Social Resources
Culture and Attitudes

Step 2

Step 3

Built Environment
Economic Capital
Political and Administrative
Bio-physcial Environment

Preliminary Profiling

Demographic Change
Community Infrastructure and Resource Needs
Perceived Living Environment Quality
Economic and Material Well-being
Cultural
Individual, Family and Community
Institutional, Legal, Political and Equity
Gender Relations
Others

Change Estimation
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7.3.1. Preliminary Scoping

As noted in section 7.2.1.1 above, the key activities are: i) identifying the components of
the policy or planning strategy that are a likely cause of social change; ii) define the
boundaries for assessment and; iii) classify impact categories and impact groups.
7.3.1.1. POLICY COMPONENTS LIKELY TO CAUSE SOCIAL CHANGE

The major components of the policy that are likely to involve significant social change are
as follows80:
(a) Population Resettlement
Population resettlement is the main component of this policy, as far as social
change is concerned. Resettlement is expected to be voluntary and based solely
on the individual‘s and the community‘s decision. However, it is very likely that
various methods of coercion and socio-psychological stress will be placed
upon the minority opinions within a community. Resettlement involves
relocating an entire or a partial community (migrant community) into an
existing settlement or a community (host community or settlement). Three
different types of resettlement could be identified. They are: i) voluntary
migration from one or more small settlements to an existing larger settlement;
ii) voluntary migration from one or more smaller settlements to an uninhabited
island or a new settlement, and; iii) involuntary or coerced migration to any
settlement.
Resettlement could be planned or unplanned. In planned resettlement, a
migrant community is designated a specific host settlement or settlements.
These host settlements would be the islands identified by the process described
in Chapter 4. There may also be unplanned resettlement, where individuals are
allowed to migrate to any settlement of their choice. Under such
circumstances, the subsidies and compensations may or may not apply.

80

Additional reference material for this section is also provided in Chapter 3.
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(b)

Public and Private housing provision

Migrant communities are provided with public housing. The plot and buildings
are provided free and become properties of the migrant. The new land is
allocated as leasehold and the new buildings are constructed as individual
houses. The number of rooms in the houses may be determined based on the
family size and the number of rooms in the migrant‘s original property. This
constitutes a significant proportion of the relocation cost borne by the
government. Free housing is usually provided for planned resettlements.
Alternate mechanisms such as housing finance schemes are available for
unplanned migration.
(c)

Compensation

Compensation is provided to the migrants to recover their relocation costs and
to assist in the set-up in the new community. It is provided in the form of cash,
moving costs and construction material. No specific monetary compensation is
made for economic enterprises.
(d)

Infrastructure Upgrade in Host Settlements

Infrastructure upgrades will be undertaken in the host settlement to
accommodate the demographic changes and the subsequent increase in
demand for various public services. The key upgrade activities include
expansion and improvement of harbour; structural and services improvements,
and expansion in social infrastructure such as schools and health facilities;
expansion and improvement of utilities and municipal services such as power,
water supply, waste management and sewerage systems; expansion of
administrative facilities such as island offices, judicial facilities and policing; and
development of new roads.
(e)

New Infrastructure Development in Host Settlements

One of the key drivers of the resettlement programme is the promise of new
and better facilities in the host settlement. The new facilities will be provided in
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host settlements where the existing facilities are inadequate. Public service
delivery provision will be rationalised to the host settlements to accommodate
for the increase in demand for the new infrastructure. Settlements identified as
potential ‗migrant‘ settlement will not receive any new infrastructure or
upgrades.
(f)

Resource Re-allocation and Land Use Changes in Host Settlements

There will be changes to the land use in the host settlement. More land will be
allocated for new housing, roads and social infrastructure. Existing forest areas
will be cleared and forest ownership will undergo subdivision to accommodate
migrant community demand.
(g)

Natural Hazard Protection Measures

Natural hazard protection will be provided for the host settlement to mitigate
natural hazard exposure. These would include coastal protection against high
waves, coastal erosion and sea level rise, and drainage improvements against
rainfall related flooding.
(h)

Transfer of Employment

Existing employment in the public services will be transferred from the
migrant settlement to the host settlement. Hence, the public service employees
are guaranteed employment continuity. The private sector is given no such
guarantees but they should have access to a larger market.
7.3.1.2. BOUNDARIES OR COVERAGE

The coverage of this study extends nationwide during the preliminary analysis phase. This
will involve the primary effects on settlements directly involved and the secondary effects
on the rest of the country. More detailed settlement level effects will be observed during
the detailed analysis and design phase.
The total population resettled will depend on the number of settlements which eventually
agree to migrate, but the maximum planning target is around 133 islands with a total
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population of 84,579 (based on Census 2006). This constitutes 28 percent of the total
population and 43 percent of the total outer island population81. If a moderate target of 66
islands is considered, it involves a population of 33,462 or 11 percent of the total
population and 17% of the outer island population. Both these assumptions reflect the
significant proportion of population which will need to be moved. The affects of the
resettlement are not just limited to the migrants but also to the host settlements and the
rest of the country, particularly the Capital Male‘. Hence, it is very likely that that more than
70 percent of the total population may feel the effects of the ensuing social change.
7.3.1.3. CLASSIFICATION OF AFFECTED GROUPS

As noted above, the primary effects are likely to be felt by: i) migrant community and; ii)
host community. Hence, samples from these two types of communities will be used for
preliminary profiling.
Migrant communities may follow specific migration streams or phases, but it is likely that
they will move together as a community to a single host settlement. However, it is also
probable that specific sections of the migrant communities may move to different host
communities. The two broad groups of migrant and host community could be further
classified based on the migration types and patterns.
i.

Migrant community

ii.

Host community with a single migrant community

iii.

Host community with multiple migrant communities

iv.

New community (new settlement) with a single migrant community

v.

New community with multiple migrant communities

It is possible to further break down individual communities and identify specific
community groups, especially vulnerable groups, which are likely to be affected within
these specific community types. However, such identification depends on individual
communities and hence is more appropriate at the project level assessment.

81

Outer islands are referred to as all inhabited islands other than the Capital Male’.
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7.3.1.4. CLASSIFICATION OF SOCIAL CHANGE CATEGORIES

A list of potential categories of social change is presented below. The list has been derived
from categories suggested by Vanclay (2002) and Burdge (2004). The new list has been
adjusted to reduce the western bias in those proposals and to adjust to the specific social
context of Maldives.
i.

Demographic change

ii.

Changes in community infrastructure and resource needs

iii.

Changes in actual and perceived living environment quality

iv.

Economic and material well-being changes

v.

Cultural changes

vi.

Individual, family and community level changes

vii.

Institutional, legal, political and equity changes

viii.

Gender relations changes

ix.

Other social impacts
7.3.2. Preliminary Profiling

Preliminary profiles for sample islands from the two main categories of affected
communities have been developed. The host community considered is Hanimaadhoo
Island in Haa Dhaalu Atoll and the migrant community considered is Hathifushi Island in
Haa Alifu Atoll. It has to be noted that the resettlement of the Hathifushi Island to
Hanimaadhoo Island was being considered at the time of this study and an urgent
resettlement was undertaken after this study was finished82. Nonetheless, the two islands
provide a good insight into the dominant social context in which the policy will be
implemented. It also provides an added advantage since there is now an opportunity to
undertake an ex-post SIA and compare the results.
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The island experienced severe flooding during a swell wave event in July 2008. Subsequently the
inhabitants requested for relocation to Hanimadhoo. The matter was in discussion even before the event.
Ahmed, F., 2008. 'Udha Erumaa Gulhigen Hathifushee Meehun Hanimaadhoo Ah Badalu Kuran
Ninmaifi [Hathifuhi Island Population to Be Relocated to Hanimaadhoo Following Flooding Event]'.
HaveeruOnline. http://www.haveeru.com.mv/index.php?page=details&id=54211&tbl=archiv&cat=search
[accessed 21 June 2008]
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A detailed community profile is provided in the Appendix 10 of this study. A summary of
key characteristics and general patterns observed are summarised below:
7.3.2.1. DEMOGRAPHY

The migrant community is small with around 100 persons. This is the usual situation on
most islands targeted for resettlement, although some islands may contain up to 500
persons. The registered population has declined rapidly due to previous out-migrations.
The population‘s age-sex structure is highly distorted as shown in Figure 7.2. A large
proportion of the working age population, especially the males have already migrated. The
population left behind is usually the old, women and children. The out-migrants however
do maintain links with the community through remittances for their nuclear or extended
family members.
The host community has a considerably larger population. The population structure shares
similar issues with out-migration of the working age population albeit to a lesser extent.
Figure 7.2: Population structure of a migrant and host community and the cumulative structural
effects of change
Migrant Community
(Hathifushi Island)

Host Community
(Hanimaadhoo Island)
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7.3.2.2. SOCIAL RESOURCES

There are basic social infrastructure in both islands. They include a health facility, schools
(with multipurpose community halls), recreational areas, mosques and an island court.
However, the range of services offered and the quality of the structures differs vastly
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between the two communities. The migrant community has the most basic of services,
which often remain inadequate for the simplest of needs. The host community has better
facilities, but it requires upgrading to accommodate the new migrant community. There is a
notable lack of police services in the migrant community, owing to the low crime rate.
Policing is generally done by the island administrator.
There is a strong sense of community and social networking within both communities.
Community organization is simple with an administrative unit as part of the civil service
and a number of community based committees, which make decisions on behalf of the
community. These include the island development committee and the women‘s committee,
which are selected or elected from within the community. There is evidence of vulnerable
groups, especially those with income poverty in both islands. Social networking extends to
other islands within the atoll and to the capital city Male‘, where a number of out-migrants
live.
7.3.2.3. CULTURE, ATTITUDES AND SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS

There have been talks within the migrant community and, between the Government and
the migrant community on future prospects for relocation (Hamdhoon, 2006)83. However,
the community differ in their views regarding the ideal host community. During the last
five years, there has been a wave of political change sweeping across the country which has
for the first time introduced a culture of ‗challenging the government‘ and island
administration.
The support for accepting more migrant communities within the host community may be
mixed, with youth concerned about loss of job opportunities. However, they seem to
maintain an attitude that the larger the population the better it is for the future of the island
(Shareef, 2007).
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This Chapter uses cites numerous local newspapers for facts due to the absence of scholarly
publications on the social implications of PDC strategy. Newspaper citation has long been an accepted
source for qualitative in social research. (for example, Riffe, D., Lacy, S. & Fico, F., 2005. Analyzing
Media Messages: Using Quantitative Content Analysis in Research, Routledge, New York.).
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7.3.2.4. BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Population density84 is very low in the host community, with new land available for future
development. However, the projections show a likely depletion of available land in the near
future85. The resettlement is expected to increase the number of households in the host
community within a short timeframe. The physical quality of housing is poor in the migrant
community and moderate in the host community. New developments are expected to be of
higher quality, due to better construction standards. There is no additional land for
agriculture in the host community. Infrastructure needs redevelopment and upgrading
especially, the sewerage system, coastal protection, roads and power supply.
A key feature of the social situation is the leasehold land tenure. Land is provided free to
individuals, depending on availability, and the state has the right to take back the land with
sufficient compensation. Hence, there is no financial value attached to land and no specific
real estate industry.
7.3.2.5. ECONOMIC CAPITAL

The dominant economic activities in the migrant community are fishing and tourism.
Employment is mainly in the public service (43 percent), fishing (33 percent), tourism, and
small businesses (limited to consumer goods trading and vessel ownership). There are
significant remittances from out-migrants based on other islands, especially in the Capital,
Male‘.
The economic activities in the host community reflect similar patterns although there is a
significant number of people (20 percent of the employed workforce) employed at the
airport located on the island. Employment is mainly with the public service (52 percent),
fishing and tourism (14 percent), and small business (consumer goods trading, transport
and service industry). The economic base of both communities is very small but the host
community has better access to tourism and airport activity related employment.

84
85

Population density is expressed as the number of persons per hectare of land.
See Appendix 2.
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7.3.2.6. POLITICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE CAPITAL

Both communities have a well established public administration system run by the central
government, based in the Capital Male‘. Officials are selected or employed as public service
officials amongst the island population. Traditionally the island chief possesses the political
power and is usually well respected within the community. Traditionally, political activities
have been limited on the islands but the introduction of political parties and the election of
island administration officials (planned for 2009) may change that situation.
The island administrator‘s responsibility is purely defined as administrative. Planning and
financial allocation for projects is done at the central government level. Moreover, the
recurrent costs for managing the island are financed by the central government. There is no
local source of public finance since there is no local charge on land or public services and
there is no business or income tax.
7.3.2.7. BIO-PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

The physical environment of the migrant community is highly degraded. Reported
environmental degradation issues include severe coastal erosion, salinised and polluted
water lens, improper waste management and reduced vegetation cover. The issues are
compounded by the small size of the island and human induced biophysical changes such
as coastal modifications and seaweed over-growth. The community is also highly exposed
to natural hazards such as coastal flooding, heavy rainfall and strong wind.
In comparison the biophysical environment of the host community is in much better
condition, perhaps due to the smaller foot print of development relative to the size of the
island. The island is also exposed to natural hazards albeit at a comparatively reduced scale.
7.3.3. Social Change Assessment of the Case Study

This section identifies the major social changes that are likely to occur in the Maldives,
based on the proposed policy components and existing social context. The assessment is
based solely on secondary data and information, and is only expected to provide an
indication of the range of social changes that should be considered in going ahead with the
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policy. The following subsections are organised based on the classification of social change
categories discussed above in section 7.3.1.4. and as shown in Figure 7.1.
7.3.3.1. DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE

i) The resettlement will change the population size and characteristics of the host
community. The key changes are likely to occur in total population, age-sex
structure, sex ratio and population density. Other changes in fertility and mortality
may alter the population growth rate, although their measurement is not always
straightforward. Changes to the age-sex structure are more likely to be stronger in
the youngest, oldest and working-age female age-groups due to the dominance of
these groups in the migrant community (see Figure 7.3). There is also a possibility
that the relocation would bring together those who have temporarily migrated to
other islands.
Figure 7.3: The population structure of Faridhoo Island in Haa Dhaalu Atoll. The present
population of the island is 28 persons (seen in the image) and most of those remaining are elderly.

Source: www.haveeru.com.mv, Photographer: Mohamed Shaheeb

The scale of population change and its impact on the host community‘s structure
may depend on the relative population size of the migrant and host communities.
In the case of the sample communities, the overall scale of change is limited to
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eight percent but the change in individual age-sex groups reach over 15 percent, in
some instances. The dependent population is marginally high (60 percent or 61
persons), especially since a 50 percent of working-age women (14 persons) are
unemployed (either voluntarily or not). Relocation, however, may result in more
employment opportunities for women in the host island.
There are minor differences in fertility rates in both communities (0.5 in the
migrant community and 0.6 in host community) both well below replacement level.
However, there could occasionally be differences in the fertility rates between a
host and migrant community. Such differences may change over time, especially
amongst the migrant community, once they relocate. The population density may
also change and will depend on the size of the migrant community and the physical
size of the host island. The relocation of the sample migrant community has little
effect (a 0.2 percent change) due to the large size of the host island. Significant
density changes can affect the land use, well-being (due to congestion) and land
intensive economic activities (Lee et al., 2002).
ii) The resettlement projects may bring a significant number of foreign workers into
the host community. The biggest components involving extensive labour include
housing construction and infrastructure upgrade. The current Government bidding
process favours larger companies based in the Capital Male‘, who usually employ
‗cheap‘ labour from neighbouring countries, such as India and Bangladesh. Hence,
a short-term influx of foreign workers is inevitable. Moreover, there is significant
demand for construction labour created by the rapidly expanding tourism industry,
resulting in a labour shortage. This shortage leads to a further influx of foreign
workers (MPND, 2008a). Use of foreign workers also ‗robs‘ the opportunity for
migrants and host community to participate in the development of the new
community, leading to lack of a sense of ownership (see for example, Oliver-Smith,
1991).
There are potential negative implications from this influx. One of the primary
concerns is the potential increase in social conflicts between foreign workers and
the host community. In the past such conflicts have resulted from mistreatment of
foreigners, their inappropriate behaviour and sex crimes such as child sexual abuse
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(see for example, HaveeruOnline, 2008a; 2008b). The positive side effects of
foreign worker presence include the increase in demand for certain goods on the
island such as consumer goods and electricity.
iii) There could occasionally be reluctance or inability within certain groups of the
migrant community to relocate on their own (see for example, Shaheeb and Naseer,
2008). They are often likely to stay behind. In such a scenario, there may be very
significant change to the population structure of the migrating community. Those
who stay behind are more likely to be the elderly and, women and children of those
who have already temporality migrated for work elsewhere. Those families survive
on remittances. This out-migration of working age population may also be
inevitable and hastened if an announcement is made regarding the future relocation
of a settlement. For example, the population of Dhiyadhoo Island declined from
228 to 80 following the announcement of relocation and the subsequent ‗waiting
period‘ (Wajudhy, 2008). The longer the timeframe after such an announcement,
the more likely the structural impacts on the potential migrant community.
Implications of this change are addressed in more detail in the latter sections.
7.3.3.2. CHANGES IN COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE AND RESOURCE NEEDS

i) The increase in population in the host community will generally increase the
demand for social infrastructure. Specific infrastructure includes schooling, health
care, religious facilities, judicial services and security. The scale of demand depends
on the size of the migrant community and the capacity of existing facilities to
absorb the new demand will depend on the capacity of social infrastructure. The
figures from the two sample communities assessed indicate that absorption of small
amounts of the student population (24 students) could be achieved relatively easily
but the higher demand for health care, religious facilities and security needs for 100
persons may require further expansion or upgrading.
ii) The increase in the number of households in the host community may have
implications for demand and supply of land, land availability, biophysical
environment, infrastructure and demand for goods and services. Since land is
provided as leasehold, there is no financial value attached to it and hence, no effect
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on the land prices. However, land is considered a finite resource due to the physical
limitations of small coral islands. As land will be taken from the host community‘s
future land resources, there is the possibility of tension between the migrant and
host communities. This issue could be more controversial if a land shortage is
forecasted for the short-term. It could also be more complicated when multiple
communities exist in a single large island. The resettlement project in Gan Island,
Laamu Atoll, where two migrant communities (L. Fonadhoo and L. Kalhaidhoo)
were relocated, provides evidence of such grievances. During the implementation
of this project, there were conflicts regarding allocation of land, designing new
roads and establishing sewerage systems (CDE, 2006a), where the host community
often objected (and demonstrated) to the proposals made by the Government
(Makan, 2007).
iii) The increase in population and households will lead to an increase in demand for
urban infrastructure. These include utilities (power, sewerage and waste
management), harbour and new roads. All infrastructure, except power in some
instances, will require government expenditure and are non-recoverable as the
services are provided for free (BCL, 2005a). These expenditures will need to be
immediate and any delays could lead to effects on the well-being of the migrant
population. There have been occasions in the past where the Government has
undertaken relocation with the promise of new infrastructure upgrade but failed to
deliver. Such instances for example in Hulhudhuffaaru Island, in Raa atoll, have led
to discontent and difficulties for the migrants (Mufeed, 2003).
iv) The increase in demand for land may lead to encroachment into forest resources of
the host island community. Coconut trees are often allocated to individuals on
leasehold and they are allowed to reap the economic benefits from its produce
(Luthfy, 1994). Land clearing requires removal of such resources and hence
compensation by the Government. Similarly, migrants leaving their forest resources
behind often claim compensation for them. This may come in the form of financial
compensation or reallocation of forest resources from the host community
(MPND, 2005a). The new allocations are a potential source of conflict as the
migrant community will be receiving compensations from the existing resource
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base of the host community. On the other hand, if forest resources are not
allocated for the migrants, it will result in a lack of sense of place.
v) The increase in demand for land on host islands may force the authorities to reduce
the plot sizes. Usually, plot sizes in the larger islands of the Maldives are upwards
from 4000 ft2 (372m2). However, plot sizes in high density islands have in the past
been reduced to 3000 ft2 or 2000 ft2 due increasing scarcity of land (Lee et al.,
2002). Such reductions due to increasing migrant population may cause unease
amongst the host island community. In addition, if the plot size in the host
community does not match the original plot size in the migrant community, it may
become a negative factor in attracting migrants. There may also be implications on
‗backyard‘ subsistence activities such as fish processing activities and agriculture.
vi) There is likely to be an increase in demand for agricultural land in larger host
communities. Larger islands are often suitable for agriculture, due to favourable
conditions, and are usually centres of agricultural activity (MoFAMR, 2006). The
migrant population is highly likely to transfer their agricultural businesses or start
new businesses. Either way, the demand for agricultural land may increase and any
limitation in land may lead to conflicts between the two communities. It may also
be a factor in the migrant‘s choice of host island. Availability and provision of land
has been identified as a crucial factor in the success or failure of resettlement
activities elsewhere (see for example, Nayak, 2000; Chimhowu and Hulme, 2006).
vii) There is likely to be a change in food security in the host community. The increase
in population will require higher food production on the island or increased
imports. The reduction in plot size may also affect the subsistence of some
households as part of their food source. The importance of food security in
resettlement activities have been noted, for example, by McGregor (1994).
7.3.3.3. CHANGES IN ACTUAL AND PERCEIVED LIVING ENVIRONMENT QUALITY

i) The key driving forces behind the support for relocation, both by the host and the
migrant community, are the promise of a better future from a large population,
improved public services and, perhaps, reliable protection from natural hazards.
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These perceptions may lead to high expectations, especially for the authorities to
deliver their promises and for both communities to seamlessly integrate. Failure to
achieve any one of these perceived changes in quality of life may affect their
decision to stay in the new settlement. Failure of the host settlement to meet the
expectations of the migrants has be partly blamed for numerous cases of migrants
returning after a resettlement project, both in the Maldives (Maniku, 1990; Luthfy,
1994) and elsewhere (for example, Chan, 1995; Heming et al., 2001).
ii) There might be a tendency within the new community to feel ‗second-grade‘
inhabitants. This perception is most likely to be present in smaller migrant
communities. This problem may be exacerbated due to the strong attachment to
land and the culture of islandhood in Maldives. The speed at which this perception
declines may depend on the time it takes for the communities to integrate.
Occasionally, if the migrant community is significantly larger, the host community
may feel intimidated by them and feel that they are being made second-grade
inhabitants in their own land (BCL, 2005a). For example, conflicts often emerged
between the migrant and host communities in the Kandholhudhoo Island
Temporary Resettlement project, where the youth from both communities engaged
in fights to avoid the ‗perception‘ of ‗dominance‘ from one another (Minivan News,
2005).
iii) There are likely to be a fear, especially amongst older populations, of not coping
well in the new environment. This is likely to cause significant socio-psychological
stress during the lead up and immediately after the resettlement (for example, as
noted by, Palmer, 1988, for resettlement activities in Japan).
iv) There might be changes in demand for leisure facilities and participation in leisure
activities. Traditionally, such activities lead to bonding between members of the
community (Maloney, 1980). The traditional afternoon activities, especially amongst
women could assist in integration of the communities. However, there could also
be divisions, if friendly rivalry in sports and community activities lead to disputes.
v) There is likely to be changes in the daily living practices of the migrants. Particular
affects are likely amongst the elderly as they may find it more difficult to change
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their living habits. Children, on the other hand, are more likely to adapt quickly (see
for example, Colson, 1971; Roizblatt and Pilowsky, 1996).
vi) There is likely to be a difference between the actual and perceived quality of
housing. The new migrants may either feel that the newly constructed houses suit
their expectations or not. The degree to which they feel homeliness may depend on
the scale of this difference86.
vii) There is likely to be a change in the crime rate and anti-social behaviour. The
smaller communities may usually have controlled levels of crime due to the close
networking and kinship (Saeed, 2005, p. 332). The larger urban settings are
different; they are more likely to have higher crime rates and anti-social behaviour.
The high incidence of illegal drug abuse in highly populated settlements (Narcotics
Control Board, 2003) is likely to become a major concern for the new migrants and
could lead to tension between the two communities. Drug addiction is often linked
to other serious crimes such as violence, theft and sexual abuse (Narcotics Control
Board, 2003). Similarly, if the migrant community contains drug addicts, then the
host community will be more wary of this fact. Quite often, the failure for both
communities to integrate may result in increased crimes against each other, usually
amongst the youth87. The sense of security that existed prior to the resettlement
may be lost in the process.
viii) The consolidation of population can lead to urban congestion in the long-term.
Increased urbanization in other islands of Maldives has led to a decline in the living
environment quality. The increasing settlement footprint, depletion of land
resources and subsequent subdivisions of plots have significant negative social
impacts on its inhabitants (AGRIFOR Consult, 2006). The host of other issues
related to congestion such as increasing crime rate, decline in water quality,
increasing cost of living, loss of vegetation cover, loss of personal space, loss of
leisure facilities and general decline of the biophysical environment are also well
documented in urbanised settlements (MHAHE, 1999; 2001; 2003). The migrants
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This issue is addressed in more detail in Section 7.3.3.5 – Cultural Changes (v).
This issue is explored in more detail in section 7.3.3.5.
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transforming their lives from a rural to an urban setting may find it much harder to
keep up with the changes and may resent the loss of peace in rural settlements.
ix) The consolidation of population into specific points can also increase the exposure
of such settlements to natural hazards, if left unprotected. Without the protection,
the magnitude of impacts from a significant hazard event or a disaster could be
much higher in a consolidated settlement structure than in a dispersed settlement
structure. However, a protected settlement may be better equipped to respond to a
disaster than the dispersed settlements. The lives saved, injuries prevented and
better protected properties all provide social advantages from natural hazard
protection in planned settlements. However, it should be noted that some of the
past resettlement practices elsewhere, with environmental vulnerability reduction as
a rationale, has resulted in an increase in vulnerability (see for example, Van
Leeuwen, 2001).
7.3.3.4. ECONOMIC AND MATERIAL WELL-BEING CHANGES

i) The increase in population is generally expected to increase the demand and supply
of goods and services in the host community. The scale of increase will depend on
the migrant community size and their spending power. In the case of the sample
migrant community studied, they were regarded as a moderately poor community
with a Income Poverty Index of 0.1488, whose economy is dominated by the fishing
industry and service sector employment (MPND and UNDP, 2004). However the
income variations were high89. The wealthier groups is such a community may bring
with them capital for new small business investments and additional demand for
consumer goods. However, their capacity or willingness for initial investments will
depend on their sense of security and spending required during the relocation
process. Similarly, if the majority of the migrant community are generally poor, (as
in the sample island) then the scale and rate of increase in demand for goods and
services may be smaller. Any of the smaller migrant communities are expected to
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Maldives. p. 230.
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fall into this category. Moreover, the age structure of the migrant community may
also have a bearing on the scale of increase in demand. A high proportion of
dependent-age population may have different preferences in consumer goods than
a well-balanced community with a high proportion of working-age population.
ii) While the increase in demand is generally a boost for new and existing businesses,
the smaller migrant community may find it difficult to penetrate the existing market
dominated by the host community. New businesses established by the migrant
community may fail to attract the host population especially if the market is already
‗saturated‘ with small businesses. This may put businesses transferred from the
migrant community at risk of failure. On the other hand, the access to a larger
population provides unprecedented avenues for the migrant communities to
develop new or expand existing businesses. Since the land is allocated free, land use
planning and distribution of new settlements may play a significant role in
increasing or decreasing the business advantage for the new migrants.
iii) Increased competition for a limited market may cause conflicts between the host
and migrant communities. Such competition may be higher between small
businesses engaged in consumer goods trading, construction, transport and fishing.
However, they may also form joint ventures leading to better integration and
reduced tension. Occasionally the expansion of new markets and presence of a new
community may boost the attitude towards business development. It becomes an
added advantage if the migrant community or individuals in that community are
more enterprising and willing to capitalise on the new opportunities. There may
exist a sense of jealousy between more prosperous and emerging business groups,
as has been observed in other cultural settings (Colson, 1971, p. 148).
iv) Changes are likely to occur in employment in the host community. A larger
population may lead to more demand for goods and services and hence a
corresponding increase in supply may result in more jobs. The migrant community
may be a major beneficiary due to the potential unprecedented availability of better
job options. However, an increase in new jobs may not be guaranteed and depends
on a number of factors. These include the size, age-sex structure and affluence of
the migrant community, access to capital, and the presence of major regional
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economic investments, to name a few. Some jobs are guaranteed, especially those
working in key jobs in the public sector, such as health sector employees, public
administrators and education sector employees. Employment in the fishing and the
tourism sectors, especially those with contracted jobs from tourist resorts are
readily transferrable between settlements. Other sectors such as transport,
construction and consumer goods trading may find it more competitive. Failure to
forecast

employment

challenges

has

been

responsible

for

economic

impoverishment in a number of resettlement activities elsewhere (see for example,
Afolayan, 1987; Fernandes, 2000; Badri et al., 2006)
v) The increase in demand for social and urban infrastructure will increase the shortterm, public capital expenditure and long-term recurrent expenditure90. However,
there are also expected to be savings from expenditure avoided in the migrant
community‘s original island. Nonetheless, there will be added pressure on the
government for timely delivery of services and infrastructure as it may be part of
the promises made under the agenda setting. Short-term increase of demand for
capital may lead to redirection of existing resources and may have follow-on
impacts on capital investments in other regions of the country.
vi) The access to better economic infrastructure in host communities may assist in the
development of businesses previously hampered in the migrant community. For
instance, a good harbour and loading and unloading facilities may assist in the
investment in the transport sector and improvement in the fishing industry.
Harbours may also improve the access to boats during medical emergencies.
vii) There may be changes in the income and expenditure of both communities. The
sample host community showed a higher level of income (Rf 4000) and expenditure
(Rf 2385) than the migrant community (Rf 3500 and Rf 1280)91. The scale of
change may vary depending on the original income levels of the two communities
and type of industry. Most of the migrant communities are expected to be generally
poor as the population left behind on these islands are there partly due to their
90
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limited capacity to afford relocation. Their changes in income may be more
noticeable than for the host community. However, some jobs have a nationwide
salary scale, which may remain constant regardless of the settlement. These jobs
mainly include the service sector. There may also be changes in expenditure
regardless of the changes in income. The migrant community may have lower levels
of expenditure and their relocation to a community with higher expenditure may
see their disposable income and savings reduced, if their incomes do not increase.
The urbanised settlements may have a stronger sense of a cash economy than a
closely knit rural society. There is the possibility that the already income poor or
families with income poverty in the migrant community may be worse-off in a
planned relocation.
viii)There are likely to be changes to the standard of living in both communities. This
change may be more prominent amongst the migrant communities, especially
during the initial stages of relocation. The new housing facilities and potential
improvements in the living environment at home may be a major change for the
migrants. There may be less noticeable changes amongst the host community in the
short-term, which may also lead to resentment of the benefits being offered to the
new migrants92.
ix) Structural changes in the economy may take place due to the dominance of one
community. A dominant tourism based community, acting as a host, is more likely
to encourage migrants to switch, affecting the traditional industries such as fishing
and agriculture. From an income perspective, this may usually be a change for the
better but the change will also require new skills.
x) One of the main factors that appears to dictate the location of inhabited
settlements is their relative locational or biophysical advantage. There are numerous
islands that have been located strategically due to their access to fishing grounds or
due to proximity to large uninhabited islands with agricultural potential. Such
advantages could be easily lost and additional costs may have to be added to reach
such resources. For instance, an additional 80 km is now added for a return fishing
trip for the sample migrant community studied, which adds to the cost per catch.
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xi) The increased demand for rapid resettlement and upgrading of infrastructure in
host communities may add strain to the national budget. In the past such strains
have been managed by borrowing from aid agencies and banks, or more recently by
taking advanced land rents from newly leased resort islands (MPND, 2001). This
leads to an intergenerational transfer of debt, with which the later generations have
to cope (Auerbach et al., 1999).
7.3.3.5. CULTURAL CHANGES

i) The Maldives is a homogenous society in terms of its religion, race, language and
other cultural practices. Cultural changes resulting from resettlement are therefore
expected to be smaller than in a heterogeneous society.
ii) There are emerging differences between religious sects in the Maldives. Of
particular concern is the emergence of the Wahhabi stream of Islam, which is
regarded as a more ‗extreme interpretation‘ of Islam. These groups often have
conflicting views with mainstream or moderate Muslims and are known to have
caused conflicts within communities (Minivan News, 2007). The presence of such
minority groups within either the host or the emigrant community may cause
changes in beliefs in the new community. This may in turn lead to unease or
religious conflicts. The experience from Gan Island resettlement project, where the
presence of ‗Wahhabi‘s‘ within the migrant community became a source of unease
for the host community (Abdulla, 2007), provide an example of such a change and
their negative implications.
iii) Maldivians are known to have a strong attachment to their islands. Such attachment
is universal and forms part of the non-rational, human-land relationship
(Zwingmann, 1973). They also have a strong belief in their island specific history
and this trend may vary amongst islands depending on the relative age of
settlement. Migration often leads to a loss of such attachment and difficulties in
coping with the loss (for example in the pacific, Ravuvu, 1988; Asian Development
Bank, 1998). Even if they do migrate, they may still opt migrate to an island close
their own island, so that links could be maintained. For example, a large proportion
of Dhiyadhoo Island community in Gaafu Alifu Atoll insisted on migrating to the
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nearest island with limited facilities, despite the offer to move to islands with much
better facilities (Youshau, 2005). There are also a number of occasions when
populations have returned to the original island (Maniku, 1990).
iv) There is expected to be a loss of cultural heritage in the migrant community. Some
of the key cultural features in any community are its burial grounds and old
mosques. These structures need to be left behind and thus leads to immense
distress especially amongst the elderly. Usually such structures are left untouched
after relocation, but occasionally the relocated island is reused for other economic
activities, leading to their destruction (based on Maniku, 1990). A common feeling
amongst the elderly is their responsibility to their ancestors buried in the land. The
following comment in the local newspaper by an elderly person summarises their
feeling.
“The views of old people will not change. They should not. There is no issue about that.
Zahir [the younger person quoted in the article] is saying that [he wants to migrate]
because he is young and that because his family is still alive. But if your loved ones are
already buried in that land, it is very difficult to move away from it. Our forefathers did
not have a heart-of-steel. We should expect to see it [resistance to move] from them and
respect it as well”. Translated from Naseer and Shaheeb (2008).
v) Maldivians are traditionally not used to mass-built houses, especially to a standard
design. Features of individual houses have often remained a key element in
establishing the relative status among the well-to-do and influential persons in the
community. For instance, the boundary walls often reflect the social status and
affordability with their varying heights and designs. Hence, the standard designs
that look like communal houses may make the migrants lose their sense of
homeliness or relative status. This issue was raised in the first ever communal
housing project in outer atolls in the islands of Sh. Funadhoo and L. Fonadhoo,
where a lot of potential owners were critical of the design and construction
(Rasheed, 2004). The issue of layout – both in the settlement and housing design –
has been cited as a major factor in defining success of resettlement projects
elsewhere (see for example, Sutton, 1977; Oliver-Smith, 1991).
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vi) There is a possibility that a loss in dialect may occur if migrations occur between
the northern and southern regions of Maldives. However, the planned migrations
are usually undertaken within individual atolls or neighbouring atolls, which share
similar dialects.
vii) There may be loss of traditional handicraft knowledge as the specialists relocate
from a rural to a more urban setting. The structural changes in the local economy
and the changing natural environment may force them to cease such activity and
indulge in alternate activities.
viii)There may also be profanization93 of the social environment in host communities
due to the increased urbanization and exposure of youth to popular culture. The
effects may be more pronounced on the migrant community where they may have
kept a control over these changes through the close relationships between
community members. They may lose this control in a larger settlement.
7.3.3.6. INDIVIDUAL, FAMILY AND COMMUNITY LEVEL CHANGES

i) The process of relocation is likely to be a daunting challenge for any family. This
issue has been explored in detail in the literature (see for example, Colson, 1971;
Roizblatt and Pilowsky, 1996; Nayak, 2000). The initial announcement of
relocation, the community discussions and discussions within family members may
require going through arduous psychological stress and arguments before an
agreement could be reached. This process may cause strains in family relationships,
especially between the nuclear and extended families. Marriages could also be
strained if both members feel strongly about opposing decisions.
ii) There are likely to be differences amongst various age groups in their attitudes
towards migration. The working age population and younger population may be
more willing to consider relocation while the elderly may be more reluctant. Their
reasons may include the lack of a purpose in moving as the new community would
have nothing much to offer, except health care (see for example, Shaheeb and
Naseer, 2008). They are also more likely to believe in obligations to ancestors and
93
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subsequent attachment to land where they have lived most of their life. The
decisions will also be more difficult for those who have loved ones buried on the
land, as noted above.
iii) Any reluctance amongst the elderly and subsequent relocation of the younger
groups may alter household family structure where the extended family is removed.
iv) The coping capacity of individual groups and communities may vary. As noted
above, the elderly usually struggle most to cope while the children may be quicker
to adapt than the adults. This may alter the well-being of migrants, especially the
elderly. Similarly there are collaborative coping mechanisms established within most
societies which may play a crucial role in managing the stressful transition to a new
community (see for example, Coelho et al., 1980; Rogers and Wang, 2006). Breakup
of the community through migration into multiple host communities may diminish
the collaborative coping capacity.
v) Changes are likely to occur in social interaction and community cohesion, following
the arrival of the migrant community. Initial interactions are expected to be smooth
but the real challenges only lie in how they interact and overcome differences as
they emerge. The interaction amongst the migrant community members may also
alter in time with the expansion of social networks. The key issue of community
cohesion will remain at the heart of how a new community develops (see for
example, Baird and Shoemaker, 2007). The migrant community will always be
referred to by their original settlement name and they will remain a distinct group at
least for a few generations. Hence, there may always be a likelihood of differences
appearing and the blame levelled at specific communities as a whole rather than the
individuals involved. The worst case scenario for a relocation project would be the
development of deep divisions between both communities leading to constant
social tension and violence.
vi) There will be cross-community interactions amongst the sexes, leading to
relationships and marriages. Such relationships in themselves do not present an
issue but occasionally ‗overzealous‘ youth from both sides may be embroiled in
fights over such relationships. There may exist or develop a sense of ‗stick-to-your242

own-kind‘ perception amongst the youth. Such events have occurred in resettled
communities in the past – for example in Alifushi Island (Ahmed, 2007).
vii) There may be substantial changes to the closely knit nature of the migrant
community when they move to a larger settlement. All social controls established
subconsciously in the smaller settlement may be dismantled once they arrive to the
new settlement, leading to alteration of behaviour especially amongst the youth.
viii)There are likely to be change in the social classes that exist within both
communities. Usually, the outer island societies are devoid of exclusive social
classes but there exist certain classes based on politics, knowledge and economic
well-being. These groups are usually well respected within their communities and
some individuals may be well-known across the entire atoll. The relocation to a
larger settlement may erode some of these groups as the existing host community
population may not maintain the same respect and recognition, unless they are wellknown in the host community. Moreover, new groups may emerge based on the
new community.
7.3.3.7. INSTITUTIONAL, LEGAL, POLITICAL AND EQUITY CHANGES

i) The relocation project will require public investment for both the migrant
community and the host community94. However, the benefits offered to the
incoming population are more personal in nature than the community benefits
offered to the hosts. For instance, the migrant community is provided with cash
compensation, free housing and personal support institutions, whereas the host
community is provided with upgrades in infrastructure or new infrastructure.
Occasionally, new infrastructure such as sewerage systems may only be provided to
the new settlement zone. This is particularly the case if a relocation project is
funded by an aid agency, whose only aim may be to serve the migrant community.
Even if the new infrastructure serves the whole community, the host community
may take the view that they were provided just for the migrant‘s sake, especially if
the host community have already been requesting these services for a long time.
Hence, there is a potential for a sense of jealousy and distrust towards the migrant
94
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community, leading to social conflicts or political unrest. Such incidents have
occurred in the past, for example in Gan Island in Laamu Atoll, where the ‗host‘
community refused to allow a sewerage system to be installed for the ‗migrant‘
community, without extending its benefit to them (Makan, 2007).
ii) There is likely to be an increase in conflicts related to land and common property
resource allocation between the two communities. These include coconut trees,
wetlands (taro pits), fishing interests, sand (for construction), agricultural land,
roads and other economic land. The host community has dominance over these
resources and had their own perceptions of future development before the arrival
of the new migrants. The migrant community may want to reduce this dominance
and demand equal distribution of rights. The magnitude of this issue is dependent
on the availability of resources. The more limited the resources are in the shortterm, the more likely that the issue will lead to conflicts between the two
communities. Moreover, there may be resistance to land use changes in favour of
the migrant community. For example, the development of a new road linking the
harbour with the regional hospital in Gan Island of Laamu Atoll was met with
strong resistance as it would reduce the value of business properties in the existing
main road (CDE, 2006a). The new road was designed through the new migrant
community. Improper handling of common property resource allocation is known
to have significant impacts n resettlement projects elsewhere (see for example,
Kibreab, 2000).
iii) There may be a perceived or an actual increase in demand for jobs in the new
community, especially in the short-term. The actual increase may not be associated
with a concurrent increase in the supply of jobs, potentially leading to higher
unemployment. The existing unemployed population in the host community may
perceive that they would be disadvantaged with the arrival of the migrant
community and hence view the relocation process in a negative manner – for
example, in Hanimaadhoo Island where the arrival of Hathifushi Island migrants
were viewed with suspicion due to the prevailing unemployment (Shareef, 2007).
iv) There may be a need for an expansion in public administration, creating a demand
for jobs in the public services. It is assumed that this demand will be met by
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employing existing public service officials from the migrant community. It may also
be a compensation requirement of the migrants that their public service jobs be
maintained in the new community.
v) There may be changes to the political power structure in both communities but
more significantly in the migrant community. The political power is traditionally
maintained by Island Chiefs or Katheebs (administrator) and the leading
businessmen. It becomes apparent that the existing structure will disappear and
efforts are made by these entities to maintain the status quo. Island Chiefs have
often been criticized as being behind attempts to dissuade potential migrants,
purely to maintain their own status in the community (BCL, 2005a). A potential
solution, currently explored, to this problem is the reinstatement of the Island Chief
from the migrant community as a joint-chief in the new community (BCL, 2005a).
Nonetheless, the potential for changes in power structure remain high.
vi) Apprehension amongst the potential migrant communities to initiate the relocation
and lack of progress in the voluntary migration policy may lead to a call for
compulsory and forced migration. This perception will get stronger once the
government policy agenda runs at its full scale. There have already been calls for
such actions (Rasheed, 2006a; 2006b). Hence, the process and policy may be
strengthened by providing legal backing by introducing laws to facilitate forced
migration. Such measures have already been used in Maldives in (Maniku, 1990),
albeit with little success95. If involuntary migration were to be introduced, then the
magnitude of social change may increase exponentially. There are worrying signs
with a population consolidation legislation being introduced in the parliament in
2008. However, stringent controls and apprehension for involuntary migration
amongst major donors and development banks (see for example, ADB, 1998;
World Bank, 2001), may counter balance the demand for such radical measures.
vii) The increased planned and unplanned migrations may result in the demand for
changes in the existing land law and regulations. Under the current laws and
regulations, eligibility for new land in an urban island is limited for its registered
inhabitants who have lived within the community for a period of time (BCL,
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2005a). The present government does not promote relocation to already congested
islands and therefore provides no compensation for such unplanned relocation.
Hence, there are land based indirect restrictions on where one can resettle. There
are likely to be calls to change the existing regulations, to develop more relaxed
eligibility criteria for migrants wishing to choose their own destination for voluntary
unplanned resettlement.
viii)The waiting period after the announcement of relocation for any community may
result in changes to the potential migrant‘s behaviour. Once relocation is
announced, further developments on the island are likely to cease. These include
new public service investments, businesses, repairs in households and repairs to
infrastructure. The individual‘s lives will be based on the belief that they will be
restarting their lives quite soon. In reality, it is very likely that financial restrictions
and construction delays for new houses and other facilities will force a lengthening
of the waiting time. The longer the waiting time, the more impatient the potential
migrant community becomes. Under such circumstances, every aspect of the
relocation process in scrutinised by inhabitants. It also paves the way for political
manipulation by competing political parties.
ix) The resettlement projects will require the establishment of institutional capacity
within the new community to handle matters relating to the integration of the two
communities and to assist migrants to settle. These may include counselling,
integration programmes and institutional arrangements to hear and respond to
conflicts between the two communities.
x) A number of communities identified for resettlement during the planning stage may
refuse voluntary resettlement. This may further lead to confrontation with the
authorities regarding the decision and eventually affect the functioning of the
society, until the issue is resolved. The example of Nellaidhoo Island in Haa Dhaalu
Atoll, where the announcement of the Government‘s intent to relocate the island
was met with strong resistance, shows the potential for future such occurrences
(Minivan News, 2006).
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7.3.3.8. GENDER RELATIONS CHANGES

i) There are likely to be changes in the employment opportunities and workload for
women. Access to a more service industry oriented economy or even new
industries, such as agriculture, may open new opportunities specific to women.
Hence, there are likely to be changes in family workload and income. Women could
also be disadvantaged in terms of economic activities if their previous economic
activities are affected in the new settlement. Such patterns have been reported
elsewhere (see for example, Afolayan, 1987; Badri et al., 2006).
ii) Women are unlikely to move on their own; such independence may be viewed
negatively in the existing society. Hence, their decision may ultimately dependent
on the male household heads or the decision of the extended family members.
There are an increasing number of female headed households due to the temporary
migration of male workers in search of jobs elsewhere (MPND and UNDP, 2004).
Even in such households, the ultimate decision may depend on the male decision.
Strong opposing sentiments within the family may strain relationships.
iii) Inability to integrate well within the new community may strain and breakup
relationships, especially if there was prior disagreement over relocation. Under such
circumstances, the female is at a disadvantage in the new community. However,
there are likely to be other family members who may provide support.
iv) There will be changes to the gender equity in access to education. Parents are
usually reluctant to send girls on their own to another community for education,
even if their own community lacks good schooling. Relocation to a settlement with
better education facilities may help to provide equal education opportunities.
7.3.3.9. OTHER SOCIAL IMPACTS OF BROAD POLICY IMPLEMENTATION AND
PLANNING ACTIVITIES

i) The rate of increase in demand for construction activities, from tourism expansion
and housing construction, is likely to cause in an influx of foreign labour. At
present, the country has over 70,000 overseas workers (MPND, 2008a), which may
double in a short timeframe. The presence of such a large foreign workforce may
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open up the Maldives to substantial social changes such as conflicts between locals
and foreigners, cultural changes, potential economic ‗leakages‘ especially in foreign
currency and intra-foreign-worker-community conflicts. In the future there may
emerge issues related to citizenship, rights to their culture and religion, and intermarriage.
ii) The resettlement projects will provide a positive outcome against the fears of ‗peak
oil‘. The decline in oil reserves and increasing cost of fuel across the world may
become a future challenge for Maldives, especially to the dispersed smaller
settlements. Population consolidation reduces the demand for fuel through reduced
transport volume and hence, its costs on the inhabitants.
iii) The resettlement activities and the strong state involvement in compensation and
subsidies may establish a pattern of dependency on the Government by migrant
communities. It may also prolong the ‗transition period‘ of the migrants. Such
patterns have been reported for resettlement activities elsewhere (for example in
Algeria, Sutton, 1977).
iv) The changing patterns of settlement and increasing opportunities may lead to
affluence in the new settlements. There is a likelihood that affordability may well
lead to the consideration of further migration to the Capital Male‘, in search of
better opportunities. Hence, a policy designed to partially control the migration
flow to the Male‘, may end up facilitating the flow and multiplying the problems
associated with national spatial inequalities.
v) The Maldivian society is currently undergoing rapid political and social change. The
introduction of political parties, multiparty elections, a new constitution,
independent commissions and political activism has changed the political landscape
within the space of five years. Moreover, the rapid social change that was associated
with political activism and an unprecedented increase in social-ills such as violent
crimes and drug abuse, have caused a rate of social change that has become
unbearable for most. A massive resettlement programme may add to this burden.
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7.4. CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has presented and evaluated a framework to undertake social change
assessment for the proposed settlement restructuring in the Maldives. It has highlighted the
limitations in existing frameworks to undertake policy pre-inception analysis, especially at
the national level. The modified framework accounts for these limitations and addresses
the specific needs of the proposed policy, with emphasis for multi-settlement analysis and
public sensitivity. The subsequent assessment has resulted in the identification of over 70
potential social changes associated with the proposed planning strategy.
The findings presented in this chapter have implications for the proposed planning strategy
and policy level social change assessment. First, this study responds to the growing calls in
the field of social change assessment to extend SIA into policy level analysis. The modified
framework, both extends and provides a seamless framework to integrate two levels of
analysis: the policy and the project level. This particular case study also incorporates some
of the most challenging issues in broad SIAs, particularly the multi-community analysis and
public sensitivity issues. The proposed framework is not meant to be generic, as it is
specifically designed to the needs of a particular planning strategy and social context. In
fact, it may not be practical to have a generic policy level assessment framework that is
universally applicable to all social settings. Rather, it would be more practical to build on
existing frameworks and borrow from frameworks used in similar social settings. This
framework could hopefully provide a basis for other policy level SIAs, particularly in small
island archipelagic settings with a homogenous society.
Secondly, the magnitude of potential social changes identified in this study will pose
significant challenges in the planning and implementation of the proposed planning
strategy. The extent of negative changes resulting from resettlement is the main concern,
with potential for serious societal disintegration and negative impacts on the most
vulnerable groups. The authorities will have to deal with national level changes in attitudes
towards small settlements as a burden and effects on short-term public finance availability.
At the local level, the complicated mixing of two or more communities depends on
numerous factors to make a resettlement project work. Moreover, the voluntary approach
to migration will require significant investments in policy marketing and agenda setting.
Even with substantial support, it may require significant time to make an entire community
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agree to migrate. The policy will also be faced with a planning dilemma: whether to preidentify and announce settlements for migration or to maintain secrecy regarding potential
settlements. Either way, the effects on the migrant community will be substantial. An
announcement of resettlement will have significant social and political effects, depending
on the waiting time and attitudes of the potential migrants. A non-announcement will make
it harder at the later stages to convince people to relocate and puts more political pressure
to reveal the reasons behind the avoidance of public investment.
Thirdly, it is pertinent that the negative changes be addressed and minimised with proper
planning, if the policy is to succeed. Such planning may not prevent the changes but its
negative impacts could be controlled by preparing for any inevitable occurrences. These
should specifically target community integration, timely provision of necessary
infrastructure upgrades and compensation, equitable distribution of identifiable benefits,
employment opportunities and security. Appropriate funding should be secured and a
practical action plan must be compiled for social change management and policy
implementation prior to the commencement of the policy.
Finally, there are numerous positive changes which will assist in reducing the physical,
social and economic vulnerabilities of small communities. In the long-run, the migrant
communities may be better-off, provided that negative social changes are controlled or
addressed. Moreover, the Maldivian society as whole may benefit from an economically
viable and socially and physically less vulnerable communities.
There are a number of limitations in this study. First is the absence of public consultations
in appraising the social impacts. Public participation could be argued as a fundamental
tenet of modern policy analysis in democratic states. Its absence at the inception stage of
the policy leaves the door open for public discontent and, arguably, to the potential failure
of the policy. After all, the success and failure of the policy will partially depend on the
willingness of the migrant communities to relocate to ‗host‘ settlement and the willingness
of the ‗host‘ settlements to receive migrant communities. Moreover, the future of
settlement should not be decided without the necessary public consultations. As noted
previously, extensive public consultations are not eliminated in this study but are deferred
to the second phase of the assessment when the policy is much clearer and information on
the policy components are readily available for sharing with the communities. This will
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reduce the chances of misinformation and associated social impacts regarding an uncertain
future. The approach adopted in this study reflects the need to search for a compromise
between collaborative planning and sensitive policy inception.
A second limitation is the scope of the assessment involving numerous ‗migrant‘ and ‗host‘
settlements. It is unclear at this stage as to which migrant community would move to which
host settlements. Therefore, only generic, impacts may be measured. However, it is argued
in this thesis that a provision of a preliminary analysis phase in an SIA allows for the
identification of potential generic impacts at the inception stage before more detailed SIAs
can carried out in individual settlements.
The completion of the social change assessment concludes the three primary assessments
proposed in the overall methodological framework: i) hazard resilient island identification;
ii) economic and financial analysis and; iii) social change analysis. The next chapter will
synthesize the overall methodology and the findings from the three assessments.
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8.

Chapter 8

: General Discussion

General Discussion

In the preceding chapters, the research questions raised in this thesis have been explored in
detail. This chapter will synthesize the results and discuss their implications, and the extent
to which the research questions were addressed. The chapter begins with an overview of
the study and a summary of the preceding chapters. The second section discusses the
theoretical contributions and implications of the thesis. The third section synthesizes the
methodological implications, particularly in relation to the methodological framework
advanced in this thesis. The fourth section provides reflections on the limitations. The
fifth section explores the findings specific to the case study – the viability and practicality
of Population and Development Consolidation (PDC) strategy in the Maldives. It is
followed, in the sixth section, by a brief synthesis on the application of the PDC strategy
and the proposed framework in other small island states. The final section summarizes and
concludes this chapter.
8.1. OVERVIEW
The PDC approach to settlement planning, in a small island state, was first conceived by
the Government of Maldives as a planning measure to address the practical limitations in
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public service delivery and local economic development in a scattered archipelago. The
concept behind this strategy was to concentrate development and population into selected
large settlements, through various policy measures, thereby reducing diseconomies of scale
in public service provision and increasing economies of scale in individual settlements. It
promises to be an approach that is suited to address the economic development challenges
in archipelagic small island states. This thesis extends the PDC approach to include an
additional challenge – natural hazard and climate change adaptation – and propose a more
comprehensive approach to sustainable development planning in small island states. In the
process, this thesis, for the first time, evaluates the PDC strategy of Maldives in an
independent academic study and develops the idea as a planning concept for archipelagic
small island states.
The primary research questions addressed in this thesis are: i) can the PDC approach to
settlement planning be effectively extended to include a hazard and climate change
resilience dimension?; ii) can the PDC approach be a viable and practical planning strategy
in a small island state? The key ideas advanced in this thesis are, that: i) the present strategy
can be reoriented to develop a climate and hazard resilience approach; ii) a replicable
‗umbrella‘ methodological framework is better suited to evaluate the viability and
applicability of the strategy, given the current state of knowledge, and; iii) the proposed
strategy is an alternative development planning option for small island states.
A focussed review of the literature, presented in chapter 2, revealed that the concept of
PDC stems from the theoretical works of regional science, specifically from the group of
theories that fall under the ‗polarised development‘ paradigm: namely growth centre theory
and core-periphery model. Moreover, there have been numerous similar planning
applications linked to the paradigm and has been widely adopted across the world. This
paradigm has extended over the last half-a-century to include new dimensions in world
development and, at present, reflects the challenges of developed and developing countries.
However, there was a notable lack of similar planning applications in least developed
countries – the category which characterises most small island states. Perhaps, this was due
to a lag in relevance of such theoretical works to the stage of development and due to the
different context of development in such states. Nonetheless, there exists an opportunity to
make the ‗polarization paradigm‘ more relevant to small island states by adopting its
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germane concepts and extending it to include a new dimension: natural hazard and climate
vulnerability dimension. This is the main theoretical contribution of this thesis.
This thesis is, essentially, a methodological thesis and the exploration of the fundamental
research issues required a multidisciplinary approach. Hence, a multidisciplinary
methodological framework – covering environment, economy and society – is presented in
chapter 2, and is central to this thesis. The framework is expected to facilitate the
reorientation of the PDC strategy to include a resilience and climate change dimension, and
to evaluate its viability and practicality in a small island setting; hence, the potential for
evaluating the two research questions. There are four major components in the framework:
identifying hazard resilient islands, establishing policy parameters and tools, assessing
economic viability and assessing social viability. The framework was tested using a case
study of the Maldives – a low-lying archipelagic small island state. A background to the
Maldives is presented in Chapter 3.
The first component of the assessment – i.e. ‗resilient island identification‘ – is addressed in
Chapter 4. This component reorients the settlement identification process of the PDC
strategy to include the resilience dimension. Significant limitations in geophysical studies in
small island states and the uncertainty surrounding climate science were identified as a
hindrance to establishing resilient islands with a considerable degree of certainty, in the
Maldives. The gaps in the literature were too numerous to be filled by a single study and
hence, a preliminary methodology, which evaluated statistical relationships between past
natural hazards and geophysical characteristics of islands, was used. The relationships were
then applied to develop a composite vulnerability-resilience index, comprising 49
parameters. The index was, in turn, used to rank the 200 inhabited islands of Maldives; the
results suggested the existence of comparatively vulnerable and resilient settlements. The
ranked list of islands was then used as an input for the economic and social viability
assessments.
The economic viability assessment component used the Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA)
Method – one of the most established economic analysis tools. The details of the method
are presented in Chapter 5 and the results are presented in Chapter 6. The BCA method
and framework was enhanced to suit the policy level analysis and the practical limitations in
a small island state setting, more specifically the limitations in data availability and
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reliability. A number of sensitivity analyses were used to account for the uncertainties. The
results showed that the policy was financially viable but only under certain conditions.
The social viability assessment component used Social Impact Assessment (SIA) methods,
which are commonly used tools for social change assessment. The method and results for
this component are presented in Chapter 7. The SIA method was found to have significant
limitations in its application for a national level policy analysis. Thus, a modified SIA
framework, suitable for a ‗pre-policy-decision‘ analysis, is presented. The social changes
that may result from a PDC policy were evaluated based on two sample settlements. The
results suggested that the social change will be substantial and that it will be a critical factor
in determining the viability and practicality of a PDC policy.
This chapter synthesizes the overall results and debates on the theoretical, methodological
and practical aspects of using PDC strategy as a settlement planning approach in the
Maldives, and in other small island states. Moreover, it will discuss the limitations to the
frameworks, methods, data and timings used in this study. The discussion begins with the
theoretical implications.
8.2. THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS
The key theoretical contributions advanced in this thesis are: i) to locate the PDC approach
to settlement planning, as proposed in the Maldives, within the ‗polarized development
paradigm‘ and; ii) to extend the paradigm to accommodate the development characteristics
of archipelagic small island states. How well were these objectives achieved? The next three
subsections synthesize these contributions.
8.2.1. Locating the PDC Strategy in Theoretical Space

The concept of PDC, as explored in Chapter 2, can be placed within the theories that
promote ‗polarized development‘, namely growth centre theory (Perroux, 1955; Boudeville,
1966; Lausen, 1969) and core-periphery model (Myrdal, 1957; Hirschman, 1958;
Friedmann, 1966). The key arguments for consolidating population and development in the
Maldives are: i) to achieve economies of scale and economic growth in ‗outer islands‘, and;
ii) to reduce the diseconomies of scale in service delivery, and thereby, improve the
efficiency and quality of services (MPND, 2001, p. 26). These rationales fall within the
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theoretical conceptualizations in the growth centre theory and the core-periphery model,
where it is argued that development occurs at selected points and that once development
starts at a point it continues to expand through agglomeration economies and, labour and
capital attraction (Keeble, 1967; Parr, 1999a; Capello, 2007). As explored in Chapter 2,
similar planning applications – based on the polarized development paradigm and with the
specific rationale of achieving economic growth and efficiency in public service delivery –
can be found, in both, developed and developing countries. The explicit links between
these applications and the theories in polarized development paradigm has already been
established elsewhere (see, for example: Cloke, 1979; Hansen, 1979; Cloke, 1988b; Parr,
1999b; Courtney and Errington, 2003).
In this sense, it could be argued that, the PDC strategy as proposed in the Maldives is no
more that an adaptation from applications in other countries. Although no explicit
reference has been made in the available policy documents to applications in other
countries, similarities exist with past rural settlement planning policies in the UK (Cloke,
1988a), Canada (Hodge, 1988), Soviet Union (Pallot, 1979; Pallot, 1988), Japan (Palmer,
1988) and India (Wanmali and Islam, 1995), among others. It is plausible that these
concepts were introduced to the Maldives through global ‗knowledge diffusion‘,
particularly through foreign consultants. Nonetheless, past applications add rigour to the
theoretical relevance of the polarized development paradigm. This thesis further advances
the paradigm by explicitly linking the PDC strategy of the Maldives to the paradigm and by
establishing it as an example of application in a small island state.
8.2.2. Extending the Polarized Development Paradigm

The main theoretical implication of this thesis, however, is to extend the ‗polarized
development‘ paradigm and the PDC strategy of the Maldives, particularly in relation to
small island states, to include a new planning dimension: hazard resilience and climate
change adaptation. In practice, this can be achieved by introducing a ‗vulnerability-based‘
approach, as proposed in this thesis, compared to the more orthodox ‗economic-potential‘
based approach, for identifying future growth settlements. In a time of climate uncertainty
and potential adverse conditions, such a modification should be seen as particularly
valuable. Figure 8.1 summarizes the main dimensions and planning applications in the
paradigm, and the theoretical contribution of this thesis.
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Figure 8.1: A graphical summary of polarized development paradigm, its dimensions, planning applications and contributions of this thesis
'Polarized development' paradigm: dimensions and planning applications
Dimensions
Economic growth
Polarized development
paradigm

Technological innovation
& diffusion of knowledge

Growth Pole Theory
Rural development
Core-periphery paradigm

Location Theories

Central place theory

Political solidarity
Natural Hazard &
climate adaptation

Planning Applications
Achieving economic growth
Reducing regional inequalities
Reviving depressed areas
Technopoles, Industrial clusters and
science parks
Efficient service delivery in
rural areas
Agricultural land consolidation

Physical planning

Industrial location theory

Promoting rural-urban
interaction & development
Population resettlement from
depopulated areas

..............

etc....
Long-term adaptation to
climate variability and change
Natural hazard resilience
Bold: The new dimension and planning applications advanced in this thesis

Source: Literature review (Chapter 2)
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As explored in chapter 2, the polarized development paradigm has already been extended
over time to accommodate new planning dimensions. The pioneering theoretical works of
Perroux-Boudeville-Lausen and Myrdal-Hirschman-Friedmann were focussed on the
economic growth dimension, but over time it has expanded to include: technological
innovation and diffusion of knowledge as an explicit dimension (Breschi, 1998; Benko,
2000); rural development, as an alternative to the dominant ‗urban‘ concept in the
pioneering works (Funnell, 1976; McLaughlin, 1976; Rondinelli and Ruddle, 1978); and the
new ‗political dimension‘ (Sonn, 2007). These advancements reflected the shifting focus of
development needs in time. At present, hazard resilience and climate change adaptation
have become a key dimension that need to be considered in modern day planning
approaches (Riebsame, 1991; UNDP, 2004; Halsnæs and Verhagen, 2007; Boyd et al.,
2008), particularly in small island states (Mimura et al., 2007). Hence, by extending the
polarized development paradigm to include the new dimension, it is expected to yield a
more comprehensive approach to planning in small island states.
The effectiveness of the new approach becomes apparent when the planning applications
adapt and combine the relevant multiple dimensions. For example, the rationalization of
service delivery approach to rural settlement planning is based on dual dimensions: rural
development and economic growth. Similarly, the use of the hazard resilience and climate
change adaption dimension is associated, in the case of this thesis, with the rural
development dimension. It could be argued that the key problems in small island states,
apart from natural hazard and climate vulnerability, are ‗rural‘ in nature. Characteristics
such as dispersed sparsely populated settlements, remoteness, lack of economies of scale
and high diseconomies of scale in service provision, are distinctively rural problems that
have been addressed in large continental countries using the ‗rationalization of service
delivery‘ approach96. By adopting the rural development dimension, planning applications
related to rationalization of service delivery and population resettlement can be used to
reduce the diseconomies of scale in service delivery. At the same time, it can reduce the
cost of hazard resilience and climate change adaptation, thereby, making adaptation more
affordable and practical.

96

Albeit, in a different scale and geographic setting.
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Moreover, by adopting the economic growth dimension, inherent in the rural development
dimension, the settlements that are developed could achieve economic growth through
economies of scale, generated from a larger population (i.e. larger market and increased
supply of labour) and capital investments. Thus, a multidimensional PDC strategy promises
a more comprehensive approach to planning in small island states.
It could be argued that the environmental, natural hazard and climate change dimensions
are not new in regional science. After synthesizing the theoretical and empirical inquiries
into the environment97 as a distinct dimension in regional science, Batabyal and Nijkamp
(2004) point out that environment and climate change are usually treated as externalities in
regional science (i.e. due to its tradition of economic rationalising). They also noted that the
focus is more on reducing environmental and climate impacts, rather than mitigation or
adaptation. There have also been international calls (for example, the Hyogo Declaration,
United Nations, 2005) and numerous publications on disaster resilience and climate change
adaptation, particularly calling for the integration with development planning applications,
to exploit a more comprehensive and sustainable planning approach (Pelling, 2003; UNDP,
2004; Schipper and Pelling, 2006; Mimura et al., 2007; Boyd et al., 2008). However, such
new research has taken different pathways, outside the existing theoretical works in
regional science. This study contributes to reduce this gap by explicitly linking a key theory
in regional science – the polarized development paradigm – with a planning application
that combines development planning, hazard resilience and climate change adaptation
needs.
8.2.3. Other Theoretical Considerations

This thesis has adapted concepts from the original theoretical works of the polarized
development paradigm and deliberately avoided the new developments in the paradigm.
This is because the original concepts are more relevant to the development stage of the less
developed countries as indicated by Friedmann (1966). However, some of the arguments
that can be raised against using the original theories are the consistent failure of planning
applications based on these theories and the clear abandonment of these earlier works,
especially the growth centre theory (Parr, 1999b). The debate on past failures and why they
are still relevant to small island states is addressed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4. The
97

Batabyal and Nijkamp treated climate change issues as an environmental issue.
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abandonment of the theoretical works, it could be argued, is partly related to the changes in
institutional and planning approaches, especially in developed countries. Planning in
developed countries are now more decentralized and uses new concepts such as
‗collaborative planning‘ (Healey, 2003), with a distinctive ‗bottom-up‘ community
approach. The reality in most ‗least developed countries‘, however undesired, is that
planning is still largely centralised and that they struggle to effectively implement the
‗bottom-up‘ approach. Hence, Markusen‘s (2001) statement ‗gone is the remote expert
planner who from an office in the capital city decides which cities will be anointed as
growth poles and which regions will reap extraordinary infrastructure expenditures‘ (p.
402), highlights a gap in planning theory between the developed world and some of the
least developed countries. Thus, this thesis recognizes the gap and attempts to suit the
practical realities and current state of planning in the Maldives. It should be noted,
however, that the Maldives is going through a period of political change and that
collaborative planning approaches might become a necessity in the future.
8.3. METHODOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
The central methodological contribution of this thesis is to present a multidisciplinary
methodological framework for formulating and evaluating a settlement planning strategy in
a small island state, based on the population and development consolidation approach. An
overview of the framework is presented in Chapter 2, section 2.5, and details of the
methods are presented within the relevant ‗core-chapters‘. The next four subsections
discuss the main methodological implications.
8.3.1. The Overall Framework

The application of the overall framework to the case study showed that it reasonably
addressed the two key analyses it is designed to perform: evaluate the applicability and
viability of a PDC strategy for a small island state. The evaluation of viability may be
straightforward and largely objective: economic viability is observed through accounting
indicators such as benefit-cost ratio or Net Present Value and social viability is analysed
using the magnitude of negative social changes. The evaluation of its applicability, however,
may be less straightforward and more subjective. The results from the assessment can
provide key information – such as the scope and magnitude of the strategy, policy
implementation mechanisms, potential list of settlements for consolidation, financial
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implications, the magnitude of social change, and the potential indicators on the social
acceptance of the strategy – arguably sufficient, in most cases, for a decision maker to
consider a PDC approach for settlement planning. The framework may also assist in the
incremental formulation of the policy. For instance: the ranked list of vulnerable islands
identifies the settlements for consolidation; the identification of policy parameters and
tools may lead to a compilation of implementation mechanisms; economic viability
assessments may lead to budgeting; and social viability assessments may lead to the
inclusion of social considerations in the policy.
The methodological framework is intended as a replicable model and a ‗packaged‘ planning
tool for the planners in the Maldives and other small island states, to consider a PDC
approach to planning. The framework is based on some of the institutional and practical
limitations common to most small island states, namely: human resource limitations; data
availability and quality; surveying limitations and administrative limitations. It is also, now,
tested in the Maldives and appropriate modifications have been made to the standard
methods in the field, to make them relevant to the realities of the case study. This issue is
addressed further in Section 8.6.
The framework adopted a multidisciplinary approach to policy or planning appraisal; it
combines environment, economic and social approaches. Similar approaches has been
regarded by some as the way forward in planning theory (see for example: Healey and
Shaw, 1993; Archibugi, 2008). This study subscribes to this school of thought by exploring
its use in planning appraisal. The environment component, it could be argued, deviates
from its conventional use (i.e. environmental impact assessments), but it evaluates
environment as a cause of vulnerability and addresses them through mitigation measures in
the strategy. The economic and social viability component follows the conventional
planning appraisal methods.
The framework also has a significant weakness due to its subordination of social
assessment until after the completion of the economic assessment. In hindsight, the social
assessment should have been undertaken in conjunction or prior to the economic
assessment so that: i) the social impacts could be identified and properly valued in the
economic assessment and; ii) the social impacts could be identified more fully in the overall
context of the assessment. This limitation is explored more fully in section 8.4 below.
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8.3.2. Resilient Island Identification Component

As noted at the beginning of this Chapter, this is the key component of the overall
framework. It sets the basis for identifying settlements for consolidation and classifying
them as ‗host‘ settlements or ‗migrant‘ settlements. This component also establishes the
hazard and climate adaptation dimension of the proposed strategy. The rest of the
components use the classified settlements as a key input.
The methodology presented in this component is intended for a preliminary assessment.
As noted elsewhere in this thesis, planners should ideally rely on detailed studies in the
geophysical and climate sciences to establish the resilient and vulnerable islands. However,
in the absence of such studies and due to the wide gaps in literature, a preliminary
approach is needed which could establish the statistical relationships between natural
hazards, climate change and geophysical characteristics. The method presented in this
component is a step towards this direction. There is, obviously, a lot more work to be
done. This thesis does not claim to provide the answer to the gaps in literature but merely
guides further studies. It is assumed that the statistical relationships suggested in this thesis
will be explored, in the future, as individual studies in the field of geosciences and climate
sciences, and establish (or reject) them with a higher degree of certainty. Meanwhile, it
provides a practical preliminary method for planners who, arguably, cannot wait till the
‗slow pace‘ of geophysical and climate sciences establishes the relationships with a higher
degree of certainty.
The composite index model developed for this component is designed to partly address the
questions of uncertainty in the method and its findings. The multiple relationships derived
from the assessment are converted into variables. These variables reflect the existing state
of knowledge on the relationships between a specific hazard and a geographic feature.
Based on new studies, these variables could be modified, removed or added into the
composite index. The output is designed to provide a list of vulnerable and resilient
settlements, albeit with changing rankings based on modifications to the composite index.
The large number of variables is intended to control the impact from changes to some
variables on the overall result.
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There is potential to extend the composite index into other aspects such as economy,
society and governance, as has been done elsewhere in quantifying small island state
vulnerability (See for example, Atkins et al., 2000; Kaly et al., 2002; Guillaumont, 2007;
Turvey, 2007). Perhaps, such an index would be the ideal composite index for assessing
vulnerable and resilient islands in the future, and could be considered for a further study.
This study, however, is only concerned with physical vulnerability and resilience of islands,
since it should be considered the first and the primary aspect in evaluating vulnerability. At
present, the economic and social aspects are evaluated more explicitly, albeit in a policy
appraisal context.
8.3.3. Economic Viability Assessment

This component has presented and tested a Benefit-Cost Analysis model for assessing the
economic viability of a PDC strategy. The model is based on a mix of formal ex-ante and
qualitative BCA and was derived from a number of BCA models, namely from Little and
Mirrlees (1974), World Bank (Brent, 1998) and Schofield (1989). The underlying models
proposed by these studies were designed for project analysis and minor modifications were
required to adjust them to a policy analysis, more specifically to a pre-policy-decision
analysis. A key aspect of the BCA model presented here is its potential to aggregate the
costs and benefits of hundreds of individual projects and across multiple settlements.
Aggregation methods have been proposed to achieve most of these evaluations, although
practical limitations still exist in aggregating some benefits. Moreover, sensitivity analysis
methods have been proposed to accommodate uncertainties in policy parameters at the
pre-policy-decision stage – for example: the number of settlements, number of
implementation years, technological alternatives for mitigation and policy implementation
tools. The application of the model to the case study showed that it is capable of
reasonably evaluating the viability and the potential magnitude of costs involved in
implementing the strategy.
A potential weakness of the economic component is that the BCA may not capture the
detailed aspects of economic viability, particularly the coherence of proposed PDC
assumptions with economic principles. For example: what would be the size of the
population which will achieve economies of scale? What guarantee is there for economic
growth in settlements simply on account of population growth, without any major industry
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or natural resources? These issues, however, are related to the economic growth dimension,
which is not explicitly explored in this thesis. Such assessments require individual
econometric analyses in their own right and may be impractical to address in a planning
appraisal framework such as this. Again, it requires studies in the relevant disciplines to
provide answers with certainty. The BCA, however, provides an overall economic
assessment, which partially evaluates these issues, but in a manner which is simple and
useful for a decision maker. To this extent, a BCA assessment may be the most suited
method for assessing the viability of a PDC strategy.
The BCA model proposed for this thesis has also been provided as an automated
spreadsheet. The spreadsheet is designed to automatically input the list of resilient and
vulnerable islands and is capable of accommodating changes to the list, as envisaged in the
first component. The list of islands used in the spreadsheets is linked to the vulnerability
index, relevant socio-economic data and prices for various benefits and costs. Moreover,
the sensitivity analyses are also automated, so that, changes to the ranking of islands and
prices could be reflected in them. The model is, therefore, reusable for continued
assessment in the Maldives.
There are known limitations and weaknesses in using BCA, particularly to analyse human
dimensions of cost and benefits. These issues are addressed in more detail in section 8.4
below.
8.3.4. Social Viability Assessment

Social viability assessment is the final component of the assessment and is undertaken
using Social Impact Assessment (SIA) methods. This component has presented a modified
framework for SIA, designed specifically to address its limitations in policy level analysis.
These changes are presented in detail in Chapter 7.
A key methodological implication of this thesis is to advance the practise of SIA in policy
level analysis, and to present a framework which could integrate the policy level and project
level analyses. Moreover, additional methods have been proposed to address limitations in
existing frameworks, namely, in aggregating impacts over multiple communities and issues
in public participation in sensitive policy analyses. This thesis has also tested the framework
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in a policy analysis and provides an example of its application in a small island state setting.
Thus, the new framework enhances the umbrella methodological framework presented in
this thesis and also, hopefully, paves the way for it to be used in other policy analyses. It
should, however, be noted that this framework is not meant to be generic as it has been
designed and tested for a specific planning strategy and social context. In fact, as noted in
Chapter 7, it may not be practical to have a generic policy level assessment framework that
is universally applicable to all social settings. Nonetheless, there is an opportunity to
replicate frameworks across similar applications and social settings, and to that extent this
framework will, hopefully, be of use to other similar applications.
8.3.5. Other Practical Implications

The multidimensional framework presented here is likely to be undertaken, in practise, by a
team of planners. Ideally, they should be specialized in the relevant assessments or fields –
i.e. environmental and climate science, economics and social science. However, it is not a
sine qua non, as a planner only need to be fluent in the standard methodologies presented
here, particularly the Benefit-Cost Analysis method and Social Impact Assessment method.
The assessment is likely to be faster and efficient in a team environment.
The multidimensional nature of the framework also means that planners, as the present
author has experienced, are likely to be ‗walking a thin line‘ between a number of
disciplines, namely, environmental science, climate science, hazard science, economics,
social science, political science and planning. Each of these disciplines has its standards and
conventions and may be reluctant to support planning applications based on scientific
findings, unless the scientific debate has reached a conclusive stage or is close to being a
‗scientific fact‘. For example, the question of climate change is rigorously debated and there
is little chance of a solution in the near future on the key elements of the debate (Barnett,
2001). There are arguments over whether planning measures should be implemented now
under a ‗no regrets approach‘ and there are calls to ‗wait-and-see‘ until the debate is more
conclusive (Panchauri and Damodarah, 1992). However, a planner in a small island state
like the Maldives, which is predicted as amongst the first countries to bear the effects of sea
level rise (Mimura et al., 2007), does not have the luxury to ‗wait-and-see‘. They are often
required to plan for the future based on the current state of knowledge, and planners may
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need to adopt a ‗no regrets‘ or a ‗win-win‘ approach to planning, on key contentious issues,
particularly in small island states (Barnett, 2001).
As discussed in previous chapters, there are also limitations in the methodological
framework, which are addressed in more detail in the next section.
8.4. LIMITATIONS, CRITICISMS AND ENHANCEMENTS
This section will discuss and synthesize the limitations in this thesis, as identified in
Chapters 4 to 7 and in the preceding discussion. It specifically looks at literature, data,
methodological and conceptual limitations. Practical limitations will be discussed later, in
the next section.
8.4.1. Literature Limitations

As stressed throughout this thesis, there are significant limitations in scientific literature on
small island states. The lack of research in geophysical sciences and local economic
environments, in particular, has presented significant challenges in undertaking this study.
As noted above, ideally this study requires findings from research in various disciplines to
be used as the building blocks for identifying resilient settlements and planning future
settlements. Unfortunately, such research is limited and the existing research cannot be
used to establish findings with a high degree of certainty. Moreover, a part of the
conceptual foundation of the proposed approach – the climate change and its impacts on
small island states – is based on an ongoing debate, which at this stage, is far from
conclusive (Barnett, 2001).
The proposed strategy has been formulated within these inherent uncertainties in the
literature. This thesis, therefore, had to adopt a broader methodological approach, which
fills some of the gaps in literature, albeit temporarily, and paves the way for future studies
to be ‗plugged-in‘ as they become available. The key argument raised here, in this regard, is
that planners rely on a given state of knowledge to formulate plans, and that they can adjust
to changing knowledge through the iterative planning cycle.
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8.4.2. Data Limitations

A key limitation identified in each of the three main assessments is the lack of data. A study
such as this, which is a pre-policy-decision analysis, requires access to adequate and reliable
secondary data sources, as time for field surveys are limited. Very few of the existing
statistical publications, such as the Census and poverty assessment datasets (MPND and
UNDP, 1999; MPND and UNDP 2004), provide essential local or island level data for the
Maldives. Many of the other publications are aggregated at national level and are more
useful for undertaking socio-economic analysis at a country level. Moreover, there are
significant limitations in spatial and geophysical data. This study has contributed to partially
relieving the spatial data shortage in the Maldives by producing a GIS system and
presenting a detailed land study (see Appendix 9). Substantial limitation also exists in
financial data and official figures required for a BCA analysis, such as the discount rate and
Value of Life. The main consequence of data limitations is that it introduces uncertainty in
the assessment.
Nonetheless, this thesis has presented methods to partially overcome the data problems
and the uncertainties associated with it in the Maldives. In the process, it has also
established a substantial compilation of databases, financial values and spatial data, which is
relevant for a range of other research. The measures used in this thesis to accommodate
the uncertainties, include the use of a balanced composite index, sensitivity analyses and
cross-validation using other studies. In sum, the data requirements for this thesis were
substantial and limitations exist in the data that was available. However, it has to be argued
that this thesis has presented methods which have worked through the practical realities of
data limitation in a small island state.
8.4.3. Methodological Limitations

There are weaknesses and limitations in the methods used in evaluating the three
components of the proposed framework. The specific limitations inherent in the BCA and
SIA methodologies are well documented (Burdge, 2004; Weimer and Vining, 2005), and are
addressed in detail in Chapters 6 and 7. It is generally agreed that such limitations can be
largely minimised by following procedures and best practices that have evolved though
their widespread applications in planning (Schofield, 1989; Leary, 1999). However, there
remain some contentious conceptual issues related to BCA which continues to raise
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questions about the validity of the method when applied to human and social impacts. Of
particular concern is the assignment of monetary values to human lives, injuries, behaviour,
feelings and health, to name a few. In reality, the assumptions used for such calculations
cannot accurately reflect the actual valuations made by the people involved. Some
proponents of BCA acknowledge this limitation and recommend that BCA be used as a
guide rather than absolute values of real world phenomena.
There are significant limitations in the methods used in identifying vulnerable and resilient
settlements in Chapter 4. The proposed method is essentially a method for identifying
broad patterns in the relationship between natural hazards and geophysical features. The
relationships derived from the results cannot be established to the degree of certainty
required in geophysical science and, therefore, based on these standards, have limited
capacity for detailed inductive reasoning. The findings in this component, therefore, should
be considered as preliminary, which need to be pursued further in the field of geophysical
science. As noted earlier, it is virtually impossible for a single planning study such as this, to
explore a satisfactory analysis in geophysical science, as it may require numerous studies to
establish relationships with a high degree of certainty. Fortunately, planning is an iterative
process and the methodological approach used in Chapter 4 ensures that methods used in
this study could be enhanced or changed in the future while maintaining the integrity of the
overall methodological framework.
It could also be argued that the methods promoted in this thesis are too simple and that the
overall framework is not comprehensive. However, simplicity is likely to be the key factor
in making this framework practical in the small island states. These countries are plagued
with administrative, institutional and human resource limitations and require assessment
frameworks that are simple and familiar, in order to have any meaningful practical use.
The framework, it could be argued, is not comprehensive. It lacks some of the key
elements of modern planning appraisal such as environmental impact assessments (i.e.
Strategic Environment Assessment, Therivel, 2004) or the political governance dimension
in planning (Sonn, 2007). However, the framework is meant to be flexible and extendible.
It is impossible to cover all dimensions in a study such as this, but the scope for including
new dimensions is acknowledged and facilitated in the framework. One should be careful,
however, not to overburden the assessment framework as more assessments may become
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impractical due to the institutional and practical limitations in small island states. Moreover,
there is scope for additional assessments in the detailed assessment or project
implementation stage, as shown in Figure 2.2, especially in relation to Environmental
Impact Assessments.
It could be argued that the human dimension of the PDC policy should be given priority in
the assessment, given the potential significant negative social impacts of moving thousands
of people. A mechanism to weight the social assessment over the other two components
may need to be established so that emphasis is shifted from GIS based assessment and
economic valuations in deciding the future of thousands of people. The sole purpose of
such a system should be to place social considerations ahead of the physical and economic
considerations rather than discount their importance.
The framework has been designed for a top-down planning model and, therefore,
discounts some of the best practices in contemporary planning, particularly elements of
participatory planning. The top-down model was preferred for this study on the basis that
it was the model practised in the Maldives at the start of this study. However, political
changes (democratization) that occurred towards the end of this study suggest that
participatory planning may be preferred in the future. Moreover, the findings of this study
show that there are considerable human impacts which may determine the practicality of
the policy. In light of these changes and findings, participatory community appraisal may be
required in establishing the scope of the policy and, identifying hazard exposure and social
changes in individual islands. In particular, the initial non-consultative assessments
proposed in the two-staged SIA, to cater for the limitations in sensitive national level policy
analyses, conflicts the widely accepted norms of participatory planning. Based on the
findings, public consultation, at least in sample settlements, may be required to make the
SIA more robust. Thus, while the proposed framework is designed for the specific
conditions and planning models existing in the Maldives at the start of this study, its
limitations have become inherent over the course of this study.
Finally, there could be differences in the results between the evaluation presented in this
thesis for the Maldives and potential future applications in other small island states. This
assessment has been undertaken in an academic setting, where the sole purpose is an
objective assessment to advance the knowledge in the field and to prove the author‘s
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capacity to conduct unbiased research. However, in practice, such assessments will be
undertaken by practising planners and hence, may have a significant bias towards a
prevailing political thinking. Then again, this is the reality for most planning applications
advanced through the academic arm of planning.
8.4.4. Methodological Enhancements

In hindsight, the economic and social assessments may need to be undertaken
simultaneously. This thesis undertook the economic assessment first, followed by the social
assessment. The disadvantage of this approach is that the true extent of the social impacts
may be missed in the BCA. Similarly, if the social assessment was undertaken prior to the
economic assessment, it is likely that numerous economic implications may have been
missed. It could be argued that the SIA results presented in this thesis are more
comprehensive than the BCA, since the SIA had access to a better economic appraisal. In
contrast, the weaknesses in identifying social impacts were identified as a limitation in the
BCA results presented in Chapter 6. However, it could be argued that most of those
impacts may fall within unpriced benefits and costs, since any of the social impacts are
immeasurable without significant shadow pricing. Nonetheless, based on the experience of
this case study, it is recommended that future replication of the proposed methodological
framework should consider simultaneous appraisal of the social and economic component.
Similarly, in light of the findings of social assessment component and political changes in
the Maldives, the framework could be greatly enhanced by including public participation in
all the components, particularly in vulnerable island identification, policy scoping and SIA.
In particular, the activities proposed for the two-staged SIA model in this thesis may need
to be modified to include public participation in sample settlements during the initial
stages. However, as emphasised in Chapter 7, care should still be taken in conducting the
consultation as misinformation may lead to undesired social changes, even if the policy is
not implemented.
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8.4.5. Conceptual Criticisms

There are certain conceptual criticisms that could be levied against the PDC approach to
planning. First, as discussed above, it is designed exclusively for a top-down approach to
planning, which has been increasingly growing out-of-favour in the discipline, following
more emphasis on the bottom-up and the ‗communicative turn‘ in planning theory (Innes,
1995; Healey, 2003; Lane and McDonald, 2005). This thesis, however, argues that topdown planning has been inherent in some of the least developed countries, like Maldives,
due to the limitations in administrative structures and human resources. Moreover, aspects
of communicative planning are not shunned here but merely delayed to the project level
assessment. For instance, public participation is an integral component during the project
level Social Impact Assessment. However, in light of this study, enhancement to this model
has been proposed in the previous section.
Secondly, the approach represents a radical thinking in planning, particularly in relation to
resettlement, which has the potential to lead to forced or coerced migration. There is
abundant literature highlighting the dangers associated with such practices (for example:
Jones and Richter., 1982; Kinsey and Binswanger, 1993) and these are now approached
with caution by donor agencies and major development banks (Cernea, 1988; ADB, 1998;
World Bank, 2001).
Thirdly, the PDC approach to planning has a significant history of failure, in other parts of
the world (see Chapter 2). This thesis argues that it has not been tested in a small island
state setting and that the added vulnerability and resilience dimension provides a justifiable
reason for reviving the PDC approach in such countries.
Finally the concept of consolidating population into urban settlements to reduce
vulnerability appears at odds with the literature citing urbanization itself as a contributing
factor for vulnerability. In fact, most small island settlement states seem to be in search of
policies to reverse and discourage urban migration (Buchholz, 1983; Connell, 1987;
Connell, 2003). Moreover, it could be argued that when disaster strikes in a consolidated
island, a much larger population is exposed, than would be, if the population were
dispersed. There is also a danger that Governments may choose to sacrifice mitigation
measures for cost reasons, but continue with the population resettlement component.
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Under such circumstances, their vulnerability, in practice, is increased. Such practices
would be against the concepts proposed in this thesis and may require separate studies to
address their viability and practicality.
8.5. VIABILITY AND PRACTICALITY OF THE PDC STRATEGY IN THE MALDIVES
In general, a PDC strategy, based on the rationale of providing efficient public services,
hazard mitigation and climate adaptation, appears to be economically viable in the
Maldives. It was also found that a vulnerability based approach to identifying settlements
for population and development consolidation was practical and relevant. The case for its
practicality, however, is more complex: the findings suggest that significant practical
challenges will need to be overcome, particularly the social and financial challenges, before
it could be practical in the long-run. Serious questions have also been raised regarding the
magnitude and rate of social changes that may result from the strategy, and the overall
practicality of the policy on social grounds. Hence, the hypothesis that the PDC approach
can be a viable and practical planning strategy in the Maldives is, partly, not proven. The
rest of the discussion will expand on these key findings. The individual discussions in the
‗core‘ Chapters 4 to 7 are extended here to provide an overall synthesis.
8.5.1. The Vulnerability-based Approach to Planning

A key finding of this thesis is that the method proposed in Chapter 4, for a vulnerabilitybased planning approach, was relevant and practical in the Maldives. The assessment
revealed the existence of some key characteristics which appeared to make islands in the
Maldives comparatively vulnerable or physically resilient against certain natural hazards. As
discussed in Chapter 4, the key findings include: i) small islands98 are more vulnerable to all
hazards and, potentially, to sea level rise; ii) islands on larger reefs, with wider reef flats,
have higher incidences of flooding; iii) islands with significant coastal modifications have
higher incidences of flooding and erosion; iv) islands on the southern half of the
archipelago is more susceptible to frequent flooding and; v) islands within the atoll lagoon
were less susceptible to all hazards. In addition, the findings also revealed links between
individual hazards, such as tsunamis, and particular geographic characteristics – for
instance, the islands on the eastern rim are more susceptible to severe flooding than the
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Particularly, islands less than 0.5 km2, which comprises about 70 percent of inhabited islands.
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western rim islands. Thus, a composite index, based on such observed characteristics and
‗control‘ parameters such as population and ‗carrying capacity‘, provides a practical
indicator of vulnerable and resilient islands in the Maldives, or from the perspective of the
PDC strategy, the potential ‗migrant‘ and ‗host‘ islands.
The effectiveness of the vulnerability index-based approach showed that it is a practical
option for streamlining development in the Maldives towards a planning solution inclusive
of resilience and climate adaptation. Such an approach is overdue, owing to the dire
predictions in climate science (Connell and Lea, 1992; Khan et al., 2002; Barnett and
Adger, 2003; Mimura et al., 2007). The benefit of a PDC strategy based on the new
approach is that development will be concentrated in fewer and comparatively less
vulnerable locations, making it more economical and efficient to provide services and
mitigation measures, to a larger population. This approach to the PDC strategy may also
assist in individual decision-making, by providing a more socially acceptable reasoning in
the difficult decision to relocate. The history of settlement in the Maldives, as it is known,
sheds some light on such a possibility. Traditionally, settlements appeared to have emerged
and thrived in the Maldives based on one or more of four reasons: access to fishing
grounds, agricultural land, strategic location for travel, or favourable environmental
conditions (based on records from Bell, 1940; Maloney, 1980; Maniku, 1983; Maniku, 1990;
Luthfy, 1994). Today, some of this reasoning, it could be argued, is less applicable due to
technological advances. For instance, the advent of mechanised vessels and changing
fishing practices has reduced the need to be close to fishing grounds. Hence, it is plausible
that the reasoning for Twenty-first Century Maldivian settlements may naturally evolve to
be replaced by new rationales such as economic growth, better social services and physical
safety. The vulnerability based approach for settlement planning advanced in this thesis is
intended as a step towards this direction.
There are methodological challenges and limitations, as presented above, that could reduce
the certainty of the present findings, but there is potential for such challenges to be
overcome in time. New studies undertaken in the Maldives since this study began are
showing similar patterns in vulnerability-geophysical relationships. For example, a study
underway by UNDP (2007)99 showed strong links between geophysical features – such as
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island coastal ridge heights, coastal vegetation composition and width, island topography,
improper human geophysical modifications, and location within the archipelago – and
natural hazard impacts. In addition, hazard-specific studies exploring the vulnerabilitygeophysical relationships (for example, Ali, 2005; Kench et al., 2006b; Jameel, 2007) has
considerably advanced the knowledge on the subject. Such studies could contribute to
enhance the composite index in the future, to facilitate a more robust analysis of vulnerable
and physically resilient settlements.
The findings from the Maldives also raise questions about the use of a vulnerability
approach to PDC strategy. First, it could be argued that the key geophysical features of
Maldives that make it vulnerable could be summed up as its size and low elevation
(Pernetta and Sestini, 1989; Woodroffe, 1989; Kench et al., 2005). In the face of a major
disaster, such as the maximum predicted 4.5 m tsunami (UNDP, 2006), the comparatively
minor geophysical difference may matter little, as all islands may be affected. The argument
put forward in this thesis is that, even in a major disaster, there are likely to be comparative
variations and that concentrating on protecting the comparatively less vulnerable islands
may still be more effective. Secondly, it could be argued that the vulnerability approach is
economically unwarranted and factors such as economic growth potential, as advanced in
the original theories of polarized development paradigm, are more essential. As argued
above, this thesis does not reject the economic approach but rather it proposes to
complement the approach by including a critical concern in contemporary settlement
planning in Maldives. Thirdly, a vulnerability based approach to planning in itself can
hardly be justified as a valid model in formulating policies which affects the lives of
thousands of people. This thesis does not advocate the use physical vulnerability approach
alone but to use it with the combination of a number of other socio-economic factors. The
human dimension is also explored in detail in the SIA. Perhaps, the process could be
enhanced by accounting for the human dimension more fully through selected public
consultations, even during the vulnerability assessment stage. Finally, this approach could
be labelled as an ‗environmental‘ or ‗climate‘ ‗twist‘ for the present PDC policy or simply
‗climatizing‘ development in the Maldives. This thesis argues that such ‗twists‘ have been
around as rhetoric but are long overdue in practice.
In sum, the vulnerability approach to the PDC strategy appears to be a practical and a
relevant planning alternative in the Maldives, but there is a long way to go before the
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identification of resilient islands can be done with a high degree of certainty. Nonetheless,
this component of the thesis presents a good starting point for planners and an umbrella
framework to incorporate numerous future studies on geophysical vulnerability and
resilience against hazards and climate change, in the Maldives.
8.5.2. Economic Viability

The economic assessment, as discussed in Chapter 6, found that a PDC strategy was
comparatively more viable than a strategy promoting the development of all islands in the
Maldives. The findings revealed significant benefits and savings in public expenditure and
significantly positive measures of viability – Internal Rate of Return (IRR) of 15-16 percent
and a Benefit-cost Ratio of 1.08, at a best-guess discount rate of 7.5 percent. In BenefitCost Analysis, for a policy to be viable, it should have an IRR higher than the discount rate
and a Benefit-cost Ratio higher than 1.0. The findings also revealed the true nature of high
costs involved in developing the Maldives without a PDC approach, with a negative IRR
and a Benefit-cost Ratio of 0.14. Variations in these values, based on sensitivity analysis, are
discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
A key finding of this component was that the cost of mitigation measures could be reduced
by 57 percent (from US$1.8 Billion to US$773 Million), thereby improving the affordability
and practicality of mitigation measures. Thus, the assumption advanced in this thesis that a
PDC strategy will assist in building physically resilient settlements is supported by this
finding, at least in economic terms. The figures, however, may not still be low enough to
afford mitigation measures in all ‗host‘ islands, at least in the short-term. In practice, this
could mean that some ‗host‘ islands could be left without protection for a longer period
and thus, more exposed, especially if the population has increased significantly through
relocation from ‗migrant‘ settlements.
The findings also showed that the cost of service provision can be significantly reduced in
the PDC strategy, thus, improving the quality and efficiency of service delivery. However,
the savings in public expenditure are low with a nominal value of US$479 million (Present
Value = US$ -14 million), across the implementation timeframe. There is also a gradual
reduction in net benefits in public expenditure savings towards the latter half of the
assumed implementation schedule. Significant savings in public expenditure are envisaged
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as a rationale for the present PDC strategy in the Maldives (MPND, 2007b; MPND,
2007a), but it could not be established in this thesis, at least, for the short- to medium-term.
There are three reasons. Firstly, the migrant islands have smaller populations, reducing the
scale of estimated future investments. Subsequently, it reduces the volume of ‗foregone
investment savings‘. Secondly, about 50-75 percent of recurrent costs are transferred from
the ‗migrant‘ settlement to the ‗host‘ settlement. Finally, the cost of policy administration
(i.e. compensation and subsidies) and the cost of ‗host‘ island upgrade are very high. In
sum, although the cost of public expenditure may be reduced in the long-run, the overall
savings are minimal over the policy timeframe.
The assessment also revealed, based on sensitivity analyses, the presence of certain
breakeven points for a PDC strategy in the Maldives, particularly in relation to the number
of ‗migrant‘ settlements consolidated and the number of years required for policy
implementation. It was found that, when the recurrent costs and secondary costs (‗host‘
island development costs) are included as impacts, the policy would break-even with the
consolidation of 100-120 islands or 50-60 percent of all outer islands. In the best case
scenario, with adjustment to service standards and technology, about 80-100 islands or 4050 percent of islands would need to be consolidated. Perhaps, this figure reflects the scale
of consolidation required to make development viable in the Maldives. Moreover, the
speed of implementation will have an impact on affordability and, in particular, social
viability (addressed in the next subsection). This study assumes a maximum of five islands
will be consolidated each year with a capital investment cost of US$71 million – which is
within the limits of the Public Sector Investment Programme (PSIP)100. An increase in
speed of implementation will require significant funds, which appeared beyond the capacity
of the economy in 2006. The key reasons, again, are the high costs of policy administration
and ‗host‘ island infrastructure upgrades. Adjustments in policy administration options
such as compensations and housing finance policy could reduce the number of ‗migrant‘
islands required and increase the number of islands resettled per year.
The unrealistically high breakeven points and the required speed of implementation do
raise questions about the practicality of the policy, on the grounds of potential negative
economic and social consequences. In reality, it is unlikely that all islands earmarked for
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Figures based on year 2006
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relocation may agree for voluntary migration. In a democratic society, such scenario may
render the policy unviable in financial terms, at least in the short to medium term.
However, it could also be argued that the policy is oriented towards a better long-term
future for the Maldives against the predicted impacts of climate change, in which case the
safety arguments outweigh the economic costs.
The assessment further revealed that there are significant financial implications from the
policy, due to the high ‗upfront costs‘ required for implementation. As explored in Chapter
7, the policy is likely to face significant social impacts, especially due to the high social cost
of ‗waiting‘ in the ‗migrant‘ islands, if the implementation timeframe is too long.
Subsequently, there will be political pressure to implement the policy in the shortest
timeframe possible. As noted above, this will put enormous pressure on short-term
financing requirements, which will be beyond the capacity of the economy. Therefore, in a
sense, the PDC strategy takes the Maldives development dilemma ‗back to square one‘,
where the initial rationale for embarking on the PDC strategy was unaffordability in
delivering services and mitigation measures. The financial shortage may be overcome
through foreign aid and borrowings from development banks, but then again, this may lead
to macroeconomic implications such as inflation, foreign debt, and moral implications,
such as inter-generational transfer of debt.
8.5.3. Social Viability

The key finding of the social change assessment component was that the magnitude of
social changes, which are likely to result from the policy, are substantial and that the
practicality of the policy may, largely, depend on how far the significant impacts may be
accommodated, minimised or mitigated. Significant social changes are forecast for the
‗migrant‘ and ‗host‘ communities. The extent of negative changes resulting from
resettlement is the main concern, with potential for serious societal disintegration and
negative impacts on the most vulnerable groups. Some changes such as – community
conflicts resulting from resource sharing, public resource allocation, employment
opportunities and insecurity, negative changes to economic and material well-being,
psychological affects related to resettlement, and changes to power and equity within the
new community – may pose serious challenges to the practical implementation of the
policy. Such changes, due to their very nature, are unavoidable, as has been seen in
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numerous resettlement experiences in other parts of the world (Colson, 1971; Oey, 1982;
Hulme, 1984; Oliver-Smith, 1991; Kinsey and Binswanger, 1993). The challenge for the
policy will be to address them efficiently.
There were significant positive changes forecasted as well, which are crucial for the
successful implementation of the policy. Such changes include: positive effects on the
economic and material well-being of the migrants due to access to a larger market and,
potential business and employment opportunities; improvement in personal well-being due
to access to better healthcare and protection from disasters; improvements in social
conditions due to access to better social infrastructure such as education and community
activities and; positive changes to equity. These changes are in line with the key rationales
of implementing a PDC strategy and, in a sense, are a crude measure of their success in
achieving the key objectives.
The social changes also reflected the scope of developments that will be required in the
‗host‘ island. For instance, the demographic changes that are likely to occur from mixing
the two communities can determine the scope of new developments or upgrades required,
such as schooling, religious facilities and health facilities. Information on these changes
should be used in the project level planning, after the policy decision has been taken.
In sum, the social change assessment has provided some key social implications from the
policy, which are essential guides in formulating the overall policy. At present, the policy
appears socially unviable and impractical, but the purpose of a social change assessment is
to identify the social changes and address the significant negative changes. The next
subsection will look at the key practical challenges. The significant social changes
forecasted also require a review of the social assessment methodology, particularly the role
of public participation in the initial stages. The hypothesis that the PDC policy is viable and
practical in Maldives cannot be reasonably proven on the grounds of significant social
challenges and the unrealistically high breakeven points required for its economic viability.
In addition, a number of practical challenges for the policy are highlighted in the next
subsection which further adds to the doubts on its practicality. Additional discussion on
how the hypothesis is partially unproven is provided in Chapter 9.
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8.5.4. Practical Challenges
8.5.4.1. SIGNIFICANT SOCIAL CHANGES AND THE RATE OF CHANGE

As noted above, one of the main practical challenges in implementing the PDC strategy in
the Maldives is the magnitude and, to some extent, the rate of negative social change. It is
highly plausible that the extent to which social impacts are addressed will ultimately
determine the practicality of the strategy. Social impacts are one of the key reasons of
failure in past similar applications (see for example, Jones and Richter., 1982; Hodge, 1988;
Kinsey and Binswanger, 1993). Significant costs may have to be incurred, especially in
compensations, policy marketing and agenda setting, to address the negative changes.
There may also be challenges in establishing the appropriate rate of change. The longer the
timeframe of policy implementation, the higher the ‗social cost of waiting‘ for those
communities identified as ‗migrant‘ settlements. Conversely, a shorter timeframe may make
the social changes unmanageable due to administrative and financial limitations. The policy
will be, thus faced with a planning dilemma: whether to pre-identify and announce
‗migrant‘ settlements or to maintain secrecy regarding potential settlements; either way, the
effects on the migrant community will be substantial.
8.5.4.2. ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CHALLENGES

Economic and financial challenges are expected to significantly affect the practical
implementation of the PDC strategy in the Maldives. The high ‗upfront‘ administration
costs and capital costs required in implementing the strategy in a timely manner may be
beyond the capacity of its current economy. Significant financial injections are required,
either in terms of foreign aid or concessional loans, from development banks to efficiently
implement the policy. However, the Maldives is earmarked to be removed from the list of
Least Developed Countries (LDCs), increasing the prospect that the amount of foreign aid
and concessional development loans it receives will be reduced (MPND, 2001), and adding
to the challenges. The financial challenges, although different in context, are remarkably
similar to the experiences of other countries, where high costs and financing were regarded
as some of the main reasons for the PDC policy failures: for example, Canada (Hodge,
1988), Tanzania (Pióro, 1972) and the Soviet Union (Pallot, 1988; 1990). The financial
problems coupled with social challenges and the significance of timely implementation, as
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noted above, could become one of the biggest hurdles in implementing the policy in the
Maldives.
8.5.4.3. POLITICAL, LEGISLATIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE CHALLENGES

One of the most significant political and administrative challenges would be to convince an
entire community to migrate or to accept new migrants, as identified in Chapter 7. In a
democratic society, there are bound to be people, for varying reasons such as attachment to
land or personal benefits, who may prefer not to migrate (Palmer, 1988) or accept new
migrants. It is highly likely that an entire population of an island, identified as a ‗migrant‘
settlement by ‗central planners‘, may opt not to migrate, probably through the efforts of
powerful lobby groups within the community (BCL, 2005a). The situation may pave the
way for political manipulation by opposing political parties or individuals, which could
make the Government reluctant to force the issue. If resistance for resettlement is high
amongst the potential ‗migrant‘ communities, the policy runs the risk of failure.
Reducing resistance to migration will have to be achieved through significant administrative
efforts on policy marketing and promotion. Such efforts often require time and ‗policy
windows‘. The Indian Ocean Tsunami of 2004 was a perfect policy window for the
Maldives Government to promote a PDC strategy, which they did, arguably with
significant success (see for example: MPND, 2005a; MPND, 2007a). However, they were
unable to deliver the policy efficiently, as they ran into financial and social limitations
identified above. This particular policy window appears to be closing, but the consistent
natural hazard events, for instance the swell waves of May 2007 (DoM, 2007), seems to
provide ‗opportunities‘ to promote the policy in individual islands. It is critical that the
interest in policy be generated, and at the same time, be delivered in a timely manner. The
longer the policy ‗drags on‘ without apparent practical output, the more likely the interest
on the policy would decline and the Government may be forced to abandon it.
Maldives is currently in a period of political upheaval, resulting in a new constitution, and
for the first time, political parties, in August 2008. Challenges to policies may be more
prominent both from lobby groups and opposition parties than in the past. Currently,
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opposition parties support the PDC policy101. However, they may not hesitate to exploit
the fluctuating public opinion, if the Government fails to deliver, even if due to valid
financial and practical limitations. Hence, the new political system and the euphoria of
implementing them, presents a challenge for volatile policies such as the PDC policy.
Moreover, the mismatch between the timeframe required for PDC policy and political
office terms means that it has to be assumed that policy will be continued over at least four
Government office terms.
Finally, a PDC policy would also require a strong commitment and discipline from the
Government to streamline all public sector investments and socio-economic policies within
the PDC policy framework. Political pressure from parliamentarian‘s or lobby groups may
force projects outside the PDC programme to be implemented in islands earmarked as
‗migrant‘ islands. Such activities may undermine the long-term survival of the PDC policy.
8.5.5. Other Aspects

The PDC strategy is expected to result in an increase in the number of uninhabited islands
as migrant islands are ‗abandoned‘. There are two possible options for these new islands:
they could either be left as uninhabited islands or used for an economic activity. In the
past, the first option had been preferred (based on: Maniku, 1983; Maniku, 1990; Luthfy,
1994), perhaps due the relative stage of economic development in the Maldives. At present,
there is a high demand for land in the Maldives particularly for economic activities such as
agriculture, tourism and fishery (see Appendix 9). Hence, there could be added pressure to
use the abandoned islands for economic activities. In fact, there are plans by the present
Government to use the abandoned land as a mean to finance the resettlement activity. It is
envisaged that the abandoned islands will be leased for tourism development to developers
interested in absorbing the costs of relocation and ‗host‘ island development (MPND,
2007b, p. 28). The social and economic implications of this approach, however, are yet to
be determined.
The alternate approach of leaving the abandoned islands as it is, have some merit from a
conservation perspective. Most of the inhabited islands are riddled with numerous

101

Based on the party manifestos of Jumhooree Party, Islamic Democratic Party, Maldivian Democratic
Party, and individual candidate, Dr. Hassan Saeed, during the 2008 Presidential Election.
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environmental problems caused by years of human habitation (MHAHE, 2001; 2003;
MEC, 2004). To that extent, they may not have any conservation value but relieving the
island environment of human habitation may help it to recover in the long term. There is a
school of thought that if the natural environment processes in the coral islands of Maldives
are allowed to function properly, there is prospect for it to adapt (and survive) naturally
(Woodroffe, 1993; Kench et al., 2005). Hence, conserving as much islands may provide an
alternate approach for adapting to climate change.
The PDC approach may also have a positive impact on reducing the flow of migrants from
outer islands to the capital city. Some of the primary reasons for migration to the capital
city have been identified as better social services (health and education), employment
opportunities and generally better living standards (MPND, 2008a). Provision of better
facilities, housing and employment opportunities in the ‗host‘ islands is expected to reduce
the need for migration to the capital city (MPND, 2007b).
This completes the discussion on the viability and practicality of the PDC strategy in the
Maldives. The next section will briefly discuss the potential application of PDC strategy in
other small island states, based on the findings of the framework and its application to the
Maldives.
8.6. APPLICATION TO OTHER SMALL ISLAND SETTINGS
The central idea advanced in this thesis, as noted above, is that the PDC strategy is a
potential settlement planning option for small island states and that the methodological
framework presented here is suitable to evaluate the viability and practicality of such a
strategy. This has been demonstrated in the preceding chapters and in the above
discussions. However, this thesis is not advocating that PDC strategy, as presented here, is
relevant to every small island state. The argument advance here is that the proposed
strategy addresses planning problems similar to most small island states, as highlighted in
several studies (for example: Connell, 1987; Bass and Dalal-Clayton, 1995; Mimura, 1999;
Barnett and Adger, 2003; London, 2004), and that it may be a relevant option for long-term
planning in such countries, especially in the Twenty-First Century. Moreover a key aim is to
introduce the strategy into the academic debate on small island states, so as to test the
applicability of the strategy to other such states.
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The term ‗small island states‘ often denotes all small states, regardless of the island size or
elevation, which is different from the context it is used in this thesis. Most small island
states have larger mountainous islands, for example the Solomon Islands, Jamaica or
Mauritius (UNEP, 1998), which although similar in most development challenges, are
geophysically, less similar. There are also low-lying archipelagic areas in larger states, for
example: Indonesia, Papua New Guinea and Greece. The countries that bear similarities to
the Maldives could be described as archipelagic small island states, reflecting the extreme
low elevation and dispersed nature of inhabited islands. Examples of such countries are
Marshall Islands, Tuvalu, Kiribati and Tokelau. These countries also bear significant
similarities in development challenges. For example, the capital city of Marshall Islands
(Majuro) and Kiribati (Tarawa), experiences severe in-migration from outer islands
(Connell, 1987; Connell, 2003), similar to Male‘ in the Maldives. There have also been
proposals for a similar ‗growth centre strategy‘ to planning, for example in Kiribati (Jones
et al., 2006). Hence, it is likely that this case study is more relevant to these countries, and it
remains to be seen whether the framework and the PDC strategy is suited for other small
island states.
There may also be potential to use this approach, especially the proposed methodological
framework, for planning resilient settlements and efficient service delivery in remote
sparsely populated areas of continental countries, for example Australia and Canada. The
planning problems in such areas, although different in scope and context, may reflect some
similarities with small island states (Lonsdale and Holmes, 1981; Hodge, 1988).
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8.7. SUMMARY
This chapter has synthesized the key findings and discussions of this thesis. It has debated
the theoretical, methodological and practical contribution of this thesis, and explored its
limitations and potential application in other small island states. The key arguments
advanced in this discussion are that the proposed methodological framework is a practical
and replicable framework for evaluating the viability and practicality of the PDC strategy
based on the rationales of efficient public service delivery, hazard mitigation and climate
change adaptation. The application of the framework to the case study, the Maldives,
revealed that the strategy is economically viable, but that it faces significant social, financial
and political challenges for it to be practical.
This Chapter concludes the main chapters of this thesis. The next chapter will summarize
the conclusions, the future research potential and conclude the thesis.
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9. Chapter 9

: Conclusions

Conclusions

It has been ten years since the Government of Maldives first proposed the ‗radical‘
settlement restructuring strategy known as the Population and Development Consolidation
(PDC) strategy. The planning and development problems that led to the introduction of
the strategy ten years ago have remained the same, while new issues have emerged on top
of it. In particular, the issue of climate vulnerability has been building over the years and a
defining moment took place in 2004, when the Indian Ocean Tsunami disaster, although
not a climate event in itself, struck the Maldives. The natural climate hazard events that
followed in subsequent years, especially the coastal flooding events, forced a rethink in
planning approaches; a need for approaches which are inclusive of physical vulnerability
considerations. There is a need to reorient the PDC strategy along similar lines and, there is
an opportunity to introduce the new planning approach to academic debate and,
subsequently, to other small island states. This thesis embarked on the task with a dual
purpose: to extend the PDC strategy to include a vulnerability dimension and to evaluate,
for the first time, the viability and practicality of a PDC strategy in the Maldives. In the
process, it was expected to introduce the PDC approach to settlement planning in small
island states to academic debate and provide a practical framework for further studies on
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the topic. This, in sum, is the essence of what has been presented in the preceding
chapters. This chapter marks the end of this thesis and provides a synthesis of the key
conclusions, contributions and the way forward in this topic. The chapter concludes with a
closing remark to reflect on the overall thesis.
9.1. TOWARDS A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH IN PLANNING
A central theme advanced in this thesis has been the multidimensional or the
multidisciplinary approach to planning, both in theory and practice. The development
challenges in the modern world are continuously changing and planners and planning
theorists have always identified the need for adapting to such changes (Campbell and
Fainstein, 2003; Stanley, 2007; Archibugi, 2008). The main theoretical contribution of the
thesis, as discussed in the previous chapter, is to extend the polarized development
paradigm to include a vulnerability dimension. It adds to the existing dimensions explored
in the paradigm, such as economic growth and rural development, and has the advantage
of being built on the well-established theoretical principles of the paradigm. The result is a
potentially more comprehensive multidimensional approach to planning in small island
states which addresses their key development challenges, particularly local economic
growth, public service delivery, rural or outer island development and, climate and hazard
vulnerability.
This thesis has also contributed to advance a multidisciplinary approach to planning
appraisal. It has proposed and empirically tested a methodological framework for planning
appraisal that covers the environment, economic and social dimensions. The environmental
dimension is addressed by analyzing environment as a contributing and mitigating factor of
vulnerability. The economic and social dimension has looked into the socio-economic
viability of the proposed planning strategy. The overall framework interlinks the individual
assessment to provide a more comprehensive picture of the policy for the decision makers
and, is designed to facilitate both the initial policy decision and subsequent project level
decisions. Similar multidisciplinary approaches have been hailed as the way forward in
planning, for example, by Archibugi (1996; 2008).
This thesis has crisscrossed various disciplines – as planners and human geographers often
do – and has borrowed heavily from other disciplines. There are difficulties and often
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dangers when planners try to crisscross disciplines, especially when attempting to fill
academic gaps. This thesis treads a ‗thin line‘, particularly in relation to climate science and
geophysical science and may have even tried to cross a bridge too far, with the method
proposed for resilient island identification. I am aware of the dangers and have
acknowledged the limitations by making the method flexible and open for enhancement
through further research in the relevant fields.
A number of weaknesses and limitations in the methods proposed have been unearthed in
the preceding chapters. These include the top-down planning model, lack of public
participation during the initial identification of vulnerable settlements and during
preliminary assessment of social assessments, and the inherent weaknesses in BCA in
valuing social phenomena. The weaknesses themselves could, arguably, challenge the
multidisciplinary grounding of the proposed framework. However, the weaknesses and
limitations have been acknowledged and in most cases enhancements have been suggested
to reformulate the framework for future applications. These issues are addressed separately
in section 9.3 of this chapter.
Nevertheless, the multidisciplinary approach advanced in the thesis has helped to
reasonably address one of its primary research questions: can the PDC approach to
settlement planning be effectively extended to include a hazard and climate change
resilience dimension? The preceding chapters have placed the PDC approach to planning
in the theoretical works related to polarized development paradigm, extended the paradigm
to include a vulnerability dimension and, presented a framework to extend and reorient the
PDC strategy to a vulnerability-based approach.
9.2. THE PDC STRATEGY: CAN IT BE VIABLE AND PRACTICAL?
The second research question addressed in this thesis is whether the PDC strategy could be
a viable and practical strategy in a small island state. The hypothesis is that, given the
convincing logical reasoning behind the strategy, it will be a viable and practical planning
option for the Maldives. The strategy‘s simplicity, perhaps, is one of the reasons why the
Government itself gave ‗blind faith‘ to the strategy and why the news of the strategy was
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received well amongst the outer islands of the Maldives102. However, this thesis, which is
likely to be the first study to rigorously appraise the PDC strategy in the Maldives, paints a
complicated picture from the results. The overall assessment is that the strategy can be
economically viable under certain conditions but, in terms of practicality, it faces numerous
challenges. The hypothesis is, therefore, only partly proven and the existing logical
reasoning is challenged based on the potentially high social costs, and administrative and
political limitations in implementing the strategy.
Economic viability of the strategy should be considered a primary indicator of the
strategy‘s relevance, since the primary rationale for its adoption is ‗unviability‘ and
‗unaffordability‘ of alternate development and climate adaptation practices. The strategy
appears economically viable in the Maldives and is likely to be the case in most other
archipelagic small island states. It has shown that costs of service delivery and mitigation
measures can be reduced considerably, thereby improving the affordability, efficiency and
quality of service delivery, hazard mitigation and climate adaptation measures. Hence, the
claim that more physically resilient and economically efficient settlements could be
established through the PDC strategy was found to have merit. However, significant
economic challenges were revealed as well, questioning the practicality of the strategy. First,
the upfront costs of development are substantial, where future development costs, which
would normally be spread over a number of years, are compressed into a small timeframe.
This may have implications for access to finance and macroeconomic stability in the
Maldives, especially when they are expected to have limited access to concessional loans
and foreign aid, due to the graduation from the United Nations list of Least Developed
Countries. Secondly, there appear to be ‗breakeven‘ conditions for the policy, if viewed
purely from an economic perspective. This includes a specific (high) number of islands to
be resettled and limitations in the number of years available for implementation. In sum,
while the strategy is found to be economically viable there are practical challenges in
financing and making it ‗break-even‘.
The strategy was also found to have significant social changes, primarily resulting from the
resettlement activities. It is clear that, in a democratic society, the extent to which the
negative social changes could be mitigated or minimized may determine the long-term
There has hardly been any criticism or discontent expressed in the Maldives newspapers between year
2000 and 2008 (based on articles in Haveeru Daily and Aafathis Daily – the two main newspapers)
102
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practicality of the strategy. There is particular concern about societal disintegration, plight
of the most vulnerable groups, perceptions towards small settlements and conflicts in
common resource sharing. There are significant positive social changes as well – for
example, improved access to basic services, new economic opportunities and reduction of
disaster risks. However, it is unlikely that positive impacts may outweigh the negative
impacts in the short- to medium-term, given the rapid implementation required and the
sheer volume of population that will have to be relocated.
In addition, there are a number of other potential practical challenges that may be faced in
implementing the PDC strategy. The most significant of these are the political,
administrative and legislative challenges. Firstly, in a democratic society it may be difficult
to reach a consensus on resettlement or acceptance of migrants. The strategy may not work
efficiently if parts of the population refuse to relocate, which in most cases are likely to be
the most vulnerable groups such as the elderly and the poor. Secondly, reducing resistance
to migration requires significant administrative efforts in the promotion of the strategy.
However, such efforts may be limited due to a planning dilemma: whether to announce the
migrant communities or not. If announced, the policy will have to be delivered in a timely
manner, which is highly unlikely given the financial limitations. Under such a scenario, the
high ‗social cost of waiting‘ for relocation may generate opposition for the strategy. If the
communities are not announced, the Government faces the difficult task of answering
these communities as to why development is being ignored for them. Thirdly, it is highly
unlikely that the Government would be able to convince over 50 percent or populations of
100 islands to relocate voluntarily, within the short timeframe required for the policy to be
viable. In practice, a more reduced scale, where only selected ‗host‘ and ‗migrant‘
settlements, will have to be considered. Finally, it requires commitment by a Government
and across multiple political office terms to make the strategy practical. There is always a
risk that failures may be politically manipulated across Governments, leading to the
strategy‘s premature abandonment.
In sum, the PDC strategy appears a simple and straightforward approach to settlement
planning in small island states, but it requires overcoming significant socio-economic,
political and administrative challenges if it is to be practical in the long-run. There is an
apparent mismatch between social and economic viability – the strategy is unlikely to be
socially viable at the scope at which it is economically viable. Thus, there will be an
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economic cost on the state if the strategy is to be viable. Therefore, it appears unlikely that
the strategy may be successful in restructuring the entire settlement structure of the
Maldives or another small island state, but it promises success in planning at a reduced
scale, particularly in most vulnerable settlements. Hence, the hypothesis that the PDC
strategy could be viable and practical for national level settlement restructuring is partly
disproven. The new hypothesis derived from the findings is that the strategy is more likely
to be practical at a reduced scale of implementation albeit at an economic cost to the state.
9.3. A FRAMEWORK FOR PDC STRATEGY FORMULATION AND EVALUATION
The main methodological contribution of this thesis is a multidisciplinary framework to
evaluate the viability and practicality of a PDC strategy in a small island state setting. The
framework is intended as an umbrella framework that is extendible into other dimensions
and replicable into other similar settings. It is extendible, in the sense that additional
dimensions could be incorporated into it – for instance, political science. It is replicable to
other small island states, in the sense that the method is based on an archipelagic small
island state setting, particularly their development challenges and practical and
administrative limitations.
The framework has been empirically tested in this thesis using the case study of Maldives
and was found to perform the assessment in a reasonable manner albeit with certain
limitations. The methods proposed in the framework, with the exception of the resilient
island identification method, are based on standard planning appraisal tools, namely the
Benefit-cost Analysis and Social Impact Assessment methods. Contributions have been
made to advance the formulation and application of these standard tools, from a
predominantly project analysis domain, to policy level analysis. The method proposed for
resilient island identification delves into the discipline of geophysical science and, therefore,
caution has been raised to propose it as a preliminary method and provisions have been
made in the framework to accommodate future more detailed methods and analyses.
There are potential conceptual and practical limitations in the proposed framework and
methods, which may introduce uncertainty in the assessment. Firstly, there are significant
gaps in small island state related literature, particularly in the fields of geophysical science,
climate science and their interrelationships. These limitations introduce uncertainties in the
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identification of resilient and vulnerable islands or settlements. Secondly, there are
limitations in the quantity and quality of the secondary data and in the options to collect
primary data. Thirdly, there are potential weaknesses in the methodologies presented in the
three components: resilient island identification, Benefit-Cost Analysis and Social Impact
Assessment. Finally, future application of the proposed framework in other settings may
differ from this study as the context in which they are undertaken is different: this study is
undertaken in an academic setting, whereas practical applications will be in a bureaucratic
setting. Nonetheless, these limitations, apart from the last two, represent practical
limitations in planning appraisal that is inherent in small island states, regardless of the
method used. In addition, the weaknesses in the methodologies can be addressed to a level
where the results are within an acceptable level of uncertainty. Thus, since the methods
have been developed and tested within the practical realities of planning appraisal in small
island states, it adds to the argument that the framework is replicable to such states.
Perhaps the most critical conceptual and methodological limitations are associated with the
top-down planning approach, belated evaluation of social impacts and the over reliance on
GIS assessments and BCA to establish the islands for relocation. First, the top down model
had to be considered for Maldives as it was the planning model that existed in Maldives
(and most developing countries) at the time of this study. However, it has to be noted that
the model may change over time in Maldives, particularly with the ongoing democratic
change process. Moreover, it is also important that best practices in modern planning be
considered and recommended in a study like this. Secondly, one of the findings of this
study is that the timing of the social assessment, ahead of the economic assessment, is a
methodological flaw, since both assessments need to complement each other. Finally, it
could be argued that too much weight is put on the GIS assessments and economics to
determine the potential islands for relocation. Given the significance of human impacts of
this strategy, this approach will need to be modified. Based on these findings it is pertinent
that the framework be enhanced to make it more applicable. The next subsection presents
some of the options.
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9.3.1. Options to Enhance the Framework

The following conceptual and methodological modifications are recommended to
reformulate the framework and methods.
i)

Include public consultations at island and atoll level, as an option to
complement the GIS assessment, when determining natural hazard risks in
islands. The parameters to include in a vulnerability assessment and the
weighting required for the composite index shall also be enhanced
significantly through a consultative process with sample settlements.

ii)

Increase the role of public consultation in the preliminary assessment stage
of the Social Impact Assessment. At present, such detailed consultations
have been deferred to the second stage of the assessment owing to
limitations in using SIAs in national level policy analysis. Public
consultations should now be held at selected ‗host‘ and ‗migrant‘
settlements in the preliminary assessment stage. Information on the PDC
strategy should be provided to the study settlements as opposed to the
cautionary ‗secretive‘ approach proposed in the original framework. This
will help determine the potential effects on the community due to
misinformation as well. This change is required due to the significance of
social impacts, as presented in this thesis.

iii)

Undertake social assessment prior to or in conjunction with the economic
assessment. In practice, as opposed to this academic study, multiple teams
with different specializations are likely to undertake the assessment. The
findings from the social assessment should be used to value social
phenomena and impacts, and the findings from economic assessment
should be used estimate impacts on livelihood, behaviour and wellbeing of
the community. The weakness of BCA in valuing social phenomena should
be compensated, where possible, through the SIA.

iv)

Expand the political component of the SIA to cover political influences on
the decision to relocate or host settlements.
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v)

Conduct extensive consultations, based on participatory planning
principles, during the second stage of the assessment before the policy is
approved for specific islands. This should include detailed evaluation of
social impacts.

9.4. OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
The multidisciplinary nature and the substantial data requirement of this thesis have helped
to compile a significant collection of data on the Maldives. These include spatial data,
natural hazard event records, financial data and socio-economic data. The contribution to
the improvement of spatial data, in particular, is noteworthy. At the beginning of this study,
significant challenges were encountered in the assessment due to the lack of spatial data.
Hence, the compilation of a new spatial database was included as a key prerequisite for
continuing the case study103. In addition, based on this data, a comprehensive assessment of
land characteristics and land use in the Maldives was undertaken as a separate study (see
Appendix 9). A key output of this assessment is, for the first time, to establish the number
of islands and land area of the Maldives in a scientific study and will have significant
implications on the present official land area of the Maldives and its place in the list of
smallest states. The new GIS database has also been submitted to the Ministry of Planning
and National Development (MPND) to be used as a planning tool.
The compilation of the natural hazard data is also believed to be useful for hazard
assessment studies in the Maldives. The database has already contributed to the island risk
assessment studies (UNDP, 2007) and to the development of the National Disaster
Database in the Maldives in 2006. Similarly, the automated spreadsheet model of the
Benefit-Cost Analysis (attached in Appendix 11) could be used as a model for other similar
planning assessments and the financial figures calculated and derived for the study could be
used across a range of planning applications.
Finally, the study is also expected to contribute to the planning process and evaluation of
the PDC strategy in the Maldives. No specific financial or social impact studies have been
undertaken by the Government to date and hence, the findings and methods presented
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Details of the spatial data and the Geographic Information Science (GIS) database, including data
sources, procedures and contents, have been presented in Chapter 4.
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here may be of practical use for planners as a starting point to evaluate the strategy.
However, the weaknesses noted in thesis should be taken into account and the
reformulated framework and hypotheses should drive further analyses. It is not clear
whether the Maldives would subscribe to the vulnerability approach presented in thesis, but
it does hold practical value in advancing inquiries along similar lines.
9.5. THE WAY FORWARD
9.5.1. PDC Strategy as a Planning Option in Small Island States

One of the key ideas advanced in the thesis is that the PDC strategy could be a potentially
useful strategy for settlement planning in small island states. This thesis argues that the
methodological framework (including its reformulation) presented here could be used to
evaluate the applicability and viability of such a strategy in a small island state and it has
demonstrated its application to the Maldives. Hence, the main area for future research
could be the advancement of the PDC strategy and the modified framework in other small
island states. Despite the similarities that exist between small island states, there are
numerous differences, particularly in terms of physical vulnerability patterns and, political,
land tenure and socio-economic setup. It remains to be seen whether the PDC strategy is
applicable under the varying development and planning circumstances across small island
states.
In theoretical terms, similar studies needs to be advanced for small island states, especially
focusing on the multidimensional approach to planning and multidisciplinary approach to
planning appraisal. In the face of climate change and predicted sea level rise, it is pertinent
that planning applications based on such comprehensive and sustainable approaches be
embraced. The proposal of a PDC strategy presented in this thesis may not be directly
applicable to a specific small island state but the ideas and framework presented in the
thesis may be a useful starting point to develop alternative approaches. Hence, it is hoped
that this study will form a starting point for further debate on the use of the extended
polarized development approach presented here.
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9.5.2. Studies in Geophysical Science and Climate Science

It has been stressed throughout this thesis that there is a significant shortage of studies in
geophysical and climate science in small island states, particularly those that explore the
interrelations between the two fields. In fact, this limitation, it could be argued, is a
potential weakness of this thesis, in the sense that there are substantial uncertainties in the
findings related to resilient and vulnerable island identification. The framework presented
in this thesis should, ideally, rely on established findings in these two fields. However, the
lack of studies has forced the introduction of a framework with a dual approach: one which
partially fills the gaps in literature and establishes mechanisms to incorporate future detailed
studies in the area.
The statistical relationships presented in this thesis could be further explored as individual
studies to establish them or reject with a high degree certainty. For example, the
relationship between improper costal modifications, hazard exposure and sea-level rise
susceptibility could be explored through geophysical evidence. Moreover, new relationships
between the geophysical characteristics, natural hazards and climate change impacts could
also be established. However, it is essential that such studies strike a balance in evaluating
the impacts on both the highly modified inhabited islands and natural islands. Many of the
current studies are based on ‗undisturbed‘ coral island environments with little human
intervention (see for example: Woodroffe et al., 1999; Kench and Cowell, 2000; Kench and
Cowell, 2001; Kench and Brander, 2006a; Kench et al., 2006a; Kench et al., 2006b).
However, in reality, hazard exposure patterns and natural adaptive capabilities may be
different in highly modified coastal environments (Kench et al., 2003; UNDP, 2007).
Hence, results interpreted from the ‗ideal‘ coral island may not provide an accurate picture
of vulnerability patterns in inhabited settlements.
In sum, future advancement of studies on the relationships between natural hazard, climate
change and geophysical settings in inhabited islands are considered essential to further
enhance the framework presented in this thesis.
9.5.3. Enhancing the Methodological Framework

The framework presented in thesis can be extended through further research into new
dimensions or disciplines. One of the key disciplines related to planning is political science.
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All planning activities, ultimately, have a political dimension to it, since policy decisions are
usually taken within a prevailing political context. Hence, the role played by politics in
determining the viability and practicality could be explored in more detail using a focused
study. If a suitable method could be developed to analyze the political aspects, it could be
used as an additional component, within the proposed umbrella framework, along with the
economic and social assessment.
Similarly, the framework could be extended to include a more explicit environmental
impact assessment using methods such as the Strategic Environment Assessment method.
This study has only looked at environment as vulnerability or an asset to settlements but
environmental impacts that may rise from the project have not been explored. For
instance, potential significant impacts related to population consolidation such as rapid
urbanization, land reclamation, coastal developments and other terrestrial modifications
have already been identified for the Maldives (AGRIFOR Consult, 2006). Such impacts, it
could be argued, should be identified prior to a policy decision and hence, within the
methodological framework presented in this thesis. However, it is impossible to include
such detailed assessments in a single study such as this but provisions have been made to
extend the framework to include such assessments in the future.
There is also a case to consider more detailed economic assessments in the future. The
current method assesses the economic viability of the strategy but it does not have the
capacity to undertake assessments that could test some of the underlying economic
principles embodied in the polarized development paradigm. For example, the claim that a
PDC strategy can reduce diseconomies of scale in service delivery and facilitate economies
of scale for better economic growth has to be tested using econometric analyses. Moreover,
there is a need to determine the size of population that could achieve these claims. Again,
individual studies are required to advance these specific aspects and enhance the PDC
concept. Caution is drawn, however, not to overburden the assessment as simplicity may
be a key concept for practical application in least developed countries like the Maldives.
This thesis has only presented an assessment framework for the preliminary stage of a PDC
policy development and analysis. The idea advanced here is that policy analyses have two
stages: pre-decision analysis and project level analyses. The pre-decision analysis provides
information for a well-informed decision on a policy and is aggregate in nature – i.e. the
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assessment is aggregated for all settlements. The next stage builds upon this assessment to
undertake more project specific assessment. Thus, frameworks for project level
assessments specific to the PDC strategy could be advanced in the future. The application
of the PDC strategy in the Maldives provides a good opportunity to venture into such
assessments.
There is also an opportunity to enhance the policy analysis methods proposed in this thesis.
This study found that there are significant limitations in the existing BCA and SIA
methodology for a policy level analysis. Hence, efforts have made to advance these
methods to policy level analysis by modifying their frameworks and approach. Nonetheless,
these assessments are venturing into a relatively less-practised arena and the enhancements
proposed in this thesis look only at a specific application and a specific socio-economic
setting. More research is needed, particularly in wide ranging applications, to extend the
BCA and SIA methodology into policy level analysis.
9.6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This thesis has advanced the concept of population and development consolidation as a
strategy for settlement planning in a small island state. It argues that a PDC approach is a
potential option to efficiently provide services and physical resilience against natural
hazards and climate change, due to its ability to reduce the cost of development. It has
disproved, on social grounds, that the strategy could be applied to all settlements but
opened the way for application to most vulnerable settlements. It has built upon the calls to
establish multidimensional and multidisciplinary approaches to planning and on the well
established theories in regional science. An umbrella methodological framework for
assessing the viability and practicality of a PDC strategy has been presented and empirically
tested on the Maldives, and enhancements has been put forward for future applications.
In the face of a potential crisis in the Maldives and other low-lying small island states, from
the predicted sea level rise, the option to ‗wait-and-see‘ is no longer viable. A ‗no-regrets‘
approach to planning is needed today to prepare for, what some studies predict, as the
inevitable impacts on such states. This thesis has hopefully contributed to the cause.
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Appendix 1:

Spatial Distribution and Listing of Study Islands

Spatial Distribution and Listing of Study Islands
Figures A1.2 to A1.4 shows the spatial distribution and reference code used for each
inhabited island. The reference codes are arranged based on longitude and latitude and is
sequentially arranged from north to south of the country. The first two digits of the code
represent the Atoll GIS Code as shown in Table A1.1. The remaining three digits represent
islands and are reset for each atoll. For example for the Thuraakunu Island located on the
first atoll and on top of the atoll, the code is 10001, where 10 is the Atoll Code and 001 is
the island number. Table A1.1 presents the atoll codes and a complete list of island codes
and names are presented in Appendices 3-5.
The following islands are an administrative division within a natural island: 1) 27008
forming part of 27009, 2) 29006 forming part of 29001, and 3) 29005 forming part of
29003.
Atoll GIS Code
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Name
Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Gnaviyani Atoll
Seenu Atoll

Table A1.1: Atoll Codes
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Figure A1.2 – Map of Maldives: Northern Region showing inhabited islands
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Appendix 2

: Categorized Geographic and Hazard Variables

Categorized Geographic and Hazard Variables
This appendix presents the detailed list of categorized variables as discussed in Chapter 4,
Section 4.3.5. The natural hazard data are categorised based on severity while the
geographic data are categorised based on logical intervals.
1. Island size
Category

Interval/Value

Smallest islands

< 0.1 km2

Smaller islands

>= 0.1 < 0.5 km2

Medium size islands

>= 0.5 < 1 km2

Larger Islands

>=1 < 3 km2

Largest islands

>= 3 km2

2. Land reclamation and Coastal Modification
Category

Interval/Value

Major reclamation & harbour

> 1 ha & harbour

Minor reclamation & harbour

< 1 ha & harbour

Minor reclamation

< 1 ha

Some modification (Access infrastructure)

Presence of jetty and/or harbour basin, or
breakwater, or a reef entrance channel.

Limited modification and no reclamation

Presence of a non-solid jetty or a reef entrance
channel

3. Reef-island ratio
Category

Interval/Value

Low

10-35%

Moderate

35-55%

High

55-100%

A- 6

4. Island location within atoll
Category

Interval/Value

Northern Rim

-

Southern Rim

-

Eastern Rim

-

Western Rim

-

Inside the atoll

-

5. Island location within the archipelago
Category

Interval/Value
(Degrees Latitude)

North

< 7 > 3.5

Central

< 3.5 > 1.5

South

< 1.5 > -1.0

6. Island orientation
Category

Interval/Value
(degrees along the island axis)

North-South

330 - 30

East-West

60 - 120

Northeast-Southwest

30 - 60

Northwest-Southeast

120 -180

Circular

0

7. Island shape
Category

Interval/Value
(Circularity ratio)

Circular

> 0.85

Oval

> 0.60

Elongated

> 0.40

Complex

< 0.40
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8. Population Density
Category

Interval/Value
(persons per hectare)

High

>150

Moderately high

>100 <150

Moderate

>50 <100

Moderately low

<49 > 26

Low

<25

9. Natural hazard severity
a. Erosion
Category

Interval/Value

Severe erosion

Reported severe erosion in most reports, historical
publications and validated using aerial photos,
and/or reported structural damage

Moderate erosion

Reported severe erosion in some reports, historical
publication and/or validated using aerial photos

Low level erosion

Reports of occasional erosion.

No erosion

No reports of erosion
b. Coastal flooding

Category

Interval/Value
(frequency of flood events over
the last 6 years)

Severe flooding

>= 12

Regular flooding

>= 6 < 12

Occasional flooding

>= 3 < 6

Irregular flooding

>0<3

No Flooding

0

c. Tsunami (2004 Indian Ocean tsunami event)
Category

Interval/Value
(percentage of island flooded)

Severe flooding

> 50%

Moderate flooding

> 33%

Moderate-low flooding

> 25%

Low level flooding

> 10%

Limited or no flooding

< 10%
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Appendix 3

: Initial list of Vulnerable and Resilient Islands

Initial list of Vulnerable and Resilient Islands
ATOLL
CODE
A12

A14
A14
A12
A08
A08
A12
A18
A03
A15
A06
A15
A15
A11
A15
A15
A18
A17
A18
A07
A05
A11
A16
A15
A01
A08
A12
A12
A07
A10
A12
A10
A12
A18
A11
A16
A15
A17
A17
A07
A15
A10
A11
A08
A12
A14
A15

ATOLL NAME

Meemu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Raa Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll

ISLAND
CODE
21008

23005
23001
21009
17007
17002
21006
27004
12013
24002
15009
24003
24005
20005
24004
24010
27009
26001
27001
16001
14006
20004
25005
24008
10004
17008
21002
21005
16002
19007
21001
19004
21007
27008
20001
25004
24007
26002
26003
16003
24012
19009
20002
17003
21003
23006
24009

ISLAND NAME

Dhiggaru
Gemendhoo
Meedhoo
Maduvvari
Gulhi
Gaafaru
Naalaafushi
Gadhdhoo
Komandoo
Vilufushi
Thulhaadhoo
Madifushi
Guraidhoo
Rakeedhoo
Dhiyamigili
Thimarafushi
Fares
Kolamaafushi
Madeveli
Hinnavaru
Kadholhudhoo
Keyodhoo
Kalhaidhoo
Hirilandhoo
Hathifushi
Maafushi
Madifushi
Muli
Naifaru
Dhigurah
Raimandhoo
Mahibadhoo
Kolhufushi
Maathodaa
Fulidhoo
Mundhoo
Vandhoo
Viligili
Maamendhoo
Kurendhoo
Kibidhoo
Dhidhdhoo
Thinadhoo
Dhiffushi
Veyvah
Vaanee
Gaadhiffushi
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COMPOSITE
INDEX11.5

11.3
10.95
10.9
10.35
10.2
10.1
10
10
9.95
9.95
9.9
9.8
9.75
9.65
9.6
9.45
9.4
9.4
9.35
9.2
9.2
9.15
9.15
9.1
9.05
9
9
8.95
8.95
8.95
8.9
8.85
8.85
8.85
8.85
8.8
8.8
8.8
8.75
8.75
8.75
8.75
8.7
8.7
8.7
8.7

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

ATOLL
CODE
A17

A17
A17
A13
A13
A16
A10
A15
A05
A15
A06
A17
A14
A15
A18
A09
A13
A18
A16
A01
A05
A09
A14
A15
A16
A18
A08
A01
A14
A20
A08
A06
A13
A18
A01
A07
A10
A16
A17
A04
A20
A07
A04
A08
A11
A05
A10
A10
A08
A01
A10
A12
A06
A09
A13
A09
A10
A02

ATOLL NAME

Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Raa Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll

ISLAND
CODE
26005

26009
26010
22002
22005
25003
19010
24011
14001
24006
15008
26008
23008
24013
27002
18003
22003
27003
25007
10007
14005
18004
23004
24001
25002
27005
17005
10006
23007
29004
17006
15010
22004
27010
10010
16005
19006
25010
26004
13011
29005
16004
13013
17009
20003
14015
19001
19005
17004
10013
19003
21004
15002
18005
22001
18002
19008
11004

ISLAND NAME

Dhaandhoo
Gemanafushi
Kanduhulhudhoo
Biledhdhoo
Nilandhoo
Maabaidhoo
Maamigili
Veymandoo
Alifushi
Kadoodhoo
Eydhafushi
Dhiyadhoo
Kudahuvadhoo
Omadhoo
Hoadedhdhoo
Ukulhas
Magoodhoo
Nadallaa
Maavah
Ihavandhoo
Ugoofaaru
Mathiveri
Hulhudheli
Buruni
Dhabidhoo
Rathafandhoo
Huraa
Hoarafushi
Maaeboodhoo
Feydhoo
Himmafushi
Hithaadhoo
Dharaboodhoo
Thinadhoo
Dhidhdhoo
Maafilaafushi
Dhagethi
Maamendhoo
Nilandhoo
Holhudhoo
Maradhoo-Feydhoo
Olhuvelifushi
Velidhoo
Guraidhoo
Felidhoo
Hulhudhuffaaru
Hangnameedhoo
Mandhoo
Thulusdhoo
Thakandhoo
Kuburudhoo
Mulah
Kamadhoo
Bodufolhudhoo
Feeali
Rasdhoo
Fenfushi
Naivaadhoo
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COMPOSITE
INDEX 8.7

8.7
8.7
8.65
8.6
8.55
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.45
8.45
8.45
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.35
8.35
8.35
8.35
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.25
8.25
8.15
8.15
8.15
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.05
8.05
8
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.9
7.9
7.85
7.85
7.85
7.8
7.8
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.75
7.7

Rank

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106

ATOLL
CODE
A03

A05
A18
A20
A06
A04
A04
A16
A01
A05
A09
A04
A04
A05
A20
A09
A10
A16
A02
A01
A01
A06
A02
A09
A03
A04
A06
A02
A16
A01
A05
A14
A02
A08
A03
A03
A06
A01
A03
A02
A03
A06
A05
A14
A05
A17
A03
A01
A05
A05
A06
A16
A03
A05
A04
A03
A03
A06

ATOLL NAME

Shaviyani Atoll
Raa Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Baa Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Baa Atoll
Raa Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Raa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Raa Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Baa Atoll

ISLAND
CODE
12001

14002
27007
29003
15001
13003
13010
25009
10003
14003
18008
13001
13005
14004
29001
18007
19002
25012
11007
10012
10001
15006
11016
18006
12015
13012
15007
11015
25008
10014
14011
23003
11011
17001
12005
12011
15012
10015
12006
11002
12002
15011
14007
23002
14010
26006
12008
10009
14009
14014
15004
25001
12009
14008
13006
12014
12010
15005

ISLAND NAME

Kaditheemu
Vaadhoo
Fiyoari
Maradhoo
Kudarikilu
Maalhendhoo
Manadhoo
Gaadhoo
Berinmadhoo
Rasgetheemu
Himandhoo
Hebadhoo
Landhoo
Agolhitheemu
Meedhoo
Maalhos
Omadhoo
Kunahandhoo
Nellaidhoo
Maarandhoo
Thuraakunu
Dharavandhoo
Makunudhoo
Feridhoo
Funadhoo
Fodhdhoo
Maalhos
Maavaidhoo
Fonadhoo
Utheemu
Iguraidhoo
Ribudhoo
Kulhudhuffushi
Kaashidhoo
Feevah
Lhaimagu
Fehendhoo
Muraidhoo
Bilehffahi
Hanimaadhoo
Noomaraa
Fulhadhoo
Maakurathu
Badidhoo
Maduvvari
Dhevvadhoo
Narudhoo
Vashafaru
Innamaadhoo
Kinolhas
Kihaadhoo
Isdhoo
Maakandoodhoo
Rasmaadhoo
Maafaru
Maaugoodhoo
Maroshi
Dhonfanu
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COMPOSITE
INDEX 7.7

7.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
7.65
7.65
7.65
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.55
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.45
7.45
7.4
7.35
7.3
7.3
7.3
7.3
7.3
7.25
7.15
7.15
7.15
7.15
7.1
7.1
7.1
7.05
7.05
7.05
7
7
7
7
7
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.9
6.85
6.85
6.8
6.8
6.75
6.7

Rank

107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164

ATOLL
CODE
A01

A05
A06
A20
A04
A18
A04
A04
A16
A03
A02
A20
A03
A01
A06
A04
A01
A05
A02
A02
A01
A02
A03
A17
A16
A02
A01
A02
A04
A03
A09
A02
A02
A03
A02
A02
A19

ATOLL NAME

Haa Alifu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Gnaviyani Atoll

ISLAND
CODE
10016

14012
15003
29006
13007
27006
13004
13008
25011
12007
11005
29002
12012
10011
15013
13009
10008
14013
11009
11006
10005
11010
12004
26007
25006
11014
10002
11001
13002
12016
18001
11008
11012
12003
11003
11013
28001

ISLAND NAME

Baarah
Fainu
Kendhoo
Hulhudhoo
Lhohi
Vaadhoo
Kudafari
Miladhoo
Hithadhoo
Foakaidhoo
Hirimaradhoo
Hithadhoo
Firubaidhoo
Filladhoo
Goidhoo
Magoodhoo
Kelaa
Meedhoo
Kuribi
Nolhivaranfaru
Mulhadhoo
Kuburudhoo
Feydhoo
Kodey
Gamu
Vaikaradhoo
Uligamu
Faridhoo
Kedhikolhudhoo
Milandhoo
Thoddoo
Nolhivaramu
Kumundhoo
Goidhoo
Finey
Neykurendhoo
Fuvahmulah
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COMPOSITE
INDEX 6.6

6.6
6.6
6.6
6.6
6.55
6.55
6.55
6.5
6.4
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.2
6.2
6.15
6.1
6.05
6.05
6.05
6.05
6
6
5.95
5.85
5.8
5.75
5.75
5.7
5.55
5.3
4.85
4.2
3.95

Rank

165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202

Appendix 4

: Carrying Capacity and Population Index

Carrying Capacity and Population Index

Carrying Capacity Application
An environments‟ carrying capacity is defined as its maximum persistently supportable load
(Catton, 1986). There is considerable debate over the application of carrying capacity
concept in human geography (Daly, 1986; Hardin, 1991). The purpose of this exercise is
not to establish a comprehensive carrying capacity model for Maldives, but to determine
potential population sizes, based on past experiences, which a specific island can
comfortably accommodate.
As has been argued elsewhere (Kirchner et al., 1985), carrying capacity may be infinitely
expandable and adjustable with technological advances. The Capital city of Male‟ can be
taken as an example of such human adjustment to carrying capacity. Male‟, with just two
square kilometres, is home to more than 90,000 people, at a population density of over
45,000 persons per square kilometre. Adjustments have been made to housing through
subdivision of plots and vertical development – high-rise buildings. However, the
technological solutions don‟t always increase the quality of life in such situations. The
average household size in Male‟ is eight persons, while the average plot size has gone below
139 m2. Social problems are ripe and traffic congestion has reached unprecedented levels.
Therefore, while population may be accommodated to smaller land areas, the case of Male‟
has shown that it is not socially sustainable.
The experiences of Male‟ are not readily applicable to outer islands, however. The high rise
buildings in Male‟ has been afforded through unparalleled economic growth. Outer islands
which suffer from congestion haven‟t shown the same tendency for high rise buildings. On
the contrary, they reach a level of congestion which forces additional land reclamation.
Islands which don‟t have enough reef area to reclaim are forced into increased congestion
and falling living conditions.
The argument is therefore raised in this study that islands considered as host islands for
population and development consolidation should have a suitable carrying capacity for
future population increases. Such a calculation should be based on prevailing conditions,
and should be constantly revised to suit changing technological advances.
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Carrying Capacity Calculation
Existing land use patterns of 20 moderate to severely congested islands in Maldives were
analysed using GIS and island level data. Statistical data were derived from Statistical Year
Book (MPND, 2006), Population and Housing Census of 2000 (MPND, 2002),
Vulnerability and Poverty Assessment Survey Data (MPND and UNDP, 2004c), and island
specific project reports (BCL, 2005). The following approximate land use parameters were
identified:
Household size (Persons per
household)
Land for residential use (%)

6
45

Environmental Protection (%)

5

Roads (%)

10

Open space & Recreation (%)

15

Economic activities & public services (%)

25

In addition, the following average housing plot size variations were observed across
Maldives.
Average Plot size (low): (m2)

185.8

Average Plot size (Medium): (m2)

269.9

Average Plot size (High): (m2)

539.7

On average the above three assumptions translates to population densities of 150, 100 and
50 persons per hectare. Analysis of islands with these population densities (see table A2-1),
shows that islands with population density above 150 hectares are considered highly
congested. Population density of 100 was observed to be the level that reaches moderate
levels of congestion.
The following assumption was therefore made:
 LandArea * resLand 
 * HouseHoldSize
Carrying capacity = 
AvgPlotSiz e



Where,
LandArea = Land Area of Island; resLand = Percentage for residential land; AvgPlotSize =
Average plot size and; HouseHoldSize = Average Household Size in an island.
This is a simple representation of the carrying capacity as it exists in Maldives at present. It
does not account for the natural environment capacity or the adoption capacity through
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high rise buildings. This representation is suitable for the purposes of this study, which
only aims to identify islands with space for future population growth.
Carrying Capacity Index
An index between 1 and 5 was assigned to islands based on the following rules. These
categories have been considered based on the projected population for year 2020.
1 = Carrying Capacity (Highest) > 10,000 persons
2 = Carrying Capacity (High) > 7,000 persons
3 = Carrying Capacity (Median) > 5,000 persons
4 = Carrying Capacity (Low) > 3,000 persons
5 = Carrying Capacity (Lowest) < 3,000 persons
Population Index
A Population Index has been calculated to account for the reality of avoiding relocation for
larger settlements. However, it should be noted that this index does will not eliminate
islands with large populations, except for very large populations. If the environmental
vulnerability index is too high for any of the islands they may still be ranked within the
vulnerable islands, based on the risks they face. An index between 1 and 5 were assigned to
islands based on the following rules. In such a case a political and community decision may
be required but such islands expected to be very few.
1 = Present Population > 3,500 persons
2 = Present Population > 2,000 persons
3 = Present Population > 1,000 persons
4 = Present Population > 500 persons
5 = Present Population < 500 persons
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Guide to attached Table A2-1: Column Definitions
Column

Unit

Description

Data Source /
Calculation method

Land Area

Hectare

Reef Flat Area

Hectare

Reef area excluding land, deep
lagoons and lagoon pinnacles

GIS

Maximum
Reclamation Possible
on Reef

Hectare

Assumption: only up to 80% can be
reclaimed (Based on Male'
reclamation)

GIS

Population

Registered Population in 2004

MPND

Population Density

Current Population Density

Population/Land area

GIS

Plots Allocated

MOAA

Plots Available

MOAA

Projected pop 2015

Population projection (done in
2000)

MPND

Projected Pop 2020

Population projection (done in
2000)

MPND

Based on 50 Persons per hectare

See text above

Medium
(100per/ha)

Based on 100 Persons per hectare

See text above

Maximum
(150per/ha)

Based on 150 Persons per hectare

See text above

Carrying Capacity
Index

Index value assigned between 1 and
5

See text above

Population Index

Index value assigned between 1 and
5

See text above

Carrying Capacity
Scenarios
low (50 per/ha)
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Projected
Pop 2020¬

22.3
4.0
11.7
53.6
3.0
38.2
40.0
9.8
21.6
55.8
3.4
18.9
19.2
14.9
14.2
6.2
8.4
4.3
4.3
24.4
10.4
3.7
32.3
9.6
12.7
8.2
37.9
6.8
7.5
16.2
12.0
17.4

145
85
30
70
100
632
583
439
175
832
164
207
184
147
183
370
46
409
102
163
121
115
231
335
123
66
0
259
311
383
102
272

230
283
28
15
3075
357
250
2000
76
87
2598
197
253
422
228
4581
338
1500
1500
86
387
3808
60
402
350
547
700
2475
1158
521
250
500

3500
4000
5000
1600
4000
2400
3500
4000
3500
1600
4000
4000
4000
4000
2000
4000
2400
4000
3750
2025
325
3750
2000
3750
3750
3750
1400
4000
4000
3750
3750
3750

877
741
285
389
592
4099
3634
2393
932
4857
1321
1082
1067
1127
1051
2272
330
1522
653
1082
637
754
1536
2790
557
873
10682
1799
1807
2151
705
1921
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1,400
5,483
743
252
6,060
3,638
3,124
10,120
1,909
3,093
13,506
2,201
2,138
2,616
2,571
13,384
1,396
15,190
5,785
1,535
2,418
8,509
1,657
10,485
2,611
2,071
10,057
9,522
8,396
5,182
2,179
3,836

medium
2
(100per/ha)

2,799
10,963
1,485
504
12,115
7,273
6,247
20,234
3,816
6,184
27,002
4,401
4,275
5,229
5,139
26,759
2,790
30,369
11,566
3,069
4,833
17,011
3,312
20,963
5,220
4,140
20,108
19,037
16,786
10,360
4,356
7,669

Maximum
3
(150per/ha)

4,067
15,929
2,158
732
17,603
10,567
9,076
29,400
5,545
8,985
39,234
6,395
6,212
7,598
7,468
38,881
4,054
44,126
16,805
4,460
7,023
24,718
4,813
30,459
7,585
6,016
29,217
27,660
24,391
15,053
6,330
11,143

Population
Index

Plots
Available+

623
443
174
270
360
2778
2498
1978
826
3453
921
831
822
779
730
1647
235
1319
499
749
501
634
1069
2002
662
338
7613
1292
1265
1682
522
1335

low
1
(50 per/ha)

Carrying
Capacity
Index

Plots
Available+

39
103
22
3038
221
3025
46
732
526
201
334
17
1
80
14
51
13
367
40
160
22
265
9
0
15
11
54
0
37
80
0
4135

Plots
Allocated+

55.53
156.15
31.32
3799.26
306.09
3799.26
72.63
965.70
667.08
267.30
485.46
31.68
12.33
113.13
30.42
131.04
23.76
534.69
78.48
207.72
39.06
373.68
19.89
16.11
31.23
23.76
118.08
36.99
88.38
126.18
8.10
5187.69

Population
Density

27.99
109.62
14.85
5.04
121.14
72.72
62.46
202.32
38.16
61.83
270.00
44.01
42.75
52.29
51.39
267.57
27.90
303.66
115.65
30.69
48.33
170.10
33.12
209.61
52.20
41.40
201.06
190.35
167.85
103.59
43.56
76.68

Population

Thuraakunu
Uligamu
Berinmadhoo
Hathifushi
Mulhadhoo
Hoarafushi
Ihavandhoo
Kelaa
Vashafaru
Dhidhdhoo
Filladhoo
Maarandhoo
Thakandhoo
Utheemu
Muraidhoo
Baarah
Faridhoo
Hanimaadhoo
Finey
Naivaadhoo
Hirimaradhoo
Nolhivaranfaru
Nellaidhoo
Nolhivaramu
Kuribi
Kuburudhoo
Kulhudhuffushi
Kumundhoo
Neykurendhoo
Vaikaradhoo
Maavaidhoo
Makunudhoo

Reef Flat
Area *+
Maximum
Reclamatio
n Possible
on Reef¬*

ISLAND
CODE

10001
10002
10003
10004
10005
10006
10007
10008
10009
10010
10011
10012
10013
10014
10015
10016
11001
11002
11003
11004
11005
11006
11007
11008
11009
11010
11011
11012
11013
11014
11015
11016

Land Area
*

ATOLL
CODE

A01
A01
A01
A01
A01
A01
A01
A01
A01
A01
A01
A01
A01
A01
A01
A01
A02
A02
A02
A02
A02
A02
A02
A02
A02
A02
A02
A02
A02
A02
A02
A02

ISLAND NAME

Carrying Capacity Scenarios

4
1
5
5
1
1
2
1
3
2
1
3
3
2
2
1
4
1
1
4
2
1
4
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
3
1

4
5
5
5
5
2
2
3
4
1
4
4
4
4
4
3
5
3
5
4
4
4
3
2
4
5
1
3
3
3
4
3

Projected
Pop 2020¬

12.7
15.2
5.8
11.1
9.6
9.2
18.3
9.9
10.1
25.7
15.2
12.5
118.6
30.3
12.9
6.8
38.7
6.9
19.9
22.6
9.8
7.4
16.7
48.4
8.6
13.9
83.2
13.1
43.6
41.5
12.4
22.3

250
161
120
233
165
120
275
76
148
178
156
38
306
246
343
340
102
301
184
128
187
176
137
234
70
365
378
89
579
664
98
215

650
35
625
197
0
600
284
800
500
485
283
127
0
110
285
826
30
1549
338
203
395
5000
340
0
400
850
0
360
30
195
883
150

4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
2500
4000
4000
2500
4000
0
1600
2000
3500
4000
1600
4000
3000
3000
3000
4000
3000
1600
3000
4000
1500
4000
1600
2400
4000
3000

1788
830
785
1350
1323
846
1833
692
2620
1190
914
1262
2858
1305
844

A- 18

799
1981
998
840
1282
1368
1077
1741
465
2102
3161
598
3327
3110
555
1082

4,637
2,134
5,114
4,745
4,651
3,205
3,552
2,350
4,732
1,621
2,350
914
680
1,571
5,321
7,005
788
10,755
1,864
1,450
4,430
6,789
2,188
1,270
2,003
5,542
1,198
1,544
2,472
2,736
1,936
1,958

medium
2
(100per/ha)

9,271
4,266
10,225
9,487
9,298
6,409
7,102
4,698
9,460
3,240
4,698
1,827
1,359
3,141
10,639
14,005
1,575
21,503
3,726
2,898
8,857
13,573
4,374
2,538
4,005
11,080
2,394
3,087
4,941
5,469
3,870
3,915

Maximum
3
(150per/ha)

13,470
6,199
14,857
13,784
13,510
9,312
10,319
6,827
13,745
4,708
6,827
2,655
1,975
4,564
15,458
20,350
2,289
31,244
5,414
4,211
12,869
19,722
6,356
3,688
5,820
16,099
3,479
4,486
7,180
7,947
5,624
5,689

Population
Index

Plots
Available+

1181
648
597
1051
888
591
1302
466
960
832
712
229
1612
951
1373
948
610
1490
743
656
865
999
731
1229
344
1540
1992
404
2154
2272
478
874

low
1
(50 per/ha)

Carrying
Capacity
Index

Plots
Available+

64
4
54
30
0
434
31
16
0
88
15
11
5
0
392
14
0
18
0
39
0
678
5
10
8
21
7
5
46
193
313
9

Plots
Allocated+

102.96
15.57
92.70
61.38
6.75
558.45
56.61
31.77
4.32
118.53
30.51
18.63
9.45
2.34
515.97
52.83
4.32
76.05
7.20
55.44
15.66
881.01
17.37
19.44
20.43
54.09
15.03
13.95
70.38
254.60
401.13
21.42

Population
Density

92.70
42.66
102.24
94.86
92.97
64.08
71.01
46.98
94.59
32.40
46.98
18.27
13.59
31.41
106.38
140.04
15.75
215.01
37.26
28.98
88.56
135.72
43.74
25.38
40.05
110.79
23.94
30.87
49.41
54.69
38.70
39.15

Population

Kaditheemu
Noomaraa
Goidhoo
Feydhoo
Feevah
Bilehffahi
Foakaidhoo
Narudhoo
Maakandoodhoo
Maroshi
Lhaimagu
Firubaidhoo
Komandoo
Maaugoodhoo
Funadhoo
Milandhoo
Hebadhoo
Kedhikolhudhoo
Maalhendhoo
Kudafari
Landhoo
Maafaru
Lhohi
Miladhoo
Magoodhoo
Manadhoo
Holhudhoo
Fodhdhoo
Velidhoo
Alifushi
Vaadhoo
Rasgetheemu

Reef Flat
Area *+
Maximum
Reclamatio
n Possible
on Reef¬*

ISLAND
CODE

12001
12002
12003
12004
12005
12006
12007
12008
12009
12010
12011
12012
12013
12014
12015
12016
13001
13002
13003
13004
13005
13006
13007
13008
13009
13010
13011
13012
13013
14001
14002
14003

Land Area
*

ATOLL
CODE

A03
A03
A03
A03
A03
A03
A03
A03
A03
A03
A03
A03
A03
A03
A03
A03
A04
A04
A04
A04
A04
A04
A04
A04
A04
A04
A04
A04
A04
A05
A05
A05

ISLAND NAME

Carrying Capacity Scenarios

1
3
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
4
3
5
5
4
1
1
5
1
3
4
1
1
3
4
3
1
4
4
2
2
3
3

3
4
4
3
4
4
3
5
4
4
4
5
3
4
3
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
3
5
3
3
5
2
2
5
4

Projected
Pop 2020¬

10.8
33.8
498.5
20.9
29.9
20.0
85.8
32.2
5.8
43.6
8.4
20.8
27.3
20.3
54.1
11.8
24.7
16.3
18.9
77.5
101.9
35.7
16.7
9.2
4.1
184.6
196.9
75.8
21.0
2.6
6.7
60.5

93
267
440
232
209
177
300
359
63
378
96
313
127
95
156
76
88
200
100
0
538
286
84
58
112
696
741
334
114
226
449
175

443
171
0
250
44
150
921
110
1462
125
957
118
177
212
75
982
100
150
460
41
15
176
93
94
919
37
600
30
280
0
5951
30

4000
2000
1200
3500
3300
4000
1200
4000
4000
2400
4000
4000
2400
2500
1600
3036
2400
3150
3000
1600
1410
2000
3840
3150
3920
1350
128
0
2400
0
4000
1600

625
1798
4629
1424
1020
885
2655
2175
488
2550
655
1657
711
596
1479
524
676
1184
715
3919
3603
1829
375
313
914
5789
6833
2075
694
82
2585
1676

A- 19

1,994
1,868
369
2,575
1,360
1,760
1,148
2,413
3,075
1,913
2,881
2,940
968
1,008
950
1,639
918
2,877
1,391
1,765
1,208
1,603
864
1,337
8,058
1,175
1,125
1,152
1,247
2,926
14,042
918

medium
2
(100per/ha)

3,987
3,735
738
5,148
2,718
3,519
2,295
4,824
6,148
3,825
5,761
5,878
1,935
2,016
1,899
3,276
1,836
5,752
2,781
3,528
2,414
3,204
1,728
2,673
16,111
2,349
2,250
2,304
2,493
5,851
28,073
1,836

Maximum
3
(150per/ha)

5,794
5,427
1,072
7,481
3,950
5,114
3,335
7,010
8,932
5,558
8,370
8,540
2,812
2,930
2,759
4,760
2,668
8,357
4,041
5,127
3,508
4,656
2,511
3,884
23,410
3,413
3,270
3,348
3,623
8,501
40,791
2,668

Population
Index

Plots
Available+

430
1264
3679
1074
814
705
1968
1552
357
1669
486
1221
528
410
1028
388
454
935
525
2733
2460
1144
289
245
654
4336
4430
1746
523
154
1873
1110

low
1
(50 per/ha)

Carrying
Capacity
Index

Plots
Available+

4
28
4
16
0
0
18
0
17
11
14
47
10
18
3
11
31
35
10
27
1112
85
3037
3035
3008
58
86
5
2953
162
340
1277

Plots
Allocated+

15.39
44.82
7.02
32.40
5.13
5.94
27.72
8.01
36.00
23.13
32.22
73.71
17.91
27.18
9.00
22.23
43.11
57.96
19.80
43.02
1396.35
114.03
3800.07
3800.07
3800.07
78.84
112.86
11.88
3697.56
216.90
494.73
1601.28

Population
Density

39.87
37.35
7.38
51.48
27.18
35.19
22.95
48.24
61.47
38.25
57.60
58.77
19.35
20.16
18.99
32.76
18.36
57.51
27.81
35.28
24.14
32.04
17.28
26.73
161.10
23.49
22.50
23.04
24.93
58.50
280.71
18.36

Population

Agolhitheemu
Ugoofaaru
Kadholhudhoo
Maakurathu
Rasmaadhoo
Innamaadhoo
Maduvvari
Iguraidhoo
Fainu
Meedhoo
Kinolhas
Hulhudhuffaaru
Kudarikilu
Kamadhoo
Kendhoo
Kihaadhoo
Dhonfanu
Dharavandhoo
Maalhos
Eydhafushi
Thulhaadhoo
Hithaadhoo
Fulhadhoo
Fehendhoo
Goidhoo
Hinnavaru
Naifaru
Kurendhoo
Olhuvelifushi
Maafilaafushi
Kaashidhoo
Gaafaru

Reef Flat
Area *+
Maximum
Reclamatio
n Possible
on Reef¬*

ISLAND
CODE

14004
14005
14006
14007
14008
14009
14010
14011
14012
14013
14014
14015
15001
15002
15003
15004
15005
15006
15007
15008
15009
15010
15011
15012
15013
16001
16002
16003
16004
16005
17001
17002

Land Area
*

ATOLL
CODE

A05
A05
A05
A05
A05
A05
A05
A05
A05
A05
A05
A05
A06
A06
A06
A06
A06
A06
A06
A06
A06
A06
A06
A06
A06
A07
A07
A07
A07
A07
A08
A08

ISLAND NAME

Carrying Capacity Scenarios

3
3
5
2
4
3
4
2
2
3
2
2
5
5
5
4
5
2
4
3
4
4
5
4
1
4
4
4
4
2
1
5

5
3
1
3
4
4
3
3
5
3
5
3
4
5
3
5
5
4
4
2
2
3
5
5
4
1
1
3
4
5
3
3

Projected
Pop 2020¬

41.3
21.9
28.8
25.0
81.7
33.2
68.3
8.6
39.8
31.2
26.5
57.5
14.2
18.4
25.4
29.9
32.0
74.3
79.9
8.8
31.4
10.3
33.7
7.4
25.5
28.5
15.4
37.7
47.7
72.3
7.5
16.4

188
228
171
216
129
249
204
109
266
180
160
104
172
148
132
150
179
89
321
121
252
225
222
68
514
84
42
124
141
62
34
35

50
20
30
25
15
0
45
316
0
12
28
0
770
350
150
75
70
0
50
300
27
250
0
200
300
78
90
14
10
0
362
128

2000
2000
1500
2000
1200
0
2000
2000
3200
3200
3500
0
3500
2400
3600
2000
2000
4000
1500
2500
2000
150
0
4000
3000
2000
4000
2500
2000
2000
2000
2000

1694
1545
1125
1372
1282
1880
2460
1921
1397
1114
991
832
903
813
830
770
1145
717
2749
514
1073
705
1002
248
2548
586
332
764
993
604
420
356

A- 20

1,175
1,882
1,229
1,693
423
1,832
1,062
8,179
1,044
1,148
1,292
509
2,287
1,697
1,121
968
1,301
342
1,121
2,008
1,274
2,742
1,171
1,076
3,804
662
662
698
689
248
1,472
621

medium
2
(100per/ha)

2,349
3,762
2,457
3,384
846
3,663
2,124
16,351
2,088
2,295
2,583
1,017
4,572
3,393
2,241
1,935
2,601
684
2,241
4,014
2,547
5,481
2,340
2,151
7,606
1,323
1,323
1,395
1,377
495
2,943
1,242

Maximum
3
(150per/ha)

3,413
5,467
3,570
4,917
1,229
5,323
3,086
23,759
3,034
3,335
3,753
1,478
6,644
4,930
3,256
2,812
3,780
994
3,256
5,833
3,701
7,965
3,400
3,126
11,051
1,923
1,922
2,027
2,001
719
4,277
1,805

Population
Index

Plots
Available+

970
823
708
845
691
1216
1451
1404
832
715
684
585
648
625
569
579
833
508
1790
354
800
566
788
160
1940
377
204
526
657
358
221
204

low
1
(50 per/ha)

Carrying
Capacity
Index

Plots
Available+

1372
493
301
360
55
512
123
127
14
34
338
23
57
18
409
12
24
47
23
661
199
518
1535
525
1525
127
28
23
23
51
2533
2536

Plots
Allocated+

1720.71
625.05
382.41
458.01
70.44
649.44
158.67
200.20
22.59
48.60
428.58
31.41
82.35
31.59
516.24
19.53
36.63
60.75
34.02
836.46
255.51
661.50
1925.10
661.50
1925.10
161.64
38.88
32.40
32.13
65.43
3173.04
3173.04

Population
Density

23.49
37.62
24.57
33.84
8.46
36.63
21.24
163.50
20.88
22.95
25.83
10.17
45.72
33.93
22.41
19.35
26.01
6.84
22.41
40.14
25.47
54.81
23.40
21.51
76.05
13.23
13.23
13.95
13.77
4.95
29.43
12.42

Population

Dhiffushi
Thulusdhoo
Huraa
Himmafushi
Gulhi
Maafushi
Guraidhoo
Thoddoo
Rasdhoo
Ukulhas
Mathiveri
Bodufolhudhoo
Feridhoo
Maalhos
Himandhoo
Hangnameedhoo
Omadhoo
Kuburudhoo
Mahibadhoo
Mandhoo
Dhagethi
Dhigurah
Fenfushi
Dhidhdhoo
Maamigili
Fulidhoo
Thinadhoo
Felidhoo
Keyodhoo
Rakeedhoo
Raimandhoo
Madifushi

Reef Flat
Area *+
Maximum
Reclamatio
n Possible
on Reef¬*

ISLAND
CODE

17003
17004
17005
17006
17007
17008
17009
18001
18002
18003
18004
18005
18006
18007
18008
19001
19002
19003
19004
19005
19006
19007
19008
19009
19010
20001
20002
20003
20004
20005
21001
21002

Land Area
*

ATOLL
CODE

A08
A08
A08
A08
A08
A08
A08
A09
A09
A09
A09
A09
A09
A09
A09
A10
A10
A10
A10
A10
A10
A10
A10
A10
A10
A11
A11
A11
A11
A11
A12
A12

ISLAND NAME

Carrying Capacity Scenarios

4
3
4
4
5
3
4
1
4
4
4
5
3
4
4
5
4
5
4
3
4
2
4
4
1
5
5
5
5
5
4
5

4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
5
4
4
4
5
3
5
5
4
4
5
5
5

Projected
Pop 2020¬

6.7
20.2
17.1
46.5
14.1
100.7
65.9
67.0
32.8
30.3
9.0
27.3
89.8
29.5
34.9
30.5
95.6
35.5
36.9
19.6
16.3
101.0
62.4
27.8
52.5
6.8
13.3
29.0
41.7
103.1
22.1
32.9

54
309
160
77
253
184
109
203
248
153
68
372
151
130
136
0
94
96
158
413
135
245
184
189
343
115
74
206
135
344
244
271

778
300
326
10
140
5
23
8
40
75
497
290
0
140
60
0
52
15
60
380
100
40
20
250
0
2069
138
10
40
0
91
20

2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2500
3500
3500
3500
0
3000
2000
2800
2000
2000
2000
2000
3500
2500
2500
2000
180
3000
4000
3500
2000
0
3000
2500

315
2026
1155
662
1717
1837
1006
1336
1477
752
557
2061
1657
1047
961
1041
629
625
1186
2218
815
2278
1450
1034
2655
801
662
1336
811
3073
1342
1469

A- 21

2,012
3,584
2,233
500
4,367
590
504
698
1,630
1,058
2,084
2,868
630
1,315
1,022
1,202
261
612
1,166
3,777
1,715
932
815
1,355
1,715
4,200
1,436
1,643
698
1,157
2,233
1,810

medium
2
(100per/ha)

4,023
7,165
4,464
999
8,731
1,179
1,008
1,395
3,258
2,115
4,167
5,734
1,260
2,628
2,043
2,403
522
1,224
2,331
7,552
3,429
1,863
1,629
2,709
3,429
8,398
2,871
3,285
1,395
2,313
4,464
3,618

Maximum
3
(150per/ha)

5,846
10,410
6,487
1,452
12,686
1,713
1,465
2,027
4,734
3,073
6,055
8,331
1,831
3,819
2,969
3,492
759
1,779
3,387
10,973
4,983
2,707
2,367
3,937
4,983
12,202
4,172
4,774
2,027
3,361
6,487
5,257

Population
Index

Plots
Available+

271
1446
765
465
1230
1187
664
934
1068
641
377
1565
1132
774
712
732
499
434
860
1481
560
1882
1017
752
1800
567
383
953
582
2384
985
1191

low
1
(50 per/ha)

Carrying
Capacity
Index

Plots
Available+

2530
29
3490
3497
3482
260
88
38
19
522
79
912
31
19
18
183
617
206
333
2090
448
1628
1628
1626
1322
2339
92
2464
1326
1324
2462
2464

Plots
Allocated+

3173.04
54.54
4373.91
4373.91
4373.91
327.96
113.13
51.57
31.77
657.45
108.63
1153.80
41.49
30.33
28.08
234.45
773.01
260.82
422.37
2631.87
569.07
2039.31
2039.31
2039.31
1661.40
2944.26
121.95
3088.53
1661.40
1661.40
3088.53
3088.53

Population
Density

40.23
71.64
44.64
9.99
87.30
11.79
10.08
13.95
32.58
21.15
41.67
57.33
12.60
26.28
20.43
24.03
5.22
12.24
23.31
75.51
34.29
18.63
16.29
27.09
34.29
83.97
28.71
32.85
13.95
23.13
44.64
36.18

Population

Veyvah
Mulah
Muli
Naalaafushi
Kolhufushi
Dhiggaru
Maduvvari
Feeali
Biledhdhoo
Magoodhoo
Dharaboodhoo
Nilandhoo
Meedhoo
Badidhoo
Ribudhoo
Hulhudheli
Gemendhoo
Vaanee
Maaeboodhoo
Kudahuvadhoo
Buruni
Vilufushi
Madifushi
Dhiyamigili
Guraidhoo
Kadoodhoo
Vandhoo
Hirilandhoo
Gaadhiffushi
Thimarafushi
Veymandoo
Kibidhoo

Reef Flat
Area *+
Maximum
Reclamatio
n Possible
on Reef¬*

ISLAND
CODE

21003
21004
21005
21006
21007
21008
21009
22001
22002
22003
22004
22005
23001
23002
23003
23004
23005
23006
23007
23008
24001
24002
24003
24004
24005
24006
24007
24008
24009
24010
24011
24012

Land Area
*

ATOLL
CODE

A12
A12
A12
A12
A12
A12
A12
A13
A13
A13
A13
A13
A14
A14
A14
A14
A14
A14
A14
A14
A15
A15
A15
A15
A15
A15
A15
A15
A15
A15
A15
A15

ISLAND NAME

Carrying Capacity Scenarios

3
1
3
5
1
5
5
5
4
4
3
2
5
4
5
4
5
5
4
1
4
5
5
4
4
1
4
4
5
4
3
3

5
3
4
5
3
3
4
4
3
4
5
3
3
4
4
4
5
5
4
3
4
3
3
4
3
4
5
4
4
2
4
3

Projected
Pop 2020¬

17.1
5.4
14.6
13.7
29.2
22.2
3.7
39.4
10.2
5.6
50.0
7.7
5.8
27.9
38.7
22.0
15.0
84.0
42.8
3.7
4.9
21.5
23.3
33.7
10.4
22.3
92.6
34.4
7.0
15.8
38.5
17.3

171
388
135
179
102
138
897
384
463
124
247
196
153
287
85
240
119
216
192
73
48
235
149
292
230
213
460
310
293
210
240
167

118
5957
500
100
83
50
9570
0
846
840
14
1467
765
15
20
350
1147
0
65
1500
1999
300
100
0
173
100
0
201
2500
987
101
48

4000
4000
4000
4000
3200
3000
4000
2500
4000
4000
2500
4000
4000
2000
2500
4000
4000
1600
2000
4000
4000
4000
4000
3000
4000
4000
0
4000
4000
4000
2500
3300

922
2599
1114
1340
946
926
3208
2464
2774
559
1547
1346
989
2026
4289
1413
926
2210
1469
526
379
1669
936
2091
1299
1403
3359
1450
1616
1629
946
922

A- 22

1,999
18,661
2,895
3,151
1,301
1,531
30,638
2,084
8,477
3,746
1,084
6,213
5,047
2,580
3,750
2,863
3,075
1,013
1,157
5,947
2,355
2,895
1,756
2,278
4,691
2,350
1,441
1,918
9,742
4,124
1,133
2,364

medium
2
(100per/ha)

3,996
37,308
5,788
6,301
2,601
3,060
61,255
4,167
16,948
7,489
2,168
12,421
10,091
5,157
7,498
5,725
6,148
2,025
2,313
11,890
4,707
5,788
3,510
4,554
9,379
4,698
2,880
3,834
19,478
8,245
2,265
4,725

Maximum
3
(150per/ha)

5,807
54,209
8,409
9,155
3,780
4,447
89,004
6,055
24,626
10,881
3,150
18,048
14,662
7,494
10,894
8,318
8,932
2,943
3,361
17,276
6,840
8,409
5,100
6,618
13,627
6,827
4,185
5,571
28,301
11,980
3,291
6,866

Population
Index

Plots
Available+

684
2026
847
865
760
680
2491
1640
1728
418
1084
956
678
1439
2903
1260
920
1702
991
444
229
1243
818
1536
977
1049
2667
1320
1372
1304
873
819

low
1
(50 per/ha)

Carrying
Capacity
Index

Plots
Available+

2463
2278
2342
63
2273
2272
2156
2907
2245
2263
35
2891
2896
588
1963
481
223
441
16
501
292
1299
1303
2627
2618
2627
825
2629
628
2620
1090
1085

Plots
Allocated+

3088.53
2941.38
2941.38
94.32
2848.05
2848.05
2848.05
3644.64
2848.05
2848.05
49.76
3644.64
3644.64
747.27
2472.75
615.51
294.39
556.38
26.19
656.28
377.19
1637.82
1637.82
3295.53
3295.53
3295.53
1038.33
3295.53
834.30
3295.53
1368.45
1368.45

Population
Density

39.96
373.05
57.87
63.00
26.01
30.60
612.50
41.67
169.47
74.88
21.68
124.20
100.90
51.57
74.97
57.24
61.47
20.25
23.13
118.89
47.07
57.87
35.10
45.54
93.78
46.98
28.80
38.34
194.76
82.44
22.65
47.25

Population

Omadhoo
Isdhoo
Dhabidhoo
Maabaidhoo
Mundhoo
Kalhaidhoo
Gamu
Maavah
Fonadhoo
Gaadhoo
Maamendhoo
Hithadhoo
Kunahandhoo
Kolamaafushi
Viligili
Maamendhoo
Nilandhoo
Dhaandhoo
Dhevvadhoo
Kodey
Dhiyadhoo
Gemanafushi
Kanduhulhudhoo
Madeveli
Hoadedhdhoo
Nadallaa
Gadhdhoo
Rathafandhoo
Vaadhoo
Fiyoari
Maathodaa
Fares

Reef Flat
Area *+
Maximum
Reclamatio
n Possible
on Reef¬*

ISLAND
CODE

24013
25001
25002
25003
25004
25005
25006
25007
25008
25009
25010
25011
25012
26001
26002
26003
26004
26005
26006
26007
26008
26009
26010
27001
27002
27003
27004
27005
27006
27007
27008
27009

Land Area
*

ATOLL
CODE

A15
A16
A16
A16
A16
A16
A16
A16
A16
A16
A16
A16
A16
A17
A17
A17
A17
A17
A17
A17
A17
A17
A17
A18
A18
A18
A18
A18
A18
A18
A18
A18

ISLAND NAME

Carrying Capacity Scenarios

3
1
2
2
4
4
1
3
1
1
4
1
1
2
1
2
2
5
4
1
3
2
3
3
1
3
4
3
1
1
4
3

4
2
4
4
4
4
2
3
3
5
3
4
4
3
2
3
4
3
4
5
5
3
4
3
4
3
2
3
3
3
4
4

Projected
Pop 2020¬

33.0
20.0
14.1
25.6
68.1
66.8
31.5
33.9

1346
2452
538
1726
526
0
249
524

250
437
841
0
62
2
20
600

2000
3200
4000
4000
1600
1600
1500
4000

8612
13685
3189
17524
3769
5871
1819
2991

A- 23

9,378
25,081
8,644
26,296
2,374
3,390
2,324
4,775

medium
2
(100per/ha)

18,749
50,144
17,282
52,575
4,746
6,778
4,646
9,547

Maximum
3
(150per/ha)

27,242
72,860
25,110
76,391
6,897
9,848
6,751
13,872

Population
Index

Plots
Available+

6195
10007
2435
13478
3230
4530
1464
3240

low
1
(50 per/ha)

Carrying
Capacity
Index

Plots
Available+

226
0
1109
1300
1396
1391
1396
1124

Plots
Allocated+

328.77
111.60
1429.47
1756.26
1756.26
1756.26
1756.26
1429.47

Population
Density

187.47
501.40
172.80
525.70
47.46
67.77
46.46
95.46

Population

Thinadhoo
Fuvahmulah
Meedhoo
Hithadhoo
Maradhoo
Feydhoo
Maradhoo-Feydhoo
Hulhudhoo

Reef Flat
Area *+
Maximum
Reclamatio
n Possible
on Reef¬*

ISLAND
CODE

27010
28001
29001
29002
29003
29004
29005
29006

Land Area
*

ATOLL
CODE

A18
A19
A20
A20
A20
A20
A20
A20

ISLAND NAME

Carrying Capacity Scenarios

1
1
1
1
3
2
3
1

1
1
2
1
1
1
3
1

Appendix 5

: Final List of Ranked Vulnerable & Resilient Islands

Final List of Ranked Vulnerable & Resilient Islands
ATOLL
CODE

A14
A12
A12
A11
A12
A08
A01
A12
A14
A11
A11
A14
A08
A11
A03
A12
A15
A15
A15
A10
A06
A15
A15
A01
A16
A15
A06
A11
A10
A18
A16
A10
A15
A09
A13
A08
A12
A17
A06
A06
A04
A18
A17
A09
A13
A09

ATOLL NAME

Dhaalu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll

ISLAND
CODE

23005
21006
21009
20005
21008
17007
10004
21002
23001
20001
20002
23006
17002
20004
12013
21001
24002
24003
24007
19009
15002
24009
24004
10003
25005
24008
15011
20003
19001
27008
25004
19003
24005
18005
22001
17003
21003
26005
15001
15005
13001
27009
26008
18003
22003
18004

ISLAND NAME

Gemendhoo
Naalaafushi
Maduvvari
Rakeedhoo
Dhiggaru
Gulhi
Hathifushi
Madifushi
Meedhoo
Fulidhoo
Thinadhoo
Vaanee
Gaafaru
Keyodhoo
Komandoo
Raimandhoo
Vilufushi
Madifushi
Vandhoo
Dhidhdhoo
Kamadhoo
Gaadhiffushi
Dhiyamigili
Berinmadhoo
Kalhaidhoo
Hirilandhoo
Fulhadhoo
Felidhoo
Hangnameedhoo
Maathodaa
Mundhoo
Kuburudhoo
Guraidhoo
Bodufolhudhoo
Feeali
Dhiffushi
Veyvah
Dhaandhoo
Kudarikilu
Dhonfanu
Hebadhoo
Fares
Dhiyadhoo
Ukulhas
Magoodhoo
Mathiveri

A- 24

INDEX
VALUE

21.30
20.10
19.90
19.75
19.50
19.35
19.10
19.00
18.95
18.85
18.75
18.70
18.20
18.20
18.00
17.95
17.95
17.90
17.80
17.75
17.75
17.70
17.65
17.60
17.15
17.15
17.00
16.95
16.90
16.85
16.85
16.80
16.80
16.75
16.75
16.70
16.70
16.70
16.70
16.70
16.55
16.45
16.45
16.40
16.40
16.35

RANK

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

ATOLL
CODE

A14
A04
A15
A03
A08
A08
A14
A14
A10
A13
A06
A07
A12
A18
A06
A10
A06
A10
A07
A09
A10
A17
A02
A05
A13
A15
A09
A15
A10
A05
A09
A01
A15
A18
A06
A05
A06
A07
A16
A08
A04
A14
A10
A08
A03
A17
A05
A08
A01
A02
A03
A15
A03
A04
A06
A05
A04
A16

ATOLL NAME

Dhaalu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Raa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Raa Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Laamu Atoll

ISLAND
CODE

23004
13012
24001
12012
17005
17006
23003
23007
19006
22004
15012
16004
21005
27004
15009
19004
15004
19005
16003
18002
19008
26010
11004
14002
22002
24010
18008
24011
19002
14004
18007
10001
24013
27001
15007
14006
15010
16005
25010
17008
13011
23002
19007
17009
12008
26006
14008
17004
10013
11001
12014
24012
12010
13003
15003
14003
13004
25003

ISLAND NAME

Hulhudheli
Fodhdhoo
Buruni
Firubaidhoo
Huraa
Himmafushi
Ribudhoo
Maaeboodhoo
Dhagethi
Dharaboodhoo
Fehendhoo
Olhuvelifushi
Muli
Gadhdhoo
Thulhaadhoo
Mahibadhoo
Kihaadhoo
Mandhoo
Kurendhoo
Rasdhoo
Fenfushi
Kanduhulhudhoo
Naivaadhoo
Vaadhoo
Biledhdhoo
Thimarafushi
Himandhoo
Veymandoo
Omadhoo
Agolhitheemu
Maalhos
Thuraakunu
Omadhoo
Madeveli
Maalhos
Kadholhudhoo
Hithaadhoo
Maafilaafushi
Maamendhoo
Maafushi
Holhudhoo
Badidhoo
Dhigurah
Guraidhoo
Narudhoo
Dhevvadhoo
Rasmaadhoo
Thulusdhoo
Thakandhoo
Faridhoo
Maaugoodhoo
Kibidhoo
Maroshi
Maalhendhoo
Kendhoo
Rasgetheemu
Kudafari
Maabaidhoo

A- 25

INDEX
VALUE

16.35
16.30
16.30
16.30
16.25
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.10
16.10
16.05
16.00
16.00
16.00
15.95
15.90
15.90
15.85
15.75
15.75
15.75
15.70
15.70
15.70
15.65
15.60
15.60
15.50
15.50
15.50
15.50
15.45
15.40
15.40
15.30
15.20
15.10
15.10
15.10
15.05
15.05
15.00
14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95
14.85
14.85
14.85
14.85
14.80
14.75
14.75
14.65
14.60
14.60
14.55
14.55

RANK

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104

ATOLL
CODE

A02
A01
A17
A18
A16
A07
A05
A09
A16
A18
A02
A04
A17
A03
A02
A20
A03
A07
A05
A01
A05
A05
A17
A17
A16
A13
A05
A04
A04
A15
A06
A18
A06
A01
A01
A03
A05
A12
A10
A05
A04
A16
A14
A01
A02
A05
A02
A05
A03
A01
A17
A05
A04
A01
A03
A17
A04
A12

ATOLL NAME

Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Raa Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Raa Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Raa Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Raa Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Alifu Dhaalu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Meemu Atoll

ISLAND
CODE

11007
10012
26001
27003
25007
16001
14005
18006
25002
27005
11015
13009
26004
12011
11010
29005
12002
16002
14010
10009
14009
14014
26003
26009
25009
22005
14012
13007
13008
24006
15008
27002
15006
10014
10015
12006
14015
21007
19010
14001
13005
25012
23008
10007
11005
14013
11009
14011
12005
10005
26007
14007
13013
10002
12009
26002
13006
21004

ISLAND NAME

Nellaidhoo
Maarandhoo
Kolamaafushi
Nadallaa
Maavah
Hinnavaru
Ugoofaaru
Feridhoo
Dhabidhoo
Rathafandhoo
Maavaidhoo
Magoodhoo
Nilandhoo
Lhaimagu
Kuburudhoo
Maradhoo-Feydhoo
Noomaraa
Naifaru
Maduvvari
Vashafaru
Innamaadhoo
Kinolhas
Maamendhoo
Gemanafushi
Gaadhoo
Nilandhoo
Fainu
Lhohi
Miladhoo
Kadoodhoo
Eydhafushi
Hoadedhdhoo
Dharavandhoo
Utheemu
Muraidhoo
Bilehffahi
Hulhudhuffaaru
Kolhufushi
Maamigili
Alifushi
Landhoo
Kunahandhoo
Kudahuvadhoo
Ihavandhoo
Hirimaradhoo
Meedhoo
Kuribi
Iguraidhoo
Feevah
Mulhadhoo
Kodey
Maakurathu
Velidhoo
Uligamu
Maakandoodhoo
Viligili
Maafaru
Mulah

A- 26

INDEX
VALUE

14.50
14.45
14.40
14.40
14.40
14.35
14.35
14.30
14.30
14.30
14.30
14.25
14.10
14.10
14.05
14.05
14.00
13.95
13.95
13.90
13.90
13.90
13.80
13.70
13.65
13.60
13.60
13.60
13.55
13.45
13.45
13.40
13.40
13.15
13.05
13.05
12.90
12.85
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.50
12.40
12.35
12.30
12.20
12.15
12.15
12.10
12.05
12.05
12.00
11.95
11.95
11.85
11.80
11.80
11.80

RANK

105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

ATOLL
CODE

A03
A18
A20
A04
A16
A02
A03
A01
A06
A16
A01
A20
A02
A08
A01
A02
A02
A03
A01
A18
A20
A03
A03
A01
A18
A03
A02
A16
A04
A09
A02
A02
A16
A02
A20
A20
A02
A19

ATOLL NAME

Shaviyani Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Baa Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Alifu Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Gnaviyani Atoll

ISLAND
CODE

12001
27007
29003
13010
25011
11016
12015
10011
15013
25008
10006
29004
11006
17001
10010
11002
11003
12016
10016
27006
29001
12007
12003
10008
27010
12004
11014
25001
13002
18001
11012
11011
25006
11008
29006
29002
11013
28001

ISLAND NAME

Kaditheemu
Fiyoari
Maradhoo
Manadhoo
Hithadhoo
Makunudhoo
Funadhoo
Filladhoo
Goidhoo
Fonadhoo
Hoarafushi
Feydhoo
Nolhivaranfaru
Kaashidhoo
Dhidhdhoo
Hanimaadhoo
Finey
Milandhoo
Baarah
Vaadhoo
Meedhoo
Foakaidhoo
Goidhoo
Kelaa
Thinadhoo
Feydhoo
Vaikaradhoo
Isdhoo
Kedhikolhudhoo
Thoddoo
Kumundhoo
Kulhudhuffushi
Gamu
Nolhivaramu
Hulhudhoo
Hithadhoo
Neykurendhoo
Fuvahmulah
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INDEX
VALUE

11.70
11.70
11.70
11.65
11.50
11.35
11.30
11.25
11.25
11.25
11.25
11.15
11.10
11.10
11.10
11.00
10.85
10.75
10.60
10.55
10.50
10.40
10.30
10.20
10.10
10.05
10.00
9.90
9.80
9.75
9.55
9.15
9.00
8.70
8.60
8.30
8.20
5.95

RANK

164
165
166
167
168
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
201
202
203

Appendix 6

: Data Sources

Data Sources
The purpose of this appendix is to provide details of the data sources used in this study,
especially in the benefit-cost analysis component.
Geographic data
The GIS system developed for the first part of the project was extended to perform the
necessary GIS based analysis. For details of the GIS and its data sources, refer to Chapter 4
Section 4.3.5. Data derived from the GIS for BCA calculations included island/reef area,
island coastline and settlement coastline length, settlement footprint size, road length,
island land use determination and travel distance (inter-island).
Socio-economic data
1. Maldives Population and Housing Census 2000 Expanded Dataset (Census 2000) in electronic
format (63 Microsoft Excel files), received from Ministry of Planning and National
Development (MPND). The expanded dataset was released by Ministry of Planning and
National Development (MPND) during 2004, as a pilot programme to publish island level
data from Population Census surveys. This is the most comprehensive set of nationwide
socio-economic data available for both the public and the Government.
2. Maldives Vulnerability and Poverty Assessment 1998 (VPA I) dataset and questionnaires in
electronic format (Microsoft Access Database and Acrobat format), received from MPND. VPA I is
a nationwide socio-economic survey with a high sampling rate. Being data from 1998, it
was used mainly to analyse trends and cross-check patterns in information collected for
VPA II.
3. Maldives Vulnerability and Poverty Assessment 2004 (VPA II) dataset and questionnaires in
electronic format (Microsoft Access Database and Acrobat format), received from MPND. VPA II
was a follow-up survey of VPA I and is scheduled to be conducted in the future at 5 year
intervals. Apart from the Census 2000, VPA surveys provide the most detailed socioeconomic data at island level.
4. Education sector statistics of 2004 and 2005 in digital e-Book format (Adobe Acrobat) from
Ministry of Education (MoE, 2004; MoE, 2005). This document provides statistics on
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student enrolment by island, school and level of enrolment. Figures from the file were
converted to Microsoft Excel format for analysis.
5. Health sector information from Maldives Health Report 2005 in digital e-Book format (Adobe
Acrobat) from Ministry of Education (MoH, 2005). This document provides national and
regional level summaries of health data. Information on life expectancy and mortality were
derived from this report.
6. Preliminary results of the Census 2006 in digital e-Book format (Adobe Acrobat) from MPND.
(MPND, 2006a). This document provided 2006 population data for the sensitivity analysis.
7. Existing island level infrastructure data in digital format (9 Excel files) from MPND and Ministry of
Atolls Administration. Data were collected during field visits. These files contained the details
of main infrastructure in the outer islands: existing infrastructure of access facilities
(harbours, channels and jetties), education, health services, administration, judicial services,
religious facilities, power, sanitation, water and housing.
8. Damages to infrastructure caused by the tsunami from National Disaster Management Centre
(NDMC) in digital format (16 excel files). These files contained data on level of damage caused
to infrastructure. In combination with the existing infrastructure data described above, a
proper snapshot of existing infrastructure conditions in 2005 were created from these data.
9. Statistical Year Books (SYB’s) of Maldives from 2004 to 2005 (MPND, 2004; MPND, 2006c)
from MPND in digital e-Book format (Acrobat). SYB‟s provide socio-economic data at national
and atoll level. Data on economic activities, health, education and social issues from these
publications were used.
Other Documents Referred
These additional documents provided insights to present government policies and socioeconomic conditions.
1. VPA I Report 1998 (MPND and UNDP, 1999).
2. VPA II Report 2004 (MPND and UNDP, 2004a).
3. Maldives Housing and Population Census 2000 Analytical Report (MPND, 2001).
4. National Recovery and Reconstruction Plan 2005 (MPND, 2005b), developed following
the Indian Ocean Tsunami of 2004.
5. National Development Plan 2001-2006 (MPND, 2001).
6. National Development Plan 2007-2012 (MPND, 2006b).
7. Infrastructure Development for Poverty Alleviation Project Report (BCL, 2005).
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Financial Data
1. Public Sector Investment Programme (PSIP) data in digital format (Excel) from MPND. Additional
printed unpublished documents including quarterly monitoring reports between 2004 and
2006 were also used. PSIP data provides financial data of past and present capital
investment projects across Maldives. It is a good source to determine the costs and
variation of costs across Maldives for similar infrastructures.
2. State Budgets of 2005 and 2006 (MoFT, 2005; MoFT, 2006) from Ministry of Finance and
Treasury in digital e-Book format (Acrobat). These documents provided the main source of
financial data for recurrent costs and to some extent detailed figures for capital costs in
providing public infrastructure. Data in these documents were however aggregated to
sectoral level and required the use of atoll and island level allocations to determine actual
figures. Hence, atoll level budgets were obtained for 6 additional atolls to calculate average
per capita budget allocations and budget breakdown for each island. Additional
verifications were conducted over the phone, directly with island administrative offices.
3. Maldives Health Report 2005 (see above) provided data on health expenditure (both capital and
recurrent) at various hierarchies of health services. In combination with State Budgets and sampled
island level expenditure information, it was possible to identify approximate island level
health expenditures.
4. Household Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES) dataset, questionnaires and report (MPND,
2003) in electronic format (Microsoft Access Database and Acrobat format) from MPND. HIES is
country wide income and expenditure survey carried out with a relatively small sampling.
The following limitations were provided by the author (MPND):
“the survey design was such that the results are representative for Male' and
at the regional level (the five development regions) in the atolls. Thus, no
conclusions can be drawn from the information on the situation in any
particular atoll. Also, it is important to note that the sample size of the survey
is rather small when analyzing the information at the regional level where
only 120 observations are available for each region”.
Despite the limitations, the spread of survey locations made it useful for aggregate values
used in this study. In addition, this is only one of the few studies which look into individual
incomes and expenditures at island level. Hence, the figures proved quite valuable in
determining shadow prices.
5. Economic Review Bulletins, specifically the ‘Development Outlook’ (MPND, 2005a) and ‘Quarterly
Economic Bulletin’ (MMA, 2005). These bulletins provided data on inflation, interest rates
and government borrowings which are required in calculating the discount rates.
6. Infrastructure costs as of 2005 provided by National Disaster Management Centre in digital format
(Excel files). These included housing, road development, electricity infrastructure, schools,
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health centres, community centre construction, social protection infrastructure, religious
facilities, land reclamation, waste management, coastal protection and judicial
infrastructure. Since the figures provided by NDMC were based on tsunami reconstruction
costs of 2005, they reflect the actual costs that would be incurred in a consolidation
programme.
7. Access infrastructure and coastal protection costs (harbours, jetties, access channel dredging and
breakwaters) provided by MPND and Ministry of Environment and Construction (MEC) in digital
format (excel files).
8. Housing compensation costs provided by Ministry of Atolls Administration (MoAA), MPND and
NDMC in digital files (excel files) and through interviews. These data were based on actual
projects undertaken between 2000 and 2005.
9. Cost of sewerage and desalination systems provided by Ministry of Health (MoH), Maldives Water and
Sanitation Authority (MWSA) and NDMC in digital format (Excel files). The figures included
costs of desalination/sewerage system establishment, estimated running costs and
variations in capacity based on population. Majority of the figures were from post tsunami
reconstruction projects planned in 2005.
10. Maldives Vulnerability and Poverty Assessment 2004 (VPA II) dataset and questionnaires in
electronic format (Microsoft Access Database and Acrobat format), received from MPND. VPA II
provided income and expenditure detail at island level at a high sampling rate. The main
limitation of the figures is the probability that income may have been deliberately
misreported by the interviewees.
Additional Documents Reviewed
1. Maldives Public Expenditure Review (WB, ADB & GoM,, 2002). This is the most
comprehensive review of the public expenditure in Maldives and provides trends, key
sectoral proportions of expenditure and key aggregates of both capital and recurrent
expenditure.
2. ADB country economic profile of Maldives (ADB, 2002).
3. Regional Development Project reports (OPUS, 1999). These reports contain sectoral
policy summaries and detailed analysis of infrastructure costs associated with a major
regional development project in two regions of Maldives.
4. Outer Island Electrification Project Report (ADB, 2001). This report provided the
electricity infrastructure development costs.
5. IMF country Report on Maldives following the Indian Ocean Tsunami (IMF, 2005).
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Appendix 7

:

Benefit-Cost Analysis Workings

Benefit-Cost Analysis Workings
This appendix provides the detailed workings of the BCA. There are 20 spreadsheets in the
model and they are summarised graphically in Figure A4.1. A summary of the findings is
presented below in Table A4.1 and A4.2. For simplicity, only the calculations in the main
sheet are presented here and the remaining sheets can be viewed from the attached digital
files.
Present Value
Discount
rate
Benefits
Costs
5% $1,598,520,983.50 $1,431,013,207.55
6.5% $1,295,449,558.97 $1,181,463,033.38
7.5% $1,135,815,999.33 $1,048,474,772.01
10%
$841,564,451.66
$799,447,366.33
13%
$617,557,217.65
$604,909,065.84
15%
$516,212,084.45
$514,744,967.62
20%
$356,464,993.84
$368,377,890.34
25%
$267,963,015.04
$283,936,615.11
Internal Rate of Return = 15.3%

Net Present Value
(Net Benefits)
$167,507,775.95
$113,986,525.59
$87,341,227.32
$42,117,085.33
$12,648,151.81
$1,467,116.83
-$11,912,896.49
-$15,973,600.07

B/C Ratio
1.12
1.10
1.08
1.05
1.02
1.00
0.97
0.94

Table A4.1: Summary of the BCA findings for PDC option
Net Present
Value

Present Value
Discount
rate

Benefits

Costs

5% $458,439,559.69
$1,519,093,052.15
6.5% $369,424,762.39
$1,278,795,718.09
7.5% $325,589,311.07
$1,149,298,157.67
10% $247,616,417.04
$903,006,767.99
13% $188,588,389.82
$705,490,318.12
15% $161,338,718.18
$611,609,107.29
20% $116,788,778.70
$454,286,724.27
25%
$90,715,894.86
$359,392,017.43
Internal Rate of Return = Negative

(Net Benefits)
$1,060,653,492.46
-$909,370,955.70
-$823,708,846.59
-$655,390,350.95
-$516,901,928.30
-$450,270,389.10
-$337,497,945.58
-$268,676,122.57

Table A4.2: Summary of the BCA findings for the non-PDC option
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B/C Ratio
0.30
0.29
0.28
0.27
0.27
0.26
0.26
0.25

Graphical summary of the spreadsheet model
Assumptions&R ates

OtherParameters
Edu_PrimData

NPV&IRR

Edu_Combined
Edu_SecData

Mosques
Primary

Judicial

Secondary

Health1

Municipal costs
Main
CoastalProtectn

Coastalprotectn_Data

LandReclamation

AddAssumptionData

Sewerage_Road

DesalData

AccessInfrastructure
_data

MainData
Main Sheet

Supporting data sheets (individual components)

Summary sheet

Supporting data (consolidated)

Data flow between sheets

Other supplementary data sheets

Figure A4.1: Graphical summary of the spreadsheet model
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Table A4.3: Rates and Assumptions Used in the BCA Model
No.

Indicator
1

- Boulder

- Concrete

2

- Sand-Cement Bags
Access Infrastructure
- Dredging Cost
- Sea wall cost
- Quay wall cost
- New Large Harbour
- New Small Harbour

3

Rate (USD)

Unit

Description

Per Linear Metre

Design based on Boulders (new
standard for key outer island
ports). Turnkey market rate

Source

Additional Calculations/Assumptions

MPND

Design is constant. Water depths and
Highest High Sea Level assumed
constant on reef. Mobilisation cost
constant

MCPW, JICA

same as above

Coastal Protection

$2,570.46

$12,409.54

Per Linear Metre

$500.00

Per Linear Metre

$3.89
$2,570.46

Per Cubic Metre
Per Linear Metre

MCPI, MPND
MCPI, MPND

$3,346.30
$2,903,671.03
$1,484,044.67

Per Linear Metre
Per island
Per island

MCPI, MPND

- Large Harbour Upgrade

$2,713,889.32

- Small Harbour Upgrade
- Maintenance dredging

$1,404,969.18

Land Reclamation

Design based on Concrete (as in
Male'). 1995 values adjusted to
2005 values. Turnkey market rate
Local designs presently used in
Maldives

$5.00

MPND

New quay wall and sea wall with
maintenance dredging

Same as above
Number of Maintenance req in 20 years

Per square Metre

Cost of land reclamation. Turn key
market rate
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MCPI, MTCC

Large Harbour = 548 x 365 x 2.5 m (Sea
wall, Quay wall, dredge depth), Small
Harbour = 335 x 152 x 2.5m. Standard
harbour sizes as used by MPND and
allocated according island population size

Only about 3 islands have breakwaters
and quay walls designed to the new
standard adopted by MPND. All existing
harbours need upgrades and island with
no harbour need new harbour.
Maintenance dredging incurs
approximately 30% cost of a new
dredging activity.

Average depth of fill 2.5 m.

No.

Indicator
4

Rate (USD)

Unit

Description

Source

Additional Calculations/Assumptions

Road construction

- Compaction Only

$10.00

Per square Metre

Road development (un sealed)
Formula: (Rate * Preliminaries) +
(Road length * rate * preliminaries)

Compaction Only - Assumptions:
- 50% of total road area
- US $ 10 per sq. m
- 17.5% for prelims
- roads cover 20% of land area
MCPI, NDMC
Compaction and Curbs - Assumptions:
- 80% of total road area
- US $ 21 per sq. m
- 17.5% for prelims
- roads cover 20% of land area

- Compaction & curbs

$21.00

Per square Metre

As above

- Preliminaries (%)

MCPI, NDMC
0.175

Power generation and general
distribution
5

Power

6

Sewerage

$272.37

Per Person

Per House hold

7

- New system Instalment
- Connection to existing
system

$5,800.00

Waste Collection and
Disposal

$100,000.00

- 'Waste Management Sys
upgrade

MoEE, ADB

Small bore sewerage system

Per House hold

MWSA,
NDMC

Assumptions:
- Rf. 3,500.00 per person
-Based on consumer willingness to pay

Each house provided with a septic tank
connected to a small bore sewer pumped
to deep sea.

MWSA, NDMC

$1,933.33

$25,000.00

Per Island

Per 1000
population

Average cost of developing a
Waste Management System
Upgrade costs of WMS in host
islands to accommodate migrant
population
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MoEE,
NDMC
NDMC

Assumed at a quarter of the cost of
developing a new WMS. Based on two
past resettlement projects.

No.

Indicator
8

Rate (USD)

Unit

Description

Source

Social Protection Costs
New coastal protection
infrastructure development

- Capital Cost
Per Island
Island > 4000 population

$250,000.00

Island > 1000 population

$150,000.00

PSIP, NDMC
Per Island

Island < 1000 population
- Recurrent Cost (20 years)
Island > 4000 population
Island > 1000 population
Island < 1000 population

- Host island Upgrade Capital
costs
9

$100,000.00

PSIP, NDMC
Per Island

PSIP, NDMC

Based on past projects average per capita
costs
Based on past projects average per capita
costs
Based on past projects average per capita
costs

State Budget, Maldives
$1,085,058.14
$566,926.07

$33,000.00

$15,000.00
$0.50

Assumption based on initial capital cost
difference between islands with 1000
population and > 4000 and per capita
increments between them.

Per 1000
population

Water Supply (desalination systems)

- Desalination Plant
- Storage Infrastructure Costs
10

Additional Calculations/Assumptions

Per 10 ton plant
Per ton

Water production and distribution
includes piped running water for all
households and 5 days storage.

Average Water consumption of 50 litres
per day per person plus 5 days water
storage (250 litres per person)

Average costs of a plant producing
10 tons / day. 10 ton is the
minimum size. There are
20,30,40,50 and 100 ton plants
which approximately costs 1500
per ton.

@ USD 4280.00 per 4.7 ton tank

Education
Host Island Upgrade

700,000.00
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2006 budget (upgrade)

No.

Indicator

Rate (USD)

Unit

Description

Based on Past projects costs and 2005
cost estimates

Per capita cost

Average cost of primary education
infrastructure (includes grades 1-7)
per student

Per capita cost

Average cost of Secondary
education infrastructure (includes
grades 8-10) per student

Includes lab, library and classroom
upgrade costs, Costs vary, Median
selected

- Primary Education Upgrade
$259.40
- Secondary School Upgrade
$1,037.61
Recurrent Costs
Primary

$300.00

Secondary

$750.00

Upper secondary
11

$1,600.00

Per Student /
year
Per Student /
year
Per Student /
year

Costs for outer island schools only

Health care
Health Post
Health Centre
- Population > 3500
- Population < 1500
- Host island upgrade costs

$70,000.00

Per Island

$545,000.00
$171,875.00
$70.00

Per Island
Per Island
Per person

Running Costs

2006 cost (pop
per person)

- Regional Hospital
- Atoll Hospital
- Health Centre

$45,973.60

- Health Post

$37,614.77

Increment

Per Island per
annum
Per Island per
annum
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Source

Additional Calculations/Assumptions

No.
12

Indicator
Judicial Services
New court
Host Island Courts Upgrade
Recurrent costs

Rate (USD)
$147,656.25
$73.83
$3,157,866.85

13

Religious Facilities
Mosque (800 person capacity)
Recurrent costs

$171,200.00
$3,723,354.40

14

Community infrastructure
Town Hall

Community Centre

15

Relocation Compensation

16

Housing

17

Private relocation costs

Unit

Description

Source

Additional Calculations/Assumptions

NDMC

New designs - may not be applicable to
all islands

Per island
Per person
Total Allocation
one year

Per 800 person
Total Allocation
one year

$522,144.00

Per Island

includes: Bank, Post office, Island
office, Island Court, Police,
Disaster Management Centre and
other offices (NGOs)

$386,400.00

Per Island

includes cinema, multipurpose hall
and seminar rooms - FRC.
1104sqm

New Designs - may not be applicable to
all islands
NDMC

$3,891.05

Per Household

RF 50,000 per household

$23,346.30

Per Household

RF 300,000 per household

Per Household

Figure derived from interviews during
the filed visits.

$1,167.32
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No.
18

Indicator

Average Monthly Income
Average Yearly Income
Income over life
IPCC VSL for developing
countries
VSL based on Willingness to
pay
19

20

Rate (USD)

Unit

Value of Statistical Life
(VSL)

Description

Source

Additional Calculations/Assumptions

(expressed as income over lifetime)
$204.32
$2,451.83
$139,754.24

Per person /
Month
Per person /
Year
Per Person
lifetime

VPAII RF

$150,000.00

Refer to coastal protection file

$179,462.78

Based on costs for Male' sea wall project

Value of Property
Value of House

$23,437.50

Cost of house

NDMC

Value of Household items
Total Value

$3,891.05
$27,328.55

Cost of other property damaged

NDMC

RF Per month

IDPA study

Travel costs between
islands

$9.26

US$ Per Month

Shadow price of property - present cost
of rebuilding a house
Shadow price of lost property compensations paid for recovery

More rates and assumptions are provided in the digital files (see Appendix 11) in sheets ‘Assumptions&Rates’ and ‘Other
parameters’ see Figure A4.1 above.
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Table A4.4: Main Spreadsheet
Due to space restrictions, only the calculations up to the 5th year have been included. For more calculations and supporting sheets,
refer to the digital files provided in the DVD (see Appendix 11).

Year
POLICY 1: 'PDC ' Option
Direct Costs
Direct Benefits
Net Benefits
Public Expenditure Savings

0

3,042,113,375.19
3,618,080,207.12
575,966,831.93

1

-

2

56,879,244.76
54,893,066.33
1,986,178.43

-

73,401,489.55
50,078,254.35
23,323,235.20

3

-

4

66,081,908.36
59,350,577.17
6,731,331.18

64,491,021.93
70,294,485.16
5,803,463.24

5

-

62,980,570.54
58,352,762.73
4,627,807.81

479,383,859.97

23,756,848.64

14,879,588.24

14,912,664.94

28,055,847.22

23,588,410.64

Direct Capital Costs (Host Islands)

866,060,932.78

18,470,729.04

22,813,977.21

24,223,867.57

22,294,185.81

16,014,930.82

Relocation Costs (Compensations)
Housing Costs
Sewerage System upgrade - New Housing
Power upgrade - New Housing
Waste Management Service Upgrade
Social Protection Upgrade
Desalination System Upgrade
Education Infrastructure upgrade
Health Care Infrastructure Upgrade
Community Infrastructure Upgrade
(Mosques, courts, community centres)

98,816,386.64
592,898,319.84
49,098,568.64
41,502,882.39
3,809,371.71
5,028,370.65
11,447,161.97
8,935,857.55
10,666,240.77

2,092,492.67
12,554,956.03
1,039,689.86
878,846.92
80,665.59
106,478.58
242,400.11
320,622.57
225,863.66

2,588,522.57
15,531,135.41
1,286,150.58
1,087,179.48
99,787.55
131,719.56
299,861.57
361,348.90
279,405.13

2,737,134.82
16,422,808.95
1,359,991.06
1,149,596.63
105,516.55
139,281.84
317,077.23
482,188.97
295,446.33

2,536,069.26
15,216,415.56
1,260,088.28
1,065,149.09
97,765.47
129,050.42
293,785.24
296,533.09
273,743.32

1,827,192.61
10,963,155.64
907,871.10
767,420.89
70,438.28
92,978.52
211,667.02
166,014.92
197,227.17

43,857,772.61

928,713.05

1,148,866.48

1,214,825.20

1,125,586.08

810,964.66

PRIMARY COSTS
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Year

Direct Recurrent Costs(Host Islands)

0

86,772,349.36

Cumulative Recurrent Costs
Host Island admin cost increase
Host Island health care increase
Host Island education cost increase
Host Island Judicial services cost increase
Host Island religious facilities cost increase

1

2

3

4

5

495,942.16

550,769.80

707,203.23

749,287.25

792,831.85

495,942.16
180,338.51
135,047.46
129,859.90
28,654.43
22,041.87

1,081,427.91
411,884.55
286,731.62
281,570.79
57,223.15
44,017.81

1,864,331.10
739,836.66
470,210.26
468,297.09
105,123.14
80,863.95

2,744,121.53
1,070,462.15
682,873.14
713,882.98
156,510.54
120,392.72

3,729,041.88
1,366,941.94
919,983.51
1,085,056.21
201,816.65
155,243.58

Direct Private Costs

29,644,915.99

627,747.80

776,556.77

821,140.45

760,820.78

548,157.78

Relocation Costs

29,644,915.99

627,747.80

776,556.77

821,140.45

760,820.78

548,157.78

1,014,829,554.23

37,284,825.76

48,729,527.65

39,172,569.24

38,691,893.81

42,688,440.06

492,355,579.09
65,135,050.00
122,554,514.30
15,408,529.49
37,767,136.92
22,660,282.15
31,420,622.57
70,837,387.77
131,524,514.45
16,725,000.00
2,830,000.00
5,610,937.50

17,189,672.87
2,505,194.23
4,713,635.17
592,635.75
1,452,582.19
871,549.31
1,208,485.48
2,724,514.91
5,058,635.17
643,269.23
108,846.15
215,805.29

28,634,374.76
2,505,194.23
4,713,635.17
592,635.75
1,452,582.19
871,549.31
1,208,485.48
2,724,514.91
5,058,635.17
643,269.23
108,846.15
215,805.29

19,077,416.35
2,505,194.23
4,713,635.17
592,635.75
1,452,582.19
871,549.31
1,208,485.48
2,724,514.91
5,058,635.17
643,269.23
108,846.15
215,805.29

18,596,740.92
2,505,194.23
4,713,635.17
592,635.75
1,452,582.19
871,549.31
1,208,485.48
2,724,514.91
5,058,635.17
643,269.23
108,846.15
215,805.29

22,593,287.17
2,505,194.23
4,713,635.17
592,635.75
1,452,582.19
871,549.31
1,208,485.48
2,724,514.91
5,058,635.17
643,269.23
108,846.15
215,805.29

1,294,940,325.49

41,875,636.17

37,838,921.39

39,804,380.30

51,812,727.19

41,939,132.46

SECONDARY COSTS

Capital Costs (Host Islands)
Coastal Protection (Host Island
settlement)
Land Reclamation
Access Infrastructure: Capital costs
Access Infrastructure: Maintenance
Road infrastructure
Road infrastructure: Maintenance
Wastesite establisment & management
Social Protection (Police,Fire)
Desalination System
Education: Capital costs
Basic Health Services: capital costs
Judical Service establishment

Direct Benefits - Capital Costs
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Year
Saving - Coastal Protection: Whole Island
Saving - Coastal Protection: Settlement
Saving Access Infrastructure: Capital costs
Savings - Land reclamation avoided
Saving Access Infrastructure: Maintenance
Savings Road infrastructure &
maintenance
Savings - Wastesite establisment
Savings - Social Protection (Police,Fire)
Savings - Desalination System
Savings - Education: Capital costs
Savings - Basic Health Services: capital
costs
Savings - Judical Service establishment

Direct Benefits - Savings in Recurrent
Costs

0
864,728,917.50
646,072,494.93
208,133,865.52
69,161,842.00
36,039,915.25

1
19,311,070.87
18,453,823.53
7,265,673.80
5,692,947.15
459,794.25

2
18,719,608.76
15,373,388.09
7,423,825.86
4,136,400.85
548,592.84

3
19,888,909.56
17,773,423.61
7,186,597.76
3,015,475.00
776,487.57

4
32,757,644.53
25,767,801.33
8,765,301.87
4,423,500.00
1,054,606.44

5
24,810,306.17
21,683,602.51
7,265,673.80
697,500.00
1,069,745.72

16,431,825.05
13,200,000.00
166,931,028.91
86,749,353.84
30,375,000.00

482,783.96
500,000.00
6,182,630.70
849,701.55
900,000.00

499,198.61
500,000.00
6,182,630.70
961,603.20
1,125,000.00

499,198.61
500,000.00
6,182,630.70
1,199,942.05
1,800,000.00

500,517.83
500,000.00
6,182,630.70
2,097,744.02
1,650,000.00

500,567.18
500,000.00
6,182,630.70
1,731,131.30
1,500,000.00

5,307,500.00
16,537,500.00

350,000.00
738,281.25

350,000.00
738,281.25

280,000.00
590,625.00

280,000.00
590,625.00

70,000.00
738,281.25

137,276,816.62

847,883.67

936,071.98

1,196,483.31

1,281,427.36

1,393,250.88

847,883.67
277,443.87
216,075.94
259,719.80

1,843,307.51
633,668.54
458,770.59
563,141.58

3,168,822.34
1,138,210.24
752,336.41
936,594.17

4,672,067.27
1,646,864.84
1,092,597.03
1,427,765.95

6,392,362.86
2,102,987.60
1,471,973.61
2,170,112.42

50,560.34
44,083.73

99,691.19
88,035.61

179,953.60
161,727.91

264,054.00
240,785.44

336,802.08
310,487.16

Cumulative recurrent savings
Savings - Municipal and Admin Costs
Savings - Health care recurrent costs
Savings - Education costs recurrent costs
Savings - Religious facilities costs recurrent
costs
Savings - Judicial service recurrent costs

Direct Private Benefits

485,250,343.15

12,169,546.49

10,396,025.45

16,377,374.53

13,809,690.70

10,021,267.41

Value of Life Saved
High
Medium
Low
Value of Property Saved

865,826,438.50
346,330,575.40
17,316,528.77

22,172,010.37
8,868,804.15
443,440.21

18,685,142.05
7,474,056.82
373,702.84

28,069,639.35
11,227,855.74
561,392.79

25,595,989.28
10,238,395.71
511,919.79

18,154,075.94
7,261,630.38
363,081.52
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Year
High
Medium
Low

POLICY 2 : Non-PDC Option
Direct Costs
Direct Benefits
Net Benefts

Direct Capital Costs
Coastal Protection: Whole Island
Coastal Protection: Settlement
Access Infrastructure: Capital costs
Access Infrastructure: Maintenance
Road infrastructure
Road infrastructure: Maintenance
Wastesite establisment & management
Social Protection (Police,Fire)
Desalination System
Education: Capital costs
Basic Health Services: capital costs
Judical Service establishment

0
378,872,093.87
138,919,767.75
42,096,899.32

1
9,002,024.56
3,300,742.34
1,000,224.95

2
7,969,005.35
2,921,968.63
885,445.04

3
14,044,142.14
5,149,518.79
1,560,460.24

4
9,739,895.43
3,571,294.99
1,082,210.60

5
7,526,282.83
2,759,637.04
836,253.65

3,026,796,865.22
1,380,956,191.92
- 1,645,840,673.30

86,295,841.47
31,268,023.33
55,027,818.14

86,705,779.56
33,986,559.44
52,719,220.12

87,248,391.20
41,422,382.55
45,826,008.65

87,871,845.70
36,864,697.29
51,007,148.41

88,607,220.94
26,584,356.01
62,022,864.93

-

-

-

-

-

2,320,485,298.93

85,943,899.96

85,943,899.96

85,943,899.96

85,943,899.96

85,943,899.96

1,132,279,284.28
315,411,153.80
132,946,892.00
88,725,662.22
93,161,945.33
19,300,000.00
246,068,701.88
215,793,378.18
46,800,000.00
7,997,500.00
22,000,781.25

41,936,269.79
11,681,894.59
4,923,958.96
3,286,135.64
3,450,442.42
714,814.81
9,113,655.63
7,992,347.34
1,733,333.33
296,203.70
814,843.75

41,936,269.79
11,681,894.59
4,923,958.96
3,286,135.64
3,450,442.42
714,814.81
9,113,655.63
7,992,347.34
1,733,333.33
296,203.70
814,843.75

41,936,269.79
11,681,894.59
4,923,958.96
3,286,135.64
3,450,442.42
714,814.81
9,113,655.63
7,992,347.34
1,733,333.33
296,203.70
814,843.75

41,936,269.79
11,681,894.59
4,923,958.96
3,286,135.64
3,450,442.42
714,814.81
9,113,655.63
7,992,347.34
1,733,333.33
296,203.70
814,843.75

41,936,269.79
11,681,894.59
4,923,958.96
3,286,135.64
3,450,442.42
714,814.81
9,113,655.63
7,992,347.34
1,733,333.33
296,203.70
814,843.75

Opportunity cost of unavoided recurrent costs

351,941.51

761,879.60

1,304,491.24

1,927,945.74

2,663,320.98

Admin/municipal Cost
Health Care
Education Sector (20 yr)
Host Island Judicial services cost increase: recurrent costs
Religious Facilities

97,105.35
81,028.48
129,859.90
21,905.92
22,041.87

221,783.99
172,038.97
281,570.79
42,468.05
44,017.81

398,373.59
282,126.15
468,297.09
74,830.46
80,863.95

576,402.70
409,723.89
713,882.98
107,543.46
120,392.72

736,045.66
551,990.10
1,085,056.21
134,985.43
155,243.58
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Year
BENEFITS
Direct Capital Costs avoided for Host
Islands and relocation
Relocation Costs (Compensations)
Housing Costs
Sewerage System upgrade - New Housing
Power upgrade - New Housing
Waste Management Service Upgrade
Social Protection Upgrade
Desalination System Upgrade
Education Infrastructure upgrade
Health Care Infrastructure Upgrade
Community Infrastructure Upgrade
(Mosques, courts, community centres)
Direct Private Costs avoided
Relocation Costs
Direct Private Benefits
Value of Life Saved
High
Medium
Low
Value of Property Saved
High
Medium
Low

0

1

2

3

4

5

866,060,932.78
98,816,386.64
592,898,319.84
49,098,568.64
41,502,882.39
3,809,371.71
5,028,370.65
11,447,161.97
8,935,857.55
10,666,240.77

18,470,729.04
2,092,492.67
12,554,956.03
1,039,689.86
878,846.92
80,665.59
106,478.58
242,400.11
320,622.57
225,863.66

22,813,977.21
2,588,522.57
15,531,135.41
1,286,150.58
1,087,179.48
99,787.55
131,719.56
299,861.57
361,348.90
279,405.13

24,223,867.57
2,737,134.82
16,422,808.95
1,359,991.06
1,149,596.63
105,516.55
139,281.84
317,077.23
482,188.97
295,446.33

22,294,185.81
2,536,069.26
15,216,415.56
1,260,088.28
1,065,149.09
97,765.47
129,050.42
293,785.24
296,533.09
273,743.32

16,014,930.82
1,827,192.61
10,963,155.64
907,871.10
767,420.89
70,438.28
92,978.52
211,667.02
166,014.92
197,227.17

43,857,772.61

928,713.05

1,148,866.48

1,214,825.20

1,125,586.08

810,964.66

29,644,915.99
29,644,915.99

627,747.80
627,747.80

776,556.77
776,556.77

821,140.45
821,140.45

760,820.78
760,820.78

548,157.78
548,157.78

485,250,343.15
865,826,438.50
346,330,575.40
17,316,528.77
378,872,093.87
138,919,767.75
42,096,899.32

12,169,546.49
22,172,010.37
8,868,804.15
443,440.21
9,002,024.56
3,300,742.34
1,000,224.95

10,396,025.45
18,685,142.05
7,474,056.82
373,702.84
7,969,005.35
2,921,968.63
885,445.04

16,377,374.53
28,069,639.35
11,227,855.74
561,392.79
14,044,142.14
5,149,518.79
1,560,460.24

13,809,690.70
25,595,989.28
10,238,395.71
511,919.79
9,739,895.43
3,571,294.99
1,082,210.60

10,021,267.41
18,154,075.94
7,261,630.38
363,081.52
7,526,282.83
2,759,637.04
836,253.65
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Appendix 8

Predicting the Effects of Unpriced Benefits and Costs

Predicting the Effects of Unpriced Benefits and Costs
As discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, wherever possible, the unpriced costs need to be
accounted in the study to understand their potential impacts on the overall viability of the
project. Due to the significant uncertainties associated with their calculation, it was decided
to use a sensitivity analysis to determine its true impacts. Hence, attempts were made to
value some of the unpriced costs, so that a scale of the unpriced costs can be determined
for a detailed sensitivity analysis. This Appendix describes the results achieved in this
respect.
Increase in Living Costs and Income
Data on all aspects of living conditions are not available for outer islands. The only reliable
nationwide surveys on household expenditure are Vulnerability and Poverty Assessment
(VPA) I, VPA II and Household Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES)1. The results
presented in Table 6 and the points below were derived from these datasets and represent
food expenditure and income:
Table A7.1: Summary of Income and food expenditure data from VPAII
Island Population
> 2000
< 1000
< 500

Food Expenditure*
27.20
19.05
18.95

Average Income*
204.24
185.46
147.40

* All figures in US$ and rates based on household per month. Source: VPAII

1



The average food expenditure on islands with a larger population is about 30
percent more that islands with smaller populations. It is plausible that the
consumption and food costs are higher in more „urban‟ islands than their „rural‟
counter parts. On average, islanders spend about 31-35 percent of their expenditure
on food costs and total costs vary between different regions of Maldives, perhaps,
as a result of increasing transport costs with the distance to Capital Male‟.



Average income is also greater in larger islands than smaller islands. Smaller
populations (less than 500) have an average income 30 percent lower than larger
islands. It should be noted, however, that income does vary considerably within the

See Appendix 6 for an explanation of these sources.
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two groups of islands; larger islands between US$47 and US$25 per month, and
smaller islands between US$38 and US$7 per month.


The implications for the PDC policy are twofold: First, if migrant population are
able to increase their income on the „host‟ islands within a short timeframe, then
the net increase in household costs may be negligible. Second, if the migrating
population are unable to increase their income in the short-term – which is the
most likely scenario – they would incur significant increase in private costs, due to
the net increase in living costs. The average increase in food costs alone are at US$8
per month per household.

These data are not sufficient to calculate changes in income and living conditions at
national level, as the actual changes may be specific to a given „host‟ island and the
„migrant‟ island. As explained in chapter 6, identifying „who migrates where‟ is impractical
at this stage. It does however show that, at individual project level, such changes could be
measured and that it could play a vital role in predicting short-term welfare of migrant
population.
The use of such private costs is complicated by the fact that they are, in reality, a cost to
the migrant population, but also a benefit to the „host‟ islands, in terms of economic input.
There are exceptions to this pattern. Permanent loss of rental income and, short-term loss
of small business income and part-time jobs are a cost to the migrants but not necessarily a
benefit to the host island. However, it could also be argued that the host island may
provide a larger market-base for the migrant small businesses and more employment
opportunities.
Changes in Travel Cost
It is assumed that the PDC strategy can reduce the travel costs for small island populations.
These islands usually have minimal health facilities and require regular or emergency travel
to islands with better health facilities. Similarly, the Atoll Capital or highly populated islands
usually house the atoll level Government administrative infrastructure. Bangladesh
Consultants Limited (2005) reported an average travel cost per household per trip within
atolls as RF119 (US$9.30) in 2004. This figure does not account for the cost of emergency
travel, which usually is higher as a dhoni (boat) has to be chartered for the purpose.
Moreover, this calculation was based on figures from nine islands with better health
facilities. A more accurate picture could be derived from VPAII dataset (MPND and
UNDP, 2004c). The survey showed that households in smaller islands, which usually do
not have access to a doctor or hospital, spend on average US$34.5 per month on health
care. A large proportion of the cost is believed to be incurred on travel between the health
facility and their islands. In comparison islands with better facilities spend on average only
$8.30 per month per household. These additional costs represent private benefits for
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migrant populations of smaller islands. It should be noted that health care costs can be
misleading as it depends on the patient‟s condition. The data are therefore inconclusive and
cannot be evaluated unless specific „host‟ island and „migrant‟ island can be identified, but
nevertheless, shows an inherent trend that should be measured at individual project level.
Similarly, travel costs to other important islands and locations may increase or decrease
based on the host island chosen. For example, depending on the location, the „migrant‟
island may be giving up a relative location advantage, in terms of travel time to fishing
grounds. An example can be drawn from a post tsunami project involving the transfer of
two smaller communities to a larger host island (CDE, , 2006). In this case, fisherman of
the two smaller communities were expected to endure a loss of efficiency in the order of
US$10-25 per fishing trip, due to a considerable increase in distance to fishing grounds.
Conversely, the fishermen have an access to a bigger market to potentially offset these
costs.
It should also be noted that transport costs saved through PDC policy are a private benefit
to migrants but a cost to the transport industry of the atoll.
Improved environmental condition of abandoned island and the deteriorating
condition of ‘host’ island.
The abandoned island could be expected to gradually recover its marine and terrestrial
environment, which is likely to have had significant impacts from human habitation. In
general, improvements in ground water quality affected by septic tank systems, house reef
coral re-growth previously hampered due to coral mining and fishing activities, and
reduction of pollution caused by poor waste management practices, could be expected. A
shadow price for the environment benefits could be per capita value of environment
protection expenditure saved in the migrant island.
On the other hand, the environmental quality of „host‟ island is expected to decline (Pierre
Van Roosbroeck, 2005; AGRIFOR Consult, 2006). It could be argued that such
environmental degradation is the basic cost of development in the highly precarious coral
islands of Maldives and that existing settlements already suffer from most of these impacts.
It is likely that, no matter how much caution is taken to minimise damage to environment
of these islands, residual environmental impacts may remain.
The shadow costs of environmental degradation are partly included in the capital costs of
„host‟ island. The costs of coastal protection, it could be argued, is the mitigation cost for
coastal erosion and damage to coral reefs, while the cost of desalination and proper
sewerage systems could be argued as compensating for decline in ground water quality.
Furthermore, cost of waste site development and management could also be argued as a
response to minimise pollution in and around the island environment. Accounting for
them again as environmental costs may result in double counting. In this respect, part of
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environmental costs has already been included in the study. Although, some costs such as
foregone recreational value of beaches and loss of terrestrial environment in exchange for
an urban settlement, remains to be calculated.
It was decided not to calculate the remaining environmental impacts for three reasons: i)
time constraints of this study, ii) inadequate data for shadow pricing and, iii) the fact that
the bulk of the perceived impacts are already accounted for in the capital costs. Instead, a
lump sum figures based on the values provided above will be used in the sensitivity
analysis. To accommodate variations, a low, medium and a high estimate will be used.

Detailed valuation of unpriced benefits has largely been ignored in this study, as at present
the results do not require a comprehensive analysis of benefits to prove its viability. The
present cost calculations without the unpriced benefits provide an IRR considerably above
the maximum discount rate used in the study.
The unpriced costs on the other hand need to be accounted. Due to the reasons discussed
above a lump sum value with an upper, lower and a best guess limit was specified. These
assumptions are tested in the sensitivity analysis and its results are presented in Chapter 6.
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1 Executive Summary
This study is a comprehensive assessment of land in Maldives as it existed in 2006. This
report is intended as a follow up to the first land study, Land Study 1969 (Hanson, 1995).
This study explores the land area, number of islands and land use in Maldives and is
expected to be used as an official reference on the topic. The basis for this study is a
number of highly reliable sources. They are Landsat Satellite imagery (2001 to 2006), aerial
imagery and digital maps produced from Maldives aerial mapping project (2004), Indian
Remote Sensing Satellite imagery (2002 to 2004), aerial photographs from British Admiralty
(1969) and geophysical data gathered over the last 15 years by Ministry of Planning.
The land area of Maldives within the vegetation line of the islands is 204.05 Sq km.
The unconsolidated nature of the islands and extensive seasonal mobility of beach areas
make them highly unreliable as permanent land. In addition, the deduction of a high water
line from remotely sensed images is complex and highly unreliable. Islands with vegetation
are expected to be more stable in the short to medium term and serve as a more valid
indicator of permanent land. The land area of Maldives including the beach areas and
non-vegetated sand banks is 227.30 sq km.
There are over 75 islands with wetland or mangrove areas in Maldives. Inland wetlands are
often uninhabitable and require reclamation before they could be used for habitation. The
total area of inland wetlands in Maldives is 7.03 sq km. The total land area within
vegetation line, excluding the wetland areas is 197.03 sq km.
Land reclamation is a common practice in Maldives to alleviate land shortages. In the past,
approximately 12.60 sq km of land has been reclaimed in 161 islands. Past
reclamation projects could be categorised in to 6 groups based on their rationales: 1) relieve
population pressure; 2) infrastructure development; 3) dredge material disposal; 4)
mitigating coastal erosion; 5) economic benefits; and 6) recreation. Almost all major
reclamation projects in inhabited islands (except in ADh. Maamigili) were to relieve land
shortages.
The largest inhabited islands are L.Gan (5.82 sq km), S. Hithadhoo (5.23 sq km) and
Gn.Fuvahmulah (4.84 sq km).The largest uninhabited island is G.dh. Gan. The inhabited
islands occupy 200 islands but account for 61% of the total land area of Maldives
(125.8 sq km).
These figures are considerably different from the reported official land areas of 298 sq km
and 300 sq km. The basis and origin of the official figures remain unknown. An official
assessment of the land area was undertaken by a DANIDA consultant Mr. Henning B.
Hansen between 1993 and 1995, for Ministry of Planning, Human Resources and
Environment. Hansen (1995), reported the land area within vegetation line as 185.7 sq km.
No attempt was made to calculate the beach areas, as it was impossible to calculate beach
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above high water mark using black and white aerial photos. The findings of the report were
rejected as official figures by the government on the basis that: 1) the calculation was based
on 1969 data; 2) the beach areas were not considered and; 3) the new reclamation projects
were not considered. A more recent attempt at calculating land area was undertaken by Dr.
Abdulla Naseer in Dalhousie University. Naseer (Naseer, 2003; Naseer and Hatcher, 2004)
reported the total land area as 227.45±11.37 sq km. His assessment was based on Landsat
satellite imagery taken between 1998 and 2002, and only covered land including beach areas
and sand banks.
Naseer‟s findings are in line with this study and serves as a check. Similarly, the finding
from Hansen‟s study, although 35 years old, is surprisingly close to the present day
Maldives. Considering that Hansen‟s study left out 9.79 sq km of reclaimed land (except
Male‟ and Hulhule‟), his figures are 6 sq km less than this study. This modest amount of
variation is expected due to a number of reasons: 1) the error levels in the 1969 aerial
photographs, 2) natural erosion and accretion, merging of islands, and 3) conversion of
previous coastal wetlands to inland wetlands.
There are 1074 vegetated islands in Maldives. These islands range from 5.82 sq km (582
Ha) to less than 100 sq m (0.01 Ha). These islands are considered more stable and
permanent, although the smallest of these islands may appear and disappear within a short
geological time frame. There are a number of seasonal or periodical islands which appear
and disappear occasionally and at any given time there are a number of these islands
scattered across the country (Maniku, 1990). In December 2006 these islands totaled 449.
The total number of islands in 2006 including these seasonal and semi-permanent
islands is 1506. Consideration of these islands in setting an official figure may result in
inconsistencies as they could vary from year to year. The variations in vegetated islands are
minimal and could be accommodated with periodic reviews of their numbers. The islands
in question are usually very small and will have little influence on the total land area.
The beach area of Maldives including sand banks and manmade unvegetated
islands are 23.25 sq km. The length of coastline at 1:25,000 scale is 2,160.45 Km. The
largest beach area is in S.Hithadhoo with 27.8 Ha.
Land distribution is markedly uneven across Maldives. Over 57% of all land is found in
the northern and southern atolls of Maldives. The central atolls contribute 43% of land
area, of which Laamu and Kaafu Atoll account for 41%. Amongst individual atolls, Haa
Dhaalu contains the largest land area with 21.39 sq km, followed by Laamu atoll
(21.04 sq km) and Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll (19.04 sq km). The smallest land area is found in
Vaavu Atoll (0.80 sq km) and Faafu Atoll (1.90 sq km).
Out of the 1074 vegetated islands, 363 islands are currently in use and 711 islands
remain unused or leased for stewardship (Varuvaa). It may seem that Maldives would
have plenty of land to spare with 66% of islands unutilized. On the contrary, the 34% of
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utilized islands represent approximately 78% land area. Inhabited islands occupy the
largest proportion of total land area with 58% followed by resort islands (6%), industrial
islands (6%) and infrastructure islands (4%). The reason is simple. As most unutilized
islands are small and contribute little to total land area, while 90% of larger islands (over 50
ha) with a bigger share of total land area is currently being utilized. Land utilization is
highest in the central atolls owing to the extensive tourism development. Male‟, North Ari,
South Ari, Seenu and Faafu atoll have land utilization above 95%.
The nationwide population density of Maldives in 2006 is 15 persons per Ha (1465
persons per Sq km). The Population density of Maldives is already way over the world‟s
average population density of 45 persons / km2 and is already the 4th most densely
populated sovereign country in the world, after Monaco, Singapore and Vatican City.
Male’ is believed to the most densely populated urban settlement in the world with
47,870 persons sq km in 2006. The island of K.Viligili, Lh.Hinnavaru and Sh.Komandoo
are also amongst the most densely populated settlements in the world.
This study primarily covers land area, spatial distribution of land, land use, island inventory
and their spatial distribution. This document would be specifically useful reference for
national planning, island level planning, land use planning, land resource planning and
management, environmental planning, defense planning and as general reference. It is
expected that this document will form the reference for official land data of Maldives,
specifically land area and the number of islands. This study can also be considered a
baseline assessment to establish an official inventory of land in Maldives.
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2 Introduction
Land is a scarce and one of the most important resources in Maldives. As the population
grows and development expands across the country, it has never been so important to
understand and take stock of our land resources.
Unfortunately, Maldives is one of the rare situations where it does not have an official
figure for its land area. Until 1995, an arbitrary figure of 300 sq km (and often 298 sq km)
were used when the first Land Study (Hanson, 1995), based on a old set of aerial surveys,
raised questions about the figure‟s accuracy. This prompted the Government to abolish the
exiting official figure and distribute a circular prohibiting the use of a specific land area in
official documents, until a comprehensive study has been completed. Maldives did not
have an accurate data to undertake such a comprehensive study and until today have
struggled to assess its land resources.
The limitations in data were over come in 2004 when a comprehensive Aerial
photogrammetric and remote sensing survey was undertaken with the assistance of the
Indian Government. The data became available for analysis in 2007 when dataset was
cleaned up. At the same time comprehensive assessment of land using satellite imagery
were undertaken in Dalhousie University (Naseer, 2003; Naseer and Hatcher, 2004) and
James Cook University (Shaig, 2007). The timely availability of these datasets has
facilitated the comprehensive and accurate nationwide assessment of land and reef
resources.
This study is a comprehensive assessment of land resources in Maldives as they existed in
2006. The results of this study are based on sound scientific methodology and international
cartographic standards.
The study primarily covers land area, spatial distribution of land, land use, island inventory
and their spatial distribution. This document would be specifically useful reference for
national planning, island level planning, land use planning, land resource planning and
management, environmental planning, defence planning and as general reference. It is
expected that this document will form the reference for official land data of Maldives,
specifically land area and the number of islands.
The presentations of findings are formatted in a manner that would suit the used of this
document as a reference document. It avoids generalization of data and provides data in
tabular format wherever possible. A casual reader might find this format a bit intensive and
hence is recommended to read the executive summary for a broader overview.
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3 Background
3.1

A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

The study of land resources with a specific attention to land area and an island inventory
began in Ministry of Planning Human Resources and Environment (MPHRE) in the year
1992. The study was undertaken by Danish International Development Agency
(DANIDA) consultant, Mr. Henning Borch Hansen with the help of staff from MPHRE
and Office for Physical Planning and Design (OPPD). The assessment was based on aerial
photographs taken by British Admiralty between 1968 and 1970. A copy of the images
became available for Maldivian Government in 1986.
The first assessment of land area was undertaken manually using a planimeter and control
studies were later undertaken by Staff of OPPD using their computer facilities, which
evidently was rare in Government offices during this period. The process was cumbersome
as it involved scanning images and manual digitising. The first land study was published in
1995 and was sent for approval to President‟s office. The study raised questions about the
arbitrary figure of 300 sq km used in official documents. However, the number of potential
inaccuracies in the 1969 aerial dataset and deliberate avoidance of beach area calculation in
the study prompted the Government to reject the new study as official figures.
The impacts from this study were twofold: 1) the government sent out a circular to all
departments prohibiting the use of land area in any official document until a
comprehensive assessment was made and, 2) the study would be used as the single source
of reference for land data for the next 12 years. Most of the users were government
agencies and to a lesser extent private developers interested in developing uninhabited
islands. Much of the decisions at the planning stage relating to land and island use such as
land reclamation and resort island selection were undertaken using the findings of the first
land study.
Since 1994, the government was in search of foreign funding for a national mapping and it
was becoming increasingly clear that the process would take much longer. In 1998 the
Planning Ministry decided to strengthen the land data using existing data from 1969. Under
this programme, the entire 1969 data set comprising over 8000 images were scanned and
archived and all the islands were re-digitised in using computers to derive the most accurate
figure from the 1969 data. All island data presently used in the government is based on this
assessment.
Since 1998, an attempt to create a national gazetteer of place names was started parallel to
the land studies in Planning Ministry. The process involved identifying place names for
island and all other natural features of Maldives. More than 600 islands over 18 atolls were
visited under this programme and a wealth of information was gathered. Unfortunately,
without these data remains redundant until accurate maps could be developed.
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In 2003, the Government of India agreed to assist Maldives in mapping the entire country.
The project involved surveying using aerial photogrammetry and satellite imagery, and
supplying a digital dataset both in raster and vector format. The project was carried out in
February and March 2004 with additional updates undertaken in February 2005 following
the Indian Ocean tsunami of December 2004. The dataset was initially processed in
National Remote Sensing Agency of India in Hydherabad. The process took more than 2
years to complete and digital dataset were received in mid 2006. Unfortunately, the vector
dataset contained large number of errors resulting from poor understanding of coral island
environment. Subsequently a massive cleanup was required to make the dataset usable.
Similarly, the raster dataset provided contained low resolution ortho-images making editing
the dataset cumbersome. The high resolution mages had to be geo-coded to undertake
detailed editing. All these additional activities combined with trained staff loss in Planning
Ministry meant that the final dataset took an additional year to clean up.
By May 2007, the dataset was cleaned-up with efforts both in Ministry of Planning and
National Development (MPND) and at James Cook University of Australia.
3.2

OTHER ATTEMPTS AT CALCULATING LAND AREA

There are two known attempts at calculating land area and both were part of research
projects in Universities. The first attempt was undertaken between 2001 and 2003 for a
PhD by Dr. Abdulla Naseer at the Dalhousie University in Halifax, Canada. Dr. Naseer
now works at the Ministry of Fisheries, Agriculture and Marine Resources of Maldives. His
study was primarily a morphometric analysis of coral reefs in Maldives. However in the
process, he had compiled an inventory of coral reefs and land in Maldives. His assessment
was based on LandSat TM imagery taken between 1998 and 2002 at a resolution of 30m.
Since his efforts were primarily based on coral reef assessment, elements of land
classification had known errors in it. His calculation also fails to delineate water level,
especially in murky waters making the land calculations reflect parts of the island foot print
rather than the actual land over water. There was no specific classification of vegetated
area. In spite of the limitations, his calculations were the most comprehensive and accurate
at the time.
The second attempt was undertaken at the James Cook University in Townsville, Australia.
In this study Landsat ETM+ images taken between 2000 and 2002, and Indian Remote
Sensing Satellite (IRS) images were used. These images were further complemented by very
high resolution ASTER images. The accuracy of this study was similar to that of Dr.
Naseer since the base images had a resolution of 30m. However, usage of high resolution
images to enhance island level assessment greatly increased the accuracy of land data.
Unfortunately, detailed updates were only made to inhabited islands, as this was the scope
specified for the initial study.
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These two studies laid a foundation for a detailed assessment of land and were used as
independent checks against the present study.
3.3

OFFICIAL LAND AREA AND NUMBER OF ISLANDS

As noted earlier there is no official land area of Maldives. The most commonly used figures
are 298 sq km and 300 sq km. The origin of this figure is unknown and may have been
suggested by the British Admiralty after a preliminary study.
Like the land area of Maldives, the origin of the official figure of number of islands remains
a mystery. Maldives does not have a national gazetteer and information about islands have
been kept by the caretaker of uninhabited islands: Ministry of Fisheries, Agriculture and
marine resources (MOFAMR). Official records in MOFAMR combined with islands
handed over to Ministry of Tourism (MoT) for tourism development and inhabited islands
reveal a total figure of 1164 islands. These lists however include sandbanks and eroded
islands. Historical attempts creating an inventory of islands have revealed different results.
The first official count was done in 1977 in the first Population and Housing Census. It
reported 1305 islands. In addition Hassan Ahmed Manik reported 1163 islands (Maniku,
1983), Official documents of Ministry of Information and Broadcasting in 1979 reported
752 islands, and an assessment by Ministry of Planning, Human Resources and
Environment found 1362 islands. These variations reveal the confusion over the definition
of an island and difficulties in keeping track of the seasonal islands. It is therefore
important to establish a clear definition and eliminate the seasonal islands to accommodate
an official figure for islands in Maldives.
3.4

ABOUT THE AUTHOR AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

This report represents the hard work of a number of people over the last 13 years. This
study would not have been possible without the dedicated work of all those staff who
worked in the Spatial Planning Section of the Ministry of Planning and National
Development and senior staff who believed in us and backed us all the way in spite of
numerous setbacks.
Special mention should be given to MPND for providing the aerial imagery dataset of 2004
and for the James Cook University for providing the resources to complete this study.
The author has been involved in the national land assessment activities since 1994 in
Ministry of Planning. He was part of the first Land Study (Land Study 1969) under Mr.
Hansen and has since led the land assessment activities in the Ministry.
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4 Data Sources
4.1

2004 AERIAL IMAGERY AND VECTOR DATASET

The aerial imagery dataset compiled from the Aerial Mapping Project of 2004 was used as
the main data source for study. The Aerial Mapping Project was undertaken with the
assistance of Indian Government by National Remote Sensing Agency (NRSA) of India.
The project in initiated in 2003 and imagery was taken during February and March of 2004.
Ground control surveys were carried out parallel to the Aerial surveys. Following the
tsunami of 2004, owing to suspected changes to both geometry and topography of islands,
a further aerial survey was undertaken during March 2005. The follow-up photography
covered only selected islands, especially inhabited islands.
Aerial photography in Black and white was carried out using Beechcraft Super King Air B200 mounted with Zeiss RMK 15/23 metric camera and integrated with INS and
Kinematic GPS. The images were taken at 1:40,000 scale for the purpose of 1:25,000 scale
topographic mapping. In addition 16 selected islands were imaged at 1:6000 for 1:1000
scale mapping. Thirteen GPS reference stations were used for the airborne GPS assisted
aerial survey.
The 2004 dataset covers the entire Maldives including reefs and inner atolls. There data set
comprise of more than 2000 images.
The vector dataset was compiled by NRSA based on the Aerial Imagery. The original
dataset had a number of major positional and attribute errors which had to be corrected
using satellite imagery and ortho-rectified aerial photographs. The errors were mainly due
to classification and feature identification errors. Final dataset was tested for accuracy using
high resolution GPS surveys in 11 islands and were found to be less than a meter.
4.2

LANDSAT 7 ETM+ DATA

Landsat 7 satellite images, covering entire Maldives, were used as an additional control on
the study and as a base reference to assess the accuracy of data. It was also used to correct
positional errors in some aerial images. These images were acquired from (Oliver, et. al.,
2005) and James Cook University. Landsat 7 carries an ETM+ sensor and acquires
enhanced images of earth (USGS, 2005). Table 1 provides a list of images used in this study
and some of its characteristics. All images used in this study were classified Level 1G (with
systematic correction), which has been radiometrically and geometrically corrected and are
suitable as ortho-images.
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Table 4.1: Landsat 7 images used in this study and some of its characteristics
Image

Acquired date

Size of Image

Path146/Row55
Path146/Row56
Path145/Row56
Path146/Row57
Path145/Row57
Path145/Row58
Path145/Row59
Path145/Row60

21/06/2001
21/06/2001
21/01/2001
12/01/2001
21/01/2001
24/01/2002
07/03/2000
20/12/2000

183x170 km
183x170 km
183x170 km
183x170 km
183x170 km
183x170 km
183x170 km
183x170 km

4.3

Spatial
Resolution
30m
30m
30m
30m
30m
30m
30m
30m

Level of
Correction
1G
1G
1G
1G
1G
1G
1G
1G

IRS SATELLITE IMAGERY

Taken between January 1999 to January 2006 were used in correcting locational errors in
the aerial photography dataset. This dataset was used in conjunction with Landsat ETM+
images to cross check positional accuracy across datasets. The IRS data comprised of
images taken from IRS-1C, IRS-1D and IRS-P6 satellite sensors. Images dating between
1999 and 2005 were IRS-1C and IRS-1D. Images taken during 2006 were from the more
advanced IRS-P6 data.
A mosaic image of the Republic of Maldives was compiled using IRS- 1D LISS-III satellite
data comprising 23 scenes and the mosaic was used. Further clarifications were undertaken
wherever required using IRS-P6 data. The paths and rows used in the study are too
numerous to be listed here.
4.4

GOOGLEEARTH SATELLITE IMAGERY

GoogleEarth satellite imagery based on Landsat and high resolution ASTER images were
used to correct errors in the vector dataset. These errors had resulted from cloud cover in
the original aerial imagery. GoogleEarth data was also used to update the vector dataset
including post 2004 land reclamation activities. The high resolution Google data and
Landset ETM+ data was also found to be more efficient in identifying wetland areas than
the black and white aerial photography dataset. GoogleEarth data were accessed between
January and May 2007. There is no way to identify the additional data about the images in
the Googleearth.
4.5

GPS SURVEYS

Field surveys were done between December 2006 and February 20007, using a high
resolution GPS to sample points, beach lines and vegetation lines of selected 12 islands
across Maldives. These data were used to assess the positional accuracy of the digital
datasets. High resolution GPS surveys from Maldives Geodetic Survey of 1992 covering 21
islands were also used to determine accuracy of all the satellite images used.
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4.6

1969 AERIAL IMAGERY

The Aerial imagery dataset compiled by British Admiralty between 1968 and 1970 were
used to verify historical geophysical island information on islands wherever possible. There
are over 9500 images or frames covered by over 56 sorties. Images were at 3 different
scales: 1:25000; 1:40000 and; 1:80000. Numerous occasions of missing islands old records,
usually due to erosion, were identified using this dataset. Furthermore, changes brought to
the inhabited islands including past land reclamation from reef and wetland areas were
identified by comparing the 1969 imagery and present day data.
4.7

PLACENAME DATABASE

The placename database covering key geographic features of Maldives including islands
and reefs were used to determine island names for the GIS based vector dataset. This
database is maintained by MPND and has been 12 in years in the making. Data sources for
the database included official responses from island and Atoll offices, field surveys
covering more than 600 islands, interviews with knowledgeable fishermen and data from
key publication on the subject; namely the works by Maniku (1983; , 1990) and Luthfy
(1994). The database is incomplete, especially those data relating unvegetated islands.
However, this is the most comprehensive placename database to be complied on Maldives
to date.

5 Methodology
5.1
5.1.1

DEFINITIONS
Land Area

Land area is defined as the total planimetric area within a defined geographic boundary
expresses in either square kilometers (sq km) or Hectares (ha). Two geographic boundaries
have been proposed; vegetation line and beach line. These boundaries discussed below.
5.1.2

Vegetation Line

Vegetation line is a conceptual geographic boundary that delineates the outer edge of the
canopy in island vegetation. It does not follow the exact variations in the canopy but rather
establishes a conceptual smooth line that best estimates for the outer edge of canopy.
Hence small vegetation clearings due to human alterations are discounted and included
within the vegetation line. Manual delineation of the vegetation is likely to introduce minor
errors due to improper digitization. These errors in real terms will be on average +/- 1m
unless a major blunder is resident in digitized dataset. Very young or pioneer vegetation in
newly accreted land are excluded from the vegetation line. Established vegetated land are
more resilient to short term coastal changes and hence serves as medium to long boundary
for area estimation purposes.
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5.1.3

Beach Line

Beach area is usually defined as the zone of unconsolidated material that extends landward
from the low water line to the place where there is marked change in material or
physiographic form, or to the line of permanent vegetation. In the coral islands of
Maldives, this zone is highly responsive to seasonal climate oscillations and the size of
beach varies across the year (Kench and Brander, 2006). Hence, beach areas in Maldives
should not be considered permanent but rather a mobile section of the land.
There are four alternative options for defining a boundary based on beach line: 1) mean
tide line, 2) median tide line based on highest and lowest tide line, 3) dry land boundary at
the time of survey and 4) lowest tide line at the time of survey. The first two options are
impractical due to absence of site specific tide data. The third option is possible using aerial
photographs (Hoeke et al., 2001; Fletcher et al., 2003), satellite imagery (Pajak and
Leatherman, 2002) or a combination of both. However, the confidence intervals are
generally low. The final option was found to be most practical in Maldives based on the
2004 aerial dataset since most islands had a discernible beach toe which corresponds to the
low tide line. However, all these options will provide only a snapshot of land area at a given
point in time due to the variation of tide between seasons and the associate high mobility.
When using the low tide line as the geographic boundary, parts of the delineated line may
be underwater at any given time but sediment boundary identified is expected to play the
dominant role in shaping up the beach area seasonally. Due to high variability of beaches,
area within the beach line is provided as an additional guide to the land area. The
standardized land area proposed in this study is based on vegetation line and recommends
avoidance of using beach as an indicator of permanent land.
5.1.4

Vegetated Island

A vegetated island is an island which has substantial vegetation cover beyond pioneer
species. Natural stabilization and growth of vegetation will usually take over 2 years of
island stability. Islands could also be revegetated at faster pace by humans. Such islands are
considered as vegetated islands. Hence small islands created as dredge material disposal
sites and considerably revegetated by humans have been classified as vegetated islands
5.1.5

Unvegetated Island

Unvegetated islands are those islands with no vegetation or with just pioneer species. They
are considered unstable in the long term. Unvegetated island include permanent sandbanks,
seasonal sand banks, tidal sandbanks, coral ramparts and conglomerates (huraa) and manmade unvegetated islands usually created as dredge material disposal sites. If any
unvegetated islands have developments on them they are considered vegetated islands.
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5.1.6

Seasonal Land

Seasonal islands are those appear and disappear seasonally. They usually comprise of
seasonal sand banks and seasonal huraa.
5.1.7

Man-made Island

Man-made islands are those created entirely through land reclamations and are smaller than
1 hectare. These islands have been classified to consider the dredge disposal sites within the
island definition.
5.1.8

Coastal Wetlands

Coastal wetlands are wetland areas located along the coastline or are openly connected to
the lagoon. They mainly comprise of mangroves. Their presences have little bearing on the
overall land area.
5.1.9

Inland Wetlands

Inland wetlands are wetland areas located inside the island, and are physically disconnected
from the lagoon (except the hydrological flow). Their presence has a major bearing on the
overall land area as such areas cannot be utilized for habitation without land reclamation.
5.1.10 Island Use
Island use is defined in this study as the main activity undertaken on the island. Often the
activity does not extend its physical infrastructure or usage to the entire island but is based
on a specific footprint in a part of the island. It is rare that an island is partitioned for
multiple uses although it is practiced in some very large uninhabited islands. Often the
dominant activity on the island is given jurisdiction over future expansion into unutilized
land. For example, unutilized lands in inhabited islands are retained for future settlement
expansion.
5.2
5.2.1

PROCEDURES
Data Preparation

Data sources outlined in section 4 were prepared for use with in a Geographic Information
System (GIS). Data preparation was undertaken in two stages. First the raster data
comprising ortho-rectified aerial photographs and satellite images were compiled accuracy
verified within the GIS. The vector dataset, which was found to have a number of
positional and feature errors, were corrected using ortho-rectified images. This includes
redigitizing of vegetation lines and beach line for most islands and updating of island
coastlines to compensate for coastal developments undertaken after 2004.
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The GIS dataset was further classified and coded to include attribute data including island
use, names and island type.
5.2.2

Analysis

The GIS was compiled in ArcGIS 9.2 and analyzed in MapInfo Professional 8.5. Both
these software have built in features to perform planimetric calculations to high accuracy
using vector data. MapInfo Professional was used to perform all planimetric calculations,
namely: land area and coastline length.
The dataset was compiled to WGS84 datum and Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
projection at an effective scale of 1:25,000.
MapInfo‟s database functionalities was also used analyze the resulting data including
further classification of data.
ArcGIS was used to initially derive the beach line from orthoimagery using an automated
process prescribed by Hoeke et al. (2001). However, it was found the procedure did not
produce acceptable results for the aerial images used for this study. Hence manual
procedures were followed to complete the digitizing process.
5.2.3

Controls

The high accuracy of GIS software ensured that the calculations were of the highest
standard. Two controls were used to check the accuracy of the calculations. First the
calculations were rechecked for 50 islands in two other vector analysis softwares; ArcGIS
and AutoCAD. These analyses would reveal any errors in calculation resulting from
possible complexity of vector data. The tests revealed no variations.
Second calculations were cross-checked using an alternate high resolution base dataset.
Hence, 42 images covering 15 islands were obtained form googleEarth and registered
within GIS system. The resulting analysis showed variations on average of +/- 10 sqm for
the vegetation line, which is well within the acceptable error range. These errors could have
come from digitizing errors. It was also noted that googleEarth had positional errors in the
northern and southern Maldives.
The only source potential error could is from the original data source either in the form of
imagery errors or digitizing errors. These errors are discussed in the following section.
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5.3
5.3.1

ACCURACY
Positional Accuracy

Positional accuracy in a measurement of variance in map features against the true position
of the feature in the real world. All maps and digital datasets contain a certain degree of
errors. Errors are gradually introduced and accumulated during the mapping process.
Positional errors are introduced mainly during image ortho-rectification process,
registration process and digitizing. It is important to quantify these errors to establish the
accuracy of the final dataset and to assess its conformance to acceptable error levels. The
most common procedure for positional accuracy assessment is to analyse a sample of
features against high accuracy field data.
There are no official cartographic accuracy standards in Maldives. For the purpose of this
assessment United States Geological Survey (USGS) standards have been adapted. The
assessment was done using high accuracy GPS surveys in 11 islands distributed across
Maldives. These islands are H.Dh Kulhudhuffushi, Sh.Funadhoo, N.Randheli, K.
Thulusdhoo, Dh. Kudahuvadhoo, Th.Vilufushi, L.Gan, GA. Viligilli, GDh. Thinadhoo, S.
Hithadhoo and S. Feydhoo. The results are as follows:
97% of the surveyed sample points have an error below 30m. This is below the
recommended +/-100 feet for 90% of all surveyed points.
3% of the surveyed points had an error above 30m. These errors were later found to be
associated with feature identifications and hence vector data accuracy.
5.3.2

Vector data accuracy

Features have been derived using manual digitizing methods. Features such as vegetation
line, beach line, reclaimed land boundaries and wetland boundaries are arbitrary lines drawn
based on the judgment of a cartographer. Hence, the chances of errors in all such features
are high. However, these errors would be limited if established cartographic procedures
and controls are followed.
The area calculations provided in this study are not absolute values, but it is the closest
calculation to an absolute figure. Figures derived in this manner are recognized acceptable
of the error levels are controlled within a prescribed limit.
Vector data accuracy was assessed in this study by comparing a sample of 50 islands against
3 different raster datasets: googleEarth, Landsat and IRS-P6 data. Variations between
Landsat and IRS-P6 data were wound to be on average +/- 10m. Variations in googleEarth
were around +/-50m in the north and +/-10m in the middle atolls. This is believed to be
an error in the googleEarth imagery since the other datasets conform to the GPS survey.
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5.3.3

Attribute Accuracy

Attribute data was referenced using the place name database in MPND. This database is
largely complete, except for a few atolls. There are three sources of attribute data errors: 1)
errors in the place name database and 2) errors in attribute data assignment and 3) errors in
data classification.
The place name database itself has varying accuracy for different types of islands. The most
accurate information was available for inhabited islands and resort islands. Vegetated and
larger inhabited islands are also found to be of high accuracy and smaller vegetated islands
and unvegetated islands were found to have the highest rate of inaccuracy. These issues will
need to be resolved separately with a joint effort from MPND and MOFAMR.
A sample of 100 islands was assessed for attribute accuracy and consistency. 94% of the
sample was found to have high level of accuracy, 5% were found to have minor accuracies
resulting mainly from spelling mistakes. 1% of the sample was found to have serious errors
especially in the classification of island types. However, these errors were only found in
very small islands. The overall impact of these errors therefore could be minimal in the
calculations undertaken in this study.
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6 Findings
6.1

NATIONAL LAND AREA

The land area of Maldives within the vegetation line of the islands is 204.05 Sq km.
The unconsolidated nature of the islands and extensive seasonal mobility of beach areas
make them highly unreliable as permanent land. In addition, the deduction of a high water
line from remotely sensed images is complex and highly unreliable. Islands with vegetation
are expected to be more stable in the short to medium term and serve as a more valid
indicator of permanent land. Hence, this study proposes to uses vegetation line as a
standard guide to land area in Maldives.
The land area of Maldives including the beach areas and non-vegetated sand banks
is approximately 227.30 sq km. Hence, there are approximately 23.24 sq km of
beach and non-vegetated seasonal islands in Maldives in 2006.
There are over 75 islands with wetland or mangrove areas in Maldives. Inland wetlands are
often uninhabitable and require reclamation before they could be used for habitation. It
could be argued that wetland areas should not be considered as land area. There are no
international standards on delineating wetlands for land area calculations. However, the
cartographic conventions for measuring land area usually include wetlands (Raisz, 1962;
Dent, 1999). The total area of inland wetlands in Maldives is 7.03 sq km. The total
land area within vegetation line, excluding the wetland areas is 197.03 sq km.
6.2

NUMBER OF ISLANDS

The questions about number of islands in Maldives remain a largely unresolved issue with a
number of official sources and researchers suggesting varying figures. The official register
of islands maintained by the Ministry of Fisheries, Agriculture and Marine Resources fall
short of a comprehensive list. Its main limitations are omission of existing islands and
failure to update the changing status of islands. Over the years a number of changes have
occurred including erosion of entire islands and merging of two physical islands either
through natural causes or land reclamation.
It is apparent that the confusion over island number is a result of differing definitions.
Traditionally the term island is used for vegetated islands and specific names such as
finolhu and huraa are used to describe unvegetated islands. Due to the mobile nature of
unvegetated islands it may never be possible to establish a static official figure for islands
with such islands. On-the-otherhand, vegetated islands tend to be more stable and hence a
list comprising only vegetated islands will tend to be more static. This study has taken the
latter approach.
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During December 2006, there were 1074 vegetated islands and approximately 450
unvegetated islands (see Table Below). The unvegetated islands include permanent sand
banks (finolhu), seasonal sand banks (seasonal finolhu) coral conglomerates above High
Tide Level (Huraa) and man-made unvegetated islands. Vegetated islands include natural
vegetated islands and man-made vegetated islands. The number of unvegetated islands will
vary seasonally and annually.
Table 1: Distribution of islands by Atoll

Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
North Alifu Atoll
South Alifu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Gnaviyani Atoll
Seenu Atoll

Vegetated
Islands

Unvegetated
islands

38
34
49
64
79
66
50
99
30
45
18
35
16
42
64
77
85
154
1
28
1074

5
4
8
13
21
48
31
54
28
32
21
28
19
27
33
22
24
25
6
449

Total
43
38
57
77
100
114
81
153
58
77
39
63
35
69
97
99
109
179
1
34
1523

The distributions of islands across the atolls are fairly even, except for two anomalies. The
largest concentration of islands is in Huvadhoo Atoll (Gaafu Alifu and Gaafu Dhaalu
Atoll) where 239 vegetated islands and approximately 50 unvegetated islands are found.
The atolls with the smallest number of Islands are Faafu and Vaavu Atolls, both having less
than 20 islands.
The number of islands is constantly changing in Maldives owing to natural causes and
human activities. It would be useful to use an approximate national figure which is
reviewed periodically, rather than a static official figure.
6.3

SIZE OF ISLANDS

Amongst the 1074 vegetated islands in Maldives, 80% of are smaller than 0.25 sq km or (25
ha) and 90% are smaller than 0.5 sq km (50 ha). The mean size of islands is 13.40 Ha. Due
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to the small size of islands, the large numbers of islands do not automatically translate into
a larger land area. As shown in table below, 90.9% of the islands only contribute to 43% of
the total land area. Conversely, the larger islands comprising a mere 9% of islands
contribute to 56% of the land area.
Table 2: Land area breakdown by island size
Island Size
Range
1-25ha
25-50ha
50-100ha
100-250ha
250-500ha
500+ha

Total No. of
Islands
867
110
57
34
4
2

% of Islands
80.7%
10.2%
5.3%
3.2%
0.4%
0.2%

Area
(Sq Km)
48.5
39.2
38.4
53.0
13.9
11.1

% of Land
Area
23.8%
19.2%
18.8%
26.0%
6.8%
5.4%

The overall land area is also limited due to the lack of very large islands in Maldives. The
largest natural island is Gan in Laamu Atoll which is 5.83 sq km (582.7 Ha). The list below
shows the 20 largest islands in Maldives and their areas. The actual dry land area will be
smaller, if the wetland areas are not considered in the land area. In this respect the biggest
change would be in Gn.Fuvahmulah where the dry land area would be 342 ha.
Table 3: Twenty largest islands in Maldives

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Atoll

Island Name

Laamu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Gnaviyani Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll

Gan
Hithadhoo
Fuvahmulah
Isdhoo
Gan
Hulhu-Meedhoo
Kaashidhoo
Baarah
Filladhoo
Gan
Hulhumale'
Kendhikolhudhoo
Nolhivaram
Male'
Kelaa
Kulhudhuffushi
Vaadhoo
Kumundhoo
Kaadedhdhoo
Neykurendhoo

Land Area (Ha)
Vegetation
Beach
Line
Line
582.7
598.3
523.9
551.6
484.0
497.9
350.0
359.8
285.0
289.9
279.4
289.3
273.1
279.9
249.9
258.5
247.8
264.6
239.1
247.7
200.9
200.9
196.7
208.5
195.3
204.9
195.2
195.2
195.0
202.7
194.9
200.0
190.4
193.4
182.6
188.7
176.8
181.9
165.7
169.3
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Wetland
(Ha)
27.71
61.43
141.42
51.01
37.22
7.16
53.23
5.21
35.83
15.20
0.09
2.72

6.4

LAND DISTRIBUTION

Land distribution is markedly uneven across Maldives. Over 57% of all land is found in the
northern and southern atolls of Maldives. The central atolls contribute 43% of land area, of
which Laamu and Kaafu Atoll account for 41% (see table below). Amongst individual
atolls, Haa Dhaalu contains the largest land area with 21.39 sq km, followed by Laamu atoll
(21.04 sq km) and Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll (19.04 sq km). The smallest land area is found in
Vaavu Atoll (0.80 sq km) and Faafu Atoll (1.90 sq km). There are only 5 Atolls with more
than 10 sq km. It is however interesting to note that the mean centre of land area is located
close to the centre of archipelago suggesting the balance of land distribution when the
entire length of the archipelago is considered. Table 4 summarizes the distribution of land
across the atolls.
Table 4: Atoll wise distribution of land area
Atoll

Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
North Alifu Atoll
South Alifu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Gnaviyani Atoll
Seenu Atoll

Land Area (sq km)
Vegetation
Beach
Line
Line
16.82
18.41
21.39
23.16
16.48
18.15
14.58
16.81
10.70
12.58
8.64
10.43
6.45
7.77
14.46
15.76
3.82
4.56
4.34
5.41
0.80
1.08
3.70
4.23
1.90
2.26
3.66
4.27
7.84
8.80
21.04
22.36
9.56
11.04
19.04
20.50
4.84
4.98
13.99
14.74
204.05
227.30

Wetland
Area
0.578
0.603
1.688
0.406
0.026
0.080
0.040
0.016
0.005
0.561
0.049
0.242
1.414
1.322
7.030

These spatial variations can be explained by differences in island sizes across Maldives. As
tables below show, there is a notable absence of large islands in the central atolls (except
Laamu Atoll) with just 6 islands larger than 100 Ha. Amongst these, Male‟, Hulhule‟ and
Hulhumale‟ have been enlarged to their present size or created through land reclamation.
Since the presence of large islands dictate the eventual land area of an atoll, the apparent
geophysical differences in large island formation between north-south and central atolls
appears to have created natural restrictions in land distribution.
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Table 5: Land area breakdown by Island Size and Atoll

Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
North Alifu Atoll
South Alifu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Gnaviyani Atoll
Seenu Atoll

125ha
1.79
0.62
1.97
5.02
3.51
5.06
2.26
3.80
1.51
2.18
0.80
1.31
0.72
2.61
2.54
2.55
3.71
6.22
0.37
46.74

2550ha
2.68
2.97
3.19
4.55
5.02
1.61
2.40
2.45
0.68
1.46
0.97
0.65
0.36
2.53
1.37
2.38
3.07
0.81
36.48

50100ha
3.27
3.78
9.04
0.83
2.18
0.50
1.80
0.70
1.43
0.52
0.69
2.77
4.04
2.33
2.56
1.93
35.09

100250ha
9.07
14.02
2.28
4.19
1.48
5.48
1.63
3.75
1.14
7.20
2.79
43.94

250500ha
2.73
3.50
4.84
2.85
13.92

500+ha

250500ha

500+ha

5.83
5.24
11.07

Total
Ha
16.82
21.39
16.48
14.58
10.70
8.64
6.45
14.46
3.82
4.34
0.80
3.70
1.90
3.66
7.84
21.04
9.56
19.04
4.84
13.99
204.05

Table 6: Number of islands by Island Size and Atoll

Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
North Alifu Atoll
South Alifu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll
Seenu Atoll
Total

125ha
21
11
26
47
62
59
40
88
27
40
18
30
13
40
52
62
74
138
19
867

2550ha
7
8
9
12
14
5
7
7
2
4
0
3
2
1
8
4
6
9
2
110

50100ha
5
6
12
1
4
1
3
0
0
1
0
2
1
1
4
6
4
3
3
57
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100250ha
5
9
2
3
1
3
1

1

3
1
4
2
34

1

1

1
1
4

1
2

Total
Islands
38
34
49
63
80
66
50
99
30
45
18
35
16
42
64
77
85
155
28
1074

6.5

LAND RECLAMATION

Land reclamation is a common practice in Maldives, usually to alleviate land shortages. In
the past, approximately 12.59 sq km of land has been reclaimed in a total of 161
islands. This represents 6% of present total land area within vegetation line. Past
reclamation projects could be categorised in to 6 groups based on their primary rationales:
1) relieve population pressure; 2) infrastructure development; 3) dredge material disposal;
4) mitigating coastal erosion; 5) economic benefits; and 6) recreation. Almost all major
reclamation projects in inhabited islands (except in ADh. Maamigili) were to relieve land
shortages. The most prominent project being Hulhumale‟ where an island the size of Male‟
was reclaimed from scratch. Additionally, small areas of most inhabited islands have been
reclaimed as a method for dredge material disposal from access infrastructure development
projects. Such reclamations are often associated with rationales such as recreation land
development or erosion mitigation. Reclamation for economic benefits has become
increasingly popular in the last few years with few tourist resorts opting to increase their
land. (e.g. Fun Island, One and Only Reethirah and Dhonveli Beach Resort and Spa).
Reclamation for infrastructure development is less common and mostly done for airport
and port development (e.g. Hulhule, Maamigli and Kulhudhuffushi) and waste disposal
(Thilafushi).
Table 7 below shows the proportion of land reclamation based on different rationales. By
the biggest proportion of reclamation activities have been to relieve population pressure
(6.33 sq km) followed by dredge material disposal (2.38 sq km) and infrastructure
development (2.33 sq km). Dredge material disposal activities often have multiple
rationales such as relieving population pressure, but a distinction has been made based on
the primary rationale and scope of reclamation activities. Reclamation activities are
expected to increase dramatically in the future as land shortages become a major
development issue with increasing demand for land.
Table 7: Land reclamation by category
CATEGORY

Population Pressure
Dredge Material Disposal
Infrastructure Development
Economic Benefits
Mitigating Coastal Erosion
Recreation
Other

RECLAIMED LAND
(Ha)
Sq km
Ha
633.2
6.33
238.5
2.38
233.2
2.33
136.3
1.36
8.2
0.08
5.4
0.05
4.4
0.04

Table 8 below shows the largest land reclamation projects undertaken by the end of 2006.
The largest projects have been undertaken in the Male Urban Region to meet the shortage
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of land for housing, economic and infrastructure needs. Approximately 4.5 sq km (450 ha)
of land has been reclaimed in Hulhumale, Male‟, Viligilli and Thilafushi. Male‟ and Viligilli
has already been stretched to its reef limits but further reclamations are planned for
Hulhumale and Thilafushi.
Table 8: Largest land reclamation projects

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ATOLL

ISLAND NAME

RATIONALE

K
K
K
ADh
GDh
S
K
Th
K

Hulhumale'
Male'
Hulhule
Maamigili
Thinadhoo
Hithadhoo
Thilafushi
Vilufushi
Medufinolhu (Reethi
rah Resort)
Naifaru
Lankanfinolhu
(Paradise Island
Resort)
Thulhaadhoo
Kulhudhuffushi
Hinnavaru
Meedhoo

Population Pressure
Population Pressure
Infrastructure Development
Infrastructure Development
Population Pressure
Population Pressure
Infrastructure Development
Population Pressure
Economic Benefits

10
11

Lh
K

12
13
14
15

B
HDh
Lh
S

RECLAIMED
AREA (Ha)
200.89
94.66
91.00
73.75
71.44
56.80
49.66
40.21
37.56

Population Pressure
Economic Benefits

34.43
19.21

Population Pressure
Population Pressure
Population Pressure
Dredge Material Disposal

14.25
13.79
12.52
11.48

The spatial distribution of reclaimed land reflects shortages in economic and settlement
land (see table 9). At present, Male‟ Atoll accounts for 46% of all reclaimed land. This trend
is directly related to high population pressure and shortage of land and even islands. All will
be discussed later, 98% of all land and over 71% of all the islands in Kaafu Atoll is already
being utilized. Additional development needs may only be catered through reclamation
activities.
Table 9: Land reclamation projects by atoll
Atoll

Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Raa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Meemu Atoll

Major
Reclamation
Activities
3
4
7
5
6
7
12
47
2
4

Reclaimed
Area (Ha)
12.5
26.2
22.6
10.3
49.8
21.1
35.8
585.1
6.2
17.6

% of
Reclaimed
Area
1%
2%
2%
1%
4%
2%
3%
46%
0%
1%
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Atoll

North Alifu Atoll
South Alifu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu
Atoll
Gaafu Alifu Atoll
Seenu Atoll

6.6

Major
Reclamation
Activities
7
10
5
2
9
14
9

Reclaimed
Area (Ha)

10
8
171

39.3
124.3
1259.1

8.4
103.6
6.7
6.5
60
28.2
94.9

% of
Reclaimed
Area
1%
8%
1%
1%
5%
2%
8%
3%
10%

WETLANDS

As noted earlier there are over 75 islands with wetland or mangrove areas in Maldives and
cover 801 ha or 8.01 sq km. These include both the inland wetlands and coastal wetland
areas. These figures only represent substantial wetland areas which are visible and
identifiable from aerial and satellite imagery. The classification process of wetland from
satellite imagery is expected to identify all major wetland areas. It should however be noted
that small wetland areas may remain unaccounted and hence the figures provided only
represent the closest figure possible from aerial observations. It is highly likely that actual
figures may be slightly higher.
The largest wetland or inland lake is located in the Fuvahmulah island (see table 10 below).
The largest concentration of wetlands occurs on the eastern rim islands of northern
Maldives, especially those located on the eastern rim of Thiladhunmathi Atoll. This appears
to be linked with the intense storm activities and rapid formation of land on the ocean
ward side of these islands. Most of the larger islands also tend to have central depressions
and wetlands. This appears to be mainly due to the proximity of such depressions to the
water table.
Table 10 : Largest Inland Lakes, wetlands and mangroves
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Atoll
Gnaviyani
Seenu
Noonu
Seenu
Haa Alifu
Shaviyani
Haa Dhaalu
Shaviyani
Laamu
Noonu

Island
Fuvahmulah
Hithadhoo
Kendhikolhudhoo
Hulhu-Meedhoo
Baarah
Ekasdhoo
Kulhudhuffushi
Maakan'doodhoo
Gan
Bodulhaimendhoo

Area (Ha)
141.424
61.4296
53.2299
51.0054
37.2166
35.8392
35.8349
28.6938
27.7115
23.8048
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6.7

BEACHES

The beach area of Maldives including sand banks and manmade unvegetated islands are
23.25 sq km. The length of coastline at 1:25,000 scale is 2,160.45 Km. The largest beach
area is in S.Hithadhoo with 27.8 Ha. See table below for a list of islands with largest
beaches.
Table 11: Largest beaches
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Atoll
Seenu
Lh
HDh
HA
L
Th
Gn
Adh
N
HDh
N
AA
HDh
HDh
Sh
L
Hdh
N
M
Hdh

Island
Hithadhoo
Maidhoo
Keylakunu
Filladhoo
Gan
Kalhufahalafushi
Fuvahmulah
Nalaguraidhoo
Maafaru
Vaikaramuraidhoo
Kendhikolhudhoo
Thoddoo
Naagoashi
Nolhivaranfaru
Dhiguvelidhoo
Isdhoo
Nolhivaram
Dhigurah
Kolhufushi
Hon'daafushi

Area (Ha)
27.8
19.0
18.0
16.8
15.6
14.6
13.9
13.6
12.0
11.8
11.8
11.2
10.6
10.6
10.1
9.8
9.6
9.5
8.8
8.7

The longest coastline is S. Hithadhoo (28.55km), followed by the merged islands of
S.Meedhoo-Hulhudhoo-Herethere (22.09km) and L.Gan-Maandhoo (22.04km).
Table 12: Longest beaches
Atoll
S
S
L
K
HA
HDH
LH
TH
GN
L
N
N
L

Island
Hithadhoo
Meedhoo-Hulhudhoo-Herethere
Gan-Maandhoo
Hulhule-Hulhumale'
Filladhoo
Hanimaadhoo
Maidhoo
Kalhufahalafushi
Fuvahmulah
Isdhoo
Maafaru
Kendhikolhudhoo
Fonadhoo

Beach Length
28.55
22.99
22.04
19.96
16.23
15.41
13.65
13.57
12.25
11.33
10.73
10.52
10.48
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Atoll
SH
SH
HDH
SH
HDH
S
GA

Island
Nalandhoo
Funadhoo
Nolhivaranfaru
Farukolhu
Baarah
Gan
Kunbumaafushi

Beach Length
9.92
9.82
9.02
8.56
8.55
8.54
8.19

Beaches are the most dynamic geomorphologic feature of a coral island. The
unconsolidated nature of beaches, together with reversal of monsoon from NE to SW,
tends to create a naturally dynamic and unstable environment (Kench and Brander, 2006).
As a result erosion and accretion becomes a regular island building process. Hence,
measurement of beach may be subject numerous inaccuracies. Beaches change seasonally
and its dry area will vary with tides and seasons. The figures provided in this study only
represent a snapshot of beaches at the end of 2006 and based on the lowest tide.
Therefore, usage of these figures should take these limitations into consideration.
6.8

LAND USE

Land utilization across Maldives can be classified based on the primary activity carried out
on the islands. Six major groups of island use could be identified in this manner: 1) human
settlements; 2) infrastructure islands (such as airports, waste disposal, oil storage); 3)
economic islands (such as tourism, agriculture, fisheries); 4) stewardship or varuvaa; 5)
recreation islands; and 6) administrative islands (eg. defence).
Out of the 1074 vegetated islands, 363 islands are currently in use and 711 islands remain
unused or leased for stewardship (Varuvaa). It may seem that Maldives would have plenty
of land to spare with 66% of islands unutilized (see table 15 below). On the contrary, the
34% of utilized islands represent approximately 78% land area (see table 14 below).
As table 13 shows, inhabited islands occupy the largest proportion of total land area with
58% followed by resort islands (6%), industrial islands (6%) and infrastructure islands (4%).
The reason is simple. Most unutilized islands are small and contribute little to total land
area, while 90% of larger islands (over 50 ha) with a bigger share of total land area is
currently being utilized2.
Table below summarizes the land based on different island types. These island types are
sub classifications for the six major groups identified above. This classification covers both
the vegetated and unvegetated islands.

2

Exclude islands simply leased on varuvaa, unless a major economic investment has been made.
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Table 13: Land area by types of Islands
Island Use
Inhabited Islands
Uninhabited Islands
(Varuvaa)
Uninhabited Sandbanks
Uninhabited coral ramparts
Resort Islands
Industrial Islands
Infrastructure Islands
Recreational Island – Public
Recreational Island –
Tourism Related
Special Administrative
Islands
Manmade unvegetated
islands
Manmade Vegetated
Islands
Environmentally Protected
Islands
Total

Islands

%

60.97%
22.23%

Land
Area (Ha)
13,172.9
5,566.9

4,536.6
1,161.2
1,215.7
942.2
6.5
10.8

0.00%
0.00%
5.69%
5.96%
4.62%
0.03%
0.05%

104.0
12.5
1,424.5
1,309.5
977.8
8.6
16.4

0.46%
0.06%
6.27%
5.76%
4.30%
0.04%
0.07%

0%

63.1

0.31%

70.7

0.31%

41

3%

-

0.00%

23.9

0.11%

23

2%

12.4

0.06%

20.2

0.09%

3

0%

16.5

0.08%

21.9

0.10%

202
700

13%
46%

310
86
103
33
9
2
6

20%
6%
7%
2%
1%
0%
0%

5

Vegetated
area (ha)
12,440.5

1,523

20,405.5

%

%
57.95%
24.49%

22,729.6

Island utilization varies across the atolls. Utilization is highest in the central atolls where
tourism industry has created high demands for islands. The highest utilization is in Male‟
Atoll (71%) followed by North Ari (63%), South Ari Atoll (62%) and Vaavu Atoll (50%)
Atolls with lowest utilization are Gaafu Dhaalu (10%), Gaafu Alifu (18%) and Laamu Atoll
(19%). Amongst these, Gaafu Alifu and Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll contain the largest number of
uninhabited islands. It should be noted that concept of island utilization has been used here
to indicate the use of whole or part of an island for a specific use under a legal lease or
government decree. For example inhabited island foot prints may occupy only part of the
island while the rest of the islands remain unused. However, it has been assumed that the
authority to expand the investments or settlement in the future remains with the investors
or administrators and should not be considered available land.
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Table 14: Island distribution by types of Island Use
Inhabited

Infra-

Economic

Special
Use

Total

%
Used

4
4

Varuvaa
&
Unused
18
13

38
34

53%
62%

6
3
3
8
6
50
11
17
3
4
2
4
4
2
3

26
48
60
45
38
29
11
17
9
22
9
30
47
62
70

49
64
79
66
50
99
30
45
18
35
16
42
64
77
85

47%
25%
24%
32%
24%
71%
63%
62%
50%
37%
44%
29%
27%
19%
18%

structure
Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu
Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
North Alifu Atoll
South Alifu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu
Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu
Atoll
Gnaviyani Atoll
Seenu Atoll

16
16

1

16
13
15
13
5
12
8
10
5
9
5
8
13
12
10

1

9

1

6

138

154

10%

1
6
202

1
9

2
142

19
711

1
28
1074

100%
32%
34%

1
3

1

1

5
1
1

2

10

Island utilization itself is not a true indicator of land utilization due to variations in island
size. If land area is used as guide to land utilization a large number of atolls are close to full
utilization. Atolls with largest utisitation are Male‟ Atoll (98%), North Ari Atoll (98%),
Addu Atoll (97%), South Ari Atoll (96%) and Faafu Atoll (96%). Amongst these atolls,
Addu and Faafu Atoll appear to have higher percentage of utilization due to the large size
of inhabited islands and economic islands. The remaining unutilized islands in these atolls
are too small for most practical uses or are located too close to a settlement or a resort
island, limiting their use for other activities.
All atolls have utilizations above 50%. The atolls with lowest utilization are Dhaalu (51%),
Lhaviyani (54%), Noonu (56%), Gaafu Alifu (58%) and Gaafu Dhaalu Atoll (60%) since
they have a few larger unutilized islands. The Land available in these five atolls account for,
approximately, 50% of the unutilized land in Maldives.
While the proportion of utilized islands is high in most atolls, it should be noted that the
actual land area available in some of these atolls are considerable. This is especially
apparent in the northern atolls where the average unutilized land area is 354 ha. The lack of
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land in the middle atolls is related to both the extensive development of tourism industry,
population growth and simple lack of islands compared to other atolls.
Table 15: Land distribution by types of Island Use
Inhabited

Infra-

Economic

Special
Use

147.7
176.9

Varuvaa
&
Unused
221.8
243.2

287.3
70.3
67.1
121.6
162.3
304.6
60.3
131.4
8.7
21.9
31.5
20.7
178.9
83.0
85.7

structure
Haa Alifu Atoll
Haa Dhaalu
Atoll
Shaviyani Atoll
Noonu Atoll
Raa Atoll
Baa Atoll
Lhaviyani Atoll
Kaafu Atoll
North Alifu Atoll
South Alifu Atoll
Vaavu Atoll
Meemu Atoll
Faafu Atoll
Dhaalu Atoll
Thaa Atoll
Laamu Atoll
Gaafu Alifu
Atoll
Gaafu Dhaalu
Atoll
Gnaviyani Atoll
Seenu Atoll

6.9

1,312.5
1,580.4
966.7
750.3
559.0
444.9
162.0
885.9
313.2
271.7
50.7
277.5
149.6
166.2
428.8
1,561.3
467.5

138.6
9.1

26.9
202.1

103.7

43.6

21.5
12.4
4.6

4.0

Total

Used
%

1,682.0
2,139.2

87%
89%

384.7
639.3
399.4
297.9
293.7
31.5
8.3
18.6
16.1
71.0
8.5
179.1
176.6
355.7
398.8

1,647.8
1,459.8
1,069.1
864.3
644.9
1,445.6
381.8
434.1
80.1
370.4
189.5
366.1
784.3
2,103.6
956.0

77%
56%
63%
66%
54%
98%
98%
96%
80%
81%
96%
51%
77%
83%
58%

652.9

176.8

306.2

767.868

1,903.8

60%

484.0
955.4
12,440.5

285.0
942.2

121.7
2,387.7

37.1
4,549.1

484.0
1,399.2
20,405.5

100%
97%
78%

86.0

POPULATION DENSITY

The nationwide population density of Maldives in 2006 is 15 persons per Ha (1465 persons
per Sq km). This includes all islands (including uninhabited) and temporary residents
(excluding tourists). The national level density considering only inhabited islands is 23
persons per ha (2340 persons per Sq km). The small variation reflects the fact that more
than 50% of the land area is already inhabited. The Population density of Maldives is
already way over the worlds average population density of 45 people/km2 (based on
Cohen, 2003) and is already the 4th most densely populated sovereign country in the
world3, after Monaco, Singapore and Vatican City4. If the land area calculation considers
only arable land (excluding wetlands and smaller islands less than 10 hectares) the
population density would rise further to 1600 persons per sqkm.
3

Based on: World Population Prospects: The 2006 Revision and World Urbanization Prospects: The
2005 Revision, http://esa.un.org/unpp, Accessed Monday, June 25, 2007
4
Hong Kong, Macau and Gibraltar are ranked before Maldives but are not considered sovereign states.
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Male‟ is believed to the most densely populated urban settlement in the world with 47,870
persons sq km in 2006. The island of K.Viligili, Lh.Hinnavaru and Sh.Komandoo are also
amongst the most densely populated settlements in the world. Table 16 shows the islands
with population density of over 50 persons per hectare.
Table 16: Islands with population density over 50 persons per hectare
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Atoll
K
K
Lh
Sh
Dhaalu
Raa
Meemu
A. Dh
Kaafu
Noonu
Baa
Raa
Baa
Lh
Lh
GA
Thaa
A. Dh
Kaafu
G Dh
A.A
Faafu
Raa
Baa
Meemu
Kaafu

Island
Male'
Viligilli
Hinnavaru
Komandoo
Meedhoo
Un'goofaaru
Dhiggaru
Mahibadhoo
Gulhi
Holhudhoo
Eydhafushi
Maduvvari
Thulhaadhoo
Naifaru
Kurendhoo
Dhaandhoo
Thimarafushi
Kun'burudhoo
Guraidhoo
Gadhdhoo
Bodufolhudhoo
Feeali
Meedhoo
Kendhoo
Maduvvari
Gaafaru

Land
5
Area
195.2
30.4
22.6
10.4
9.3
30.7
9.4
19.7
7.7
17.9
28.9
19.1
22.0
48.5
16.8
16.6
19.3
5.1
19.6
23.9
7.8
12.9
32.7
16.8
8.0
16.0

Population
93,424
6,824
3,015
1,318
915
2,989
911
1,782
674
1,526
2,394
1,568
1,757
3,577
1,213
1,113
1,230
322
1,219
1,439
452
734
1,731
857
406
791

6

Density
(persons/Ha)
478.7
224.7
133.5
127.2
98.2
97.3
97.2
90.6
87.5
85.2
83.0
82.1
79.7
73.8
72.4
67.0
63.7
63.3
62.2
60.2
57.8
56.7
52.9
51.1
50.7
49.5

While there are a number of islands with critical land shortages, the majority (87% of all
inhabited islands) have a density lower than 50 persons per Ha (see figure 1 below).

5

Land within vegetation line
Source: Ministry of Planning and National Development (MPND), 2006. Maldives Population and
Housing Census 2006: Preliminary Results. MPND, Male', Maldives.
6
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Figure 1: Population density distribution by Islands
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The Mean Population Centre (MPC) of Maldives in 2006 is located off the Fulidhoo
Kandu close to Southern tip of Male‟ Atoll (see figure 2 below). Mean population centre is
crude estimate of the population distribution. Similarly, the Mean Land Location (MLL)
could be used a guide to land distribution and relationship to population. At present MLL
is located close to the MPC suggesting a relationship between land availability and
population distribution. This also reflects the utilization of most large islands for
settlement.
Figure 2: Mean Population Centre and Mean Land Location
South Male'
Atoll

MPC 2006
Mean Land
Location

MPC 2000
MPC 1995
MPC 1990
MPC 1985
Felidhe Atoll
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Density measurement across the country only reflects population to land ratio. It is not a
true indicator of level of congestion within the settlement foot print. Some islands have
just 15% of their land area within the settlement foot print while other islands have the
entire land area within the settlement foot print.
6.10 NATURAL PRESSURES ON LAND
6.10.1 Coastal Erosion
In 2004, 97% of inhabited islands in Maldives experienced coastal erosion and 64% of
them had severe erosion (see figure 3 below). The problem is not specific to inhabited
islands as a large number of tourist resorts have also reported ongoing erosion (MHAHE,
2004). Erosion and accretion is a natural island building process in the coral islands of
Maldives. Erosion causes loss of land and even disappearance of smaller unstable islands.
Similarly accretion helps land to grow over time. It is the net impact of erosion and
accretion that defines the short-term changes to land area.
Concerns over erosion arise when coastal infrastructure and properties in inhabited islands
get affected. Erosion patterns of inhabited islands have been further complicated due to
human intervention in coastal areas. In an evaluation of coastal engineering issues in the
Maldives, Readshaw (1994), reported that causes of erosion are manifold and includes: loss
of sediment in reef; increased exposure to the incident wave climate due to historical
mining of house reef; changes in near shore current patterns, either due to natural causes or
man made changes, such as construction of coastal infrastructure; changes in the natural
sediment balance; and up drift impoundment of sand behind coastal structures built
without pre-filling. Similarly, Kench et.al (2003) reported direct links with exacerbation of
coastal erosion in inhabited islands and improper design of coastal structures.
Figure 3: Extent of erosion in Inhabited Islands across Maldives (Based VPAII and
MoEEW)
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6.10.2 Human Pressures on Land
The main pressure on land is from the increase in population, which has grown 3.7 times
over the past century from 72,000 persons to 270,101 (MPND, , 2002). In 2006 population
was expected to pass the 300,000 mark (MPND, , 2006). While the overall population
growth rate has declined consistently since 1990‟s from 3.4 to 1.6 in 2006 (MPND, , 2002),
the demand for land has increased considerably, perhaps owing to trend of preference for
nuclear families. In the outer atolls alone plot allocations have increase 57% between 1995
and 20047 .
At present 24 islands do not have additional land for new housing (see table 17) and a large
number of islands are approaching their capacity (see table 18).
Table 17: List of islands with no additional land for housing in 2004 (based on VPA II data)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sh
Sh
Noonu
Noonu
Lh
Kaafu
Kaafu
A.A

Feevah
Komandoo
Miladhoo
Holhudhoo
Maafilaafushi
Maafushi
Male'
Rasdhoo

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

A.A
A. Dh
A. Dh
Vaavu
Meemu
Faafu
Dhaalu
Dhaalu

Bodufolhudhoo
Kuburudhoo
Fenfushi
Rakeedhoo
Dhiggaru
Feeali
Meedhoo
Hulhudheli

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Thaa
Thaa
Laamu
GA
G Dh
G Dh
S
S

Guraidhoo
Thimarafushi
Maavah
Dhaandhoo
Madeveli
Gadhdhoo
Hithadhoo
Feydhoo

Table 18: List of islands expected to have housing land depleted in the near future 8 (based on VPA II data
and Population Forecasts from MPND)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

HA
HA
Sh
Noonu
Noonu
Raa
Baa
Baa
Lh
Lh
Kaafu
Kaafu
Kaafu

Berinmadhoo
Hathifushi
Noomaraa
Hebadhoo
Velidhoo
Rasmaadhoo
Eydhafushi
Thulhaadhoo
Hinnavaru
Kurendhoo
Gaafuru
Dhiffushi
Thulusdhoo

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Kaafu
Kaafu
Kaafu
Kaafu
A.A
A.A
A. Dh
A. Dh
Vaavu
Vaavu
Meemu
Meemu
Faafu

Huraa
Himmafushi
Gulhi
Guraidhoo
Ukulhas
Mathiveri
Mahibadhoo
Dhagethi
Felidhoo
Keyodhoo
Naalaafushi
Maduvvari
Biledhdhoo

7

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Dhaalu
Thaa
Thaa
Thaa
Thaa
Thaa
Laamu
Laamu
GA
GA
G Dh
S

Vaanee
Vilufushi
Madifushi
Hirilandhoo
Gaadhiffushi
Kibidhoo
Kalhaidhoo
Maamendhoo
Kolamaafushi
Viligili
Fares
Maradhoo_Feydhoo

Based on Census 2000 analytical report Ministry of Planning and National Development (MPND),
2002. Population and Housing Census 2000 of the Maldives Analytical Report. MPND, Male', Maldives.
and VPA II MPND & UNDP, 2004b. Maldives Vulnerability and Poverty Assessment 2004 (Vpa-Ii).
Ministry of Planning and National Development
United Nations Development Programme, Maldives, Male', Maldives. .
8
Based on islands with less than 50 plots left in 2004
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The overall result of increasing population and depleting land resources is overcrowding in
a number of islands. Male‟ and its satellite islands have continued to grow at unprecedented
levels with the population tripling during the past 25 years from 29,522 in 1977 to 104,403
in 2006. The population growth rate in Male‟ has increased from 3.5% in 2000 to 5.73% in
2006 and shows no sign of slowing down especially with the potential vacuum created by
additional land in neighbouring Hulhumale‟ Island. It should be noted that there was a
negative growth rate of -0.37% in the outer atolls in 2006, reflecting the influx of migrants
to Male‟ Region. Male‟ is now the highest the most densely populated settlement in the
world.
Rapid decline in population in outer atolls may help reduce the density in most islands but
increase them in selected settlements.
Table 19: List of islands which have reached their minimum carrying capacity (Adapted from Shaig,
2007)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

HA
HA
Sh
Noonu
Noonu
Noonu
Raa
Raa
Raa
Baa
Baa
Baa
Lh
Lh

Hathifushi
Dhidhdhoo
Komandoo
Miladhoo
Holhudhoo
Velidhoo
Kadholhudhoo
Maduvvari
Meedhoo
Kendhoo
Eydhafushi
Thulhaadhoo
Hinnavaru
Naifaru

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Lh
Kaafu
Kaafu
Kaafu
A.A
A. Dh
A. Dh
Vaavu
Vaavu
Meemu
Meemu
Meemu
Faafu
Dhaalu

Kurendhoo
Gaafuru
Gulhi
Guraidhoo
Bodufolhudhoo
Kuburudhoo
Mahibadhoo
Keyodhoo
Rakeedhoo
Naalaafushi
Dhiggaru
Maduvvari
Feeali
Meedhoo

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Dhaalu
Thaa
Thaa
Thaa
Laamu
GA
GA
G Dh
G Dh
G Dh
S
S

Gemendhoo
Madifushi
Guraidhoo
Thimarafushi
Maamendhoo
Viligili
Dhaandhoo
Gadhdhoo
Fares
Thinadhoo
Maradhoo
Feydhoo

Table 20: List of islands forecasted to reach their minimum carrying capacity by 2015 (Adapted from
Shaig, 2007)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

HA
HA
H Dh
Noonu
Raa
Baa
Kaafu
Kaafu

Hoarafushi
Ihavandhoo
Kulhudhuffushi
Hebadhoo
Ugufaaru
Hithaadhoo
Dhiffushi
Huraa

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Kaafu
A.A
A.A
A. Dh
Vaavu
Vaavu
Dhaalu
Dhaalu

Maafushi
Rasdhoo
Ukulhas
Omadhoo
Fulidhoo
Felidhoo
Ribudhoo
Hulhudheli

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Dhaalu
Dhaalu
Thaa
Laamu
GA
GA
G Dh

Vaanee
Maaeboodhoo
Gaadhiffushi
Maavah
Kolamaafushi
Dhevvadhoo
Madeveli

Population growth and subsequent congestion leads to a host of other pressures on land.
Deforestation for housing construction, encroachment of beach area and removal of
crucial coastal vegetation, improper waste disposal especially on coastal areas, ground water
contamination due to improper sewerage systems and disposal methods, ground water
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degradation due to over extraction, marine water contamination, air and noise pollution
and coral reef degradation are some of the problems well documented in environmental
reports (MHAHE, 1999; MHAHE, 2001; MHAHE, 2003; MHAHE, 2004).

7 Conclusion
This has provided a comprehensive assessment of land area in Maldives as existed in 2006.
This study could be used both as reference to aspects of land in Maldives or as a source for
additional studies. The results presented are the most up-to-date assessment of land.
Owing to the constantly changing nature of islands through human and natural causes, a
programme of regular updates should be initiated to keep stock of land in Maldives. This
study does have its limitations in generalizing and classification of data. These issues can be
resolved based on the preferred methods suitable for individual purposes. However, every
attempt has been made to ensure that the measurements undertaken followed established
scientific methods and are of high accuracy.
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Appendix 10

: Social Assessment – Summary Island Profiles

Social Assessment – Summary Island Profiles
The data used for the profiles have been mainly derived from the Census data,
Vulnerability and Poverty Assessment databases, Statistical Yearbooks and other island
level databases provided by the Ministry of Planning and National Development. See
Appendix 6 for more information on these sources.
Migrant Island – Hathifushi Island
GEOGRAPHY
Location: Northern most Atoll of Maldives (Haa Alifu Atoll – See island number 10,004
in Figure A1.2).
Land Area: 5.04 Hectares
Length: 290 m
Width: 103 m
Location in Atoll: Western Rim
Flood hazard frequency: High
Figure A10-1: Aerial photograph of Hathifushi Island

Limited coastal
protection

Jetty

Structures
close
to beach line
Severe erosion

(Source: GoogleEarth)
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DEMOGRAPHY



The population in Hathifushi Island is small with about 100 persons (See Table A10-1).



Amongst these a significant proportion are the children and the elderly (See Figure A10-2).



There is notable out migration of working-age men, who may have temporarily migrated in
search of better job opportunities.



The population growth rate is currently negative with a net emigration of 50 persons
between 2000 and 2006.



Fertility rate: 0.5

Table A10-1: Hathifushi Island population data
Population 2006

Hathifushi

Population 2000

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

101

53

48

150

74

76

Sex ratio (males per
100 females)
Avg. annual
growth rate

2006

2000

-6.57
110
97
Source: Census 2000 and Census 2006

Figure A10-2: Hathifushi Island population age-sex structure
Hathifushi Island Population Age-sex structure
70-74
60-64
50-54
40-44
30-34
20-24
10-14
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10

5

0

Male

5

10
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Source: Census 2006 (MPND, 2006)
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SOCIAL RESOURCES

Education:
Level of Education: Primary (Grades 1-7) Student Population: <25
Institution
type: Community School
Other: Most students have left the island for higher
education.
Health: The only health facility is a Health Centre. There is a health worker and a mid-wife
resident on the island. Most referrals are made to the neighbouring island which is about 10
km away. It takes about 40 minutes to reach this facility.
Community centres: There is one community hall and it is a shared facility in the school.

Power:
No. of Generators: 1

Capacity: 10.00 Kw

Hours of Operation: 12 hours/ day

Parks and Playgrounds: There are no parks and the common place for relaxation is the
beach. There is one multipurpose playground designated within the clearings but is not
enough even for a football pitch.
Major Social events: 2 events per year (on average).
Social Clubs: 1
Mosques: 1
Social networking: Links to nearby islands in the atoll; links to Male‟ through outmigrants and remittances
CULTURE, ATTITUDES AND SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS


Talks within the migrant community and, between the Government and the
migrant community on future prospects for relocation (Hamdhoon, 2006).



Community differ in their views regarding the ideal host community.
BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Population Density: 20 persons per hectare
No of Housing Plots Given: 70
Average Plot Size: 1600 ft2
No. of Plots available: 15
Common property resource size: 0.5 hectare
Scale of home gardening: 75% of the households have home gardening due to lack of
agricultural land.
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ECONOMIC CAPITAL
Transport Infrastructure: Only an access jetty; no harbour.
Economic Activities: Fishing (43% of employed persons), tourism (33%), public service
and construction (masonry and carpentry).
Agricultural Land: Not available.
Transport vessels: Mechanised vessels (9); Speed boats (1);
Banking Services: Mobile Banking
Income Poverty Index: 0.14 (MPND and UNDP, 2004)
Average Income: Rf 3500

Average Expenditure: Rf 1280

Working Age Population: 58% of population. A number of men work in other islands.
Unemployment: Unemployment rate reported at 33.3% but most of these persons may be
voluntarily unemployed, especially women.
Figure A10-3: Hathifushi Island working-age population
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Male
Female

Young

Working age

old
Source: Census 2006 (MPND, 2006)

Table A10-2: Hathifushi Employment data
Locality, sex &
age

Hathifushi

Employed

Unemployed

Not
economically
active

40

20

10

Labour
force
participation
rate

Unemployment
rate

84.5

33.3

Source: Census 2006 (MPND, 2006)
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POLITICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE CAPITAL
Administrative office: Island Office and court.
Island Chiefs or Katheebs: 1
Police and Fire services: None
Other aspects: There are number of well-known individuals from the Hathifushi
community. These individuals mostly live in Male‟ but their relatives are still known to live
on the island. They are known to be highly respected. There are also changes in the
political system across the country and an increase in political activism.
BIO-PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Erosion: Very Severe
Groundwater quality problems: Very severe
Sewerage System: Connected to septic tanks
Other issues: improper waste management, deforestation, highly modified coastal
environment, seaweed over growth.
Natural hazards: Erosion, regular flooding, strong wind, heavy rainfall.



In sum, the bio physical environment is highly degraded.
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Host Island – Hanimaadhoo Island
GEOGRAPHY
Location: Haa Dhaalu Atoll – (see island number 11,004 in figure A1.2).
Land Area: 303 Hectares
Length: 6800 m
Width: 700 m
Location in Atoll: Eastern Rim
Flood hazard frequency: Low
Figure A10-4: Aerial photograph of Hanimaadhoo Island (Source: GoogleEarth)

Settlement
area
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Figure A10-5: Elargement of settlement area from above image (Source: GoogleEarth)
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Common property
resources

DEMOGRAPHY


Population is average (in terms of national average) with about 1200 persons (See Table
A10-3).



Population structure represents a typical island structure, but a declining growth rate has
reduced the youngest age groups (See Figure A10-6).



There is notable out migration of working-age men, who may have temporarily migrated in
search of better job opportunities.



The population growth rate is currently at 2.66 percent.



Fertility rate: 0.6

Table A10-3: Summary of Hanimaadhoo Island population data
Population 2006

Hanimaadhoo

Population 2000

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

1,184

583

601

1,009

466

543

Sex ratio (males per
100 females)
Avg. annual
growth rate

2006

2000

2.66
97
86
Source: Census 2000 and Census 2006

Figure A10-6: Hanimaadhoo Island population age-sex structure
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Source: Census 2006 (MPND, 2006)
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SOCIAL RESOURCES

Education:
Level of Education: Secondary, Primary, Pre-School

No. of Schools: 2

Student Population: 498 (MoE, 2005). Institution Type: Community and Government
Schools
Health: The only health facility is a Health Centre. It has a resident doctor, nurses (3), a
social health worker, family health workers (3), pharmacists (2) and midwifes (3). There is
also 1 ambulance. Additional referrals are made to the Regional Hospital about 21 km
away. It takes about 1 hour 10 minutes to reach this facility.
Community centres: There is one community hall and it is a shared facility in the school.

Power:
No. of Generators: 1

Capacity: 200.00 Kw

Hours of Operation: 24 hours

Parks and Playgrounds: There is a park at the harbour front. There is one multipurpose
playground most commonly used as a football pitch.
Major Social events: 4 events per year (on average).
Social Clubs: 2
Mosques: 2
Social networking: Links to nearby islands in the atoll; links to Male‟ through outmigrants and remittances

CULTURE, ATTITUDES AND SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS


Youth concerned about loss of job opportunities (Shareef, 2007).

BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Population Density: 4.3 persons per hectare
No. of Housing Plots Given: 409
Average Plot Size: 400 ft2
No. of Plots available: 1500
Common property resource size: Approx. 75 hectares
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Scale of home gardening: 25% of the households have home gardening and most use
agricultural plots allocated separately on the island.
ECONOMIC CAPITAL
Transport Infrastructure: A newly constructed harbour; airport.
Economic Activities: Public service, including airport (52% of employed persons),
tourism (10%), trade, agriculture, construction (masonry and carpentry) and fishing.
Agricultural Land: Land available but no longer allocated.
Transport vessels: Mechanised vessels (10); others (4)
Banking Services: Mobile Banking
Income Poverty Index: 0.41 (MPND and UNDP, 2004)
Average Income: Rf 4000

Average Expenditure: Rf 2385

Working Age Population: 53% of population. Most men work in other islands.
Unemployment: Unemployment rate reported at 12% but most of these persons may be
voluntarily unemployed, especially women.
Figure A10-7: Hanimaadhoo Island working-age population
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Source: Census 2006 (MPND, 2006)

Table A10-4: Hanimaadhoo Employment data
Locality, sex &
age

Employed

Unemployed

Not
economically
active

Labour
force
participation
rate

Unemployment
rate

Hanimaadhoo

493

68

198

71.6

12.1

Source: Census 2006 (MPND, 2006)
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POLITICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE CAPITAL
Administrative office: Island Office and court.
Island Chiefs or Katheebs: 1
Police and Fire services: None
Other aspects: There are number of well-known individuals in the community.

BIO-PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Erosion: Moderate, mostly on the oceanward side of the island.
Groundwater quality problems: Moderate to low
Sewerage System: Connected to septic tanks
Other issues: Improper waste management and deforestation.
Natural hazards: Erosion, occasional flooding, strong wind, heavy rainfall.



In sum, the bio-physical environment is in moderately good condition due the size
of the island.
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Appendix 11: Digital Data
Digital Data
The following data are attached in the DVD.
1. Benefit Cost-Analysis and associated sensitivity analyses.
2. GIS data
a. New basemap for the Maldives (modified from the vector data provided in
http://www.reefbase.org)
b. Landsat 7 satellite images acquired as free-to-download images from
http://www.reefbase.org
c. Additional supporting GIS Layers
d. Storm track data for the Indian Ocean provided by Unisys & JTWC, 2004.
Tropical Cyclone Best Track Data (1945-2004). Available from:
http://www.pdc.org/geodata/world/stormtracks.zip
3. Detailed working of the Composite Index.

Access to some of the files may require licensed software. The GIS files are provided in
MapInfo format and the spreadsheets are provided in Microsoft Excel format. Other
databases are provided in DBF format.
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